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FOREWORD

This report is a product of the Systems Evaluation Division A
of the Institute for Defense Analyses in.eonj.unW±ion with the
Weapons Systems Evaluation Group in response to WSEG Task Order
SD-35-T-104, as modified in a memorandum for Director, WSED,

from Director, WSEG, dated 4 August 1966. The memorandum re-
sulted from a request by the Deputy Director, Tactical Warfare
Programs, ODDR&E. The Ta~k was coordinated with the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, (J-3 and J-5).

The RED BARON Project produced four volumes. Those mem-
bers who made primary contribution to Volume II were as follows:

Velma M. Archer Ralph L. Kuster, Jr., Maj., USAF
John S. Attinello John W. Rubino
Douglas N. Beatty Richard C. Stewart, Capt., USNI Floyd A. Friesen, Cdr., USN Earl A. Thomas
Charles W. Gardner John W. Walden, Cdr., USN
Howard K. Hostler, Maj., USA David D. Young, LCol., USAFU

At its inception (October 1966) the RED BARON Project team
* iconsisted of:

John S. Attinello, Project Leader
Douglas N. Beatty, Ass t t Project Leader
John W. Walden, Cdr'., USN, Senior Navy
Malcolm J. Agnew, LCol., USAF, Senior Air Force

Phillip J. Conley, Jr., LCol., USAF, and Thomas J. Hughes, Capt.,
USN, also worked part time on the project from its inception,
primarily acting as an interview-debrief team. LCol. Agnew and
Cdr. Walden were the other team.

In November John Rubino, Charles Tiffin, William Eason.
Capt., USN, and Charles R. Shaw, Col., USA, joined the project.

U3 UNCLASSIFIED iiii'
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In December, Robert J. Lynch, Jr., Col., USMC, joined, and

Philip Brooks$ Col., USAF, became Senior Air Force representative.

Richard C. Stewart, Capt., USN, was assigned in February 1967.

These later military arrivals shared their time with other WSEG
projects.

While developing interview methods and techniques, the

project was valuably asslsted by two psychologists from IDA/RESD,

W. Sinalko and W. Richard Kitp.

For interviews in the U.S., teams consisting of military
and civilian project members supplemented the two teams designat-

ed initially to collect data in the combat theater. In the SEA

theater, two Navy-Air Force teams (Conley-Hughes and Agnew-Walden)

conducted the interviews. LCol. Agnew and Cdr. Walden also inter-

viewed SEA returnees at European bases.

As interviews were conducted, it became apparent that much

more data were being collected than had been initially estimated

from official reports. Therefore, a rapid increase in qualified

personnel was needed to collate the data for publication.

Roy 0. Anderson, Rear Admiral, USN, Senior Navy Member of
WSEG, through appropriate channels, obtained the services of
four Navy fighter pilots for a period of two weeks. The assist-

ance to the RED BARON Project of the following Navy pilots is

acknowledged:

Dennis E. Becker, Lt., USN
Benjamin Cloud, LCdr., USN
Samuel C. Flynn, LCdr., USN
William D. Kiper, LCdr., USN

A. J. Beck, Major General, USAF, Senior Air Force Member of

WSEQ, with the cooperation of Headquarters, USAF, obtained the

services of nine tactical fighter pilots for a thirty-day period.

The assistance to the RED BARON Project of the following Air

Force pilots is acknowledged:

IV UNCLASSINED
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Thomas H. Curtis, Maj., USAF
Leslie C. Long, Capt., USAF

(a Robert S. Maxwell, Capt., USAF
R. P. Moore, Maj., USAF
Sam P. Morgan, Jr., Capt., USAF* Michael 0. Pennacchio, Capt., USAF
William P. Robinson, MaJ., USAF

Ronald W. Scott, Capt., USAF
Ronald J. Ward, MaJ., USAF

The project also acknowledges the assistance of the follow-

ing individuals who assisted the interview teams in the data

collection phase:

J. J. Berkow, Col., USAF, ARPA R&D Field Unit,
Bangkok, Thailand

(fl R. Hiller, Assistant for Operations Analysis,
CINCPACAF Staff

E. Kapos, OEG Representative, CINCPACFLT Staff
0. Koyiades, COMNAVOCEANO
R. Linsenmeyer, Chief, Scientific Research Advisory

Group, CINCPAC Staff
J. V. Patterson, Col., USAF, ARPA R&D Field Unit,

Saigon, Vietnam
B. Powers, 0EG Representative,, CINCPACFLT Staff
H. L. Wood, Col., USAF, Headquarters, 7th AF
D. G. Lynch, LCol, USMC, OPNAV

The commands, whose cooperation made it possible to reach

the participants of air-to-air engagements, are also acknowledged.

COMMANDS

C mmander-in-Chief, Pacific

Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Pacific Fleet

i Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Air Forces

Commander, Seventh Air Force, Tan Son Nhut AB, Vietnam

Commander, Task Force Seventy-Seven

Deputy Commander, 7/13th Air Forces, Udorn Airfield,
Thailand
Commander, 8th Tactical Fighter Wing (TFW), Ubon Airfield,
Thailand

Commander, 366th TFW, Danang AB, Vietnam

Commander, 355th TFW, Takhli AB, Thailand

Commander, 388th TFW, Korat AB, Thailand

UNCLASSIFIED v
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Commander, 432nd Tactical Reconnaissance Wing, Udorn
Airfield, Thailand

Commanding Officer, USS KITTY HAWK (CVA-63)

Commanding Officer, USS TICONDEROGA (CVA-41)

Commanding Officer, USS BON HOMME RICHARD (CVA-31)
Commanding Officer, USS ENTERPRISE (CVA(N)-65)

Commanding Officer, USS HANCOCK (CVA-19)
Director, ARPA R&D Field-Unit, Saigon, Vietnam

Director, ARPA R&D Field Unit, Bangkok, Thailand
Conmander, 143st Air Division, Yakota AB, Japan

Commander-in-Chlef, U.S. Air Forces, Europe
Commander, Seventeenth Air Force, Ramstein AB, Germany
Commander, 81st TFW RAF, Bentwaters, England

Commander, 36th TFW, Bitburg AB, Germany

Commander, 50th TFW, Hahn AB, 3ermany

Commander, Naval Air Forces, U.S. Pacific Fleet

Commander, Fleet Air, Miramar, California

Commander, Tactical Fighter Weapons Center, Nellis APB,Nevada

Commander, 15th TFW, McDill AFB, Florida

Commander, 831st Air Division (TAC), George AFB,
California
Commander, 835th Air Division, McConnell AFB, Kansas

Commander, 3525th PTW, Williams AFB, Arizona

Commander, 4531st TFW, Homestead AFE, Florida

Commander, 4453rd Combat Crew Training Wing, Davis-Monthan
AFB, Arizona g
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U I. INTRODUCTION

At the request of the Director of Defense Research and

Engineering, the Weapons Systems Evaluation Group has undertaken
a study of air-to-air encounters in Southeast Asia. The project
code name is RED BARON. Data that have been collected on

approximately 400 such encounters through 1 August 1967 will
be analyzed primarily to assist in the selection of suitable
research and development programs for future high-performance

i .fighter aircraft. A secondary purpose of the study was to pro-

vide data for use by the military services and of the scientific

community. This volume is a partial documentation for the

secondary purpose.

A. DATA SOURCES

i 3Data contained in this report were taken from two sources:

the official reporting media and personal interviews with par-

i ticipants. Past IDA/WSEG experience in collecting combat data 1 , 2

has shown that the official reporting media, which are designed

primarily for military operational and statistical needs, are

*1 Uinadequate for many analytic purposes. The project groups con-

ducting these earlier studies found that personal interviewsI lwith participants were necessary for R&D analyses. In Project
RED BARON, interviews were considered the primary data

source, supplemented, where available, by official reports.

IWSEG Staff Study 134, Adequacy of Data from Southeast Asia
Combat Air Operations for Research and Development Analyses
of Aircraft Losses and Damages (U), SECRET, February 1967.

2 WSEG Report 101, Requirements of Defense R&D Agencies for
Data from Combat Air Operations in Southeast Asia, SECRET,
August' 1966.'

SECRET
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For purposes of this study, encounters that were investi-

gated were defined to include the following types:

* Sighting of enemy aircraft (either visually or by
radar),

* Either U.S. or enemy aircraft initiating hostile or
evasive maneuvers,

* Either U.S. or enemy aircraft expending ordnance, and

* Loss or damage in combat of either U.S. or enemy air-
craft.

During the data collection phase, an effort was made to

assure the exhaustiveness of the information contained in this

report. However, it was established that certain aspects of

air-to-air combat could not be included. For example, during

the conduct of CAP and escort missions, frequently it was neces-

sary for the fighter force to intercept radar contacts which

proved to be friendly aircraft. Also, during the course of

missions, aircraft sighted were initially identified and called

as enemy, only to be recognized later as friendly. These occur-
rances were not reported and therefore are not documented in

this volume.

While numerous sightings of enemy aircraft are contained

In this volume, it is believed that there are many other sight-

ings which were not documented (and therefore not included).

This is partially substantiated by the numerous instances which

were mentioned during interviews for which no date or location

was recalled and which were not correlated with reported sight-

ings.

The first type was considered in detail only if the sight-

ing was of R&D interest, e.g., if a U.S. aircraft made no

attempt to engage enemy aircraft because of inferior or malfunc-

tioning U.S. equipment. Where no R&D implications were indi-

cated, sightings were noted to record the information collected

for potential use for other analyses.

2 SEIUiT
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Since "test type" instrumentation does not exist on most

3 combat aircraft, the validity and quality of data are limited
to the tolerances of human senses and recollections (aided

where possible by official and personal records, notes, tapes,

etc.). A detailed account of the precautions taken to insure

the validity and quality of data gathered in such interviews

is presented in Section II.

Originally the data sample consisted of 248 encounters

through 1 March 1967. However, from this date through 22 May,r more encounters were identified (not including "sightings").
In the 23-month period from first encounter to 1 March, 47

"confirmed plus probable" MIG kills were reported. In the six-
week period in April-May 1967, the 65 engagements resulted in

37 "confirmed plus'probable" MIG kills. 1

LI B. DATA PRESENTATION

Though the analyses to be conducted in the RED BARON studyj were to be limited to exposing problems for R&D considerations,
interest in the basic data was expressed in many areas of the
military and scientific communities. To satisfy these needs
the data have been formalized and are published in three volumes
as follows:

Volume I: Account of F-4 and F-8 Events Prior to 1 March
1967 (U) (WSEG Log No. 126571)

No. of Encounters
U.S. Aircraft Involved to 1 March 1967

F-4B 13
F-4 C 55_F-88 F-104 1

3 U-2 1

Total Events Reported Volume I

1Concurrently, there was a shift in targeting policy (NVN air-
fields were bombed by U.S. aircraft from 23 April) and the in-
troduction of new equipment (e.g., SUU-16A guns installed in
some F-4C aircraft). Because of these factors the additionalengagements were included in the RED BARON data base.

IW 3* SECRET
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Volume II: Account of F-105 Events Prior to I March 1967 (U)

No. of Encounters

U.S. Aircraft Involved to 1 March 1967

P-105 151

Volume III: Account of Air-to-Air Events from I March 1967
to 1 August 1967, and All Miscellaneous Events
(U)

For ease of study and analysis, the available information

has been summarized under the following headings:

*Prlmary Mission and Tactical Situation

eMission Route
* Aircratt Configurations

eFlight Conditions Prior to Encounter

eInitial Detection

eAcýIon Initiated
* Situation DevelopmentI ~* Ordnance
*Equipment Problems

0 Aircrew Comments

9 Data Sources

Pollowing the above, an edited narrative is presented which

integrates all the information sources pertaining to the desig-

nated air-to-air engagement. Wherever an air-to-air engagement

proved to be of sufficient complexity that a perspective drawing

aided in its understanding, such a representction was developed.

Although every precaution has been taken to depict the

engagements accurately, the artists' representations serve oniy

as guides to the reader in following through the complex series

of situations and should not be interpreted as the pracise

flight paths of the aircraft involved.

The perspective representations of the air-to-air engage-

ments were developed by the SED Graphics Department employing the

Illustromat 1100 Analog Computer at the Ballistic Research

4 SECRET-



Laboratory, Aberdeen ProvIng.Ground, Maryland with the aid ot

maps and overlays developed during interviews of the air core.

Artists then added perspective views or aircraft in approximate
attitudes and positions indicated in the Event Summary charts.

The names and official call signs of the participants have

been replaced by standardized nomenclature togive anonymity to

the interviewees. This precaution was followed throughout to

011 encourage frank and honest answers to all questions posed by the

i.iinterview te,ý'ms.

1I
I
I
U

I
I
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III. DATA DEFINITION AND COLLECTION

A. BACKGROUND - GOALS AND LIMITATIONS

1Th&,broad;goal formulated. for the data, definition/aall]t_-
t'>on effort waa to ob ain sufficient data to enable'reconstruc-
tion of the various air-to-air encounters in appropriate detail

with maximum accuracy and completeness ("reconstruction" being

the key word).

The scope and degree of detail was not simply defined.

It revolved around the needs of the R&D community and the
limitations of the available data. The primary limitation was
human ability to sense and recall. There were no recording
deyvioesý in U.S. afrcTmft, anda; nd- ,6re, with- few- exceptions
(such as taped communications and photographs), all data had
to be extracted from the minds of participants and observers.

There was also the question of the adequacy, for event re-

I construction, of data reported from Southeast Asia through the

standard reporting systems. IDA/WSEG experience1 showed that

while these systems offered certain worthwhile information for
R&D purposes, they were far from adequate for the purposes of

3 this specific study.

It was decided that IDA/WSEG would interview participantsU in air-to-air encounters as the principal source of data.

S 1WSEG Report 101, Requirements of Defense R&D Agencies for
Data from Combat Air Operations in Southeast Asia (U), July
1966, (SECRET). WSEG Staff Study 134, Adequacy of Data from

Si •7Southeast Asia Combat Air Operations for Research and Develo
I ment Analyses of Aircraft Loss and Damage (U), February 1967,

(SECRET).

II " UNCLASSIFIED 7



B. APPROACH

The data collection program involved several interrelated
areas of operations. They were:

1. Identification of air-to-air encounters and the
participants.

2. Development of more specific data needs and resolution
of needs with limitations.

3. Collection of appropriate documentary information on
Southeast Asia air-to-air encounters.

4. Development of optimum Interview techniques.

5. Location of and arrangements for interviewing
participants.

These operations were not necessarily sequential and were
continued throughout the data collection phase.

Items 1 and 3 initially were interrelated, i.e., the means

of identifying encounters was through search of existing docu-

mentation -- various formally and informally maintained "box
'scores" and other files.

Early information was gained from the Office of the Chief

of Naval Operations and the USAF Air Staff. Additional basic

. documentation came from the USAF Tactical Fighter Weapons Cen-

* ter, CINCPACFLT, CINCPACAF, COMNAVAIRPAC, and the Commanders,
7th Air Force. It was quickly determined that the various

"box scores" did'not agree. This was attributed to a variance
in definition of what constituted an air-to-air encounter/

engagement and possibly administrative or communications

failures within the commands.

Additionally, early in the study, the CNO and the Chief of

Staff, USAF, were advised of Project RED BARON and requested

to provide reference to appropriate documentation. Numerous
I/ replies.were received from various offices within the Services.

8 UNLASSFIED
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Oradually, sources of documented information were in-"
creased until they included; standard reporting system (OPREPs,
COACT, Navy 3480 Reports, Guided Missile Performance Reports);
various reports of associated studies made by OEG representa-

tives and other analytical groups; letters from pilots who

could not be interviewed; various records kept at all levels
of command; gun-camera films; tapes of communications made by
pilots; and miscellaneous message traffic among military

Identification of participants was a particular problem
since there is no existing mechanism for providing this infor-
mation. With a relatively few exceptions, names of partici-pants were not included in reports. However, names were

gradually acquired through informal communications with USN
and USAF pilots and, as the interview program proceeded, other
persons were identified by the interviewees.

.jj Some specific items of data desired were defined by visits
U to various Service R&D and training organizations and through

meetings with representatives of various industrial organiza-
tions concerned with components of U.S. fighter weapons systems.
(These visits and conferences also provided information on the,

-- technical and operational aspects of the weapons systems con-
cerned.) Eventually, a categorized list of data specifically
desired from each encounter was formulated.

Having'established the data requirements, an interview3.program was desired which would:

0 Allow the greatest number of interviews, while

* Maximizing the quality, depth, and scope of informa-
tion obtained from each interview.

There were uncertainties about the interview program,
however. They involved such considerations as the human5 ability to recall stressful incidents and the effect of elapsed

time.between the event .and attempt to recount it. Largo- numbers

• -=UIIO I|ID,1
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of people throughout the world had to be interviewed, great

quantities of interview data had to be reduced, and time and

manpower had to be considered.
With the assistance of IDA psychologists, H. W. Sinaiko

and W. R. Kite, basic Interview concepts were delineated.
These concepts stressed unhurried informality, anonymity of

the interviewee, a chronological approach to the. entire flight
in question (not just the air-to-air encounter period of it), 4

and much use of visual aids -- maps, sketches, airplane

models -- to reconstruct events. A

A systematic program was developed to interview a maximum

number of participants in the combat theater and throughout

CONUS and Europe. There was little chance to control the
elapsed time between events and interview. As a result, the

elapsed time varied from days to more than one year.

Efficiency of operation was approached in various ways.

Several levels of encounter were defined according to their

complexity' and intensity, 1 and the basic interview procedure

was somewhat expanded or abbreviated according to the level of

encounter and the knowledge of the interviewee. Data formats

were devised which attempted to facilitate the recording (and

subsequent reducti6fi) of information while stimulating the

memory of the interviewee.

A total of ten persons were trained as interviewers.
k:

Where it was possible to communicate with a participant but

not practical or possible to interview him, he was contacted

by mail.

While there was the desire to interview a maximum number

of pilots, it was superseded by a desire to maximize coverage

over the largest number of encounters. Consequently, where a

1Sighting only (visual or radar); either side taking hostile
or evasive action; expenditure of ordnance by either side;
loss or damage by either side.

10 UNCLASSWIPM
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choice had to be made as to whom to interview, breadth of'
coverage was the first consideration.

At the ,start, various test interviews were conducted,
their results evaluated, and improvements made before a large
scale program was undertaken. Minor changes in procedure wereft made throughout the program.

C. DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW PROCEDURE1

In spite of the small changes that evolved and flexibility
included to accommodate each situation, the basic interview

procedure remained largely constant after the early test cases.

Ideally, the interviewee was given advance notice and a

general idea of what would be discussed. The interview team
consisted of two persons, one a military pilot with a signifi-
cant amount of flying experience and the second person a mili-
tary officer or civilian. The team would meet with one crew-Im~a. at- a time. in a. caoseds room, with. minimum distraction, and
with what was intended to be more than ample time allotted for

* the meeting. The team attempted to create an air of relaxed
informality.

3 The interviewee was given an explanation of the study,
how it came about, what it hoped to accomplish, and what his .3 role was. It was emphasized that his name would not appear
in print and. that, in general, attempts would be made to pre-
serve the anonymity of the persons interviewed. This was done

to encourage frank and honest answers. The complete interview
procedure was explained in detail.

Next, the pilot was asked to give an uninterrupted narra-
tive of the encounter in question. He was asked to start from
planning for the mission and discuss all aspects through the
flight's return to base. He was first given examples of the
kind of detail desired. Early in the project it became stan-
dard for the interviewers to use a tape recorder for the
1A more detailed discussion is presented in Volume IV of this
report.

SUNCLASSIFIED 1
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narrative phase. This, of course, depended upon the inter-

viewee's consent and he was always free to go back and erase
anything he wished from the tape. He was assured that the
tape was only for the use of the interviewers in gaining com-
plete, accurate information from the meeting and its use was
limited to the project.

Next, depending on the intensity and complexity of the

encounter, a sketch of the action was made. Again, the sketch

covered a greater part of the mission than just the air-to-air

encounter, dealing with ingress and egress as well. The
technique was to put a transparent paper overlay on a large

scale map and trace the paths, in plan view, of the various

aircraft known to have been present (as they were believed to

be) relative to known geographical points. The third dimension
to the picture was introduced by means of a keyed time-sequence
vs. altitude plot at the top of the overlay.

With regard to time, early in the study it became clear '3
that the-air-to-air combatant rarely had any reasonable concept

of the time duration of events or phases of the combat. He
could, however, recall well the sequence of events. This
caused the injecting of time-sequences into the interview
process. The procedure was for the interviewer to "stop the

action" at a point where something significant was occurring

arnd try to elicit a detailed account of the scene at that

instant -- the location and altitude of each participant;

status of the interviewee's aircraft in the way of speed, g's,

fuel state, avionics modes, etc.; action by the individual and

his reasons therefor; communications which took place; enemy

actions; etc.

After such a stop the description would continue until the

next significant event occurred at which point the action would

be stopped again. These stops correspond with the "T" (or

"Time") marks in events and pictures. While one team member

12 UNCLA SIUEM
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worked with the pilot in making the sketch, the other kept

notes on a specially designed note pad.

Upon completion of this step-by-step microscopic phase,

{jthe interviewers consulted their checklist on data items and

asked specific questions about points which had not come out.

jFinally, the interviewee was encouraged to comment on the

whole range of considerations which might be of interest to

the study -- comments derived from his experience In this

specific encounter as well as from his overall experience.

The duration of an interview was from minutes to several

hours, depending on the significance and complexity of the

encounter and the knowledge of the interviewee.

D. GENERAL COMMENTS ON DATA

The Project identified 248 air-to-air encounters that

occurred prior to 1 March 1967. Participants in 164 of these
encoi•:er6s w4re inte`Vieýed, with a total of 3-31 interview

conducted. 1 In addition, 37 written accounts of engagements
were received. In general, priority was given to the more com-

plex encounters; events for which no interviews were conducted

were usually a sighting only, with no R&D significance. \

The study group found that human ability to recall the

details of incidents stressful to them is sometimes quite
remarkable. With regard to the validity of recE 1, various
comparisons were made between OPREP reports of the encounter

and interviews and between interviews of various participants

in the same encounter. There was generally good agreement.
Where significant discrepancies appeared, they could usually
be traced to the confusion of a fast moving, complex situation

If an individual was interviewed in connection with two or
more different encounters, this would be considered as two
or more interviews.

g UIICLASSIFIED 13j
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rather than memory failure or some psychological phenomena.

(Discrepancies between various accounts of the same event did

cause some difficulty in the final reconstruction process. In

almost all cases, discrepancies were resolved through repeated

study of the data, use of logical deductions, and/or

reinterview.)

Intuitively, it might appear that the best Information

would be obtained by minimising the time lapse between encoun-

t~r and interview. However, there are opinions and illustra-

tions which counter this. The thought cannot be proved or

disproved at this time. As noted earlier, elapsed time between

encounter and interview ran from a period of days to more than

a year. Dates of events and interviews have been included in
the published data.

The interview techniques, in general, were highly regarded 5
by interviewees for effectiveness In stimulating accurate,

detailed recall. In some cases, through the procedures used, a
interviewees were able to correct and clarify their concep-

tions of events.

141IML
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III. EVENT RECONSTRUCTIONS

The account of each event is presented in at least two

basic parts: (1) An outline which gives an abbreviated pres-

entation of the highlights of the event, and (2) A narrative
of the encounter.

All of the events contained in this Volume are summarized
in Table 1. A Glossary of Terms was developed to aid in the
interpretation of events and is included at the end of this
report. The glossary also contains descriptions and illustra-
tions of the more common aircraft maneuvers.

In addition, whenever an air-to-air engagement proved to
be of sufficient complexity that a perspective drawing aided
in its understanding, such a representation was developed.
The perspective drawings were keyed by an Event Summary Chart
which describes the actions of friendly aircraft (BLUE 1, 2,
etc.), and enemy aircraft, as well as known communication in-
formation, at significant points in the event. As explained
in Section II, these are identified by "time marks" (TO, T10

T2, etc.), and are instants in time when significant points
arose and are not intervals of seconds or minutes of clock
time. In the perspective sketch, a vertical line representing
altitude appears on the flight path at each of these "time
marks" with the time mark sequence number printed at the top
and the participant to which it referred printed at the bottom

(e.g., B2, M3, etc.). The keyed flight paths presented in the
sketches were color coded such that the paths of all friendly
aircraft were shown in blue and those of enemy aircraft, in red.

-
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6/

SEQUENCE NUMBER

PARTICIPANT

.0e IDENTIFICATION

It is recognized that precise flight paths could not be re-
constructed since the participating airplanes did not carry
instrumentation for recording of position. Thus, while every
effort was made to depict the engagements as accurately as
possible, it must be remembered that artists' representations
serve only as guides to the reader in following the complex
series of situations and should not be interpreted as the
precise flight pathe of the aircraft involved.

16 CORFWENTIAL
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SECRET

Teble 1. LIST OF EVENTS

Aitrcrftt Involved Results

Event Oa te/Time Moil- . .

i-i1 4 Api'65/1215N 4 F-10o0 4 NI-17, 2/0 0/0.
11-I 24 vnn6S/16iO0N 4 F-10 I NIG-is 0/0 0/0
11-3 5 Oct'65/dey 1 F-lOS NIBS 1/0 0/0
11-4 --- Oct,66/ ..... 4F-10 2 NIS-l? 0/0 0/0
11-S 16 Nov',5/1540H 5 F-105 2 NIB-17 0/0 0/0
11-6 28 Nov,65/1212H 1 F-106 2 NIG-? Sighting
11-7 t Oec*6S/1630H 4 F-105 5 NIB-17 Sighting
11-8 16 0ec65/162SH 3 F-105 2 NIB-? S1ohting11I-8 0 DOc.:iSII6OOH 4 F-105 2 NIS-171 •oitl 0g

11-10 16 Neor66/1433H 4 F-10 8 MIB-21 Si btlig11-11 23 Apr'O6/11S2H 4 F-1050 3 HIC-17 0/0/0
o,/o11--1ý 8. NarO6S/1608H 4..r-1060. 2 ýli-m 17 010 010

11-13 10 Nayi$.1621H F-I1050 4 01-17 Sighting
11-14 10 Nayi66/1800H 4 F-105 3 NIG-17 Sighting
11-15 29 Jun 66/1310N 4 F-105 4 NIG-17 i/
11-16 --- Jun,66/ ----- 4 F-105 1 NI-17 sighting
11-17 Jun-Ju'ii6/ISOOH 2 F-IOS 2 NIB-17 a/ 0i0
11-Is 7 1u1'66/ 4 F-100 4 NIB-17 0/0 0/0

11-20 12 3u1'66/ 4 7-105 6I-? /D/2• F-IOSD , NIG-,1 0/0 0/011-19 71ul'SS/0ilSH F-N0SF
11-20 14 JulV66/ ----- 4 F-105 1 NIB-17 010 0/0
11-21 11 ju1'66/i706Z I F-102 4N16-21 0/0 0/0

11-24~~ F-J16 -105 2 NIB-i?01 /11-22 14 Ju1*66/ ----- 4 F-105 2 HNI-21 0/0ht/
11-263 19 -Jul /1611H 8 F-105 5 NIB-17 Sighting
11-24 Ju*66/O.... 4 F-105 2 NIG-17 0/0 0/0
11-25 20 Jul'66/O842H 4 F-lOS 2 NIG-21 0/0 0/0
11-26 I - -2 Jui'66'/300H  

4 F-105 1 NIB-17 Sighting11-27 20 Ju1'66/163SH 4 F-105 2 UnId. 01Sightin
11-28 20 3ul'i6/1446H 4 F-10S 1 NIG-21 0/0 0/0
11-23 20 JvlA' 1602H14 4 Fr-1os 1 NIB-21 /4ht /ng
11-30' 21 u166/i/1630H 4 F-105 3 1-17 SNghtng 0011-31 21 Ju1'S6/1020H 4 F-105 2 HIB-19 0/0 0/0
11-32 12 Aug'66/1088H 4 F-105 2 HNI-17 0/1 0/l0S11-33 17 Aug'ii/l516H 2 F-1050 1 HIG-17 010 0/0

11-34 17 Aug*SillSO2H 2 F-1OSD 27N16-17 0/0 0/0
11-35 18 Aug°6i/1S28H 2 F-105 2 MIS-17 0/1 1/0

11-36 18 Aug'66/1603H 4 F-1050 2 NIG-17 0/0 0/0
11-37 18 Aug'66/1603H 2 F-1050 3 HIG-17 0/0 0/0
11-38 22 Aug'66/1626H 4 F-1050 4 NIB-17 0/2 0/0
11-39 9 Sep'66/0900H I F-10SF 3 NIB-21 0/0 0/0

11-40 11 Sop'66/ -.... 3 F-105 1 Unid. Sighting

11-41 14 Sep'66/1643H 4 F-lOS 2 MIB-17 0/ 0/0
11-42 14 Sep'66/i636H 4 F-1050 3 NIB-17 0/0
11-43 14 Sep'66/1 6 38H 4 F-105 2 NIG-17 Sighting
11-44 15 Sip'66/ISSSH 3 F-lOS 2 MIG-? Sighting
11-45 16 Sep'68/l6 4 SH 4 F-lOS 4 NIG-21 Sighting 0
11-46 16 Sep'66/1650H 4 F-1050 2 MIG-17 0/0 0/0
11-47 16 Sep'66/1647H 4 F-1050 4 NIG-17 0/0 0/0I• MIG-190000
11-48 17 SepGG6/O927H 3 F-105 3 NI-?

11-49 18 Sep'66/0931H 3 F-105D 3 NIG-17 0/0 0/0
11-50 i8 Sepi66/1648H 2 F-1050 4 NIB-17 0/0 0/0
11-51 18 Sep'66/1644H 4 F-lOS 2 MIG-17 Sighting

i1-52 18 Sep'66/1648H 4 F-105D 4 NIG-17 0/ 0/0
11-63 20 Sep'66/1645H 11 F-105 4 NIG-17 0/0 0/0

211-54 21Sepi66/1027H 4 F-105 2 MIC-21 0/0 0/0

II-88 21 Sep66/1015H 4 F-lOS I NIG-17 0/0 0/1
11-5 21 Sepi66/lOOOH 4 F-105 2 MIB-17 0/0 1/0

II-$7 21 Sep'66/lOlSH 4 F-105D 2 HIG-17 0/0 0/1
.1-8 21Sep66/O2S 40-0OD 0G-2

11 -$9 21 Sep:66/132H 4 F-105 3 MIG-17 0/0 0/1
11-60 21SeposGI1030H 2 F-105 4 HIG-17 0/0 0/0
11-61 22 Sep'66/O84SH 4 F-105 1MIG-? Sighting

11-62 28 Sep'66/ .... 1 4 F-10 I NIG-21? Sighting
S11-63 28 Sep'66/1725H 4 F-ISD 4 MIG-21 Stghting 0/0

111-64 e0ct'6611S4SH 4 F-1O5 2 MG-17 0/17
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Aircraft Involved Results

11l-66 S OctEE6/1545N 4 F-105 4 NiB-Cl 0/0 OP1?
I-S SOctSE/11643N 4 P-10OS NIB-Cl 0/0 0/0

t1-67 8 Oct'E411641H 4 F-1O6 4 NIB-17 Sighting
11-. O~~ct,66/ --- 4 P-105 I1 NIB-iS? Sighting

11-69 3 Nov66/1556H 4 F-l06 2 NIB-2l Sighting
11.70 --- Uev,'64/-.. 4 F-105 6 NIG-17 SI hting
11-71 -- o6/ -4 F-1OB I NIG-21 Sighti no
11-72 -- NvE-4 F-105D 3 NIB-21 Sightl of
11.73 -- NovE~ -6 .. 4 P.1050 1 NIG-2l Sighting
11.74 ---R.t'66/ ..... 4 F-1O5 P NIG-17 Sighting 0/11-75 2 Dec66/1425H 4 F-105 4 NIG-21 0/0 /
11-76 2 OcIE1430H 4 F-105 I NIB-2l 010 0/0
11-77 3 bec'6/122014 4 P-105 I NIB-21 1)/0 0/0
11-78 3 ec'66/1240H 4 F-105 2 NIG-15/li Sightting
11-79 3 Dec'66121314 4 F-l05 I NIB-2l Si-ghting
11-80 4 Voc'66/1040H 4 F-105 1 NIB-li Sighting
11-81 4 DecEE/ --- 4 F-1050 I Nis? SightingE
11-82 4 Dec'$6/1040H 4 F-lO5 2 Nis? Sighting
11.83 4 D~c'66/1637I4 4 F-l05 a-1a NIG-l7 0/0 0/0
11-84 4 Oec*66/1642M 4 F-105 16 NIB-li 0/0 IWO

1-as 4 DecES6/1645H 4 F-l105 2 NIB-l70i 0/0
112 NIB-2l1/

11-67 4 Doc'66/1705H 4 F-lO5 4 NIB-li 0/0 1/0
11-88 4 Dec'66/lilSH4 4 F-l05 9 NIB-l7 010 0/0
11-69 4 Dac*EE/1713N 4 F-l05 2 NIB-2l S1 sht Ino 0j
11-90 S Dec'66/1012H 4 F-1050 2 NIS-C 0/0/
11-91 5 040'66/101sH 4 F-lO5 4 NIB-21 0/0 0/0
11-92 5 D*C'66/lS30H 3 F-1050 1 NIB-17 010 0/0

11493 5 DecEE6/1630H 2 F-105F 4M62 / /
I1F-106F

11-94 5 Dec'66/1652H I3 F-1OUD 2 NIG-17 1/0 0/0

11-95 S 0ec'66/1655H 4 F-105 8 Unid. Sigtn
11:96 8 D0::66/1615H F-105 a MIB-21l0 0/0
11-97 13 0.c'6E/1610H 4 F-l05 1 NIB-Cl Sighting
11-100 14 Dec'66/1530H 4s F.1051) ?S RIGS 0/0 0/0
11-99 14D*cE6/1625H 4 F1050 N IB-2l 1/0 0/0

141c6/50 -0D 6 NIB-2i 0/0 0/0

11-101 14 DecsGE/170714 4 F-1O5 2 NIB-li 0/0 0/0
11-102 14 0ec*66/1615H 4 F-lOS 2 NIB-21 0/0 0/0
11-103 14 0ec564/170414 2 F-lO5 2 NIB Poss 0/0 0/0
11-104 14 Dec 6f'1650H 4 F-l05 2 NIB-2l Sigh~ting
11-105 14 Dec'66/1613H 4 F-l0S ? NIBS 0/0 0/0
11-106 14 9ac166/----- 1 F-1O5 2 NIG-2l Sighting

11.07 19D~c6/5414 P100 2 NIB-li 0/0 0/0

11-107 19 Dec'66/150014 4 F-10O0S NIB-?2iht1
11-109 19 Dec'66/16OSH 4 F-1050 I- Sighting
11-109 19 Dec'EE/1603H 4 F-1050 6 NIB-f 0/0tin 0/0
11-110 19 DecIE/lSOONH 4 F-1050 4 NIB-Cl Siht/
11-112 19 DecSE/11600H 4 F-lOSD 2 NIB-li 0/0g0/0ng

11-112 2 NIG-?
11-113 19 040'6/1549H 4 F-1O5D 2 NIB-2l 0/0 0/0
11-114 19 Dec'66/1545H 4 F-1O5 14 1N16-17 0/0 0/0
11-115 19 Dec'66/1547H 4 F-IOSD 9 NIG-li Si ghting 0/
11-116 19 Dec'66/1S4514 4 F.1050 4 NIB-Cl 0/0 /
11-117 -Dc6/4 F,105D 2 NIB-Cl 0/0 0/0.

2 -050 2NI-lSgtg
11-118 2 Jan'Ei/1510H 12 F-0F 2MG-1Sgtn
11-119 4 jan'67/1534H 4 F-105 1 NIB-Cl Sighting
11-120 7 3an,67/late 4 F-l05 4 NIB-Cl 0/0 0/0

a fternoon
11-121 7 3an'67/late 4 F-111 4, NIB-2l 0/0 0/0

11-122 7 Jan'6i/008302 20-F-lOS 2-NIB-2l 0/0 0/0

18 SSE
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11-~3 Jn'6/OSSHAir~craft Involved Rtesults

i t -M8 J a ' 6 7 / 8 2 5 H4 F -1 0 5 0 4 N I B -t i i h i n I
11-124 IS ,)en67/i61514 a F-105 4 NIB4-tiO
11-125 16 ,3an'67/164514 4 F-1050 I NIB-2i Sighting

I'11-126 16 Jan'67/0818H 4 F-106 4?NIB-? Sighting
11-it? 16 Jan'67/0838N 4 F-lOS 2 NIB-ti Sighting
11-128 16 Jan,6l/0825H 4 F-105 1 MIS-ti Sighting
11-129 16 1 en,67/0925N 4 F-lOS 2 NIB-2i sighting /11.130 17 Jan'67/07590 4 F-l05 4 NIB-2i 0/0 00
11-131 16 Jan*67/1538H 4 F-105 I NIG-ti Sithting 0011-132 17 Jan'67/0838H 4 F-105 2 NIS-21 0/00
11-133 17 Jan'67/O715H 4 F-l05 ? NIBS 0/0 0/0
11-334 17 Jan'67/1609H 3 F-lOS 1 NI-? sigsting
11-135 17 Jan'67/0S2014 4 F-l05 2 NIB-17 Si ghting IU iI-136 21 JanbU10844M 4 F-IOW0 4-N1B-V OiO1 0/

* 11-137 21 aan,67/0842H 4 F-1050 3 NIB-ti 0/0 0/0

11-138 21 4an'67/160SN 4 F-10S 82 NIB-ti00 /
11-139 21 JanS67/0844H 4 F-105 1 NIB-2i Sighting 0/011-140 21 Jan'67/lS2SH 4 F-105 2 NIB-i? 0
11-141 21 J3an'67/0840H 4 F-I050 l0?NIB-t1 0/0 0/0

* 11-142 21 Jan'67/1522N 4 F-IOSD 5 MIS-i? 0/0 0/0
11-143 21 Jan'67/1621H 4 F-1OSD 2 NIG-19 0/0 0/0U11-144 21 Jan'67/162014 4 F-10S S-S NIG-i? 0/1 0/0
11-145 22 Jon'67/093614 4 F-lOS 4 NIG-17 0/0 0/0
11-146 27 Jan'67/ --- 4 F-l0S 4 NIG-i7 0/0 0/0
11-147 29 JaiV67/ --- 4 F-105D 3 NIG-21 0/0 0/0
11-148 4 Feb'67/0848H 4 F-105 4 MIG-21 Sighting

1'11-149 4 Feb'67/0759H 4 F-1O5 3 UniGd2 Sighting _____

11-149 4 Feb'67/0830H 4 F-105 6 UNid,2 Sighting 0011-151 4 Feb'67/1600H 4 F-lo5 2 NIB-i? 0/0/

I1
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
(All'Terms Unclassified Unless Otherwise Stated)

AA - air-to-air weapon 4 3

AAA - antiaircraft artillery

"AAM - air-to-air missile

AAWC - Anti-Air-Warfare Commander
AB - afterburner

ACM - air combat maneuvering
ACT - air combat tactics
ADF - automatic direction finder

AEW - airborne early warning .4
AOL - above ground level

AIM-7 (D&E models) (SPARROW) - semiactive radar type, air-to-
air missile

AIM-9 (B&D models) (SIDEWINDER) - passive IR type, air-to-air

missile A

AIM-9C (SIDEWINDER) - Radar guided air-to-air missile
AI radar - airborne intercept radar
Aircraft commander - a pilot designated pilot-in-command of a

given aircraft (Air Force name for front
seater in F-4)

ALKALI - Soviet air-to-air missile - radar beam rider type

3 ALQ-51 - Broadband deception ECM system

ALQ-71 - Noise jamming ECM pod (production model of QRC-160-1)
ANCHOR (Various colors) - see Figure 9 on page'34"- code names

for specific refueling tracks

AN/APA-157 - CW radar illuminator and fire control computer
for SPARROW missile system

Angle-off - angular position off the tail of the reference
aircraft

APQ-72 - airborne intercept radar in F-4B aircraft

U
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APQ-94 - airborne intercept radar in M-8E aircraft
APQ-100/109 - airborne intercept radar in F-4=/Daircraft

APR-25 - vector homing and warning system - providing 3600

directional warning of threat signals in certain bands
with instantaneous bearing to radiating source.

APR-26 -crystal video airborne warning receiver to detect SA-2

guidance signals

APR-27 - airborne radar warning receiver

armed reconnaissance - an air mission flown with the primary
purpose of locating and attacking targets
of opportunity, i.e., enemy materiel,
personnel, and facilities in assigned
general areas or along assigned ground
communications routis, and not for the
purpose of attacking specific briefedIa.

Atargets.

,ASE circle allowable steering error - circle on radar display
provided by fire control computer.

ATOLL - Soviet air-to-air missile, infrared seeker type
autotrack - automatic tracking in which a servo mechanism keeps

the radar beam trained on the target.

Back - the individual occupying the back seat of the F-4; in
Navy called RIO, in Air Force called pilot or GIB.

BARCAP - Barrier combat air patrol a MIGSCREEN for one or
more missions

barrel roll - see Figure 2 (page 27) - a 3600 rolling maneuver

in whic' the flight path of the aircraft decides
a about the intended direction of the flight.

BDA - bomb damage assessment

BINGO (fuel) - minimum fuel quantity reserve established for a
given geographical point to permit aircraft to
return safely to home base or aerial refueling
point.

bogey - unidentified ai 3raft

boresight mode - in the boresight mode the radar antenna is
aligrned and locked to the roll axis of the
aircra't.

brýeak - an emergency turn in which maximum performance is desired
instantly to destroy an attackers tracking solution.

break X -minimum range indication for missile launch. X ap-

pears in the radar scope at minimum range.

22 UNCIASIFIED
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CAP - combat air patrol - an aircraft patrol provided over an
objective area, over the force protected, over the
critical area of a combat zone, or over an air defense|, area, for the purpose of intercepting and destroying
hostile aircraft before they reach their target.

(NAVY) Condition I CAP (Standby): aircraft ready for immediate
(maximum delay of two (2) minutes) takeoff. Aircraft
with engine not running (starter batteries plugged in)
will be positioned for take-off. Pilots in cockpit and
dedk drew on alert.

CAS - calibrated air speed (knots)

CBU-24 - canister dispensed air-to-ground bomblet type munition;
the canister is carried externally on the aircraft and
opens after release at a preset altitude.

li centerline tank - a fuel tank carried externally on centerline
of aircraft.

chaff - a type of confusion reflector, which consist of thin,
narrow metallic strips of various lengths to provide
different responses, used to create false signals on
radarscope.

Channel 97 - A TACAN station located during the period of theC n 97 study at 2 0 027'N/103043'E used for navigational
aids. (SECRET)

chandelle - a maximum performance climbing turn in which speed
is converted to altitude while reversing direction.

CMR-312 (Little Ears) - aural radar warning receiver

CROWN - call-sign for rescue force commander

a CRT - Combat Rated Thrust - maximum augmented thrust condition
of engine

DF - direction finder

DME - distance measuring equipment
dot-- (aim dot, steering dot) - electronic dot appearing in

radar scope when radar is
locked on providing computedsteering vector information

element - Air Force term for the basic fighting unit (two air-S~ craft)

EWO - electronic warfare officer

FANSONG - tracking radar for Soviet SA-2 surface-to-air missile
system (CONFIDENTIAL)

fighting (wing) position - an area for the wingman in which opti-
mum coverage and maneuverability is achieved in
maximum performance maneuvers.

finger-four formation - see Figure 6 (page 29) - also fingertip[I formation - a four-plane formation in
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which the aircraft occupy positions
suggested by the four finger tips of
either hand, the fingers being'-held
together in a horizontal plane..

flak - antiaircraft fire

fluid element - the second or supporting element in fluid four
formation, flying in a high or low element
position.

fluid-four - see Figure 5 (page 29) - a tactical formation having
the second element spread in both the vertical and
horizontal planes to enhance maneuverability,
mutual support and lok-out ability.

fragged - mission directed by fragmentary operational order
from higher headquarters.

Front - the individual in the front seat in the F-4 aircraft;
in the Navy called the pilot, in the Air Force called
the aircraft commander.

g - unit of acceleration (32.2 ft/sec2

gaggle..,- slang for a number of aircraft operating in close
proximity, not necessarily in any semblance of
formation.

GAM-83 - BULLPUP; air-to-ground guided .missile

GCI - ground control intercept 1
GUARD - emergency UHF radio3 channel usually monitored by all

aircraft and ground stations as a secondary frequency.

Hard turn - a planned turn in which the intensity of the turn
is governed by the angle-off and range of the
attacking aircraft.

HEAT - armament switch setting for using infrared missiles

hot mike intercom - intercommunication system continuously
active (hot)

IAS - indicated air speed

ICS - intercbmounication system

ID - identifica'I~on; to make identification

IFF - identiftc,.&ion, friend or foe; aircraft transponding
beacon received by radar distinguishing friend from foe.

Immelmann - see Figure 8 (page 30) - maneuver in which the air-
craft completes the first halfof a loop and then
rolls over to an upright position thus Changing di-
rection 1800 with a simultaneous gain in altitude..

INN .- indicated Mach number

.244
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IP - initial point; a well-defined point, easily distinguish-
able visually and/or by radar, used as a starting point'.
for a bomb run to the target.

IR missile - an Infrared or heat-seeking missile

IRON HAND - a code name for a flight with special. ordnance and
avionics equipment whose mission is to seek and
destroy enemy surface-to-air missile sites.

JCS target - a target appearing on the JCS target list
SJinking - constant maneuvering in both the horizontal and

vertical planes to present difficult target to enemy
defenses by, spoiling the tracking solution. Bank,
pitch and velocity are all simultaneously changed in
this maneuver.

karst - a limestone outcropping or ridge
KIAS - knots indicated air speed

kt - abbreviation for knot (nautical miles/hour)

KTAS - knots true air speed
LAU-3 - a rocket launcher adaptable to external bomb racks

holding 19 2.75 inch air-to-ground folding fin rockets
LAU-17 adapters - stub pylon on F-4

loose deuce - a term to describe fighter tactics in which two to
four alrpla-neemaneuver-top roVide-mutual support
and increased fire power.

Lufberry circle - a circular tail chase, ascending or descending
M - abbreviation for Mach number

MER - multiple ejection rack

mi - nautical mile, as used in this report
MIOCAP - combat air patrol mission whose actions are directed

against MIG aircraft

NIG SCREEN - mission wherein protecting fighters are placed
between the threat and the protected force in a
specific area

military power - maximum unaugmented thrust condition of engine

missile free - authority is granted to fire unless target is
identified as friendly

missile tone - audio signal indicating AIM-9 is locked on to
an IR sourceiI

MRT - military rated thrust - see military power

MSL - altitude referenced to mean sea level
OPREP - message report in joint operational reporting system

SPANAMA- call sign for GCI site located near Danang
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pipper- aircraft weapon sight indicator (a dot of light within
a lighted ring)

PIRAZ - positive identification radar zone

Pod formation - A flight formation configured to maximise the
Jamming of Fansong radar. Slight alteration Is
made, to provide for better defense under N1tO
threat. (See Fig. 9)

PRF- pulse recurrence frequency

QRC-160 - noise Jamming EOC pod

RAG - replacement air group

read, light - light which indicates a particular avionics/
munitions system is operating and available for

-+:• use

fRED CROWN - voice call for USS LONG BEACH (CLN-9)

RESCAP - rescue combat air patrol

RHAW - radar homing and warning

RIO - radar intercept officer

RO - abbreviated form of RIO

road interdiction - to prevent or hinder, by aerial means,
RLN: - enemy use of a road or route

ROLLING THUNDER - code name for air strikes against North
•: :.•:.Vietnam

Route Package - see Figure 9 - geographical division of North
Vietnam for purposes of air strike targeting

rudder reversal - a climbing aircraft maneuver in which direc-
tion is changed by rotation around the air-
craft's vertical axis

SA-2 - Soviet surface-to-air missile system
SAM - surface-to-air missile
SAR - search and rescue

scissors - See Figure 1 (page 27) - a defensive maneuver in which
* a series of turn reversals are executed in an attempt

to achieve offensive after an overshoot by the attacker.

SCAN-ODD - MIG airborne Intercept radar
(CONFIDENTIAL)

section - a Navy term for a tactical element of two or more
aircraft (usually two)/an Air Force term for two
flights of four

SHRIKE (AGM-45) - air-to-surface radar seeking missile -

SIDEWINDER - see AIM-9

SIDEWINDER tone - see missile tone
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SIP selective identification feature - electronic device -with
variable codes for identification

SILVER DAWN - a code name for an intelligence collecting air-craft (SECRET)

"S" maneuver - a weave in a horizontal plane
Snap-up - a rapid pullup to establish a climb in order to launch

a weapon
SPARROW .. see AIM-7
"Split-S" maneuver - see Figure 7 (page 30) - 1800 rotation about

the aircraft longltudlnal axis fOllowed by• a
1800 change of heading in a vertical plane
(half loop starting from top)

STBY -standby

steering dot - see dot
Switchology - a coined word addressing the human engineeringLI considerations of switch arrangements
TACAN - tactical air navigation - an active electronic naviga-

tional system which locates the aircraft with respect
to another installation

TARCAP - target combat air patrol -. aircraft assigned the air-
to-air defense role in the target area

TAS - true air speed in knots
TCA - track crossing angle - the angle between flight paths

measured from the tail of the reference aircraft
Thud Ridge - A nickname given to a prominent geographical fea-.ture in North Vietnam. It is a ridge running in a

general NW-SE direction from 21o40'N/105025E to
21020'N/105 0°8'E.

TOT - time over target
TRACK (various colors) - see Figure 9 - code names for specific

refueling tracks
TROJAN HORSE - a code name of a U-2 air reconnaissance program

(SECRET)
unit (of turn) - divisions on an angle-of-attack indicator on F-4

aircraft

UHT - unit horizontal tail (applied to F-8 aircraft) - a tail
design whereby the whole surface rotates about a pivotI point

unloading - decreasing g's

V - closing velocity (relative)

vector box -see APR-25

WILD WEASEL - F-105F specially equipped for locating and attack-
ing SA-2 sites (employed on IRON HAND missions)

-SECET 2



yo-yo - See Figures 3 and 4! (page 29)
High speed - an offensive tactic in which the attacker

maneuvers through both vertical and hornt-
zonta). planes to prevent an overshoot in
the plane of the defender's tulrn.

Low speed - a dive for airspeed and a pull up for
position closure.

ZUNI - five inch air-to-ground unguided rocket.
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FIGURE 1. Scismors

As Portrayed in Perspective Sketch
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4 FIGURE 2. Barrel RollI
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i ." BraIvnt Z .

Aircraft Involved: Four P-105Ds:vs four Iw.-l j s

Result: Two F-105s lost
"Vicinity of Snoounter: 10 mi osouth of Thanh Hoe

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tine: 4 April 1965/1215H,
ROLLING THUNDER 9 AX mission - Target 14 - Thanh Hea BrIdge; 48 P-105s attacking A

target In flights of four; 4 F-loos on MIGCAP. The flight of 4 F-105s involved In this
encounter was holding at the IP prior to attacking target.

2. MISSION ROUTE
Take-off 1130H (local time) from Korat, flew northeast to ,tanker, refueled about

1200. Proceeded at 480 kt to IP, 10 mi south of Thanh Hoa bridge.
3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
1-105D BLUE l(L), 2. 3. 4 i

Full load 40mm canngp.ammo8 - 750-ibbom..
2 - 450-gal external wing tanks
Gross weight 49,000 lb at beginning of encounter

NIo-17 MIG 1. 2. 3. 4
Light gray, Chinese Communist marking - guns J•

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Haze layer - heaviest hazebetween 12,000-15,000 ft
A etite: 15,000 ft a
Headin: 1B(L)', 2, 3, 4 all beginning left-hand orbit at IP, B3 on heading of

acquisition
Speed: 325-kt CAS (approximately Mach 0.63)
Yuel State: 11,000 lb
Mg-i- oma ation

5. INITIAL DETECTIONIWhile in left-hand turn (beginning holding-.orbit'-a•• I) 100 toa 159 baa, B3 looked
back ind sighted two aircraft approaching the flight about 5000 ft away. In 1 to 2 sec
he identified them as MIG-15 or 17s "coming out of the haze." Distance to MIOU when
identified estimated at 3000 ft. Estimated MIG's speed at Mach 0.85. (F-105's speed
approximately Mach 0.63.) When first element identified as 14Os, a second element of.
MIIs were sighted following first and aligned for attack on B3 and B4. B3 called NI0s;
B4 followed with call when Bl(L) and B2 did not react or acknowledge B3's warning.

6. ACTION INITIATED

B3 called break - B3 and B4 made hard nose-down turn into attackers, jettisoned
stores, began switching to air-to-air mode. Bl and B2 continued in shallow banking 14eh
turn not reacting to warnings.

L3 7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
Four heavily loaded F-10Ss flying a holding orbit at the IP at 15,000 to 16,000 ft

altitude were attacked by four MIG-1Ts. The second element of F-1053 (B3, 14) detected
4M0I and called warnings. The warnings appeared to be unheeded by the lead element.

Both F-105s in the lead element (El and B3) were hit by cannon fire from the first twoIIOs attacking from above at the 105's 6 o'clock pcsition. Bl and B2 jettisoned tanks
after being hit. Enroute to acting RESCAP for 3l, B3 was attacked by two MIGs (unknown
If element of original four MIGs). B3 evaded MIG attack by executing a rapid slowdown
maneuver while in a diving turn, causing MIGs to overshoot. One IG in vertical dive near
ground may not have recovered. B1 and B3 ejected.

8. ORDNANCE
No. Fired/NO,. HIts Romarks

BLUE l,'2, 3, 4 0/0
NiO 1 Guns 23 or 37mm/yes on Bl No HE flashes observed

MIG 2 Guns 23 or 37mm/yes on B2 HE flashes observed

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BI and B2 did not appear to receive voice transmissions from B3 and B4 although other

aircraft in area verified warnings transmitted by B3 and B4. Unknown whether equipment
failure or heavy transmission traffic on strike frequaency responsible for not receiving
or masking warning.
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10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience

Total P-105 Combat
Hours Hours MissionH Remarks

BLUE 3 3000 400- 2nd in Tactical ftighter experience in Fp84a
500 SEA and P-1O0s since 1957

BLUE A 1700 600 5th in Limited gun training. Fired 2 AIN-9g
SEA ir training.

Comments on this Encounter

Briefing to squadron, on rapid deceleration of F-105 when nose i3 pulled up sharply,
was the maneuver employed to shake MI~s making second attack on B3. B3 had never
practised this maneuver previous to this engagemeent.

Without radar protection (Big Eye, etc, were put into operation at a later date) the
holding orbit near the target at low speed made the loaded F-105s ideal targets for the
MIGs.

Communications "breakdown" between flight elements responsible for successful MIG
attack on lead element of F-105s.

MIOs appear(4 tc be OCI directed.

Comments from Overall Excerience

Rapid, simple procedures for changing from ground attack to air-to-air mode without
requiring pilot to look into cockpit *ýre essential.

Air cover is inadequate and uncoordinated at this early date in war.

"Sterilizing" the target area against enemy air attack requires extraordinary
coordination between OCI facility, interceptors and strike airciaft.

11. DATA SOURCES

ProJect Interviews: BLUE 3 - 4 January 1967; BLUE 4 - 4 January 1967

Messages, Reports;-

PACAP Tactics/Technique Progress Bulletin No. 2 - 5 May 1965

Message from 2AD - 041437Z April 1965
Message from 2AD - 060740Z April 1965
PACAP - 052213Z April 1965

DIA Intelligence Bulletin 6 April 1965, page F-3

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

The following MIG encounter tuok place 4 April 1965 during- an F-105D strike on Thanh
Hot bridge in Route Package III. The strike force cmns-Ised of 48 F-lOSs In flights offour. Four F-100s on MIGCAP for the strikt-a-re-fi6i part of this event (see Event III-1).
The flight of four F-105s involved in-this event are designated BLUE 1 (Leader)', 2, 3 and
4. This flight was the fourth or fiftlt element in the strike force.

Because of refueling problems and consequent delays, (BLUT 'light was 15 minutes
behind schedule) the attacking elements were not on schedule a_.. were "bunching up" over
the target. The strike was under control of a mission commander orbiting the strike area.An BLUE flight approached the IP the mission commander instructed them to orbit over the

IP, which was approximately 10 mi south of the target.
TO BLUE flight was the third flight in orbit at the IP, flying at about 15,000 ft. I
BLUE flight could see the second flight orbiting about 2000 ft below in the haze which

hung between 12,000 and 1.5,000 ft. Because nf the bomb and fuel load (eight 750-lb bombs;
11,000 lb fuel) the flight required military power to hold at 325-kt CAS at 15,000-ft tialtitude.
T1 T2 As the flight completed a 1800 left turn In the orbit, B3 and B4 were positioned

about'Qn0 ft above Bl(L) and outward. The flight had been briefed that MI1s had been in
the air the previous day, had come south to a point 30 mi off the target, made 1800 turn
and headed hoL-e. The flight was therefore alerted that Mi1s were getting airborneand hence were hunting them. An B3 begin turning inside Lead to maintain position i
in the turn, he looked to north for MIGs and sighted two airplanes approaching rrom behind
In a 200 dive approximately 5000 ft behind the flight (B3 was passing thru a heading of
2000 at the time). They were not identifiable for 1 or 2 sec. When at about 3000 to
4000-ft range, B3 identified the airplanes as MI0s, aligned on B1 and B2. B3 called "BLUE
Lead breag - you have NIOs behind you - - . BLUE Lead - Break - BLUE Lead we're being
attacked." This transmission on strike frequency was followed shortly by a similar warn-
ing from B4 to BI and B2. Neither B1 nor B2 reacted.to the warnings which were heard by
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other aircraft in the area. B3 reported that in addition to the 48 P-105s, 30 or more'
F- 1 Bs, F-100s, MIGCAPs, RESCAPs, as well as the mission commander, were calling on the
strike frequency - "the F-4Bs were doing a bit of talking and in .fact the .100s got into
some sort of engagement and they were doing a bit of talking" - although the channel was
cluttered, B3 and B4 felt they were close enough to override the more distant trans-mission and both made numerous attempts to warn Lead. !

T The lead element of MIGs coming In on a southerly heading In a slight 4ive (approx
3

20@) from above and at 6 o'clock, set up for an attack on the BLURI Vad element. Two
more MIOs sighted further behind the first element were setting up t. ittack B3 and B4.
B3 called break, B3 and B4 broke left into the attack, lowered nose, put In maximum bank and
g's. The attacking MIG element passed over and behind B3 and B11 - continuing in the

iorignal attack direction. Acceleration from 325-kt CAS (-- Mach 0.65) "was too slow to put
either B3 or B4 into an effective fighting position fast enough."

The lead MIG element passed in front and above B3 and B4 at high speed (Mach 0.85 or
higher). They were observed to be light grey in color with Chinese Communist red-star-
and-bar markings on bottom of the wings and close enough to be identified as MIO-17s.
The MIG leader's Guns began flashing when about 1500 ft behind BI, and B3 observed several
hits ("pieces of metal coming off") In the aft section of Bl's aircraft. The second MIG,
flying in "almost" a fighting wing position fired on B2 "almost simultaneously." B3
observed flames on the aft section of B2s airplane (the hits on B1 did not flash). B2
called B1..."Lead you have a MI0 behind you - (pause) - I've been hit." The two MIGs
ceased firing at a range of approximately 700-800 ft, rolled wings level, and continued
straight ahead at high speed.

ra T4  After a time the MIGs started a slow turn to the right and were lost to sight in the

S... haze.
B4, with extensive training in P-105 systems (as gunnery officer instructor for 3 yr)

and completely familiar with F-105 switches, was unable to complete sequence to air-to-air
mode In time to engage the MIGs. He was unable to activate his gun sight. While attempt-
Ing to set up switches he lost sight of the MIGs. B4 broke down in a tight spiral, and
left to check his 6 o'clock position (B3 was no longer there),,picked up speed to 1.1 to
1.2 Mach, then climbed to join B1 and B2. B4 decided to join B2 and 63 would join B1.
B4 enroute to intercept B2 was flying at 0.96 Mach and overtook B2 doing about 200 kt (at
about 500-ft altitude). Because of the haze, B4 did not see B2 until about 1000 to 1500
ft behind him, hence, overshot and lost him in the weather. As B4 turned and tried to
rind B2,-B2 announced he was going to eject.

T5 , B3 flew toward B1 to act as RESCAP. As B3 turned to look for B1, B3 saw flashes
ST6, behind him as two MI0s began an attack on B3 (B3 was flying about Mach 0.b4 at
T . 10,000 ft). B3 immediately pulled more g's and lowered the nose slightly, then
T T7 , rolled under, reversed his turn and began climbing. During the climb he kept turning

to keep the attacking MIGs in sight. B3 observed that the MIGs were closing, so he
rolled to the 'eft as if starting a split-S. The MIGs followed. B3 pulled the nose

downwards to left. He pulled power to idle in the turn until nearly 3/4 turn completed
when he pulled the stick back sharply, bringing the nose up (200-300 above the horizon)
and rapidly slowing to aoout 250-kt 'PAS at about 4000-ft altitude. The MIGs slid outside
and ahead of the F-105. The lead MIG went by B3 on the right about 803 ft away in "almost
a vertical dive" followed by the sec9nd MIG in about a 30- 00 dive. (.Whether the lead
MIG pulled out of the dive was unknown.) B3 eased the nose over and went to full power
to recover as the MIGs overshot. B3 was so low that he had to slowly ease the nose up to
avoid "mushing" into the ground. He pulled out at between 500 and 1000 ft of altitude,
losing sight of tne MIGs in the haze.

B3 began transmitting to B1(L) and DF homing until b], was located. B1 indicated that
he could fly safely and was instructed by B3 to climb out to as high an altitude as
possible. Eventually they reached 20,000-22,000 ft. B3 fiew around B1 to observe the
damage. He reported seeing a large hole in the bottom neal of the speed brake, some
damage to the top petal and a large hole ("about a foot or so across") in the left trail-
ing edge flap. The drag chute door was open, but the chute was still inside. The speed
brake petals were in the ejector position which indicated that B1 probably had a utility
system hydraulic failure. This was confirmed by Lead. B3 also noted fluid coming out
around the tailpipe which appeared to be hydraulic fluid and reported this to Lead.

fB4 circled the area but could not observe B2 land because of an intervenlng low
cloud deck. He did observe what he thought was the B2 aircraft impact the water. He
thought later it could be fuel tanks from the F-100 RESCAPs in the area. An HU-16 SAR
conducted a search but was unsuccessful in recovering B2.

B4 joined B3, escorting B1 toward Danang. The three airplanes were 10-12 mi (TACAN
radio DME) from Danang at 15,000 ft when 81 eased back on engine power to begin the
descent. (The field had been alerted to the emergency landing.) B1's engine lost oil
pressure and "froze".

i Lead had been preparing to make a spiraling descent landing, but as the engine froze
he leveled out and began flying straight ahead at about 300-320 kt. He elected to eject.
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eclnappeored normal to B3. and BII but 01 camie out of the, cockpit without hil welmet.

wa o bserved to, open.. ýftqaux of ,00vn~a ~ .~4~n~b
obSOeP~d to the water. BAI Mtyed high be~aust he Was.# aiot~ n 'e b&'L
Nd.L B3 spiraled- down looking for Wead and sta*ed in the *e la e'* e,.
oopttr orrived. S3 had znot.oedt * Aarge -naval vessel (.later.±lnii4~ij8*JUAA
beSan moving to the area of the helicopter. B3. reached, emergency Go
with the helicopter before leaving the scene. Dl's -body was, rcoovere4dý by~s~* Ia~
Mes aobt~ehad 8eoloyed but itwas unknowh If it had 'opened in tius to 6te~k -al ~Low.? OOW

fuel, 53 and 141 made -routine landings at Danang.
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Aircraft Involved: Four 1-105s vs two NIO-15e "
Result: No dam•g•
Vicinity ot IEnounter: 21023'N/105017'3

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 24 June 65/approximately 16001.
Your F-lo5s (BLUE Flight) were tragged tor Son La. Target was obscured by weather,

therefore alternate railroad bridge was hit.
i~2 MI•,#SSION 'ROUTE

Departed TakhlI for tanker rendezvous; then proceeded northeast to the

target. After hitting the alternate targetf BLUE Flight went Into Fluld-Four and headedsouth to a point approximately northwest .t Phue Yen, then turned north to a heading ot360°.

K 3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
B1421 1. 2. 3. & 54

1,029 rounds HEI 20mm
2 - 450 gal tanks
1 - center line HER with 6-KK-117, 750-lb bombs + 2 Pylons
IFF/SIF-off, Radar on search mode.

KIes 1 & 2
2 - external tanks
Guns

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Veather: 20,000 ft overcast with 3-4 mile visibility in some quadrants with scattered

clouds at lower levels. Thunderstorms in vicinity.
Altlivid:'"f1BLUE 1 & 2: 15,000 ft BLUE 3 & 54: 17,000 ft

: 3600 3600
54 460 XCAS 5460 KCAS

Fuel State: Unknown Unknown
Li eP t Formation:

S. 7 1IAL DETECTIONI,-G.Os were observed by BLUE 2 at 6 o'clock position, 1 mile behind BLUE 3 & 4. HIG
RED warnings had been received from BIG EYE during the entire mission prior to Initial
contact.

6.ACTION INITIATED
All aircraft Jettisoned tanks. BLUE 1 & 2 turned right and climbed Into MIGs while

BLUE 3 & 4 turned right and descended.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
RIO 1 stayed with BLUE 54 throughout encounter firing his cannon inaccurately, until

BLUE 4 went to Mach 1.1 and dove for the deck to break contact after 2700 of turn.
BLUE 1 and 2 attacked KIG 2 who was trying to cut off BLUE 3 in the turn. KIO 2 turned
sharpli, to tt 'ft at which time BLUE 1 attempted to hit him with cannon fire. MIG 2

8. ORDNANCE
No. Fired/No. H1trdtsa himt co

BLUE.1 Fired short burst/o Did not expect any hits, could not get sight
to radar range.

BLUE 2, 3, &4 0/0
IDO 1 Lred cannon/0 Very poor fire control system apparently.

RIO 2 0/0

pilot interviews give aircraft as MRI-17 but all other sources show RIO-15.
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9. EQUIPMENT PROSLENS
BLUE I wa unable to get a look-on with his gun sight.

10. AINCREW CONNEUTS
TiLotal Nours P-105 Hours Missions

BLUE A 1800 1000 Unknown
Coftents on this Eounter
BLUS 4 - M10 1 fire control system was apparently not too good because the bullets were

missing by a grosns range. 1410 1 apparently did not want to pull any mare S.
MEG. 1dmdnt punch their tanks until P-105a did.

IM I -As an eototive fight, we didn't do too well as far as being attacked by the
N10. Is eoncerned. This was our first actual engagement. Would have been nice
to have aeew missiles on this engagement. o

Coments r eyeball Experiene
B LOB I For an airrat we need high energy maneuverability or a h$th •suatalned g

oapability. Need good visibility to the rear. Need a good gun sight; we have
alwreliability on our Integrated radar or computer gun sight.

BLUB 2 - 105 should engage RIG at Mach .98.

11. DATA SOURCES
M•aJet Interuiew*; BLUE 1 - 9 March 1967T BLUE 2- March 1967;

BLUE 3 - 6 January 1967.
Massages: 2A9 OfP-4 2l1721Z June 1965 II

2 DoT 03230
CIMCPACPLT Staff Study 3-67

12. NARRATIVE DESCtIPTION
BLUE Flight was scheduled for a target In the Son La area. Takeoff vas delayed so

as to arrive over target at about the termination time of the other strikes with a mini-
nem of' fuel expened -and then proceed on a N10 search. Refueling was normal but the
target was weathered In and an alternate target was hit (a railroad). Then BLUE Flight
proceeded on a southerly hoadi-' In a Fluid 4 formation (3 & 4 2,000 ft high) to a pool-
tion approximately northwest of Phu* Yen, when they made a turn to the north. On rolling
out o•n a heading of 360, BLUE 2 called out to the high element (BLUE 3 & 4), "Look out
(BLUE 4), you have two at 6 o'clock." BLUE 4 couldn't see the MIes. All frur aircraft
then jettisoned theair tanks. The MIGs came out of the clouds at a high altitu4e and on
seeing the 105s jettisoning their tanks, did the same. BLUE 1 then called, "Break, right" D
and climbed toward the high element. BLUE 3 and 4 simultaneously turned right and de-
secnded so an to sandwich the NIBs between them and the low element (BLUE 1 and 2). At
first only ane NIB was sighted by BLUE 2, but 1000 ft behind MI0 1 came MNI 2 closing on
I10 1. BLUE 1 and 2 managed to get behind the NHIs. While in the turn, BLUE Ii stillcouldntt soe the RIG* and at this time BLUE 1 called out, "Rog, they're M108, they're f~iringkeep going." Again BLUE 1 called out, "Four, look out, they're firing." BLUE 4l then

crossed over to the left aide of BLUE 3 and saw the MIG3 at his 5 o'clock position.
BLUE 4 was so engrossed with the MI•s and being fired on that he failed to notice

BLUS 3 Increasinl his g's. MNI 1 was now about 2,500 ft back at BLUE a's 5 o'clock
position. BLUE became separated from BLUE 3. By this time BLUE 1 and 2 were approxi-
mately 5000 ft In trail with the two NIes when IG 2 tightened his turn and appeared to
be cutting across the circle possibly going after BLUE 3. MIG 1 was still on BLUE A's
tai• and firing. At this point BLUE 4 asked for someone to get the 141 off his tail.
ILlK 1 and 2 were unable to close on NI0 1 mainly because they hadn't selected afterburner,
but when N10 2 turned they were able to go after him. Just as BLUE 1 fired at HI 2, the
I10 broke left hard and inside BLUE I*s turn. BLUE 4 continued on around in his turn but
MI0 1 was not pulling lead and was maintaining 2500 ft separation. After 180* of turn,
BLUE 4l was at 7,000 ft with M10 1 still on his tall.

Meanwhile BLUE I and 2 turned left and up with RIG 2 and went through some turns
which appeared to BLUE 1 as though MNI 2 was looking for mrO 1. Then 141 2 turned right
and appeared to see BLUE 1 and 2 at which time he turned left sharply and climbed into
the clouds. BLUE 1 attempted to follow and called and said he had lost sight of BLUE 4.
BLU Al then lit afterburner, dove for the deck to pick up 1.1 Mach and lost MIB 1. BLUE A
after a few miles separation turned left to find that he had lost NI4 1, at which time
BLUE 1 called and told BLUE 4 to leave the area to the south.

BLUE Plight joined and returned home safely.
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SECRET
Si'" Vent XX-.)

Aircraft Involvedl One P-lO vs 1410.
Result: One P-105 lost

Vicinity of Encounter: 21055'N/106°(2e s3 ~(Dong Ding)

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 5 October 1965, daylight

Four F-05s (BLUE Flight) on a strike mission against the Lang Met highway bridge
•' (21*30'N/106 21 1R).

11. DATA SOURCES

OP-05WO List of 1410 Encounters
DIA Intelligence Bulletin 18 July 1966
WSEe Compendium of Aircraft Losses

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

After the strike, BLUE 2 heard BLUE 1 call that BLUE 1 was off un a heading of 114B°.
This was BLUE l's last transmission. China claimed a border violation and that the 1-105
was shot down by MIs• .

Ivent 11-4

Aircraft Involved: Four F-1054 ve two 1IO-17s
Result: No damage

Vicinity or EnCountert 21eN/107E50,

1. 'PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: October 1965/Not specified
Exiting from IRON HAND mission In conjunction with strike on missile site southeast

of Kep.

11. DATA SOURCES

ProJeot Interviews: BLUE 3, 6 Jan 67

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight of tour 1-105s were exiting to the Oulf of Tonkin after an IRON HAND mis-

&ion in support of a strike on a missile site southeast of Kep. They were heading east,
on the deck, at a speed of Mach 0.98 to 1.01 when two MIG-178 tell In behind at A range of
5000 to 6000 feet. The IGs apparently tried to catch up but never got much closer than a
mile even though BLUE 4 had been damaged by ground fire.

BLUE Flight was short on fuel but this was not necessarily a factor which kept them
from engaging the NIGs. (See BLUE 3 comments in Event 11-17).i

Event 11-5

Aircraft Involved: Five P-105s vs two MI0-17s

Result: No damage

Vicinity at Encounter% 211,/141'

I 1. PRIMARY-MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 16 November 1965/1540H

Five P-105l (BLUE Plight) on a strike mission.

11. DATA SOURCE

CINCPACFLT Staff Study 3-67.

S12. NARRATI'VE DESCRIPTION
-MI~o closed fast, moving to 6 o'clock position approximately 3 miles behind BLUE

FjIg%*u. BLUE,FlIght accelerated. to 14ach 0.93 and pulled away, being unable, to engage due
to low fuel state.
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I SECRET
Event 11-6

Aircraft Involved: One P-105 ve two NMO-?
Result; Sighting
Vicinity of Encounter: 20O55'N/lOI46'•I

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 28 November 1965/1212H
An P-105 (BLUE 3) was on RESCAP for BLUE 2.

11. DATA SOURCE
CINCPACPLT Staff Study 3-6T.

£ It. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE 3 observed two MIDn for approximatelry 3 seconds while descending, but no attack

was made by either side.

Event II-7
Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s and five 1IO-17s
Result: Sightings only
Vicinity of Encounter: 21 0 30'N/1O 0400-E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 16 December 1965/1630H
A flight of four F-lO5s (BLUE Flight) was on a strike mission.

11. DATA SOURCES
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 3-67.

12. NAiRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Plight sighted five MIOs, one in lead and two sections following in trail.

No engagement resulted.

IJ

Event 11-8
Aircraft Invol',ed: Three F-105s vs two MIOs
Result: SightIng only

Vicinity of Enciunter: 20 0 30'N/103000'E
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 16 December 1965/1625H
Three F-105s (BLUE Flight) on a mission on RT 44A-l.

* 11. DATA SOURCES
PRD BARON MIG Incident Summary.

* 12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight sighted the 410s 1-1/2 miles behind the flight. No engagement occurred.
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ovent I?-9
Aircraft Involved: Pour F-105s vs two XMe-i11
Result: No damage

Violnity of Encounter: 21*15N/107015'E -

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 20 December 1965/1600H.
Four P-105s (BLUE Flight) on a SARCAP for another F-105 (GREEN 3).

11. DATA SUUR.ES
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 3-67.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight sighted two MIGs eomlng from the direction of Haiphong. The P-1053

attempted to attack but could not catch the MIOs. The Mies were coming straight and
level; and BLUE Flight ttrnied into the MIs who passed under BLUE Flight with about
700 ft separation. The MIGs did not slow or turn, and no further action resulted.

iii
Event II-10

Aircraft Involved: Four F-1055 vs two possible
MIO-21s

Result: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 21026'N/103o 0 2'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 16 March 1966/1433H
BLUE Flight was diverted from primary target for RESCAP mission. Dropped ordnance

on secondary target prior to RESCAP.

5. INITIAL DETECTION

It is not known which member of BLUE Flight sighted MIG8. M108 crossed 2 miles in
front of BLUE Flight headed for Hanoi.

6. ACTION INITIATED
nistance between aircraft prevented action.

* 7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

MIGs exit to Hanoi; BLUE Flight continued RESCAP.
8. ORDNANCE

None expended

9. EQUiPMENT PROBLEMS
None noted.

' 10. AIRCRFW COMMENTS
No interviews.

* 11. DATA SOURCr
Message: 2AD 1L-t.55Z, DOCO 15376, Mar 66.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight was on a strike mission. They were diverted to a RESCAP mission and

dropped their ordrance on a secondary target. At about 21 0 26'N/103 0 02'E, they sighted
two possible MIG-21s 2 miles ahead, heading to Hanoi. They did not pursue the MIGs.
Markings were unidentifiable due to distance. MIGs were at 24,000 ft.
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" ~Event 11-11.Aircraft Involved: Four F-lO5D& vs three IIO-17& J

Result: Ho damage-

Vicinity of Encounter: 21 055'N/1050 34'E
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 23 April 66/1532H
Four F-105s (BLUE Plight) had bombed the Bac Olang Bridge and was exiting the area.

BLUF 2 was separated from the rest of the flight.
2. MISSION ROUTE

BLUE flight was from Korat but route to target unknown. Egress was overland through
Laos.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
BLUE Flight carried an unknown number of 750 lb bombs.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Cloud cover at unknown altitude.

BLUE Heading -2900 1500 ft AOL 550 KTAS

S. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE 2 detected 3 MI0s at his 3 o'clock position, on a reciprocal heading at an
altitude of 2,000 ft."

6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE 2 entered cloud layer to elude MiGs.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

Two of the three MIGs chased BLUE 2 for 20 n mi (about 3 minutes) and fired before
breaking off. BLUE 2 rejoined flight and exited the area.

18. ORDNANCE

BLUE flight expended no air-to-air ordnance. MIGs had cannons and fired unknown
number of times at BLUE 2. No hits.

S9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

None noted.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS -

11. DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews: BLUE 4 14 March 1967
Messages. Reports: Messages: a. 7AF 231133Z, DOCO-18143, Apr 66, OPREP-3b. 250420 Apr 66, DIAAP-2 9208CINCPACFLT Staff Study 3-67

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE flight was part of the strike force which was supported by the U.S. aircraft in
Events 1-22 (F-4s escorting a B-66) and 1-23 (F-4s on IG SCREEN). These aircraft werenot involved in this event.

After attacking the target, BLUE Flight, which was the last of 3 or 4 strike flights,
turned north to evade heavy 37mm, 57mm and 85mm flak from the Kep area. During thismaneuver BLUE 2 became separated from the flight. BLUE 2 was headin:g 290 degrees about55 miles NW of the target when he observed 3 MIG-17s at 3 o'clock on a reciprocal heading.
Two of the MIs made a 180 degree turn and gave chase firing on BLUE 2. Although theMIGs chased him for 20 miles, BLUE 2 successfully evaded by using cloud cover and lowaltitude. BLUE 2 did not use afterburner. During the chase, BLUE 2 informed the rest ofthe flight of the situation, but BLUE 4 did not hear the transmission.

The remaining 3 aircraft of BLUE Flight turned west for the Red River and the turning
point south. BLUE 2 rendezvoused with the reec of the flight on the West bound leg butby that time the MIGs had broken off.

!
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A . Event tI-12

Aircraft Involved: Pour P-105DB vs two MIGO-17

Result: No damage02 0

Vicinity of Encounter: 21022'N/10700512

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 8 May 1966/1605H

BLUE flight had left the target after a strike and was heading toward Tonkin Gulf.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Altitude Speed Heading

0
BLUE 1, 2, 3, 4 5,000 Ft 450 Ict 110°

MID 1, 2 7,000 ft Unknown 1300
BLUE Plight in Fingertip-Four formation

6. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE Flight had received a general MIO alert from EC-1 21.
BLUE 3 detected MIG flight of two aircraft at 8 o'clock, about 2,000 ft above.

MIGa crossed over and continued to 3 o'clock position, apparently not detecting BLUE
Flight.

6. ACTION INITIATED

The MIGs turned to close on BLUE Flight. BLUE Flight accelerated to 575 knots.
MIG 2 attacked from 6 o'clock.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE 1 did not know of presence of MIGs because of bad radio receiver and contirued
straight and level. BLUE 2, 3, and 4 started Jinking maneuver. BLUE 4 reported that
MIG 2 fired his cannon. During maneuvering, BLUE 2 took a snapshot burst at MID 1 at
3 o'clock position. MIG flight withdrew with no damage to either side.

8. ORDNANCE

(No. fired/No. hIts) Remarks

BLUE 2 1/0 Snapshot during sinking maneuver.
MIG 2 1/0 Miss.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

Radio communications very poor. BLUE 1 had no receiver.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
BLUE 2: MIG attacked from above and showed low level of training/experience. During

later events, the MIG attacks were more aggressive and attacked from below.

11. DATA SOURCES
Pro~ect Interview:. BLUE 2p 15 March L967.
eR : AINCPAQFLT Staff Study 3-67.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight of 4 F-105s was returning from a strike mission when BLUE 3 detected a

pair of MIG-17s at 8 o'clock. The MIG flight was about 2,000 ft above and crossed over
to the 3 o'clock position, apparently without seeing BLUE Flight.

BLUE Flight continued straight and level and MIG flight turned to close. BLUE ?light
accelerated to 575 kt. BLUE ,a unaware of MIG presence due to radio malfunitioBU con-

tinued to fly straight and level but BLUE 2, 3, and 4 flaw jinking maneuver. MIG 2
attacked from 6 o'clock position. MIG cannon fire was reported by BLUE 4. BLUE 2 fired
snapshot burst at MIG 1 at 3 o'clock position turning Jinking maneuver. MIG flightwithdrew. no damage.
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Airoraft Involved: Four P-l05Da vs tour XG-17s I
-Result : Sightinj only

Si•Vicinilty of Edcounter; -1100'N/104030'9

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND'TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 10 May 1966/1621H•iBLUE Flight was returning from RESCAP mission In two oelmantswhan MI~s were slotbed .

by each element. BLUE 1 and 2 were several miles behind BLUE 4 and 5. BLUE 3 had been
shot down by ground fire.

2, MISSION ROUTE

Enroute to Udorn from a bombing mission in the vicinity of Yen Ba1.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

BLUE 1, 2 Unknown
BLUE 11, 5 Drop tanks
PG 1, 2 *...No ext.wnal stores, silver color

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Altitude Heading Fuel State

BLUE i, 2 7,000 ft 2250 Low
BLUE 4, 5 12,000 ft 2250 1200 lb

MIO 1, 2 7,000 ft 3150 --
MIG 3, -- 2250 ""

5. INITIAL DETECTION

SBLUE 1 and 2 visually detected two MIOs at 9 o'clock.
BLUE 4 detected the presence of MIGs by means of a MIG-type armed vector. MIG 3 and

4 were visually detected at 6 o'clock as two specks at a range of seven miles and closing
fast. The location war between the Red and Black Rivers.

6. ACTION INITIATED

SBLUE 1 and 2 began tr, doscond as YXG 1 and 2 b-gan a slzw 300 bank into a pursuit

tocBLUE , and 5, who had been descending, continued to descend. MIG 3 and 4 continued
to close.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE 1 and 2 continued to descend. MIG 1 and 2 closed to about one mile at 6 o'clock
when BLUE I and 2 reached 3,000 ft AOL at a epeed of 1.1 Mach. BLUE 1 and 2 out accel-
erated MIG 1 and 2.

BLUE 4 dropped tanks and both BLUE 4 and 5 lit afterburner. They descended to the
deck at Mach 1.3-1.4 and lost MIG 3 and 4 before reaching the Black River.

8. ORDNANCE

None.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

None.

11. DATA SOURCES

ProJeot Interview: BLUE 5 - February 1967
Messages, Reports:

7AF OPREP 101637Z DOCO-0 19229 May 66
7AF OPREP 102117Z DOCO-0 19253 May 66
CINCPACFLT Staff Study 3-67

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE 1, 2, 3 and 4 attacked a target near Yen Bai and BLUE 3 was shot down by grotnd
fire. BLUE 1, 2, and 4 were joined by a member of an earlier flight and all formed a
RESCAP. The new member is called BLUE 5.
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Event ri-13
-UB 4 nd 0 5 became low on fuel and departed for Udorn. BLUE 1 and 2 followed a few

-~~~ miUts Utier.
BLUE 1 and 2 sighted two 141s at 9-o'oloa•k In a slow 30 -bank as If In a pursuit

SuP?.. .The MIGa closed to about one mile at 6 o'clock as BLUE land 2 descended to
3,000 ft AdL and accelerated to Maoh 1.1. The RIGs were out accelerated. No attempt w&s.10de to engage the RIO, because of the low fuel state. 4

BLUE 4 detected the presence of M41o by means of a MlO-type armed veoro,. NUQ 3 and 4owe". visual detected at 6 o'clock as two specks -at a range of seven Miles rand closingt-,", SLOCU ai4d 5 decreased altitude, BLUE 4 dropped tanks, and both lit atteovznehrs.fthye'desoended to the deck at 1.3 Mach and lost the MIOs.
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Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s va three XIO-Is

Result: Sighting only

Vicinity ot Encounter: 21o10ON/10I@3013

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 10 May 1966/1800H

BLUE Flight was returning from a bombing mission near Yen Bal.

11. DATA SOURCES

DIA Intelligence Bulletin

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight of four F-105s was returning from a bombing mission near Yen Bal when

they encountered three MIO-17s. The MIO flight made three descending turns over the
flight coming as close as two miles. Apparently no firing passes were made.

A flight of F-4s was informed of the MI0's presence. The RIG flight withdrew on
arrival of the F-4s.
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Event 11-15

Aircraft Involved: Four F-lOS. vs four WIGO-lye
Result: One NZX destroyed ,and two F-105a

damaged '
Vicinity of Encounter: 2J.33'N/l053T'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Vate/Time: 29 June 1966/1310H

Your F-1O5s were on an IRON HAND mission In the vicinity of JCS Target 51 at
21010'N/10551'E. The flight had left the target and was heading northwest at 4-5,0000
ft AOL when attacked by four MIG-17s.7'
2. NISSION ROUTE

BLUE Flight took off from Korat at 1215H. They headed north at 0.8 Mach and at
16,000 ft to rendeavous with the Orange track tanker. After refueling, BLUE Flight headed
northeast at 18,000 ft and 420 knots ground speed. The flight proceeded past checkpoint
Alpha and on to JCS Tarrpt 51.
3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

Tanks SHRIKE LAU-3A
Aircraft (Inboard) (Outboard) (Outboard)

F-10F, BLUE I two, 450 lb one left, one right
F-105D, BLUE 2 two, 450 lb one left, one right
1-105D, BLUE 3 two, 450 lb one left one right
F-105D, BLUE 3 two, 450 lb one lelte one right

All of BLUE flight camouflaged. BLUE 1 had vector and WILD WEASEL equipment. BLUE
3 had vector equipment.

mIG flight (1, 2, 3, 4) had Red Stars on wing tips and on the vertical stabilizer.
No missiles or missile racks were observed.

4. FLIGNT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER 
4

Weather: Bro3en to 6#*ast bitween. 2 and.12,000 feet. Below the cloud base,. the,
MifMty was about seven miles. A

Altitude: 4,000-5,000 ft AOL
d: 480 knots ground speed

Fl• State: 13,000 pounds
Pniht Formation: Two elements of two F-105s. BLUE 3 and 4 approximately one-half mile
to rear and one-half mile to right of BLUE 1 and 2.

5. INITIAL DETECTION A

BLUE 4 sighted MIO flight at 7 o'clock at 2-3,000 ft. MIOs were closing with 50 to
70 knots closing speed at an altitude of 2-3,000 ft AOL.

6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE 4 broadcast MI warning. BLUE 3 called for a hard left break, carried out by
BLUE 3 and 4. BLUE 1 and 2 apparently did not hear the warning.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT j
11 1 fires at BLUE 3 (miss) as BLUE 3 and 4 break and dive. MIG 1 and 2 continued

on and headed for the lead element. (MIG 3 and 4 followed but did not take active part in
fight.) BLUE 1 and 2 had begun a left turn when BLUE 1 sighted the MIO flight at 8
o'clock. He called to break left, go to afterburner, and Jettison ordnance. MIG 1 hit

13 BLUE 2 with 23mm cannon fire but overflew the target and ended up at *BLUE 2's 12 o'clock.
BLUE 2 shot down MIG 1.

Meanwhile, MI 2 attacked BLUE I causing damage. BLUE 4 engaged MI1 4, firing 200
rounds of 20mm. BLUE 3 closed on MIG 2 and fired a fleeting shot.

BLUE 2 departed due to damage and BLUE 3 left to cover BLUE 2. BLUE 1 took a long
range shot at two departing MIOs.

8. ORDNANCE

No. Fired/No. Hits
SHRIKE Cannon Remarks

BLUE 1 1/0 1/0 Fired SHRIKE at SAM site. Site went down
40 seconds after launch. No BDA. Short.
burst 20mm, no damage,

BLUE 2 1/1 200 rounds. Confirmed MIG kill.
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8. ORDNANCE (Cost'd)

XQ. ir~gft.Hits

BLUE 3 1/0 1/0 SHRIKE fired into the blind. 100 Pounds of
a20sm; range 2,500 ft at high angle oft.

BLUE 4 1/0 200 rounds, no damage. 4

£M4O 1 2/1 Hissed BLUE 3, damaged BLUE 2.
.I. 2 1/1 Damaged BLUE 1.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE 2 took 23mm cannon hits on side of cockpit and one shell through cockpit. These
hits knocked out all instr'Aments except ergine instruments but including the gun sight and
the oxygen equipment.. NI1 kill make in spite of lack of gun sight.

Ooemmunitation problems between aircraft prevented effective NIO warning.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience

Total F-105 CombatH' oursA Hours RissiornsBLUE 3 3100 1000+ 25 Had no formal air-to-air training for 13
HoE H 3100 years. Qualified on DART twice a year.

Would have liked to have had better combat
training including more air-to-air practice.
BLUE 3 stated the F-105 needs better turr-
ing capability and a panic means to get into
air-to-air mode. The equipment worked fine.

BLUE 1,2,4 Not Interviewed

11. DATA SOURCES
ProWeoteInrview: BLUE 3, 6 January 1967
N• Letter State BLUE 2, 20 February 1967

SCC/Z29115OZ, 29 June 1966
7AF/OPREP/Z291235Z, 29 June 1966
7AP/DAI/03002262, 30 June 1966
7AP/AIG 913/0250627Z, 25 September 1966

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight of four P-105s are on an IRON HAND mission in the vicinity of 105037'E/

21033'N when they are attacked by a flight of three MI1-17s. (MIG 4 iS about four miles
to the rear.)
TO - BLUE Flight is divided into two elements of two. BLUE 3 and 4 following about a half-
mile to the rear and a half-mile to the right. All are flying straight and level at *4
to 5,000 feet and at approximately 480 knots ground speed. BLUE 4 sighted RIG flight
closing with 50 to 70 knots closing velocity, at a range of 2 to 3,000 feet, and at an
altitude of 2 to 3,000 feet AOL.

T1 - BLUE A gives £4G warning and BLUE 3 calls for a left break. Apparently BLUE 1 and
2 did not hear transmissions as they continued on. £4G 1 fired at BLUE 3 but missed.
X11s 1, 2, and 3 continue after BLUE 1, 2.

T2 - BLUE 3 and 4 continue their diving break. BLUE 3 radios BLUE 4: "Glad you called
the MIOs." At about this time, BLUE 1 and 2 begin a left turn when BLUE 1 sights NIGm
at 8 o'clock and called for a diving left break. BLUE 1 and 2 go into afterburner and
dive left.

X10 1 fires at BLUE 2. Several rounds hit and one round went through the cockpit.
This round knocked BLUE 2's hand off the throttle (putting him out of afterburner) and
damaged his instruments, except engine instruments, including his gun eight and oxygen
equipment.

1IG 2 fires at BLUE 1 and hits him in the vertical and horizontal stabilizer.
T4 - £IG 1 overflew the target and ended up at BLUE 2's 12 o'clock. BLUE 2 fired about
200 rounds and observed about ten hits. MI0 1 rolled over and did Split-S Into clouds
(at 2,000 ft).

BLUE 2 sees £41 2 at 10 o'clock and 200 feet away. But when BLUE 2 maneuvers toward
RIG 2, he observed 4IG 3 at 6 o'clock. BLUE 2 escapes into broken clouds.
T - Meanwhile, BLUE 4 engages MIG 4 who Is joining the MIG flight. No damage. £I4 4
disengages and BLUE 4 attempts to rejoin BLUE Flight..

6E44 -



Event 11-15
BLUR 3 ends break after 270 of 360 degree turn and finds he is separatted from

BLUE 4. BLUE 3 heads into clouds to lose any MeOs which may be attaoki•1g.

T - BLUE 2 announoes he IS damaged and heading for Point Alpha. BLUR 3 acknowlodgied

slid he would Meet him there, and engages arterburner.

T6 - In heading for Point Alpha, BLUE 3 sees MI0 2 on tail of BLUE 1. QLUZ 3 takes high
angle shot at MI0 who executes very sharp break. BLUE 3 departs fmw Pollnt Alpha.

T'7 - MXO 3 joins with RIG 2 as BLUE 1 fires bur•t at long ranee. No damage.
Official weather forecast puts oluds at 5 to 12,000 rt. But both BLUE 2 and BLU3

mention clouds as low as 2,000 ft. The scattered clouds alternately tvelp~d and hindered
the BLUE Plight as both sides used the available covers wher necessary.
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i .. 4*l-° -°.'**--..
Airoratt Involveda Four P-1051 vs one lN0O4;

Result: Sightinh only J
Vlolnity of Ancounter: 2110o'N/lO5e30t"'

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time. Mid Jun. 1966/unknown

BLUM Plight was on a strike mission against Thai Nguyen

11. DATA SOURCES
Project Intervlew: BLUE 1 - 5 January 1967

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION 1
BLUR Plight was inbound on a strike mission against Thal Nguyen. They were heading in

sn easterly direction north of Thud Ridge at an altitude of 1000 ft AOL and at a speed of
500-kniits; ILLU 2 sighted a R1O at 10 o'clook at,5 to C;000 feet AOL, 3 to 4 miles out,
and-heading in a westerly. direotlon4 As the P-2CSa had-been--ne-etrruat to hitý the•trget-SJ~q~,+:,•lll,.did nat. ea'Jag •. Ttho XIO1t4 1iot; sa~n~uv•er,-4t•horP and passed at a range of' 3.
to4 al *o. 'r

NIG warnings had been broadoast but none were of any dcoinequence to this flight.
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Aircraft Involved: Two P-105* vs two MIO-17e,.
Result: No damage
Vicinity or Encounter: 2?36W/105 209'E

1. PRIMARY'MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: Late June or early July 1966/1500H
BLUE flight of four P-105s were part of an P-105 strike force bombing a preselected

target located at 10 0 30'N/105O37'9. BLUE 3 and 4 had separated from BLUE 1 and 2 during
a maneuver to avoid a SAM.

2. MISSION ROUTE
BLUE fliglht departed Korat and Joined ORANOG ANCHOR tanker for prestrike refueling.

BLE tflight proceeded to check point near 22 0 N/104 037'E and on to target near21 30'N/105*37'S.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
5LL 3, 4 Ety MER rack and two empty 450 gal tanks

HID 1, 2 S civer color

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Scattered cumulus north of the Red River. Visibility 10 plus miles with haze on

the deck.
BLUE 3 and 4

Altitude: Approximately 1000 feet AOL
n: Northwest

ft-*T-Stte: 500pounds Internal

5. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE 3 sighted too MIG-17s at 3000 to 4000 feet AOL, traveling at a speed of 400 knots,
and In a close formation. Range not reported. Bearing: 12 to 1 o'clock. Mi1 were
Identified by their high tail and their silver color.

There was no NIO alert.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 3 called "Bogies et 12 o'clock high." BLUE 3 and 4 pulled up, went into after-

burner, and chased the MIOs. (BLUE 3 noted they were in afterburner for "a lcng time.")

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE flight had reached a position 3000 feet to the rear and 1000 feet over the MI0's

7:30 sector. BLUE 3 told BLUE 4 he would take the one on the left. BLUE flight rolled
and dove on the MI1s. At about this time the MIOs broke left. BLUE fired 3C0 rounds at
MIG 1 while BLUE 4 fired 200 rounds at MI0 2. Neither BLUE member could hold his sight
on his MI1 so BLUE flight disengaged by breaking (4 to 5 g's) to the right.

8. ORDNANCE
BLUE 3 300 rounds 20mm No damage observed.
BLUE 4 200 rounds 20mm No damage observed.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE 3: Radar would not lock on target. It apparently was locking on the ground.
BLUE A: Sight did not have a reticle and also could not get a radar lock on target.

10. AIRCREW COKKENTS
Experience Total P-105 Combat

Hours Hours Missions Remarks
BLUE 3 1-00 Very little- C training, had

fired at DART 3 or 4 times.
BLUE A ------ Not Interviewed ------
Comments on this Encounter

BLUE 3 felt this was a minor engagement in that the two flights sort of ran into each
other and one made a pass at the other and then left. When asked why he dioengaged, he
stated that he felt he was in a bad position so he broke it off. He knew he had a speedadvantage and was capable of getting away. If he had had an airplane that could maneuver
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with the BIG, he would have stayed and fought (unless such action was contrary to SOP).
BLUE 3 is of the opinion that It doesn't make sense to slow down with the MIGs or to gotInto a dog fight with a BIG-17 because of its maneuverability.

11. DATA SOURCES
Po~eet Interview: BLUE 3. 6 Jan 1967.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

T 0 ,T 1 - BLUE flight of four '-105s bombed a target at approximately 210 32'N/1050°17tE.
As they were coming off the target at 2000 feet and a speed of 500 knots CAS, BLUE 4
sighted a SAM and gave the warning: "Missiles, 9 o'clock, break," BLUE 1 and 2 broke right
as BLUE 3 and 4 broke left. BLUE 3 saw the SAM arid observed it closing at roughly a level
angle. It passed at least 500 feet from him and blew up behind the flight. BLUF i, 2 and
BLUE 3, 4 continued as separate elements toward their return check point.

T2 - BLUE 3 and 4 are continuing toward the return check roint at 1000 feet AOL, 500
knots CAS when BLUE 3 sighted a pair of airplanes at approximately I o'clock. They were
recognized as KIG-lis by their high tail and silver color. BLUE 3 radioed, "Bogies at
12 o'Clock high." BLUE 3, 4 pulled up and went into afterburner. (They saayeC In after-
burner "a long time.")

T3 - When they reached a point 1000 feet over and 3000 to the rear of the MIG's 7:30
position BLUE 3 called, "I'm taking the one on the left." They rolled and dove as the
MIGs broke to the left. BLUE 3 fired about 300 rounds and BLUE 4 fired about 200 rounds,
but neither could keep his target In the gun sight. BLUE 3, 4 disengaged by breaking
right.
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Aircraft Involved: Four P-105DB vs four MIO-17s

Result: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: NE rail line

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date: 7 July 1966/ unknown
BLUE Flight was on a strike mission against a target on the ,E rail line.

11. DATA SOURCES

Letter from BLUE 3.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
As BLUE Flight was coming off a target on the NE rail line two MIG-17s Jumped the lead

element. BLUE 3 accelerated to Mach 1.1 tc attain a more favorable position when BLUE 4
called out two more MIGs at seven o'clock. The latter IIOs overshot aind BLUE 3 and 4
turnad..back into them., Contact was ]ost due to ha•e and the. egoagement, endad.without losz..1 or damage.
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Event x1-19

" Aircraft Involved: One F-1OSF and one 7-105D
vs two MIO-21s

Result: No damagea Vicinity of Encounter; 21015'N/105 0 48'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 7 July 66/1615H
One F-105F (BLUE 1) and one F-105D (BLUE 2) on an IRON HAND mission. LLUE 3 and 4

ground aborted. After BLUE 1 and 2 launched, a spare was launched to fill in for one of
the ground aborts. However, after the spare Joined the flight, BLUE 1 decided not to
take a three ship flight on the mission due to the MIG environment and sent the spare
bhome. BLUE 1 and 2 then proceeded to North Vietnam.

* 2. MISSION ROUTE

BLUE Flight departed Korat, refueled In Orange Anchor, and flew to 21O55'N/iO4037'E
(NW of Yen Bal, and down the south side of Thud Ridge toward Phuc Yen.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
F-1057 BLUE 1 and F-105D BLUE 2

r 2 - AOM-45 on outboard stations

2 -LAU-3 on inboard stations
650 gal tank on centerline station
BLUE 2 had radar vector gear

MIG-21 RIG i. 2
Dull silver color with no marking
MIO-1 had 2 air-to-air missiles (probably ATOLL)

•1t 4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Clear with 15 mi visibility except for cumulus buildups over Thud Ridge
extending down to the mountain tops.

. BLUE

Altitude: 7000 ft AGL
eVading: about 3350

Feed: Jo50 KCAS
Fuel State: Unknown

Flight Formation: BLUE flight in left turn

.1o
I BLUE 2 500 ft out, some distance back and slightly higher.

5. INITIAL DETECTION
3 BLUE 2 saw a MIO-21 at 7 o'clock, low and called that a MI4-21 was attacking the

flight. The MIG, when observed was about 5,000 ft behind BLUE 1 but was overtaking
rapidly (at about 100 kt).

6. ACTION INITIATED
As the MIG passed over BLUE 1 the 1IG reversed to a right turn in an 11 o'clock high

position to BLUE 1. BLUE 1 also reversed his turn to the right to follow the MIG.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
After reversing to the right, BLUE I saw another MIG-21 close behind BLUE 2 and

tracking. BLUE 2 then broke left and down, (never seeing the MIG) and exited in after-
burner at low altitude.

BLUE 1 continued to turn right and descended but was outturned by the MI0. The NI0
ended up at 3 o'clock at about 900 angle off and with these conditions and 2,000 ft range,
the MIG fired two air-to-air missiles at BLUE 1. BLUE 1, who was now unloading in after-
burner, observed the missiles to pass to the rear.

3 BLUE 1 accelerated to high speed and low altitude and the MIGs were not seen again.
BLUE 1 and 2 subsequently rejoined and continued the mission without further Incident.
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8. ORDNANCE

No. fired/No. hits
(AA Missile) Remarks

BLUE 1, 2 No ordnance expended
MIO-1 No cannon ordnance 2/0 Missiles fired at

observed high angle off.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE 2 a. Tettison circuit malfunction - could not jettison outboard stores.

b. Visibility severely limited due to condensation around outside of canopy at
high Mach. An inherent characteristic when flying in moist conditions.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience

Total Combat Combat
Hours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE 1__
Front - ------ ;----..----Unknown --------------
Back 2,000 239 45 Four years/1500 hours

______________in B-52.
BLUE 2 ----------------Unknown--------------

Comments on this Encounter

BLUE 2: In the high speed dash to evade RED 2, BLUE 2 had to slow down to decrease
the condensation around his canopy and consequently increase his visibility.

BLUE 2 estimated that RED 1 had approximately 560 kt on the first pass and this
surprised him because he thought that the MIG-21 was limited to 500 kt at low altitude.
Comments from Overall Experience

BLUE 2 felt that BIG EYE did little more than garble up Guard Channel.

11. DATA SOURCES

Project Interviews:
BLUE 1 Backseat (9 Mar 1967)

BLUE 2 (5 Jan 1967)
Messages, Reports:

Letter from BLUE 1 Backseat (July 1967)Letter from BLUE 1 (7 July 1967)

TAP 071650Z July, DIO -3957
TAP 071702Z July, DOCO-O 22483
TAP 071334Z July, WOC0-O 2248 3

DIA Intsum, 8 July 1966
UBAP Fighter Weapcns Center Bulletin CAD-7

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE 1 and 2 were on an IRON VAND mission. The mission route extended in the general

direction of 1550 along the southern side of Thud Ridge, and near the end of Thud Ridge,
Just above Phuc Yen. BLUE Flight received a strong signal and pulled up while B-1 launched
a SHRIKE missile. After missile launch, BLUE Flight started a left turn back to the north.
BLUE Fll.ght was at 8-12,000 ft altitude at about 425 KTAS.

BLUE 2 sighted a IO-21 closing on the flight at high speed with about 100 kt over-
take, and alerted B-l. Th3 MIG was at BLUE 2's 7 o'clock, and at BLUE l's 6 o'clock,
5,000 ft behind BLUE 1. The IG was passing from BLUE l's 4 o'clock to his 10 o'clock
and climbing so that while the Mig started slightly below BLUS 2, the MIG passed above
BLUE 1.

Due to the approach of the MIG, It appeared that the MIG had been directed on a OCI
pursuit curve but with excessive cutoff so that the MIG overshot B-1 and 2, and pas-ed
out in front.

* . As the Mig passed, BLUE 2 attempted to jettison external stores and track the kIG for
a tiring pass. However, BLUE.2 was too busy with the switches and could not simultaneously
jettison stores and setup for an attack, before the M4IG passed out of range.
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As the MI1 passed BLUE Flight, to the left, he started a right turn. This put theNIG at BLUE l's 10 o'clock position but high above BLUE 1. At this time BLUE I alsostarted a right turn to stay with the MIG. The MIG was not observed to fire during this
pass.

BLUE 2 had been onde on the insdturn when the flight was turning left, but onBLUE l's right turn BLUE 2 ended up on the intide. As BLUE t started to turn to therightp he observed a MIG at BLUE 2's 6 o'clock at 2,000 ft range and apparently tracking
BLUE 2, BLUE 1 called for BLUE 2 to break and BLUE 2 did so, although BLUE 2 never saw
this MIG. (BLUE 1 indicates that his instructions were for BLUE 2 to break left, althoughBLUE 2's actions were described as a break to the right.)

BLUE 2 executed a maximum g descending turn to the deck, simultaneously going to
afterburner and Jettisoning stores (except for the outboard stores which hung). BLUE 2descended to treetop level (about 500 ft) and accelerated to Mach 1.1. He went up a valleythrough the clouds over Thud Ridge. BLUE 2 left the Ridge on the north side, turned toa heading of NW,. came out of afterburner and subsequently Joined on BLUE 1 with a DF steer,by crossing back over the ridge.1BLUE 1 and the first MIG continued to turn right, with BLUE 1 continuing to descendand ti&htA..u Lhu turn. u.x- i , o ,. BLUE 1 howevet so that afterapproximately 1800 of turn the MiC was. at 900 :.ngle off to BLUMI and at BLUE l's 3 o'clockposition. The MIG then simultaneously launched two air-to-air missiles from 2,000 ft
range at 3 o'clock, 900 angle off. The missile8 passed behind BLUE 1, as did the MIG andBLUE 1 unloaded and accelerated (in afterburner) away towards the clouds at low altitude,reaching 650 KTAS by the time minimum altitude was reached. The MIG was not seen again.BLUE 1 was now heading back to the northwest on the south side of Thud Ridge.

After joining with BLUE 2, who crossed back over the Ridge, the flight tv'rned aroundand headed back down the Ridge to continue the mission. Just before leaving the mission
area, BLUE 1 launched his remaining SHRIKE at a SAM site, and BLUE Flight egreased on asimilar route as the ingress.

II
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Event 11-20I'1 Aircraft Involved: Four P-105s vs two HI)0-178

.. , Result: No damage

Vicinity of Encounter: 21030'N/106000'E-
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date: 11 July 19 6 6/unknown
BLUE Flight wa:s inbound to JCS Target 18.24 at 21033'N/06°30'E on a strike mission.

11. DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews: BLUE 1, 5 January 1967.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight was north of Kep flying at 50 ft altitude heading east-southeast. Bomb
load was two 3,000 lb bombs per aircraft for use on a bridge target. MIOs were not to be
engaged unless they posed a real threat. Two MIO-178 were sighted at 8,000 to 10,000 ft
altitude headed south. No KI0 warnings were recedved for this area. The F-105s were
Q emouflul d, ,,akia6 Wie dirrcult to see gyemwabave ove.-Nor•ft Vetn*mese termini The
tidght- members felt 'that the MiOs did not See them and no maneuvering took place on
either side.
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Event 11-21

Aircraft Involved: Part (a) one P-105 va two1RIO-21s

Part (b) one -105 va' twoi lMI0-2ls

SResult: No Damage (One P-105 destroyed
when aircraft ran out oftufel -
pilot recovered).

!Ivicinity or Encounter: 2130'N/1o504o
1. PRIMhRY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: -*I Jul 1966/0705Z

BLUE flight. a flight of four 105a was on an IRON HAND SAM suppression missionS~25 miles northeast of Hanoi. Two separate engagements occurred in the vicinity of Thud
Ridge as the flight was egressing the target area.

I2. MISSION ROUTEI

The route of flight was from Takhli, direct to the tanker, direct to the northwest
end of Thud Ridge, and east to the Kep area (northeast of Hanoi). The egress route was
back to Thud Ridge, southwest across the Red River to Takhli.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

F-105F BLUE 1. 3
2 - AON-45
1000 rd 20mm

P-105D BLUE 2.

LAU-3 rocket pods1000 rd 20mm

All 105a 650-gal bomb bay tanks.

I 2 - AAM (known)
Airraft. silver with Red Star on wing.
No- drop tanks.

4, FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Broken clouds, 5/8 coverage, bases 3 to 4000 ft, tops 6000 ft, 5 miles in haze
bo louds, clear and 7 miles plus above clouds. BLUE Flight had just attacked a SAN
site and the flight had become separated from each other. All four aircraft were
approaching Thud Ridge from the east individually.

BLUE 2 BLUE 4
Altitude: 6000-7000 ft MSL 6000-8000 ft MSL
HuiIi: SSE 2500-2700
Se 450 KCAS 350 KCAS
FUel State: Bingo BingoPugh. Formation: Single Ship Single Ship

5. INITIAL DETECTION
U MIG warnings had been received; however, they were not called in the same area that

BLUE Flight was working.
a. BLUE 2 sighted two unidentified aircraft at 12 to 1 o'clock, 4-5 miles, which he

assumed to be members of his flight.

b. BLUE 4 sighted two MID-21s at 4 o'clock, 2000 ft high, In a pursuit curve attack.

6. ACTION INITIATED

a. BLUE 2 closed in a tall chase attempting to join on the two unidentified aircraft
(MIOG-ls) assumed to be friendly.

b. BLUE 4 jettisoned tanks and pylons, went afterburner, and dived straight ahead.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
When BLUE 2 had closed to approximately 2 miles one of the then identified NIG-21smade a hard right climbing break and the other MIG continued straight ahead. BLUE 2

jettisoned external stores, went afterburner, and initiated a hard right 180 degree turn.
As BLUE 2 started to roll out of this right turn he saw a MIG-21 "canopy to canopy"
approximately 30 degrees ahead, 500 ft high and to the right. BLUE 2 then broke right,
down, and under, rolling out "on the deck" and egressed the area supersonic at
minimum altitude.
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b. After accelerating to 600 KCAS, BLUE 4 broke hard right and continued around to
meet one of the 410s head-on. This XIO broke up and to the right and BLUE 4 reversed
Into a climbtng left barrel roll to keep the MIO in sight. The 1G0 began descending in
his right turn and BLUE 4 continued the roll over the top to a 6 o'clock trail position,
2000 ft behind the M1G. The M10 started down through the clouds on a northerly heading
and BLUE 4 broke off in a left climbing turn towards home. After establishing a climbs
BLUE 4 banked left to clear his tail and saw the other MX0-21 approxifately 2000 ft behind
him In a firing position. As BLUE 4 went to afterburner and broke hard left and down,
this IG ftired two air-to-air missiles which appeared to track to the left but could not
match BLUE 4's turn and passed behind the F-105. The MIG broke up and to the left rolling
over the top and reverslng direction for a northerly descent toward the clouds. Although
BLUE 4 had achieved a trail position on the miO by pulling up and rolling out over the
top in his left turn, fueL considerations required him to disengage and egress flom the
area.

S8I. ORDNANCE

P-105 -- None.
XIC-21 -- One 1410-21 fired two AAMs at BLUE 4.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

a. BLUE 2 -- Lost modular cooling, 1FF, and all flight Instruments during his low altl-
tude Tupersonic egress. The fuel quantity gauge was also suspected to be malfunctioning.

b. BLUE A -- Experienced a UHF radio failure during the strike on the SAM site.
The baisb bay tank would not feed normally due to a continually popping circuit breaker.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

txper•ence
Total P-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions Remarks

3LUE 2 3000 350 51 Considerable tactical fIghter
experience.

BLUE 4 --- Hours not available --- Considerable tactical fighter
experience.

BLUE 2 felt that if he had been equipped with AAMs he may have had a shot at the
110s. Also he would have been more psychologically prepared for an air-to-air encounter.

The turning radius of the MIO-21 caught BLUE 2 by surprise.

BLUE 2 believed that the MIG flight could not have detected his approach and received
warning from OCI or other MIGs in the area.

* The canopy on BLUE 2's aircraft was completely obscured with vapor from 2 to 10
o'clock back on both sides as he was going supersonic on the deck. This prevented him

* from clearing his 6 o'clock position to determine if the MI1 had disengaged.

BLUE A commented that he thought the maneuverability of the F-105 at high speed
caught the M10s off guard. BLUE A felt that for both instances when he was at the MIG0's
6 o'clock position, he was too close to use an AAM.

Both pilots complained about the complicated switch settings required to change from
the ground attack mode to the air-to-air attack mode.

11, DATA SOURCES

Pro;ect Interview: BLUE 2 (2 Feb 67) and BLUE 4 (8 Mar 1967)

OP P-3 DOCO-0 22712 Jul 66
AP Command Post Message S-12-02, 12 Jul 66
DAI Message 29986 Jul 66
Det 5 Udorn Thailand Message 30666 Jul 66
USAF Fighter Weapons Center Bulletin - 7.

12. NARRATIVE DESCPIPTION 2

a. BLUE I and BLUE 2 initiated a follow-up gun and rocket attack on a visually
acquired SAM site following a SHRIKE launch. BLUE 2 became separated from his leader as
both aircraft pulled off the target and entered a cloud jinking to avoid heavy AA and
automatic weapon fire. BLUE 2 broke out on top at 5-6,000 ft on a westerly heading,
toward the northern edge of Thud Ridge and requested a DF steer from BLUE 1. After
turning 450 to 80e left to the Indicated DF heading, BLUE 2 saw two dots of aircraft in
the distance on a southcrly heading toward Thud Ridge. When the two aircraft made a left
turn to parallel Thud Ridge, BLUE 2 became concerned and asked BLUE 1 if he was in a left
turn. When BLUE 1 confirmed a left turn,, BLUE 2 initiated it cutoff to Join and maneuvered
into a alosing trail position A miles behind the two aircra-"t now flying down Thud Ridge
about 3000 ft above the Ridge level. As BLUE 2 closed to a 2 mile trail position,

86 -u 0:T
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approximately 2000"ft below the two aircraft, he realized that they were not P-105s,
He then noticed that his reticle was not on and because of the complicated switching
arrangements did not believe he was set up to fire his guns. At that instant the air-
craft on the right broke sharply up and to the right and the other aircraft continued
straight ahead. The Red Star and the MIG-21 top profile was immediately identified.
BLUE 2 went afterburner, jettisoned external stores and made a hard right 180 degree turn
to parallel Thud Ridge northbound. As BLUE 2 relaxed "g's" and started to roll out he
sighted a MIG-21 in an inverted "canopy to canopy" position, approximately 30 degrees
ahead, 500 ft high and to the right. BLUE 2 broke right into the MIG pulling the nose
down and rolling under to recover at minimum altitudi "on the deck" heading northwest
"hugging" the northoide of Thud Ridge. Although he had lost cooling and flight instru-
ments, BLUE 2 knew he was supersonic due to the vapor that formed around his canopy
obscuring all rearward visibility from 2 o'clock and 10 o'clock aft. Since BLUE 2 could
not clear his 6 O'clock position to determine if the MIG had disengaged, he crossed Thud
Ridge through a valley and continued west in supersonic flight on the deck jinking hard
right and left until crossing the Red River. After crossing the Red River with 2000 lb
indicated fuel remaining, BLUE 2 came out of afterburner and zoomed to 25,000 ft con-
tinuing a full military climb to 35,000 ft. OCI was saturated with three other emergency
fuel aircraft and had only intermittent skin paints on BLUE 2 since his IFF was inopera-
tive. BLUE 2 tlamed out shortly after gaining visual contact with tue tanker and ejecteddestcending through 4000 ft.

~ V b. BLUE 4 became separated from the flight as the flight maneuvered Into a broken
5-6006 ft area of cumulus clouds for a follow-up attack after BLUE 1 launched a SHRIKE
missile at a SAM site. BLUE 4 then noted that his bomb bay tank had not fed properly
and he had a low fuel indication. He pulled off of the target and also discovered his
radio was inoperative when he could not contact his flight. BLUE 4 climbed out to the
west topping the clouds at 5-6000 ft as he approached Thud Ridge. He discovered he could* 1 get intermittent bomb bay tank fuel by constantly resetting a popped circuit breaker.
As BLUE 4 was climbing through 6-8000 ft at 350 KCAS, he sighted two MIG-21s approximately2000 ft high and closing in a pursuit attack curve from 4 o'clock. BLUE 4 jettisoned his
tanks and pylons, went afterburner and accelerated to 600 KCAS in a straight dive to 2000
ft. BLUE 4 broke hard right and continued around in his turn to meet one of the MIGs
head-on. BLUE 4 did not see the other RIG at this time. When the MIG broke up and to theU right, BLUE 4 reversed his turn and entered a climbing left turn to keep the MIG in sight.
When the MIG started a descent in his right turn, BLUE 4 continued a left barrel rollV over the top and rolled out approximately 2000 ft behind the MIG. As the MIG continued
down on a northerly heading toward the clouds, BLUE 4 broke off in a left climbing turn
toward home hopinG to nurce enough fuel out of the-bomb bay tank to reach a safe bail-outarea.' After establishing a climb and resetting the fuel circuit breaker, BLUE 4 banked
left to clear his tail and saw the other MIG-21 approximately 2000 ft behind him in
"perfect" firing position. BLUE 4 went afterburner and broke hard left and down just as !
the MIG launched two air-to-air missiles. Although the missiles appeared to initially"II start tracking to the left, BLUE 4 believed that the hard break at 600 KCAS down and Into
the ground clutter defeated missile guidance and caused them to pass behind him without
observed detonation. After firing, the MIG broke up and to the left, rolling over the
top and reversing direction for a northerly descent toward the clouds. Although BLUE thad achieved a trail position on the MIG by pulling up and rolling out over the top in
his left turn, fuel considerations required him to disengage and egress from the area.
BLUE 4 was able to successfully feed out his bomb bay tank by continually resetting his
circuit breaker. He made a no-radio recovery at Udorn with 200 lb of fuel remaining.
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Aircraft Involved: Four P-105o vs one NIO-21 -

,Result: Sighting only

I Vicinity or Encounter: 21?28'N/104150'E I
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND.TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 14 July 1966/Unknown

11. DATA SOURCES
Messages Reports: Message Tth AP 1422514Z, DIO 0003, July 66, Part IV.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
AIO-21 was sighted by BLUE Flight (four F-105o) at 21 0 28'N/O10450'E near the Black

River. The MIG was low beneath clouds on a 1200 heading. When BLUE Flight turned
toward the MIO, the MIG turned to 500 and then to a 3100 heading. The MID was lost In
clouds before BLUE Flight could close. No markings were observed due to distance.
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SECReT

il .Ivent IZ-23

Aircraft Involved: Eight P-1056 V8 tour MIO-12?

Result: One P-105 loost one 1-105 damage4dKi three MI0-17. damaged

Vicinity of Enoounter: 21613*W/105*S4E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATIONii Date/Time: 19 July 1966/1611H1
Four flights or rour P-105 aircraft on ROLLING THUNDER mission to strike JCS-51 e

POL storage 7 n mi north or Hanoi. The flights were one to three minutes apart and eollw-
Ing identical route. The first four F-105s (BLUE Flight) and the second flight of four
F-105s (GREEN Flight) were the only flights to engage hostile aircraft; however the third
flight had visual sighting of the encounter. Two IRON HAND flights (4 F-105s) and their
supporting MIOCAP flights (F-4Cs) were within 25 n mi of the targetb one flight north and
the other northwest of the target area. Also ABN/GCI EC-121 aircraft were supporting the
strike mission along with B-66 ECM aircraft. For the location of these aircraft, see
Figure 1.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Sixteen F-l05s including BLUE and GREEN Flights departed Tskhli Air base for pre-
strike refueling on Orange Anchor track extended N to 200 direct to 220N/10O432'E direct
21445'N/1050 13'E direct target 21o10b08"N/105 05921"E. After orossing Red River and
proceeding on a 1350 heading at 40000 ft, four missiles were observed converging on
BLUE Flight. Misslles were evaded by changing altitude and heading. Flight continued
through heavy small arms and 85mm fire to vicinity 210l3t1N/10 OW8E where aerial encounter
commenced. BLUE 3 and 4 became separated from BLUE 1 and 2 during missile evasive action.' One to three SAMs were also fired at GREEN Flight as they passed 210@9'N/105131E. Post-
strike refueling was on Red Anchor.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
P-105 BLUE 1. 4

5 - 1000 lb OP bombs
2 - 450 gal tanks

BLUE 2
.4 - 1000 lb OP bombs
I - camera pod
2- 4150 gal tanks

S
- CBU-24

2 - AIM-9B
2 -450 gal tanks

Lead aircraft IFF on, TACAN plus doppler. All aircraft camouflage paint.

P-105 GREEN 1. 3, c r
S~2 - 3000 lb bombs'

1 - 650 gal tank cnterline

11 - CBU-21i
2 - AIM-9B

MIO-17 1. 2. 3. 4
Silver color with Red stars and had afterburners.
No external ordnance or tanks.

MIO-17 5 (This aircraft not engaged, visual sighting only)

Silver colorUnderwing drop tanks .

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Clear, visibility unlimited

BLUE Flight GREEN Flight

Altitude: 4000 ft AOL i1500 ftHedia 135° 1J59
•De: 4180 kt 4 0 kt

ueState: Unknown Unknown

Flight Formation

BLUE Flight not clearly determined. They probably started in normal fluid-four
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formation, aircraft lined abreast, 500 to 1500 rt out ror wingmen and 1500-3000 ft between
lead and No. 3. During missile evasion the elements became separated, the exact distance
of separation is not known.

ORREE FILGht rormatlon Was fluid four, aircraft abreast, wingmen out 500-1500 ft.

S. INITIAL DETECTION

Missile and RIG warnings were issued on Guard Channel according to airborne OCI
aircraftts log. However, BLUE and GREEN Flights did not receive warnings acoording to
their reports. BLUE Plight wan approaching Initial Point (IP) and had been jinking to
avoid ground tire but generally heading 1350 at 4000 ft with BLUE 3 and 4 a short dig-
tance behind BLUE 1 and 2. GREEN Flight one to three minutes behind BLUE Plight. Three
M4O-175 approached BLUE 1 and 2 from 6 o'clock position, slightly higher than level with
guns firing. BLUE 2 was the first to observe MIGs and called them over the radio. BLUE
lead confirmed. Time of initial engagement 1611H.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 2 called out MIO. BLUE one transmitted "Roger MIOs - clean it up." BLUE 1

and 2 jettisoned all external stores and broke into the firing MI1s. This in estimated
to be a right break. The relative MIG positions in their attack formation is not known.
BLUE 3 sighted ffI10 attacking BLUE I and 2 and initiated a guW. pass.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUR 1 and 2 broke into the three M4Os who were at 6 o'clock firing. BLUE 3 closed

on RIOs, got a 900 deflection shot with gun at MI0 2 and observed pieces fly from the lift
wing and a puff of smoke. 14O 2 broke left, leaving encounter leveled out and started
a slight cLimb, heading toward Phuc Yen airfield. BLUE 3 and 4 continued after MIG 2
while BLUE 1 and 2 attempted to gain advantage of m1o 1 and 3. BLUE 3 set switches for
missiles and launched 1 AIM-9B at MIO 2 4,000 ft in trail at 3-4000 ft AOL. Missile
observed to head for ground, no apparent guidance. As MIG 2 started turn BLUE 3 launched
second AIM-9B which did not hit target. Suspected reason for miss was missile g limits
exceeded in turn. BLUE 3 continued attack with gun, observed no hits. IG 2 broke
sharply for ground causing BLUE 3 to overshoot. BLUE 3 and 4 then continued to target.

Shortly after the encounter started , GREEN 1 asked BLUE 1 if he needed any help.
BLUE 1 replied "No, hit the target." As GREEN Flight passed the encounter GREEN 2
witnessed BLUE 1 and 2 with two MIG-17s "going around in circles in a lufberry at 3 to
4000 ft." BLUE 3 and 4 were not sighted by GREEN Flight. GREEN Plight continued on totarget.

(From this point, the statements and reports are conflicting and confusing. All
members of BLUE Flight are "Missing in Action" or "captured" and were not available for
interview. The following is one logical sequence of events but the timing is not con-
cretely supported by all reports and interviews.)

BLUE 1 and 2's ensuing encounter with MI1 1 and 3 lasted for 13 to 15 minutes.
Maneuvers in "dogfight" reached from near the surface to 7000 ft and from point of
initial encounter southeast to Phuc Yen airfield, with the majority of encounter inS~vicinity of Phuc Yen. MIOs made approximately 7 passes on BLUE I and 2. Maneuvers

a included "lufboerry," "hard turns" with maximum power and "scissors." During this time
period, GREEN Flight hit fragged target, probably ahead of BLUE 3 and 4. During GREEN
Flight's delivery of ordnance, BLUE 1 requested assistance from both strike and CAP
flights. GREEN 3 and 4 came off delivery run ald proceeded NW towards foothills northi of Phuc Yen where KIO I-and 3 were spotted. engaged In tight turns at 500-1000 rt over
the terrain at the 6 o'clock position of BLUE 1 and 2. All aircraft were at low
airspeed with BLUE 1 and 2 losing out. GREEN 3 and 4 rolled in from above the MI10 at
high airspeed, fired gun at KI0 with no results, overshot, and yo-yo'd up to kill off
airspeed and attempted to keep engagement in eight. GREEN 3 and 4 lost sight of encounter
in turn reversal at top of yo-yo and proceeded south toward Phuc Yen. At Green 1 and 2's
completion of ordnance delivery, GREEN 2 was hit with ground fire. Since 0-2's ordnance
was for flaok suppression, and not required, it was dropped on trains in target areas.
This caused separation of GREEN 1 and 2 and required a period of time for GREEN 1 and 2
to get rejoined and determine extent of damage to GREEN 2.

While GPRE 1 and 2 were rejoining, BLUE 3 and 4 delivered their ordnance on fragged
target and turned N toward Phuc Yen to answer BLUE l's call for help. After GREEN 3 and
4's pass at 1I4sa td while BLUE 3 and 4 proceeded northward, BLUE 2 in steep left turn
was hit (believed but not confirmed to be MIG fire) BLUE 2 broke right and stated he had
been hit. RIG 3 overshot and rolled back in behind BLUE 2 allowing BLUE 1 to get behind
JUG 3 and damage horizontal stabilizer of MI0 3 with 20mm. M1G 3 then broke off BLUE 2
and engaged BLUE 1 with M1G 1. BLUE 2 stated he was heading ouv 2400 and shortly there-
after said he "had to get out" and ejected at approximately 21°22'N/105o44'E. A beeper
was heard fro, a parachute soon after BLUE 2's ejection. BLUE 1 was then hit by 14O fire
and transmitted that he was over Phuc Yen with MIO in tail and had been hit.

GREEN 1 and 2, now rejoined, were directed by BLUE 1 to his position and GREEN l and
2, observing K08s on BLUE 1, attacked from MIGs 6 o'clock with gun. GREE• • started
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tiring at 3000 ft range and fired down to 50 ft damaging M410 l's right wing. NIO 1 broke
left causing GREEN 1 to overshoot. GREEN 2 with missiles attempted to traok and turn with
NIO 1 but was unable to track MIG using 6 gs. MI0 I departed engagement and enabled BLUE
I to disengage by use of afterburner descent, outrunning MIG 3.

As BLUE 3 and 4 approached Phuc Yen to aid BLUE 1, MIG 4 was encountered heading east-
ward. BLUE 3 and 4 rolled in behind MI1 4 with BLUE 3 firing as the encounter urossed Phuo
Yen airfield from East to West at 500-1000 ft. BLUE 3 overshot and MI1 4 broke off and
headed South. No hits observed. This encounter was witnessed by GREEN 3 and 4 as they
crossed Phuc Yen after their pass at MO I and 3 behind BLUE 1 and 2. The North Viets
were firing 37mm at IG0-4 and BLUE 3 as they crossed the airfield. BLUE 3 and 4 made another
sweep around Phuc Yen observing a fifth 1l1 with underwing drop tanks. This 1I0 not
engaged as BLUE 3 took a hit from ground fire and was below bingo fuel. GREEN 3 and 4,
encountering heavy flak, egressed area also.

8. ORDNANCE

(No. fired/No. hits)
AIN-gB 20mm

MLUE 1 0/0 1/1 Hit MI 3 with one burst 20mm.
BLUE 2 0/0 unk/unk Pilot did not return from mission, but not

suspected that he fired.
BLUE 3 2/0 3/1 Fired two AIM-9B at RIG 2. First missile did

not guide. Second missile did not hit. Sus-
pected exceeding "g" limits.
Hit mi0 2 with 20mm. Fired second 20mm burst
at 141 2. No hits observed. Fired 20mm at
410 1 with no observed hits.

GREEN 1 1/1 Hit MI1 1 in right wing with 20mm.
GREEN 3 1/1 Fired 20mm but observed no hits.

23/3Tmm

RIG 1 yes/yes Hit BLUE 1 with cannon fire.| RIO 2 yes/no Fired at BLUE 1 and 2, no hits.
MIO 3 yes/yes Shot down BLUE 2.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

Malfunctions
BLUE 3 First SIDEWINDER (AIM-9B) headed for ground, no apparent guidance.
GREEN 1 Ounsight grossly out of calibration.

Shortcomings
1. Communications difficulties due to range limitations, altitude (possible terrain

masking) anC single frequency usage by all strike and support aircraft. Neither MIOCAP
aircraft nor strike aircraft heard MIG warnings issued at 1428, 1555, 1604L on guard
frequency (243.0) by ABN/GCI aircraft. All aircraft Indicated radio equipment fullyU, operational.

BLUE 1 called MIGCAP for help on strike frequency but MIOCAP did not hear BLUE l's
call pnd remained unaware of engagement. MIOCAP was 18 mi from engagement at altitudes
varyfig from 3000 ft to 14,000 ft supporting IRON HAND Flight. Altitude of BLUE Flight
during engagement varied from 500 ft to 7000 ft. MIOCAP is expected to react immediately
to a call from strike aircraft and MIGCAP is on the same frequency as strike aircraft.
Frequency extremely crowded during engagement.

2. Inferior maneuverability of the F-105 against Ml1s Is, again, well established
by the MIG0 being able to make seven passes against BLUE 1 and 2 before making a mistake.
Also GREEN 2 was unable to get sight on maneuvering 1410 using 6 gs.
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10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience

Total F-l05 Combat
Hours Hours MissionsGRESN 2 500 300 45 Air-to-air experience

P-105 checkout Nellis.
One dart mission.. One

AIM-9B firing.

3RELt 3 Experience unknown
Comments on this Encounter

Radio communications were all but impossible due to the entire strike force, ECM,
WILD WEASEL anr Navy GCI aircraft being on the same UHF frequency. When engaging enemy
aircraft and evading SAM activity the frequency cannot be used effectively (GREEN 3).

There were indications of ground control of the MI0s. The entire operation was
unusual. First, they encountered SA~s, thoen heavy flak, then the MIGs and 1+ was GREEN
2'1 Impression that this was a coordinated effort against the strike force (GREEN 2).

RIG pilots weren't looking around enough (GREEN 2).

GREEN 1 shouid have got MIG, almost collided with hnm.
Gun shooting to right (GREEN 2).
Reason for GREEN 1 making gun attack rather than allowIng GREEN 2, who was configured
for air-to-air (2 AIM-9L), to make attack unknown. "GREEN I did what was nat'iral,'!
i.e., GREEN 1 saw MIG and went after him. % REEN 2).

Comment from Overall Experience
Too many switchen to change to set up missiles and gun. (GREEN 2).

MIGCAP missions were not useful to strike aircraft,. They were usually too far away
The importance of having the M-61 cannon for MIG enecunters at low level hasseling

cannot be overerphasized. (GREEN 3)

11. DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews: GREEN 2 5 Jan 1967

T7AF CREP 3, 112115Z Jul 66 DOC0-0 23174
355TFW Aircraft Mishap Report, 0 1921577; DOC P-66-S06295 Jul 66
7AF Pastel; 221007Z; DOCO Fastel 197 Jul 66TA? Flap Xtem Report, Z230248Z; DOCO P334 Jul 66

Other:
Letter, GREEN 3I
Letter, Member of third flight of four F-105's against target JCS-51
USAF Fighter Weapons Center; Bulletin -

[ 12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE and GREEN Flights (4 F-105& ca) wexe the first and second flights of four

flights of F-105s fragged to strike JCS target #51 (FOL storage 7-8 a ml N Hanoi) on
19 July 1966 at 1-3 minute intervalc. IRON HAND, MIGCAP, 0CT and ECM aircraft were in
target area to support strike. Both BLUE and GREEN Flitýhts hc'd SAMs fired at them
passing tie northwestern end of Thud Ridge. SAMs tere evaded by both flights but
separated the elements of BLUE Flight (lead strike fliht). Missile and MIG warnings
had been issued by airborne OCI but warnings were not ýecelved by Strike or MIGCAP
aircraft. At the SE end of Thud Ridge approacnlr 2P, t eeI MIG-lls attacked BLUE 1 and
2 from 6 o'clock slightly high. BLUE 1 and 2 jett-uoned ordian.t and broke into MiGs
allowing BLUE 3 who was a short distance bebind to set a 9U0 deflection shot hitting
X1G 2 who then broke left, leaving engagement, and started a slight climb heading toward
Phuc Yen airfield. BLUE 3 and 4 pursued IG 2 while BLUE i and 2 were engaged in a
15 minute "dogfight'? with MIG L and 3. "Dogfight" consiutst:d of "lufberry," "scissors" U
and hard turns with afterburner and ranged in altitude from Lurface to 7,000 ft AGL.
GREEN Flight, hearing and observing BLUE I and 2's cnuounler, offered assistance but were
advised to strike target by BLUE Lead'wnich they did. BLUE 3 )Runched two AIM-9Bs at MIG 2,
the first not guiding and the second missed possibly dve to exceeding g limits. BLUE 3 made
follow-up gun pasa at MIG 2 observing no hits and overshootIng as 'IT 2 brcke sharply towards
ground. BLUE 3 and 4 then pzoceedud to target and expended rrdnance.

MIG 1 and 3 accomplished seven passes at CLUE 2 while Gi0IEN Flight and BLUE 3 and 4
expended ordnance. BLUE I decided he needed help and caileo' 3or It. MIGCAP did not
receive call, however GnEEN Flight responded. GREEN 3 and ' came off target and proceeded
NW toward Ptuc Yen AF wk.-re they observed BLUE 1 and 2 losing enrgmeret. CREN 3 and 4
made g.n firing pass from above the MIGs, observed no hits, overshot with high airspeed,
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!I yo-yo'd up to reposition; lost sight of encounter and proceeded south over Phuc Yen where
they observed BLUE 3 and 4 in pursuit of MIG 4 heading east directly over Phuc Yen at low
altitude receiving 37mm flak. BLUE 3 fired gun at MIG 4, observed no hite and overshot
as MIG 4 broke south toward Hanoi disengaging.

At this point BLUE 2, in steep left turn, was hit (probably by MIG fire but not
confirmed). BLUE 2 broke right causing MIG 3 to overshoot and roll back in allowing
BLUE . to po.ition behind MIG and hit horizontal stabilizer of MIG 3 with 20mm. MIG 3
broke off BLUE 2 and got behind BLUE 1 along with MIG 1. BLUE 2 called he was heading
out 2400 and 3oon stated he had to get out. A parachute beeper was heard shortly there-
after. BLUE 1 was then hit by MIG 1 and called "over Phuc Yen with MIG in trail and have
been hit."

GREEN I and 2, after some del~ay and difficulty rejoining off target, were vectored
to BLUE l's position by BLUE 1. GREEN 1, observing BLUE l's predicament, elected to make
gun pass rather than utilize his wingman's (GREEN 2) SIDEWINDERS. GREEN 1 opened fire at
1M4G I at 3000 ft and fired down to 50' nearly colliding with MIG 1 but getting hits in
right wing of MIG and causing MIG 1 to break off BLUE 1. This enabled BLUE 1 to dis-
engege by nosing down, lighting A/B and outrunning MIG 3. GREEN 2, out of position when
GREEN 1 initiated pass, attempted to position behind MIG I for.AIM-gB shot but was, unable
to get into missile envelope due to high g (+6 gs). GREEN 1 and 2 o'rershot their passes,
lost sight of MIGs, rejoined, and straffed trucks in area of encounter. Reason fuel and
ammunition not used for RESCAP unknown.

3 BLUE 3 and 4 meanwhile made another sweep around Phuc Yen airfield and observed a
fifth MIG, configured with drop tanks, in turn over east end of runways. This MIG not
engaged as BLUE 3 received hit from flak and egressed area. GREEN 3 and 4 also encountered
heavy flak and egressed area. GREEN 3 and 4 also encountering heavy flak over Phuc Yen
egressed area westward.

BLUE 1, 3 and 4 and all of GREEN Flight recovered safely. BLUE 2 was not recoversd.
! •The third flight struck the target and sighted the encounter but took no active part.

The fourth flight also hit the target.
The MIG warnings Issued by the EC-121 Ethan Bravo were broadcast on guard frequency

- (243.0) at 1428H, 1555H, and 1604H. The MIGCAF aircraft did not hear these MIG calls
although their radio equipment was operational. Their flight altitudes varied from 3,000• to 14,000 feet so the CAP flights could have been too low to receive UHF transmission.

This could also explain the failure of BLUE Flight to receive the MIG warnings.

The MIOCAP was called on strike frequency (277.2) by BLUE 1 but neither flight heard
it, although they were close enough earlier to observe the SAM firings. BLUE 2 is listed• as missing.
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Aircraft Involved: Four F-lOSs vs two NMI-17s
Result: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: Unknown

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: July 66/unknown

Four F-105s (BLUE Flight) on an IRON HAND mission in support of strike aircraft in
the Phu Tho/Viet Trt area.

2. MISSION ROUTE I
Unknown

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

P-105 Bl. 2. 3. 4
1 - Guns (Pull - 1,029 rounds) 20am A

1M41-17 M1 1. ,2_ _

Guns

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Veather: 3,500 ft broken

Bl1 2, 3. 4
Altitude: 4-5,000 feet

540 kt

ue YSt ate : Unknown
Flight Formation: Unknown

S. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE Flight was heading 2400 at 540 kt between 4 to 5,000 ft .when B4 saw two MIG-17s
at the flight's 6 o'clock position and firing.

6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE Flight broke hard left and selected afterburner.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

None, no encounter.

S8. ORDNANCE

Guns Remarks

BLUE 1, 2. 4, . No rounds fired
MRIO 1 2 Unknown rounds fired MIGs did not hit any aircraft

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

Unknown

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience

Unknown,

Comments on this Encounter

None

Comments from Overall Experience

i None

11. DATA SOURCES

Project Interviews: B3

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight was outbound ai'ter making a run on a SAM site at 4-5,000 ft. heading 240 0 ,
540 kt when B4 saw two MIO-17s at 6 o'clock and firing. B4 called for a left break. BLUE
Flight engaged afterburner and went into a hard left tuirn and descei,ded under the broken

3 layer of clouds to approximately 1,000 ft. MIGs disen4aged in the turn and headed back for
Hanoi. BLUE Flight then continued on with the mission and returned safely to home station.
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SECRET
Zvent 11-25

Aircraft Involved: Four P-105s vs two MIO-2ls
R•siults: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: 2132'N/1O6°13'E 7

1. PRrMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 20 July 66/0842H
BLUE Flight (rour P-105s) was cruising at T7000 ft enroute to a Package VI-A target.

11. DATA SOURCES
35 D0I-842 OPREP-3 20 July 66
TAF 202359Z July 66 DIO 30041
7AF 201629A July 66 DOCO-023239
7AF 201006Z July 66 DOCO-023214

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight (from Korat) while on a mission in Package VI-A about 10 n mi northwest

of Kep encountered two MIU-21s. BLUE Flight was at 7,000 ft when two M.ý-21s made a
descending pass on BLUE 3 and 4 and closed to 2,000 to 3,000 ft. A defensive left turn
by BLUE 3 caused the one MIG-21 to overshoot and the IG climbed to 10,000 ft and disap-
peared from BLUE l's sight. The second MIO-21 began his pass but didn't complete it and
he also disappeared from BLUE 1 and 3. There were no further MIO encounters on this mis-
sion. At o844H BLUE 1 and 3 dropped ordrance and recovered at Danang due to refueling
problems while BLUE 2 and 4 recovered at Korat.

IA

Event 11-26

Aircraft Involved: One F-105 vs five MIG-1-s

Result: Sighting

Vicinity of Encounter: Unknown

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: July 66/1300H
BLUE 1 (one F-105) was on a strike mission.

S11. DATA SOURCES

Letter from BLUE 1.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION* As BLUE 1 rolled in for a dive bomb run, five MIG-1-s were spotted at his 1:30
o'clock high position. BLUE 1 continued with his dive bomb run and did not see the
MIGs again.

IA
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Aliietaft Zawoiwed: Pow ,-105e WeSe %emso
ft*Ult: US OmAI

1. PRINARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATIO1 7
Date/Tile: 20 July 66/O550H
UIAS Flight (four P-105s) from Takbll .wwemte to tawlpt I& Pa~ VI-&

4. FLIgNT CONDITIONS PSi" TO IRIMs11

ititaje:Flit"

Iona: ftvm

S. INITIAL hhlICTION
K= F igh nda1mLSaet q at 3 *001oft s5 t blbbmme2

3 siles aow.

G. ACTION INITIATED
The two b Ye8 turwd to qaproalmately 0 lan he4 two aIr-to-atr,13S0i0.

BLUE Flight turned Into the attack and the missiles ppratehed from 2 o'eloek to 4 *1
clock and passed behind BLUE Flight without dGamstoig. Twe mIss8les vmer namlo to
match BLUE Flight's turn. The launcwhing aircriatt voweinid about 3 miles ausy, thenbroke off the attack and wee lost visually.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE Flieht turned an course and proceeded to th.eir target.SI .ORDNANCE

[. 8 ONo. PIred/No. 111ts Remarks
AA Missiles

RED Flight * 2/0 Passed behind BLUE Flighc

VW _ 11. DATA SOURCES
7AF 200855Z July 66 DOCO-O 23209
7AP 201o15Z July 66 DOCO-O 23209
USAF Fighter Weapons Center Bulletin 7

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight enroute to target at 4,O00 ft, 540 kt TAS attacked by two MIGs (type un-

known) from a distance of approximately three miles at 3 o'clock, slightly high. The
MIGs fired two air-to-air missiles from 3 o'clock. The missiles passed aft of BLUE
Flight at an unknown distance. The launching aircraft remained about three miles away,
broke off the attack and were lost visually. BLUE Flight turned back on course and
proceeded to target.
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SECRET
• " |vent 11-26

Aircraft Involved: Four P-1058 ve one MIO-21
Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: 21 0 52'N/1050 12'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 20 July 1966/1446H

Pour F-105s (BLUE flight) in Route Package VI-A for bombing mission against Thai

Nguyen POL deoot (TOT 4I50H).

t. MISSION ROUTE

Unknown.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

BLUE Flight equipped with external tanks and an unknown number and type of bombs.
NIO was observed to have no external stores or misailes.

4. FLIGHT CONDITION PRIOR TO ENCOUKTER

LIa-_ 100 degrees
450 kt '

MI e tat*: Full internal and some in the tanks
FlIEWtFormation: Unknown

5. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE 3 called a bogey approaching at 9 o'clock, 1-1/2 to 2 miles out, 6,000 ft above.

S. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE flight Jettisoned fuel tanks, broke left into the bogey. It was immediatelyrecognized as a MIG-21 by delta wing and lack of camouflage paint (it was silver). BLUE
3 and 4 went high hoping to box in the MIG, but the MIG executed tight turn (directionunknown) and escaped to the south. The MIG closed to 6,000 to 8,000 ft from the flight.
The distance was never closed during the turn.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

After the F4G escaped, BLUE flight continued on to the target and dropped their bombs
~on the target.

8, ORDNANCE

None expended.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

None

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience: Unknown except that this was BLUE l's first MIG encounter.
Comments on this encounter: BLUE 1 commented that MIGs would usually depart anytime

you jettisoned ordnance or tanks -- he assumed he had accomplished his mission and departed
rather than actually engage.

11. DATA SOURCES

Project Interviews: BLUE 1 - 5 Jan 1967
14esaages. Reports. etc:

7AF DOCO-O 23226 201328Z July 66
388TPW OPREP-4 Pinnacle/610 20 July 66

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE flight was inbound to a Package VI-A target when BLUE 3 called out a bogey 1-1/2

to 2 miles at 9 o'clock. BLUE flight Jettisoned tanks - retaining bombs - and turned
toward the bogey. The bogey, a clean MIG-21, executed a tight turn and accelerated and
escaped in the haze ',ading south. BLUE flight turned with the MIG until they were headeddown the Red River. he flight then proceeded to attack the target.The"MIO was initially in a position to launch a missile if-he had carried one.
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Event 11-29

Aircraft Involved: Your P-105O vs one 1110-21.
Result: Two siightinkgs

Viclnity of Encounters: 21°50'N/1011°15'E
2150 'N/1044115'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
i(0" Date/Time: 20 July 1966/1602H, 1610H1

5. INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE Flight (four P-loSs) at 12,000 ft and 21 0 50'N/1040 15'E, approximately 35 miles

west of Yen Dal observed a probable MIO0-21 aircraft. The time was. 160211. The 1410 Was
at 15,000 ft or higher heading southwest in the vicinity of 210 40'N/105 15'E.

6. ACTION INITIATED

Plight continued on mission.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
i"M1 "flew off n the st-ditance" and disappeared. BLUE Flight continued on the mission.

At 1610H when at 21 50'N/104 45'EBLUE Flight again observed a single probable M410-•1.
The IG was in the vicinity of 21 50'N/105 001E, altitude 14,000 ft and climbing, heading
east. BLUE Flight unable to disetern color or marking3 due to distance, and only the delta
wing could be recognized.

11. DATA SOURCE

TAF DOI 30041 202359Z July 1966.

' i1
I
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E .110

SAircraft Involved: Pour P-105s ve three MZO-17s
Result: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 2040'N/104.50'

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 22 July 1966/1630H
it BLUE Flight was on a strike mission. They had delivered their ordnance on a target

15 or opportunity (unable to hit primary target due to weather) and were enroute to home base.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Route to target was unknown. Flight was returning from target and was at 20o 04O'N/
'lO30,E.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

Configuration of BLUE Flight unknown. Flight was carrying external fuel tanks at
time of MI1 Sighting.

MIOs 1 and 2 had air-to-air rockets or missiles. RI0 3 had no radome on nose of air-
craft, camouflaged on top (dark brown sandy color) and white on the bottom.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: 2 to 3000 ft broken to overcast. Cumulus buildups In the area scattered to
broken, tops above 23,000 ft.

Altitude Air Speed Reading

BLUE 17,000 ft 00 kt about 2000

MIGs about 17,000 ft above 00 kt about 2000

Flight Formation:
Flight of four F-105s in a spread tactical formation with the second element (BLUE 3

and 4) to the right and behind BLUE Lead.

5. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE 4 called bogeys out at 5 o'clock about 4-5 miles out.

6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE 1 called for mil power and started a left turn, BLUE Flight went around a cloud
and lost sight of the bogeys.
7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE 4 saw a MIG maneuver and Identified bogeys as MIG-17o. BLUE 1 called to jettison
tanks, go AB and started a shallow left turn toward a cloud bank on the left. BLUE 4 saw
four air-to-air rockets or missiles fired from about 4 miles back (two each from MI1s 1
and 2) and called "Missiles away from the aircraft." BLUE 1 called for a left break and
BLUE 1 and 2 entered the clouds. BLUE 4 saw MIGs 1 and 2 break up and right back to the
North as if they were leaving the area. BLUE 3 and 4 entered the clouds descending to the
left. BLUE 4 thought he was overtaking BLUE I and 2 so he pulled up. As he broke out of
the clouds, he saw MIG 3 descending headon from 11 o'clock. BLUE 4 fired 63 20mm hopingMIG 3 would pass in front. MI 3 went under BLUE 4 and was not seen again. BLUE 1, 2, 3

"3 " and 4 exited at M1.3 to 1.4 to the South.

S. ORDNANCE

BLUE 4 - approx. 60 to 180 rounds of 20mm cannon. -- no hits
MIG 1 - 2 air-to-air missiles1 

-- didn't guide; no hitsMIG 2 - 2 air-to-air missilesl -- didn't guide; no hits

lEstimated to be AA-2/A by 7th Air Force - DIO 00553 9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMSi I ,.
None mentioned.
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10. AIRCREW COMMENT~S en1-3
Experienice:

Total 105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions

BLUE 1 5000 200 20
BLUE 2-------------- Unknown --------------
BLUE 3-------------- Unknown ------ -
BLUN 4I 3800 65o 4
Comments an this Encounter:

BLUE 1 - 4500 hours jet time. Korea experience. F-8O, F-86, B-52, B-4T.
No formal gunnery school.

BLUE 4I - 'thirteen years in jet. P-80, T-33, P-84, P-100.

11. DATA SOURCES
ProgctIAntehr!iewst Interview with BLUE 1--i Feb 67, and with BLUE 4--5 Feb 67.

230825Z, TAP, DOCO 23352, July 1966
221530Z, 7AP, DOCO 23353, July 1966
222238Z. TAP. DIO 0055, July 1966
USAP Fighter Weapons Center Bulletin 7.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight was returning from a strike mission ons asecondary target. The primary
target was not hit due to weather. The flight warn at 17,000 ft, -85 Mach, heading SW when
BLUE 4 esiw two hogeys at 5 o'clock. The bogeys seemed to be following the flight. BLUE 4
notified the flight. BLUE Plight went around a cloud (there were cumulus buildups to above
23,000 rt), and the bogeys followed. BL1UE 4 now saw three bogeys and identified them as
MI~s. BLUE Lead called for a gentle left turn to keep the MI~s in sight and BLUE Flight
dropped tanks and went to AB. MI~s 1 and 2 then fired two air-to-air rockets or missiles
at BLUE 1 and 2. Missiles probably were Soviet AA-2 or 2A type of missiles fired at a bad
angle and near clouds arnd thus tailed to guide. (Reference: 7th AP DIOD) BLUE 4 called
the missiles and BLUE Flight broke left and down to a cloud bank. BLUE 4 had spread out
slightly to keep the MI~s in sight. As BLUE 4 entered the olcuds he felt he was overtaking
BLUE 1, 2 and 3 so he pulled up out of the clouds. As he came out of the clouds 1410 3
appeared at 11 o'clock and passed under BLUE 4. BLUE 4 tired approximately 65-lAO rounds
of 20mm cannon but missed. The 1410 entered the clouds and was not seen again. BLUE Flight
exited the area. No damage.
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SECRET
•lent 11-31

SAiroraft Involved: Four P-105s vs two possible

Result: No Damage MIO-i9a

Vicinity of Encounter: 20.20'N/103*30'O
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SI7UATION

Date/Time, 25 July 1966/1020H

Four P-105s (Blue Flight)-from Takhli were on a strike mission.

11. DATA SOURCE
35STFW 250545Z Jul 1966ft12. NARRATIVE
Blue Flight was egressing from a strike when they received air-to-air vector signals

from 4 o'clock. They saw two bogeys two miles away. The bogeys began a pursuit curve
and Blue Flight broke towards the bogeys and Jettisoned external tanks, then reversed and
disengaged to the south.

I
I

I..
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I ." Event 11-32

Aircratt Involved: Pour 1-105s vs tn e NMO-1as
Results! 1 1-105 damaged

1 HI0-17 damaged
1 MIG-17 possible damage

Vicinity of Encounter: 21649'N/1o4642'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 12 August 1966/1088H
GREEN (4 F-105S) and BLUE (3 7-105s) Flights had completed their primary strike

mission against the La Danh POL storage area and were egressing as separate flights
northwest of Thud Ridge when GREEN 1 was hit by ground fire and ejected. GREEN 2 jettl-
soned his external tanks to RESCAP PREEN 1. The remaining members ct GREEN and BLUE
Flights continued egress for RESCAP refueling and returned to relieve GREEN 2 who then
departed for home with BLUE 3 as an escort.

2. MISSION ROUTE
GREEN Flight departed Takhli AB Thailand, refueled, and then proceeded on a north-

easterly, heading to ..te target arwa (La Danh storage area). After striking the targetI GREEN Flight proceeded northwest of Thud Ridge to approximately 21049,N/104e0l 21 wherei GREEN 1 was downed, thence to the refueling area and back to this location.) BLUE Flight

essentially followed this same route approximately 5 minutes behind GREEN Plight, joining
with GREEN 3 and 4 during RESCAP refueling.
3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

i-105 BLUE 1. 2. 3
2 - 2000 lb or 3000 lb bombsa
1 - Centerline tank
1 - M-61 Gatling Gun, 20mm (1029 rounds)
P-105 GREEN 1. 2, 3. 4

U~j 2 - CBU-2LIa
I - Centerline tank
I - M-61 Gatling gun, 20mm (1029 rounds)
MIG-17 MIG 1. 2
I - Gun (23mm), clean wings INo camouflage, dull silver color, Red Star on wing.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Broken to scattered building cumulus. Bottoms at 3000 ft and tops at
ITKl15,000 ft.

GREEN 3. 4 BLUE 1,2

Altitude: 5000 ft 10,000-15.000 ftTedn: Left Turn Left Turn i

: 300-350 KCAS Unknown
Fuel State: Bingo Unknown

Plight Formation: BLUE 1, 2 about 3-5 n ml behind GREEN 3, 4.

S. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE Flight was in a left bank when they sighted 2 MIG-17s at 11-12 o'clock, rangeI of 2 n mi, trailing GREEN 3 and 4 in attack position.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 1 warned GREEN Plight of Mias and after GREEN 3 confirmed presence of MIGs3behind him at a range of about 1500 ft, GREEN 3 and L dropped tanks and headed for the

deck In afterburner. BLUE 1 and 2 turned into the attack with BLUE 1 dropping tanks and• 2 keeping his tanks.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

GREEN 3 and L split left and right, respectively. Then GREEN 4I turned on MIG 1 who
was behind GREEN 3. GREEN L, however, received some hits from MIG 2, yet was able to
continue attack of MIG 1. Meanwhile, BLUE 2 was closing in on MIG 2 and when he fired
10IG 2 broke sharply left into clouds, which previously GREEN 3 had done. BLUE 2 does not
know if he hit IG 2. Meanwhile BLUE 1 was after MIG 1 who had somehow gotten off of
GREEN 4's tail and both of them (MIG 1 and BLUE 1) when Into clouds as observed by BLUE 2.

aDropped on target prior to MI0 engagement.
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8. ORDNANCE
No. Fired/No. Hits Remarks

FLUE 1 1/1 (damage) Fired 457-507 rounds
BLUE 2 1/0 Fired 700-750 rounds
OREEN 3 0/0
OREEN 4 1/1 (possible damage) Fired 580 rounds

II 21 1/1 (damaged 04) Unknown no. of rounds fired

2. EQUIPMENT PROBLENS

BLUE I, 2: Gun camera film came out black (apparently unexposed).

10. AIRCREW COMMEN_ __TS_ _

Experlence Total Hours F-105 Hours SEA Combat Missions
BLUE I Unknown Unknown Unknown
BLURE 2 Unknown Unknown Unknown
WkRIN Over 58000 Approx. 400 Approx. 60

ORRE nknown Unknown Unkniown

! €Comments on this Encounter:

BLUE 2: iable to track KIO In turn. (Still had external tanks).Need more maneuverability to employ guns, use of missiles
1equl1es less positioning.

General Comments

BLUE 2: 3XDEINDER3 carried at times were in poor condition (i.e.,
scratched or pitted hoads, eet.)
Te traininc received did not include sufficient live firing
expelence but roelled too heavily on simulation.
He felt the concept of air-to-air missiles was good but should
be backed up with a good gun.
The waring equipment carried on-board is good but false alarms
(or ambiguities) should be eliminated.
Two mwn are not a necessity for type of mission flown.

11. DATA SOUNCES
Project Intie~riews: BLUE 2 (16 Mar 1967) and GREEN 3 (8 Mar 1967)

S12 1754Z August 1966, DOCO-24192, SECRET
7A7 12 2300Z August 1966. DOCO-24207, CONFIDENTIAL

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

GRIEN Flight dropped ordnancc on target as scheduled. On the way home, flight
observed truck traffic and roceeded to attack. GREEN 3 thought he w,.t hit by ground
fire and. along with GREEN q, departed area as a precaution and headed for a tanker.
GREEN 1 was hit by ground fire on a subsequent pass and was forced to eject. GREEN 2
stayed in the area as RESCAP and Jettisoned his centerline tank so as to stay In area
longer.

In the meantime, BLUE Flight, which was about five minutes behind GREEN Flight, had
hit the target and heard the call that GREEN 1 WL) was down. BLUE Flight consisted of 3
airplanes since one had air-aborted prior to hitting the target. BLUE Plight proceeded
to tanker to refuel so that they would be available for RESCAP if needed. BLUE 1 and 2
together with GREEN 3 and 4 returned for RESCAP and GREEN 2 and BLUE 3 were sent home.
BLUE 1 and 2 were flying at high altitude (10-15,000 ft) while GREEN 3 and 4 were flying
at low altitude (approx 5,000 ft) looking for the downed pilot.

BLUE 1 end.2 were in a left turn when BLUE 1 (L) sighted 2 141s on the tall of GREEN
3 and 4. BLUE 1 called the information to GREEN 3 who at first thought the MIG was his
wingman. Upon verification GREEN 3 saw that they had 2 NIGs at 6 o'clock ct a range of

approximately 1500 ft. GREEN 3 and 4 jettisoned external stores, lit the afterburner and
dovi for the deck, getting down to approximately 700 ft altitude. GREEN 3 turned left
and GREEN 4 turned right and reversed and got on the tall of MIG 1 chasing GREEN 3, and
thinks he hit MIG 1 with cannon fire. MIG 1 was firing at GREEN 3 but scored no hits as
the NIG's cannon fire went over the top of both wings. OAEEN I wa3 able to duck into a
cloud and lost contact with the MZGs and the other F-105s. M71 2, behind GREEN 4, was
firing at GREEN 4 and hit him on the top of the left wing with cannon fire but GREEN 1 was
able to continue. Meanwhile, BLUE 1 and 2 closed on the two MIGs who were still unaware
of their presence. BLUT 1 jettisoned his tank but in the excitement BLUE 2 did not. BLUE
I. and 2 chased 1IO 1 and 2 with a left descending turn, and In doing so BLUE 1 was sand-
wiched tetween NIG 1 and 2. BLUE 2 tried to get into attack: position on NIG 2 and called
BLUE 1(L) to break out due to IG 2 on his tail. Still in a descendilig left tdrn, BLUE 2
approached firing position on MIG 2 when the MIG turned hard and really out-turned BLUE 2.
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BLUE 2 fired approximatelY 700 to 750 rounds but there was no Indication of a hit. BLUE 2
was doing approximately 420-450 kt. BLUE.1 went into the clouds and so did-the two tqIs.
BLUE 2 broke off and up to .the right to get on top to be able to pick up 14125 again.

BLUE 2 checked in with BLUE 1 who reported that he thought he had hit a MI0 and that• ~the HIGs had broken Off and wer~e beaded fro home, BLUE 1 and 2 rejoined and both refueled

prior to returning to home base. Due to the late hour, rescue service was postponed to the
next day. The gun Camera films were unusable since they either were not exposed or under-
exposed to an extent that they could not be interpreted.

OREEN 3 and 4 Joined up on top of clouds and returned home, low on fuel. They had
to recover at Udorn since no tankors were available to them.I

hi
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SECRET.
Event 11-33

Aircraft Involved: Two F-105Ds vs one NIO-17

Result: No damageVicinity of Encounter: 21e10,N/105o51 1'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 17 August 1966/1516Hf
Two P-lO5Ds from Korat (BLUE 1 and 2) were to attack JCS 51, an oil depot north of

Hanoi. BLUE 3 and 4 air aborted because one of the aircraft had radio problems and the
other escorted him back to base.

"2t MISSION ROUTE
BLUE Flight refueled over the Gulf, they then proceeded northwest to a point south

of Hanoi, turned north, passed Hanoi to the west and approached the target in a southwest
heading. The bomb run on the target was made from the South (i.e., a no.-therly heading).

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

BLUE l and I
2 - 450-gal wing tanks
6 - 750 lb bombs (centerline MER)
I - M-61 Oatling gun, 20m (1,029 rounds)

BLUE 1 had ECM vector equipment (to provide SAM warning)

OunsSilver in color with Red Chinese markings

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Clear with 5 miles visibility with slight hate. Thunderstorms over the
mountains.

BLUE 1 BLUE 2
Altitude: 3,000 ft AOL UnknownS1195ft ";50 ft
________e: Using internal, but had External tanks only

fuel in wing tanksHaig 0900 04•50

Flight Formation: BLUE 2 behind and to the right of BLUE 1.

5. INITIAL DETECTION
As BLUE 1 was pulling off target on heading of 0900, BLUE 2 called a HIG-17 closing

on BLUE 1 from his 7 o'clock position at 5,000 ft.

6. ACTION INITIATED

MIO was closing rapidly, firing at BLUE 1. BLUE 1 dove for deck and both BLUE 1 and
2 jettisoned tanks and went afterburner.

7. S1TUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE 1 accelerated away from MIO who continued to ftire at BLUE 1. BLUE 2 got into

the MIOs 6 o'clock position and closed range. He fired at the MIG but no hits were
detected. BLUE 2 overtook MIf who was flying otraight and level and barrel-rolled 200
feet over MIG and flew straight ahead.

8. ORDNANCE

No. fired/No. Hits Remaarkt

BLUE 2 1/0 Expended approximately 75
rounds

1110 1/0 No hits recorded.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE. 2: Could not get his sight on. Had to use center of wind screen for sight. Was
shooting low.

?CuRET 1.25
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10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience

Total 1-1OS Combat
Hours Hours iss •ions

BLUE I - Unknown
BLUE 2 1500 o50 ST
Comments on the Encounter:

BLUE 2: Everything happened so teat he didn't have time to set up for a gun pass.
If they had had a flight of 4 they could have sandwiched the RIO and perhaps gotten him.
MI0 did not have any air-to-air missiles. Believes 1I1 orbited target area and attacked
from a high altitude to catch P-105 by surprise.

Comments from Oveiull Experience:

BLUE 2: Felt he had Insufficient quantity of training for air-to-air type engagements.
Thought MIG-17 was not a threat to P-105 due to the high speed on the deck of the P-105.
F-105 needs a better gun aight. Would like to have AIM-9 faired into the wing tips such
as the F-104. Didn't like the fact that tne radar didn't work close to the ground because
of the ground clutter. Considers BIG EYE Is a waste of time for 1I0 warnings.

11. DATA SOURCES

Progoct Interviews: BLUE 29 5 January 1967
essages e eports :7AF 171b06Z DOCO 24403 August 1966, SECRET.

Fighter Weapons Bulletin 7

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Two F-105S (BLUE 1, 2) were on a strike mission to hit the Nguyen Khe POL storage

area. Enroute to the target, the aircraft refueled over the Gulf. Shortly before reach-
ing the target after BLUE 1, BLUE 2 started to pull-up, BLUE 1 received a SAM warning on
his vector gear. BLUE 1 descended to 5,000 feet, jinking to look for the SAM. When none
was sighted, BLUE 1 pulled up again to 12,000 feet and rolled in on the target to drop
six 750-pound bombs. BLUE 2 was behind and to the right of BLUE 1. As BLUE 1 pulled off
the target on a heading of 900, altitude 3,000 feet, BLUE 2 sighted a MI0-17A (MIG 1)
closing on BLUE 1 at his 7 o'clock position and at about 5,000 feet AOL. BLUE 2 at this
time was In the bomb delivery phase. BLUE 2 delivered his ordnance and during pullup saw
MIO 1 closing on BLUE 1 and firing as evidenced by seeing a flame of the small gun in the
MIO's nose and a cannon going off and shells bursting. BLUE 1 and 1IG were both in a
slight left hand turn. BLUE 2 called BLUE 1 to "break - you have a IG closing". BLUE 1
and 2 went to after burner and jettlsoned tanks. BLUE 1 headed for the ground, maintained
4.5 g's and 400 kt in a left turn. RIG 1 outturned BLUE 1 and continued to close. The
HIG fired when reaching range of 4000 feet and continued until the range closed to 1500
feet. BLUE 1 dove to approximately 5 ft AOL, so low he had to pull up to avoid rice paddy
dikes. 1I1 continued firing all the way. BLUE 1 finally separated at Mach 1.2.
Estimated speed of IG was 580 kt.

In the meantime BLUE 2 started to chase the RI and set up his weapons ty setting
the weapon selector switch from "bombs" to "guns-air", the radar to "air-to-air" and the
radar to "radar lock-on" in order to obtain range information for the gun. BLUE 2 hit
the button to reject farthest target but did not get a good sight picture. He then
maneuvered the airplane to place the 1I0 in his windscreen and fired (approx. 3/4 second
or 75-150 rounds). At this point, BLUE 1 cut in front of the 1IG and BLUE 2 had to cease
firing. Almost immediately BLUE 2 pulled up and barrel-rolled approximately 200 feet
above the IG, BLUE 1 and BLUE 2 pulled away from IG as 1IG began to drop off at comple-
tion of turn and BLUE flight had established a high speed on a heading of 325*. Both air-
craft recovered safely, BLUE 1 had to refuel enroute home.

I
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Event 11-34

m Aircraft Involved: Two F-lO5Ds vs one or two.
1I10-17.

Results: No damage (F-105s Jettisoned ordnance
and aborted strike mission)

Vicinity of Encounter: 21*05'N/10555'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 17 August 1966/1502H
BLUE Flight was on a strike mission enroute to the Nguyen Khe POL storage area.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Altitude: 3500 rt

pe: 510 kt

11. DATA SOURCES

TAP, 172019Z, DOCO 24415 Aug 66, CONFIDENTIAL
TAP, 171420Z, DOCO 24398 Aug 66, SECRET
TAP, 180039Z, DIO 30251 Aug 66, SECRET-NOPORN

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight, consisting of 2 F-105s on a strike mission enroute to target (Nguyen

Khe POL area) encountered one MIG-1T (possibly two MIG-17s). At time of encounter. BLUE
Flight was at 2105'N/105I55'E, altitude 3500 ft, speed 510 kt, heading 3150. As the KI40
started to turn in, BLUE Flight attempted to turn left into the MIG. BLUE 1 and 2
jettisoned ordnance and tanks, but the MIG-17 continued to gain advantage. BLUE 1 and 2
lit afterburners and dove to 500 feet ending up on a heading of 900. Contact with the MIO
was lost during this descent; no firing was reported. BLUE flight reported heavy flak
activity which continued during the MIG encounter and the MI1 as well as BLUE Flight had
to fly through the flak.

Ej1
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Event 11-35

Aircraft Involved: Two P-lOSs vs two NIC-1Ts
Result: One RIG 17 destrolad

One F-105 damaged

Vicinity of Encounter: 21020'N/105050'9

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 18 August 1966/1528H
four P-l05Da in a strike group k0REEN. RED, YELLOW). IRON HAND flight was to attaok SAM

sites In support of the strike group. See Events 11-36 and 11-37 ror GREEN and YELLOW
* actions.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Departed Korat and refueled with irborne tankers at sea on northerly course, Made
land tall at approximately 19 22'N/105 56'E at 4500 ft, 520-kt CAS. Proceeded westerly
to vlirilty of Kin Diem. Turned northerly and descended to the deck. At Haa Binh turnedI northeasterly to the target area, which wR southeast of Thud Ridge a&& north oa Hami.
3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

P-105 BLUE 1S2 - SHRIKE (AOM-45)
2 - Rocket pods (2.75")
1 - 650-gal external fuel tank
Pull 20mm ammunition

F-105D BLUE 2. 3. 4
2 - Rocket pods (2.75")
"2 - 450-gal external fuel tanks
Pull 20ms ammunition

P-105D GREEN , RED, YELLOW
Loading unknown. Expect external fuel and 150-lb bombs.

Camouflage

All airplanes had white underside and green t*o. surface.
Avionics

BLUE 1 - WILD WEASEL
BLUE 2 - Radar - Stby; IFF - Stby; doppler - on
Others - Unknown

HIG-17 14IG 1. 2
Unknown

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Scattered clouds, good visibility.X "TEI-e: 2000- to 5000-£t AOL, maneuvering to avoid SA~s,

Heading, In left turn o northerly heading from a southeasterly heading o
V 9De-- 50- to 550-kt CAB; BLUE 1 in afterburner; BLUE 2 afterburner blown out by SAM.
•uel State: Pull internal; unknown amount in external tanks
ý• ar ion: BLUE 1 and BLUE 2 in spread formation with BLUE 2 about 1000 ft on left

wing or BLUE 1 during run-in to target. At the time of the RIG sighting BLUE 2 was
ahead of BLUE 1. BLUE 3 and BLUE 4, GREEN, RED, and YELLOW flights were in theImmuediate area.

S. INITIAL OETECTION
IN RI~s were sighted visually in loose trail by GREEN 1 (Lead) as lead 1410 attacked

BLUE 1 from six o'clock. MIOs maneuvered in the vertical to prevent overrunning BLUE 1.

6. ACTION INITIATED

I GREEN 1 called RIG at BLUE 2'a 6 o'clock. Both BLUE 1 and BLUE 2 began maneuvering.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE 2 turned hard left when the 1I4 warning was called by GREEN 1. BLUE 2 saw the

RIG was on BLUE 1 and called a left break for BLUE 1. BLUE 1 fired two SHRIKE missiles
at a SA1 site and jettisoned all remaining external ordnance and ruel tanks. BLUE 2
jettisoned external fuel tanks but retained his rocket podr NI0 was on the tail of
BLUE 1 and shooting. BLUE 1 passed under BLUE 2 with -he , in pursuit and shooting.
BLUE 2 maneuvered into 6 o'clock position on the MIO and c(.,Aenoed firing with his
20mm gun. The IO was destroyed by BLUE 2. Duration if the engagement was estimated to
be less than 2 min.
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8. ORDNANCE -Event 11-35

BLUE I fired two SHRIKE AOM-45 missiles.
BLUE 2 fired about 200 rounds of 20mm ammunition at a MIG-17 while In 6 o'clock

position on M1o at 400- to 600-ft range.' Both in gentle left turn. BLUE 2 did not have
a gunsight.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE 2 ordnance switches were set up for air-to-ground attack mode. BLUE 2 did not
sequence switches properly when switching to air-to-air mode, therePore, did not have a
gunsight.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Ei £berietne
Total P-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE. 1 Pilot was very experienced. This was
about his 50th WILD WEASEL mission.
Although this was his first MIG en-
counter, he had previously evaded SAMs.

BLUE 2 3000 600 102 Korea Tactical reconnaissance and tactical
51 Vietnam, fighter background.

BLUE 3 �4 Not interviewed

GREEN * RED, YELLOW Not Interviewed

Comments on this Encounter
BLUE 2 - Pilot was encumbered by the complexity of switchology in attempting to

change from air-to-ground mode to the air-to-air mode.
Did not have use of the gunsight when needed.
RIO early warning would have been helpful.

Come nts from Overall Experience
More turning capability in a fighter highly desirable. U

Weapon system should provide range to the target.
Pilot experience was a predominant factor in the success of the engagement. UJ +

11. DATA SOURCES
E t Interviews: BLUE 1 (Lead), 14 Mar 1967; BLUE 2, 4 Jan 1967

7th AP/OPREP-3/181520Z Aug 66/DOCO 2440
USAF Tactical Fighter Weapons School Bulletin No. 7
Gun camera film from BLUE 2.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION O
The mission consisted of four flights of F-105Ds and one P-105F. The target was a

POL installation north of Hanoi. The lead flight (BLUE) was followed by three other
flights (GREEN, RED, YELLOW). BLUE 1 (IRON HAND) was the strike leader. BLUE 2 was 02
wingman for IRON HAND and with the section, BLUE 3 and BLUE 11 were to provide protection
for BLUE 1 (L) and to strike SAM sites In iupport of IRON HAND. BLUE I (L) was armed
with two SHRIKE missiles, two 2.75" rocket pods and a 20mm Vulcan gun, and was carrying
a 6 50-gal external fuel tank. BLUE 2 was carrying two 450-gal external fuel tanks, two
rocket pods (2.75") and was armed with a 20mm Vulcan gun. Both airplanes were camouflaged
with white underside and green top surface. The mission departe4 Korat, proceeded east-
ward, and rendezvoused with the airborne tankers. Refueling was completed on a northerly
heading. The flight made landfall at approximately 19o22'N/205056'E at 4500 ft, 520-kt CAS
and turned westerly. The four flights (BLUE, GREFS, RED, YELLOW) were in trail at about
five-minute intervals. As BLUE flight approached the second checkpoint, in the vicinityof Kin Diem a large thunderstorm blocked the desired course. After starting to circum-
navigate the storm to the south, BLUE 1 (L) reversed his flight and passed the storm to
the north. In maneuvering to avoid the thunderstorm BLUE 1 and BLUE 2 became separated
from BLUE 3 and BLUE 4 and the fcllowing flights caught up. The strike flights were no0
longer in five-minute trail but were within visual range of each other. The flights
descended to the deck and proceeded northerly and passed directly over Phuc Yen. BLUE 1
and BLUE 2 climbed to about 6000 ft maintaining 475-kt CAS as they approached the target
area. There were scattered clouds with good visibility in the target area.
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NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION (CONTD) Event 11-35

To -- BLUE 1 was concentrating on firing a SHRIKE misslle and BLUE 2 was flying wing
as they passed through the primary target area. Electronic emissions received Indicated
SAMs had been launched. Visual sightings of the SAMs at 9 o'clock confirmed the electronic

i warning. The flight broke left and down and then pulled up into a climbing turn as a SAM
passed underneath.

T, -- A SAM detonated between BLUE 1 and BLUE 2. At this time BLUE 2 was out In
front of BLUE 1 and a little to the ri.ht. The concussion from the blast blew out the
afterburner in BLUE 2. Another SAM passed over the flight and detonated. Two other SAMe
were sighted but were no threat and disappeared in small cloeds.

T, -- The area of launch was sighted and BLUE 1 pulled up and fired two A0M-45 missiles
at the SAM site. A SHRIKE passed over the nose of BLUE 2. A Friendly airplane in the area
called "BLUE 2 you have a MI1 on your tall." BLUE 2 turned hard left and saw the MI was
on BLUi 1.

T3 -- BLUE 1 was told to break left and did so as he Jettisoned all remaining external
ordnance and fuel tanxs. BLUE 2 Jettisoned his external fuel tanks and attempted to change
his armament switches from air-to-ground mode to air-to-air mode. He did not obtain the
use of his gunsight.

T% -- BLUE 1, with the MTO chasing him and firing at him, eamsed under BLUE 2 who was
in a left turn. BLUE 2 broke hard left and maneuvered to a position behind the MI1 at a
range of 400 to 600 ft and fired his 20mm gun.

T5 -- The MIG burst into flame and was observed to enter an inverted dive and impact
with the grouind.

TG -- A second MIO passed through the flight without engaring and departed the area.

i BLUE I and BLUE 2 departed the area and returned to base. BLUE 1 had received very
light damage from the MI1. BLUE 2 still had his two rocket pods. BLUE 2 had fired about
200 rounds of 20mm ammunition.

The pilot of BLUE 2 was encumbered by the complexity of switchology in attempting to
change from air-to-ground mode to air-to-air mode. As a result the pilot did not have the
use of a gunsight when he was in position to shoot. The pilot stated that early warning of
MIG activity would have been helpful. He also expressed a desire that the weapon system
provide range information. For air-to-air encounters the pilot stated he would like to have
more turning capability. Pilot experience was a predominant factor in the successful
destruction of the MIG.

GREEN and YELLOW Flight actions contained in Events 11-36 and 11-37.

S1LU
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Event 11-36ii Aircraft Involved: Four P-1O5D% vs two RIG-iVs

IAesult: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: 21*13'N/lO5*5~4E'a 1. PRiMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

See Event 11-35. GREEN Flight was a part of the strike group, 18 August 1966.ra 2. MISSION ROUTE
See Event 11-35.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
P-105D

Unknown

MI1G-17I ___One 1410 was..silver gray In color.
4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Unknown.

GREEN Flight

Altitude: 200 ft

Heading: 120 0
Speed: 500 KTAS
Fuel State: Unknown

Flight Formation: Unknown

S. INITIAL DETECTION

While inbound to the target GREEN Flightc sighted 1410 1 at 9 o'clock in a left turn :

at an estimatel altitude of 100 ft. The flight lost sight of MIG I as it was turning
through a~h~ading of 0900.

S. ACTION INITIATED
No action taken. Flight lost sight or MIG 1.

7.SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

1410 2 was sighted at 3 o'clock high (2000 ft). GREEN flight turned right 1800.
1410 2 made a quartering, head-on pass from GREEN's 10-11 o'clock. 1410 2 attempted toS ~ turn left into GREENl Flight ais GREEN Flight turned about 300 left into 1410 2. While ina 900 bank, MIG 2 overshot GREEN Flight and disappeared at GREEN's 9 o'clock. The Mlba
were not seen again.

11. DATA SOURCES

Messages;
7th AF/OPREPL3/181520Z Aug 66/DOCO 24441
7th AF/OPREF-4/181721Z Aug 66/DOCO 2J44J47IJ
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Event 11-37

Aircraft In-olved: Two F-105Ds vs three NIO-lys
Result: No damage
Violnity of Enocounter: 21022'N/lO5050'

1.- PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 18 August 1966/1603H

Tvb F-105D aircraft (YELLOW Flight) were the last of four flights into the target area
(see Events 11-35 and 11-36). After looking 20 minutes for the target, the flight expended
their bombs on a bridge and were egressing the area when three M1O-ITs were encountered.

2. MISSION ROUTE

See Event 11-35.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
F-105D YELLOW 1. 2

'ýMER on Ceenterline
2 450-gal external fuel tanks
K-61 cannon - full 20mum ammunition
Doppler - on
Camouflage paint

M(IG17 MID 1. 2. 3

Silver color - No other configuration information.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Ceiling over Thud Ridge at 4 to 5,000 ft.
YELLOW 1 A 2 NIO I KlO 2. 3

Altitude: 3,000 ft AOL climbing thru ,,0o0 ft Unknown
: 3100 3100 Unknown

• 1450 KCAS Unknown Unknown
Me rState: Unknown Unknown Unknown
PUI fpomatIon: YELLOW 2 YELLOW 1

YELLOW 2 YELLOW 1

150' to 200I

5. INITIAL DETECTION
YELLOW 2 saw a MIG-17 pass the flight 1-1-1/2 miles to the left and climb up into a

14 to 5,000 ft cloud layer. YELLOW 2 called the MIG out to YELLOW 1. YELLOW Flight hadnot received any MIO warnings but had overheard other flights engaging MlOs and had aeen

the airborne fireball of a MIG kill.

6. ACTION INITIATED
A few seconds after MIG 1 went into the clouds, it descended from the clouds about

1,000 ft in front of YELLOW 2 in a nose-low attitude. YELLOW 2 did not have an air-to-air
sight so he pulled the nose up, pointed the pitot boom at the MID and pulled the trigger.
No hits were observed.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

MID 1 pulled up in a barrel roll of sorts and was maneuvering for position on
YELLOW 1. At this time YELLOW 2 saw two more MIG-17s (MIG 2 & 3) Just pulling in on
YELLOW l's tail. YELLOW 2 warned YELLOW 1 and the flight jetýisoned all stores, ignited
afterburner and headed down and toward Thud Ridge. YELLOW 1 now had MID 1, 2, and 3
behind him and c~ould see tracers going over his canopy. YELLOW 1 and 2 successfully
outran the MIG flight, and recovered at home base with no further incident and no aircraft
damage.

8. ORDNANCE

No. fired/No. hits
Cannon Remarks

YELLOW 1 0/0
YELLOW 2 184 rd/O fired without gun sight
RIO 1, 2, 3 Unknown rounds/O
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Event 1I-37

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
YELLOW 2 Air-to-air gun eight was out.

No other problems noted.
10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience
Total Combat
Hours F-105 Hre Mission

YELLOW 1 Unknown Unknown Unknown
YELLOW 2 Unknown 400 25Comments on this Encounter

I1. DATA SOURCES

Proeet Interviews: YELLOW 2, 13 Mar 1967.
Messages, Reports:

7th Air Force/OPREF-3/181825Z, Aug 66/DOCO, 2446.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

YELLOW 1 and 2 were heading approximately 3100 near Thud Ridge at 3,000 ft and 450
KCAS when a MIG-17 was sighted at 9 o'clock, 1 to 1-1/2 miles, climbing. MIG 1 then entered
the overcast, cloud bases at 4 to 5,000 ft. A few seconds later MIG 1 descended out of
the clouds in a shallow dive about 1,000 ft in front of and above YELLOW 2. Without
benefit of an air-to-air gun sight, YELLOW 2 pulled up his nose and using the pitot tube
for sighting fired a burst of 20mm. No hits were observed. MIG I pulled up into a
barrel roll type of maneuver towards the 6 o'clock position of YELLOW 1. YELLOW 2 then
saw two more MIG-17s closing on YELLOW 1 from the 6 o'clock. YELLOW flight descended to
the deck while accelerating and disengaging as they departed the area.
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HOBET
S" Event 11-38

U Aircraft Involved: Four F-105Ds vs four MIO-iTs.

'Results: Two F-lOSDs ditaag4
Vicinity of Encounter: 21915*N/10547'E

I. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

V Date/Time: 22 August 1966/1626H
Four F-105s (BLUE Plight) on strike mission to JCS target 51. They were unable to

locate target due to flooding and had Just Interdlited a road at approximately21°11'N/1O5O51'E.

2. 'MISSION ROUTE
Departed Korat, 17,000 ft and 480 kt, direct to tanker in Laos direct to Red River at

210 'N/10434'E. After crossing the Rod River the flight let down to 7000 ft, Increased
airspeed to 510 kt. flew east to the mountains, turned right 45 deg and flew down Thud
Ridge to the taret area. BLUE Flight joined to egress at 21°55'N/1050O6'E and flew
generally the same route bagK.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

P-105D BLUE 1. 3, 4
2 - 150-gal tanks
6 - M-11T (750-1b) bombs

2 - 450-gal tanks

2 - CBU-24s

Radar, standby. TACAN - receive only. doppler off, 1FF standby except BLUE 1.
camouflage paint.

MIG-17s

Color unknown, tanks unknown, no missiles

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather.: Overcast at 12,000 ft with 3-5 miles visibility

BLUE Remarks
1 2 3 4

Altitude: 10.000 ft BLUE Flight generally scattered and
Weaing: Generally NW at different altitudes. Specific

550 kt conditions given in narrative.
State: 8000 to 10,000 lb

Y-rightormation:
BLUE 1, 3 and 4 had Just dropped ordnance and were not reJoined yet. BLUE 2

and 3 were about 1 mile apart, about 4 miles from BLUE 4. BLUE 1 was behind by about
5 miles; all heading NW.

5. INITIAL DETECTION
No MIG warnigs were heard. BLUE 3 saw a MIG at his 6 o'clock, 3000 ft range.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 3 broke, left and down. BLUE 2 saw a MIa below and left. He rolled inverted

and dived on the MIG.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
The MID moved quickly Inside BLUE 3's turn and started to fire. BLUE 2 dove toward

the MID and fired at him. BLUE 4 turned right and crossed behind BLUE 3 and the MID,
firing at a high angle off and under heavy g load. The MIO was driven off by BLUE 4,
but not before he scored hits on BLUE 3's right flap. A second RIG0 attacked BLUE 4
and shot up his vertical stabilizer. BLUE 4 broke right as the MIO was shooting. At
the same tine BLUE 1 turned into the MIa firing 150 rounds before his gun Jammed,
and the MIG disengaged. Meanwhile, BLUE 2 was under attack but was able to evade the
MIG by selecting afterburner and diving away.
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Event 11-38

8. ORDNANCE
No. Fired/No. Hits

Cannon

BLUE 1 150/0 Fired on IG attacking BLUE 4;
gun jammed after 150 rounds

BLUE 2 1 burst/0 7BLUM 3 0/O0~

BLUE 4 1 short burst/0 Snapshot at MI1 on BLUE 3

Cannon

!10 1 Fired cannon causing dmage to BLUE 3's right flap.

!r0 3 Fired cannon causing damage to BLUE 4's vertical fin.

MIa also fired on BLUE 2 in two 3nstances and on BLUE 1 in one instance.,

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE 1 - Gun jammed after firing 150 rounds.
BLUL 2 - Pitch mechanical advantage shitter motor out. This was known before takeoff
but BLUE 2 assumed he would not be Coing over 540 knots.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Total 1-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE 2 1100 550 80 Had experience in P-86 and P-100.
Has always been in TAC. Has air
combat maneuver training in P-86
and F-200. The only ACH training
In P-105 was non-scheduled train-
ing within the flight. Most of
P-105 ACM was due only to
squadron initiative. Was qualified [1
"on the DART.

Comments on this Encounter

BLUE 2: Has read MIG-17 flight manual at 7th AF which helped to develop jinking escape
maneuver since MIO had airspeed limit and needs 3-4 second tracking tlme.

In post-flight briefing decided that flak suppression aircraft should bomb with
strike aircraft rather than split up and lose flight Integrity. Was set up for
bombing required three switch changes to go to air-to-air mode. A

11. DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews: BLUE 2, Dec 66.
Letter: BLUE 4, 2 Mar 67.
Mes•a••es. Reports:

?A? 2221518Z Aug 66 DOCO 24595 Aug 660PREP-3
?A? 221534Z Aug 66 OPREP-C
TAF 222250Z Aug 66 DIO 30284 Aug 66
USAF Air Staff Box Score

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTIOM

BLUE Flight was on a strike mission, JCS Target 51, in Route Package VI-A. They
were the last flight into the area and saw the IRON HAND flight on ingress. However,
they were unable to locate the target, due to flooding in the target area; therefore,
BLUE Flight elected to Interdict a road near the assigned target and had not yet rejoined

In formation. BLUE 1, 3 and 4 dropped on the road but BLUE 2 was carrying two CBU 24s
which he did not drop. He was staying high to use them for flak suppression in the
target area. All of BLUE Flight was between 10,000 and 12,000 ft heading NW at between
500 and 550 knots. BLUE 2 and BLUE 3 were about line abreast with about one mile
lateral separation, with BLUE 2 on the right or east side. BLUE 4 was flying in the
sme direction but SW of them about four miles.

BLUE 3, at 21B15'N/10547'E, heading 3200 at 11,000 ft and 550 knots saw a MIO-17
at his 6 o'clock position, 3000 ft range. He called out the NI0 and broke down and
to the left.

man0
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Event 11-38

BLUE 2 at 21016'N/105•8'E, heading 3150 at 10,000 ft heard the MIO call by
BLUE 3, rolled Inverted and saw the MIO under him and off to the left. The RIO w4s
at about 8000 ft altitude, 4000 ft behind BLUE 3 and shooting. BLUE 2 then went into
a steep dive to the left and fired a "snapshot" at the MIO, overshot, pulled out at
41000 ft altitude and turned back north. Meanwhile, BLUE 3 was turning left with the

6 RMIO following around the turn, shooting and scoting hits in his right flap.
As BLUE 4 pulled off his bomb run he saw a MIG-17 closing on BLUE 3 from BLUE 3's

7 o'clock. BLUE 4 was higher than BLUE 3 and BLUE 4 turned right into BLUE 3 and theIi 1I. As they passed In front of BLUE 4 at 210 12'N/105644'E at 2000 ft altitude, BLUE 4
fired a short burst at a high angle off under heavy g load. BLUE 4 pulled up Just
over the top of the MIO and as he did, he observed two MIG-17s at his 7:30 o'clock.
He then rolled and broke left and down at over 500 knots, pulled up from the deck and
lost them. However, a BLUE 4 saw the NIO0 making a pass at BLUE 1 and BLUE 2.

The IO disengaged from BLUE 3 after BLUE 4 made the firing pass at him.
BLUE 2, now heading 3200 at an altitude of 4000 ft observed a, NI0-17 on his tail

7' (6 o'clock), approximately 3000 aft. BLUE 2 selected afterburner, unloaded and
continued heading NW, while jinking, thus evading the 1410. The evasive maneuver con-
sltcd of a rapid roll andi & qulk pull to two to three gIa then off to 1/2 g. He knew
the RIO had no missiles. The MI1 zilred at BLUE 2 but scored no hits. (This may or
may not have been the same Ml1 who hit BLUE 3).

When the MIOs were called, BLUE 1 was at 10,000 ft in a right turn at 2110'N/105050OE
heading 3000. At the call BLUE 1 descended on down with BLUE 4, and was to the right,
behind and above BLUE 4. BLUE 4 observed another IO-17 at 6 o'clock and broke right
and down. The MIO moved to the inside of the turn, fired and hit BLUE 4 in the vertical
fin knocking six inches off the top.

BLUE 1, who was at 5000 ft heading 3200 at 21017N/1050'43E breaks left and downfiring at the MIO who was firing at BLUE 4, forcing the MIO to disengage. BLUE l'sgu
Jammed after firing 150 rounds. BLUE 1 then observed a NIO at his 6 o'clock position
3000 ft aft and firing. BLUE 1 went to 100 ft AOL and egressed at Mach 1.0.

All BLUE Plight continued to egress at a high rate of speed. BLUE 3 at
21019'N/10504514 observed four more Ml4s, one at 6 o'clock, low, at 4000 ft altitude;
one at about 7 o'clock, low, at 4000 ft altitude; and two at 8 o'clock, high, at
Sapproximately lOCO ft altitude. However, these MIGs were not engaged and it is not
known If they sow BLUE Flight at this time. BLUE Flight joined at approximately
21055919/O05O6jE.

IOCAP of F-104s were available but they were orbiting too far north of the
target area to see the MIGs. MI1 calls were given by BLUE Flight but apparently the
CAP flight did not receive the calls as they did not respond.

Despite a few contacts of Firecan radars during the earlier part of the Ingress,
the last 20 miles into the target was free of Fansong contacts and except for some
sporadic firing, flak. Even In the pop-up to attempt to acquire the primary target,
no flak or SAMs were observed. While searching for the road to bomb, no flak was
observed.
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SEORET
Event 11-39

Aircraft Involved: One P-105P and one F-105D vs
three MIO-21s

Result: No damage

Vicinity of Encounter: 21 0 20'N/17 0 15'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 9 September 1966/0900H
BUEE Flight was 60 n mi northwest of Hanoi on an IRON HAND mission departing the

target area. BLUE 3 and 4 had left the target earlier due to low fuel.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Unknown.' Egress was east to the Gulf of Tonkir.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

Unknown. WILD WEASEL aircraft in lead (P-105).

4. FLIGHT CONDIIIONS PRIOR TO EKZOUNTER

BLUE 1 and 2 MIO 1, 2, and3

p : 4250kt Unknown
ais e 0900 About 1000

L: 6000 ft About 6000 ft

Formation: BLUE 2 on right side in tactical formation.

MIOs silver; no markings seen. No radar return on F-105 vector box; no missiles
observed; no external stores observed.

S. INITIAL DETECTIO.A

BLUE 2 noticed three MIG-21s at 6 to 7 o'clock high and 2000-3000 ft out while 37mm
was exploding at 3 o'clock and in 'ront of BLUE 2. No indication of MIsG from vector
box. No MIG warnings were heard.

6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE 2 called for u left break, and BLUE 1 and 2 broke left and down. BLUE 1 and 2
Jettisoned ordnance.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE 1 and 2 broke down and left, and MI0 1, 2 and 3 followed BLUE 2. BLUE 2 leveled

at 2000 ft. BLUE 1 says, "MIGs behind you, break right." LLUE 2 breaks right and down
to the deck. Evades MIs and exits to the east. About one minute later BLUE 1 sighted a
MIO In front of him and above. BLUE 1 closed and fired 600 rounds 20mm In two separate
bursts. No hits observed. MI1 4 started right turn. BLUE 1 returned to the deck and
exited to the east. No damage. BLUE 1 and 2 exited to the water and refueled.

B. ORDNANCE
BLUE 1 expended 600 rounds of 20ntm in two bursts.

MIG 1, 2 and 3 fired at BLUE 2; no hits.
BLUE 2 states he was sure the shells were airburste and were from MI18 (white puffs

of smoke).

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

None noted.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Total 105 CombatHoursE Hours_ Missions 1•

BLUE 1 (Back) 2000 300 50

BLUE 2 - MIGs were believed to be under OCt control. Visibility was bad.

11. DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews: BLUE 1 (Back), 9 March 1967
Messages, Reports: PACAF 17 0255Z DOC00 064 Sept 66; 7AF 09118Z DOCO 25649 Sept 66;

CINCPAC 170246Z Sept 66; 7A0 090933Z Sept 66 DOCO 25259 OPREP-3;
7AF 091251Z Sept 66 DOCO 25308 OPREP-1 4

Letters: BLUE 1 Front, Mar 67
BLUE 1 Back, Mar 67
BLUE 2 Front, 22 Mar 67
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Event 11-39

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight was on an IRON HAND mission. BLU§ 3 and Ii left due to Bingo fuel. BLUE
1 and 2 were out bound from tha target heading 090 , at 6000 feet. BLUE Plight was in a
tactical formation with BLUE 2 on the right wing. BLUE 2 saw white puffs of smoke off his
right wing and ahead; he then sa' three M10-21s who were approaching from 6-7 o'clock high,
2000-3000 feet away, tracking and firing.

BLUE 2 called a left break and the flight broke left and down and Jettisoned ordnance.
After about 90 degrees of turn, at 2000 feet, BLUE 2 and all three MIOs had overshot BLUE
1 and were at his 3 o'clock position. The MIOs were still in trail of BLUE 2 at 2000 ft
altitude and 2000 ft distance, firing at BLUE 2.

BLUE 1 then called for BLUE 2 to execute a right break which he did, with the M13s
following BLUE 2 in the break BLUE 2 descended to the deck in afterburner and accelerated
to Mach 1.2 heading east toward the water. While the MI0s continued to follow, they fell
behind and were lost from sight. BLUE 2 then headed to the Gulf of Tonkin for refueling.

During BLUE 2's break back to the right, BLUE 1 continued In a left turn but lost
eight of BLUE 2 and all three KIGa as they disappeared behind the hills on the ridge line.
BLUE 1 then reversed and followed down the same valley at 100 feet AGL, 650 ktas. About
one minute later, at 0903H, BLUE 1 sighted cne MIU-21 at his 12 o'clock position about
5000 feet range. Both BLUE 1 and the MIG were heading approximately east with the MIG at
2000 feet altitude. The MIG did not initially see BLUE 1 and was apparently looking for
BLUE 2. BLUE 1 pulled up behind the MIG until he had closed to about 2500 feet and fired
one burst scoring no hits. BLUE 1 then closed to 1000-1500 feet range and fired another
burst again with no hits. The MIG broke hard left, indicating to BLUE 1 that he had been
seen. BLUE 1 then rolled off to the right and accelerated away to the east for egress.
No hits were received by BLUE 1 or 2.

The F-105s were never warned of the presence of the MIG-21's from any radar vector
gear. Dgeto the low altitude of operation, the EC-121(BIG EYE/Ethan Alfa) orbiting at
S20"N/1O7E contained no radar plots of this engagement.

At refueling BLUE 1 had 1000 pounds of fuel.
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Aircraft Involved: Three F-105S ve an
unidentified aircraft

Result: 3ighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 20°501N/10715'E to21oo0'N/1O70200E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 11 September 1967/unknown

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
BLUE Plight BoomZ

Altitude: 19,000 ft 1,0oC ft
Heading: 010° Unknown

5. INITIAL DETECTION.
No MIC warnings. BLUE Flieht saw1bogey. Srlant r• approxImately 15 n mi.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT .
No further sighting. Oriental radio chatter heard on 253.5 UHF frequency in

normal tone; two voices. Signals appeared to originate in Red River delta area.

11. DATA SOURCES -!

Messages, Reports: 388th OPREP-4/238, 11 September 1966.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION I
After BLUE Plight hit the coast they observed unidentified aircraft paralleling

their course between 20*50'N/107 0 15'E to 21 0 0'N/107°20'E.
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Event 11-41

Aircraft Involved: Four P-105s vs two MiS-lTs

Result: No damage
Vioinity of Encounter: 21013'N/i06010'E

21"12'N/106"35'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: l4 September 1966/1643H and 164TH (approximately)
Four F-105s (BLUE flight) on a flak suppression mission as part of a strike against

the Dap Cau Railway Bridge. The flight had hit the target and was egreasing.
S•2. MISSION ROUTE

Takeoff from Korat refuel on Brown Anchor over the Gulf and ingress over the mountains.
Therefore, ingress and egress was north of Haiphong.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

F-105M-'ftTW.1, P, 3, 4

Expended CBU :

No ECM pods
Camouflage paint

Silver color1 missile under right wing

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Clear with visibility 10 miles.
BLUE 1. 2 BLUE 3. 4

Altitude: 2000 ft AOL 3000 ft AOL
"Hin: 0950 0920

Sp e: 500 KTAS 500 KTAS
SApprox. 9000 pounds

In a type of staggered string on trail position with BLUE 1 and 2 In reasonably close
but BLUE 3 and 4 were strung out over several miles farther back and did not have visual
contact.

5. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE 1 had finishod a right turn to 0950 after pulling off a run on the target. Two
MIG-17s were detected at BLUE l's 6 o'clock position 600 yards behind but no firing was
observed.

6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE 1 accelerated to 600 kts and 500 ft AOL while 3 inking and the two MI~s broke off
contact heading north.
7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE 21 subsequently acquired two MIG-17s at 2 o'clock at 5 miles range and attacked
but his gun Jammed. BLUE 3 and 4 were later attacked by two more MIGs.

S. ORDNANCE
(No. fired/No. hits) A

Cannon Remarks
BLUE 2 1/0 Gun Jammed due to part failure.
MIS 3,4 1/0 Fired at BLUE 3 and BLUE 4

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE 2 - gun malfunction

The OPREP-3 and the RED BARON interview conflict, in that the OPREP-3 says BLUE 2's gun

Jammed and that later BLUE 3 and 4 were attacked by MIOs. The interviewee claimed to be
BLUE 4 and that while he attacked 2 MIGs and his gun Jammed, BLUE 1, 2 and 3 never saw
M105 and he was never attacked. The reconstruction assumes that the interviewee was
BLUE 2 (since it is judged unlikely that two such occurrences could happen on the same

day) and he never saw BLUE 1 during egress.
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Event 11-41

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience:

Total P-105 CoMbat
Hours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE 2 2800 950 6 Background was all TAC. Fighter Weapons
School graduate.

Comments on this Encounter:

ihToo many switches to throw to go from bombing mode to a full computing air-to-air
eight.

High speed at low altitude of the 7-105 was a good asset.
The enemy pilots were poor.
There were [IG days and SAM days. The generalized MIG warnings were indicative since

if MIGs were up, then SAMe were not likely.

11. DATA SOURCES

Project .Interviews: BLUE 2, 17 January 1967
essages. eports: 388TFW OPREP-3, 14 September 1966, PINNACLE/308

7AP DAI 142335Z, September 1966 DIO 30050
7AP OPREP-3 142022Z, September 1966 DOCO 25526 I
TAF OPREP-4 141737Z, September 1966 DOCO 25527
7AF OPREP-4 142024Z, September 1966 DOCO 25532

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE flight had delivered its flak suppression ordnance and was pulling off the U
target. The flight was spread out and receiving quite a bit of flak.

After hitting the target, BLUE 1 finished a tight turn to a heading or 0950, he was
at 500 KTAS and 2000 ft AOL. At this time he was jumped by two MIG-17s. The MIGs were
first detected at 6 o'clock 600 yards behind. No firing by the MIGs was observed. BLUE 1
accelerated to 600 KTAS and 500 ft AGL while jinking, and the MIGs broke contact by
turning north.

As BLUE 2 pulled off the target he saw two MIO-17s and called them out. The NI1s0
appeared to be after the rest of the flight (although BLUE 2 did not remember seeing any u
other flight'member at this time). The MIGs appeared at 2 o'clock at 5 miles, level head-
Ing in the same direction as BLUE 2. BLUE 2 closed on the MIGs who were flying straight
and level and did not appear to be aware of his presence. BLUE 2 caged the sight, went to
guns/air, and then went to search and attack in order to get a computing sight. He did
not have an analogue because he was inside of break away range. At 2000 ft range he hit u
the afterburner and closed to 1000 ft at dead 6 o'clock. The MIGs were In fairly close

formation with the wingman 500 ft out in a typical fighting wing. Each MIG had one mis-
sile halfway out on the right wing. BLUE 2 overled MIG 2 and attempted to let the bullet
steam wipe through him on a quick burst and then intended to switch to the lead MIG.

After squeezing the trigger, the gun fired about 6 rounds and stopped firing due to
a shear pin failure.

The KIGs then lit their afterburners and executed a lazy chandelle. BLUE 2 rolled
off jettisoned his stores, passed out in front of them and egressed on the deck. The MIGs Ldid not follow.

All during BLUE 2's attack on the MIGs he was receiving 85mm fire, in barrage-type
bursts.

After BLUE 2's encounter, BLUE 3 and 4, at 210 12'N/1060 35'E, heading 0920, 500 KTAS
at 3000 ft AOL, observed two MIG-17s (MIO 3 and 4) coming from the north, and falling in
at BLUE 3 and 4'. 6 o'clock position. BLUE 3 and 4 descended to the deck in afterburner
and pulled away from the MI1s, who were able to close to no more than 900 yards and then
gave up the chase. Although the MIGs fired, no hits were received. BLUE 3 and BLUE 4
did not engage due to fuel state.

BLUE flight did not receive any MIG warnings. In this period of time a new 1IG
warning code was initiated. In addition to the geo-ref coordinates (e.g. AG-4 or Alta
Oolf) a code was called, giving the base that the MIGs departed from and three key areas
of MIO location called Little, Small and Big Box.
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Event 11-42

Aircraft Involved: Four F-105Ds vs three RIO-lIU

Result: No damage

1 RA S Vicinity of Encounter: 21*20'N/lO6°lO'E
1. PRIMARY MISSION '

Date/Time: 14 September 1966/1636H

Four P-105D aircraft (BLUE Flight) on a strike flight against the Dap Cau Highway
Bridge 15 n mi northeast of Hanoi. This was one flight of four attacking the bridge and
other flights were also operating in the area, some ahead and some behind, Including an
p.-i flight.

2. MISSION ROUTE
Korat direct to Brown Anchor east coast of North Vietnam west along the ridge line

into the target. The egress route was the reverse of the inbound route. See Figure 1 for
mission route.

3. AIRCRAFT ,•N•OGURATJON

BLUE- I. 3 "and 14
2 3000-lb bombs
1 650-gal centerline tank
1000 rounds 20 m.m. ammo

BLUE 2

2 CBU-24s
1 650-gal centerline tank
1000 rounds 20 m.m. ammo

MIG 17
Ordnance unknown
Silver color (did not see markings)

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTERSWeather: Scattered thunder storms. 2-3 miles visibility but clear In the target area.

BLUE
1 3 4 BLUE 2

Altitude: 4500 ft 800-1000 ft
:e - 0900 0900

ced: 550 KIAS 550 KIASFU&TState: Unknown Unknown
i ~Flight Formation: 'Flight was in a right turn strung out, lead aircraft in front and BLUE 3 and 4I

cutting off on the inside to Join up. See sketch.

S. INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE Flight was in a right turn. BLUE 1 sUhted three MIG-17s heading east. Two

KIGs were on BLUE 3 and one MIG at BLUE 4i's 6 oolook position. The flight had not
received any IO warnings prior to this.

6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE flight accelerated and continued to turn to egress heading.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

The MIGs pursued BLUE flight for about two minutes, but never approached closer than ,1
5000 ft. During egress BLUE 2 attempted to attack one of the MIOs but could not attain
position. BLUE 4 was shot down by ground fire after the MIs broke off but was resoued.
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8. ORDNANCE
No ordnance expended.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
Nnne.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience:
Total P-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE 1 4000 900 Unknown Considerable fighter experience
P-86, 1-100, 1-105, P-9, F-11.

BLUE 2 400 300 75 Completed F-105 gunnery school at
Nellie. This was his first assign-
ment.

BLUE 3 2600 650 70

BLUE 4 Unknown Unknown 26

11. DATA SOURCE

ProJect Interviews: BLUE 1, 16 March 1967
BLUE 2, 17 February 1967
BLUE 3, 6 January 1967

Messages: 7AF 151718Z, September 1966 DOCO PASTEL NR 106
388th TFW OPREF-3 PINNACLE 31T
7AF 142335, September 1966 DIO 30450

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE flight had Just pulled off from their bombing run on the Dap Cau Highway bridge

and were in a right turn Joining up about 4500 ft, altitude 500-550 KIAS. BLUE I was in

front followed by BLUE 3 and BLUE 4. BLUE 2,with flak suppression ordnance, had hit a
flak site about 2 miles north of the target and was trailing BLUE 1 by 4 to 4-1/2 miles
and 9LUE 3 and 4 by about 2 miles. BLUE 1 saw three MIG-l1s attacking from the west head-
ing 0908 and alerted the flight. The MIOs came out of the aun and two attacked BLUE 3 from
his 6 o'clock and 8 o'clock while the third attacked BLUE 4. When the MIGs were observed
the flight was in the vicinity of 21°20'N/I06*I0'E heading 0900 and BLUE 1, 3 and 4 were
at 4500 ft and 550 KTAS. BLUE 2 was about 800-1000 ft AGL. The MIWs were at
approximately the same altitude as BLUE flight.I

The MIOs were also seen by BLUE 2 who was trailing the rest of the flight at 800-1000
ft AOL. He called them out but the rest of the flight had already seen the MIGs.

BLUE 1 kept the MIGs and the rest of the flight in eight, while egressing. The egress
was made at low altitude and high speed with horizontal Jinking, BLUE 1 observed the two 1
XIs break off BLUE 3. BLUE 1 also observed the RI1 break off from BLUE 4.

BLUE 2, after calling the MIGs and seeing none on himself, cleaned off the in-board

ylons and accelerated In afterburner in an attempt to attack one of the AIGs that was at
o'clock high on BLUE 3, and abouz one mile away from BLUE 3. BLUE 2 started to close

on the MIG which was at about 5000 ft altitude (about 1000 ft higher than BLUE 3) and

about 2 miles away. BLUE 2 climbed and closed on the MIU until the range was about a mile.
The RIG then started a left hand hard turn (not a break). BLUE 2 who had came out of
burner at this time had a good closure rate and started to turn with the M1G. The IG was
about 5000 to 6000 ft out and BLUE 2 was turning left at about 3 gs. The MIG turned
rapidly. BLUE 2 ended up at about 110 degrees angle off from the MIU. It became evident
that the MIO and BLUE 2 would end up in a head on pass, so BLUE 2 broke off to the right.
BLUE 2 had passed Just ahead of BLUE 3 since BLUE 2 had used afterburner. BLUE 3 was at
this time descending in a slight left turn. BLUE 2, in turning right, went under BLUE 3's d
nose at a track crossing angle of 900, about 3000 ft In front. As soon as BLUE 2 crossed
under BLUE 3's nose he reversed and climbed back to the left bleedinC off airspeed to
sandwich the remaining MIG on BLUE 3. As BLUE 2 picked up BLUE 3, he saw that the MIG-17
had broken off and was headed back toward Kep.

BLUE 3 heard BLUE l's Initial call. As BLUE 3 looked back to pick up BLUE 4, he saw
a MIG at 6 o'clock to himself at a slightly lower altitude and about 4000 ft range. BLUE

3 accelerated slightly. By'E 3 also saw BLUE 4 with a MIG-17 at BLUE 4's 6 o'clock. The
RIO was a mile or so aft o, )LUE 4.

BLUE 3 had been looking aft to observe BLUE 4 and on looking right he saw a silver
XI0-27 at his 3 o'clock. The MI0 is 4000 to 5000 ft out and within 1000 ft of BLUE 3'.
altitude. BLUE 3 turned slightly Into the MIG and when the RIO responded BLUE 3 dived
away jinking to the left In afterburner. BLUE 3 at this time still retained two pylons
and a centerline tank. During the acceleration and descent to 2000 ft, BLUE 3 crossed
BLUE 2's path, but never saw the MIG-17 which BLUE 2 was engaging. BLUE 3, despite his
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fte' tOwaW the lao, did not See up the eight for gone :Ar. After am* 4leLsee, 3

went back to 5000 rt and continued to eagess.

The lin on BLiE 4 was a ale or move awa, 81ding Into a 6 o'clock position. BLUR 4
was iSatructed to break light and descend In afterburner, continuously jinkio. WBL 4
dld'this and after !traveling some distance lost the KEG while heading in £ southeast
dlreotlon. BLUE t Ivas dtreeted bt LUZ I to turn back to the northwest In eder to "Join
the rest of the flight.

KAYE 1, 2, and 3 Joined and about half way to the coast they made a 360 ofbit to
pick up BLU . Due to the speed of BLUE 4, he passed the rest of the flight so that when
contacted on the radio, a DF reading put him east of the rest of the flight. BLUE 1. 2
and 3 then climbed and also started egressing at 600 kts to catch BLUE 4.

BLUE 4 pulled up just before reaching the coast and BLUE I ias him got hit by flak
(57..). Half of BLUE 41's right wing was knocked off and the enine was G .d.
BLUE 4 ejected In the water close to land and the rest of the frlght provided HUSCAP.
"BLUE 4 was subsequently recovered.

BLUE 1 no~cead that the f~lak stopped j'dst'lbs" h.eUks u b1lSng in on the ta•get although
it was surmlsed that this was due to the presence of Nxos,
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SECRET .. . C ....
, vent 11-43

Airoratt Involved: Pour 1-1058 vs two NXO-1Ts.

Result: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 2l 0 20'N/1O6 0 451E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 11 September 1966/1638H

This was a strike mission. Pour F-lO5s (BLUE Flight was inbound to the target
Chiang Mai petrol st 8 rage.) ' he IRON HAND support aircraft was leaving the area so BLUE
Flight aborted at 21 12'N/106 50'E.

2. MISSION ROUTE
Unknown

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
BLUE 1, 2a 3 and 4 carried iron bombs. One flight member had two CBU-2&e.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Hato, with thunderstorms.

BLUE Flight - 9000 ft AOL at 3600

5. INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE Load sighted two M10s at 12 o'clock high (15,000 rt). MI~a were in a hard right

turn.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight Jettisoned ordnance and evaded.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE Flight position now 210 20'N/1070 00'E at 4000 ft, heading 1220, when MIs were
again spotted at flight's 8 o'clock position, 5000 AOL. Flight passed through thunder-
storms and exited area.

11. DAT. SOURCES
Messages, Reports:

388th Wing, OPREP 4/313, 14 Sept 1966

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Plight was inbound to the target. The setting sun in haze dropped visibility,
and the IRON H8ND support was leaving the target area Lead de8ided to abort the mission
at 21 12'N/106 50'E. The Flight turned right and at 21 20'N/106 45'E, heading 360 degrees,
and at 9000 feet AOL, Lead observed twooMIG-17s. The MIOs were at BLUE Lead's 12 o'clockposition in the vicinity of 21 30'N/106 45'E, at 15,000 feet, In a hard right descending
turn. The MIG wingman was sliding to the outside of the turn.

BLUE 1 called MIOs at 12 o'clock, and the Flight went to afterburner and began a
tighter descending right turn.

The MIGS were lost momentarily but were sighted again by BLUE 1 immediately before
golng thrugh a southern fringe of a thunderstorm. BLUE Flight's position was then at

21 20 N/107 O0'E and BLUE Flight was 4000 ft AOL heading 122 degrees. The MIG0 were at
BLUE Flight's 8 o'clock position at approximately 5000 ft AOL.

BLUE Flight passed through the thunderstorm, Jettisoned ordnance (iron bombs and3 (CBUs) and returned to post-strike tankers.

II
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SECRET

4- Bvent ut-N'
Aircraft Involved: Three P-lOS. vm two MaO

•Result: 31ghtlng only
Vicinity of Znoounter: 21000IN/1OT°371F.

I 1. 'PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 15 Septembar 1966/1555H

2. MISSION ROUTE
Unknown

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGUPATIONS

Unknown

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

SWeather: Unknown
BLUE 1. 2. 3

Altitude: 13,900 ftRRUP-z. 6o•
3f -62-0 ý1 -. S5 kt,

PueI State: Unknown

Plicht Formation:
Finger tip

5. INITIAL DETECTION
Was made on their vector box gear which indicated Xaband radar at their 12 o'clock

position.

6. ACTION INITIATED
None

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

Unidentified aircraft flew by BLUE FlIght aud turned to their 6 o'clock position.
BLUE Flight then broke right and observed two aircraft two nautical miles behind. BLUE
Flight continued turn into possible MIOs and MIs went Into a descending left turn and
were lost in the haze at about 2,000 ft AOL.

8. ORDNANCE
BLUE 1. 2. 3 MIOS

Unknown Unknown

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

None

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience
Unknown

Comments on this Encounter

BLUE 1: MIGs could have been F-4s.
Co0ents from Overall Experience

BLUE 1: F-4s should be briefed on routes to be flown by F-105s and that they call
1-105s if they are making identification passes.
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SECRET
Event 1Z-•4

11. DATA SOURCES

Hessaies: OPREP-4/237 388T7W 15 Sep 1966

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight was inbound to a target at 13,000 feet, location 20°40'N/1T0737hE heading

3600, 450 knots when they got X-band indications on their vector at 12 o'clock, strength
one ring. The signal became stronger and unidentified aircraft passed above or beneath
BLUE Flignt. Nn visual "as acquired at this time. The unidentified aircraft did a 1800
turn and began closing on BLUE Flight at their 6 o'clock. BLUE Flight broke right and
observed two unidentified aircraft approximately 2 nautical miles behini them at their
flight level, 13,000 feet. When possible MIO-21s saw BLUE Flight turning into them, they
made a hard descending left turn. BLUE Flight continued turn into possible M10s, and MNOs
continued descending left turn to approximately 2,000 ft AOL, where they were lost in hase.
Possible MIOs not seen again. The flight leader assumed that the unidentified aircraft
were MHO-21s although he admitted they may have been U.S. P-1s.

i0



I SECRET
Event 1I1II5

Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vo four XI1-219

Result: Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter: 2109'N/106*45'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 16 September 1966/1645H

Pour F-105s were on a strike mission on the Dap Cau Railroad and Highway Bridge
(21 0 12'Ni1060 06'E).

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

BLUE 1. 2. 3. '4
20mm Cannon (1,029 rounds)
Rest of ordnance unknown

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Unknown
Altitude: 1,0l 0 ft AOL

Headi092
__ tate__551 ktas
Fuel State: Unknown

Plight Formation:

MG' AOL .1

5. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE-3 visually observed f8ur MIG-21s, 4000 ft to his right and 4000 ft above him in
a left turn passing through 060 heading.

6. ACTION INITIATED
ýLUL-3 went inuo, af:terburner, and egressed arga.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
SBLUE Flight .gressed without further incident.

11. DATA SOURCE

Messages:

7AF, OPREP 3 161911?Z Sept 1966 DOCO 25603

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight was outbound from the target area heading 0920 at 1000 ft AOL, at 550 KTAS.
BLUE 3 was 5000 ft behind BLUE 4 when he saw f 8 ur MIG 21a 4000 ft to his right and 4000 ft
higher than BLUE 3 in a left turn, passing 060 . BLUE 3 then selected afterburner and
egressed the area jinking at 650 KTAS. MIG-21s did not engage nor follow BLUE 3. No
damage to the aircraft or encounter logged and aircraft retreated safely to home station.

5 SEC ET: r171



ftent 11-46

Aircraft Involved: Four F-105D vs- two MIO-17s

Result: No drnoountr
SVicinity of Encounter: 21018'N/106017';9'

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 16 September 1966/1650H
Four F-105Ds (BLUE Flight) on a strike target (JCS 016 - Dap Cau railroad and highway

bridge near Bac Ninh). Aircraft were In a Pluid-4 with BLUE 2 probably on the right. An
EB-66C and an EB-66B were on station 21e15'N/10535'E and an EB-66B was on station at
20°40'N/l07020'E.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Depart Korat AB, Thailand. Exact route is unknown but was over the Gulf, then a 2700
heading at 6,000 ft and 510 KTAS east of Hanoi and inbound to target.

.3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

P-105D BLUE 1. 2. 3, 4

2 - 450-gal wing tanks
4 - CBUs (1 each wing station, 2 center line)
1- gun

MIO-17s 40, 1. 2 A
Unknown

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: 7-mile visibility, scattered clouds.

BLUE 1 2 3 4

Altitude: 6000 ft 5500 ft Unknown Unknown
Probably the same

H~ading: 2700 2700 2700 2700
i 540 KTAS 540 KTAS 540 KTAS 540 KTAS
7uel State: Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown
Fig~ht Fornation:

A A

5. INITIAL DETECTION

Received warning from ETHAN BRAVO at 1645H. At 1648H at 2110'N/106°15'E, heading
.2700, 6000 ft, 54o KTAS observed two missile contrails at 1 o'clock. Received warningsfrom ETHAN BRAVO at 1650H. At 21 0 08'N/1060 17'E, 1650H, saw two MIG-17s at 10:30 o'clockposition approximately 4000 ft alt, 1 to 1-1/2 miles away. BLUE Flight heading 2700
540 KTAS, 6000 ft alt. MI0s observed visually and called out by flight Lead (BLUE i).
The MIGs were in a right turn passing through 3300 at 4000 ft altitude. All flight

members saw the MIGs.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight Jettisoned ordnance and dropped tanks, broke left into MI1s. and de-

scended slowly. BLUE 2 followed lead. It is unknown as to what BLUE 3 and 4's actions
were.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE 1 and 2 broke hard into MIG 1 and 2 who were in a right bank passing 3300.
BLUE 1 made a quartering head-on pass and fired 66 rounds of 20mm at MI1 1 from a distance
of 2500 to 2000 ft out. Engagement was then broken of f.
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Ervent ir-46

8. ORDNANCE
(No. fired/No. hits)

20m Gun Remarks

BLUE 1 1/0 No hits were recorded by BLUE 66 rounds
fired.

BLUE 2, 3. 4 None

NIo 1, 2 None

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Comments on This Encounter

BLUE 1: Caged his gun sight when he first visually spotted MIGs. He did not
pursue MIGs after turning on a southerly heading due to the high SAM threat In the Hanoi
area where the MIas were heading.

BLUE 2: I could have gotten a shot at MIG 1 if I'd just been a little hit faster, I
flew head on. Our break was tight enough to thwart their pass and he (MIa 1) went about
500 ft or less directly below me. Wingman wat pretty far out of position and he passed
to my right.

Comments from Overall Experience
BLUE 2: They (XIGs) accomplished their mission, we jettisoned our ordnance. It

wasn't a bad decision, we had to be able to turn or they would have gotten a shot. As

soon as we dropped ordnance, they took off, which is what they always did. Later on some
of the guys got the idea of dumping their tanks to make it look like they dumped their
bombs, and then go on to their targets. Tanks are usually empty by then.
11. DATA SOURCES I

Poe Interviews: BLUE 1 (Lead), 13 Mar 67; BLUE 2, 13 Mar 67
Neiia7es. Reports:

DTO 162356Z Sep 66 7AP Tan Son Nhut AB DIO 30456 Sep 66

Cont. No. C21542/I/NP 161947Z Sep 66 7AF Tan Son Nhut DOCO 25603 Sep 66
Letter from BLUE 2

12.' NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Plight was heading 2706 at 6000 ft and 540 KTAS enroute to JCS #16. ETHAN BRAVO
gave a MIG warning at 1648H at which time BLUE I observed contrails at 1 o'clock but unable
to identify aircraft. At 1650H again ETHAN BRAVO gave a MIG warning and BLUE 1 observed
two MIO-17s (in extended trail) at his 10:30 o'clock position slightly low in a climbing
right, turn into the formaticn and passing 3300. Position at this time was 21 0 08'N/
106 0 17'E. BLUE 1 called the MIGs to the rest of the flight, called for ordnance jettison
and a break left into the MIGs. BLUE 2 followed BLUE 1 and jettisoned his ordnance and
followed BLUE 1 into a tight'left turn. What happened to BLUE 3 and 4 and what action
they took is unknown. BLUE 1 then pulled lead on MIG 1 and made a quartering head-on
pass firing 66 rounds of S0mm cannon at a distance of 2000 to 2500 ft out. BLUE I and
MIG 1 then passed each other at the same altitude (about 5000 I't) with 3000 ft approximate
separation. BLUE 2 then would have had a MIG I but was not fast enough and passed
directly over MIG 1 with approximately 500 ft separation in altitude, No hits were
observed by either aircraft. nor was cannon fire observed coming from the MIGs. 'BLUE 1
then broke right to reengage and BLUE 2 followed at which time he then saw MID 2 off his
right wing fnd out of position. Both BLUE 1 and 2 observed MIGs continue their turn to
a northerly heading and BLUE I and 2 rolled out and themselves headed southerly to21004'N/1060 21'E and then to 21 007'N/10733'E.

_OPREP quotes a southerly heading but considering the location, and interviews, a northerly

heading wac chosen.
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SEOSET
v ' Event II-47

Aircraft Involved: Four P-105D1 vs four MIQ-l7Ds

Result: No damage

Vicinity ot Encounter: 21°08'N/106055'3

i1 1. PRIMARY MISSION ANO TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 16 September 1966/164TH

BLUE Flight (four F-;05Ds) were on a strike mission against JCS 16.00 (the Dap Cau
inland highway bridge) 21 12111"/106O05144". B.UE Flight was the last of several flights
that attempted to attack this target on this date. Three of the other flights can be
found in Events 11-45, 11-46, and 1-56.

2. MISSION ROUTE

oDeprted Korat and proceeded over the Gulf of Tonkin to refuel at approximately
S19 K/1O-E then proceeded north to Isle de Madelene and thence due west on the north side
of Haiphong Ridge to the target area. Return by the same route with post-strike refueling.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

P-105D BLUE 1. 2. 3 and 4
2 - 3000 lb bombs (one under each wing)
I - Centerline fuel tank and bomb bay tank1062 rounds ammunition - 20mm

_ Camouflage paint

Radar turned off
_IG-17 (with afterburner) MIG 1, 2. 3 and 4

Camouflage paint

No guns or ordnance reported

S4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Good visibility.

BLUE 1. 2. 3 and 4

SAltitude: 300Q ft 14SL 500 ft AOLHe ". 275•
petc 540 KIA$

FState: Unknown but not a consideration in this event.
SFormation: Approximate

I,
5. INITIAL DETECTION

2 Three MIGs initially detected by BLUE 1 Lead against terrain background at the
2 o'clock position, range estimated about "10 miles." Note: See Pilot Comments (Note d).
6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE Flight assessed the situation as follows:

1. The MIGs were not yet aware of the presence of BLUE Flight.
2.. BLUE Flight could not continue to target without permittit•g the MIGs to attain a

favorable 6 o'clock position on BLUE F14 .ght.

Oft this basis the decision was made to turn and attempt to engage the MIGs from their
6 o'clock.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE Flight turned on the MIKs 6 o'clock and closed to a range of 5000 ft when:

1. BLUE 1 sights MIG 4 at 4 o'clock., low range.
2. MIG 3 made an abrupt reversal of flight path toward BLUE Flight.

SC 3. BLUE Flight now broke down and left, and egressed the area.

SSECRET IT



SECRfl
5v~nt 11-47

Experience
Total P-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE 1 3200 1200 85 One training firing of a SIDE-
WINDERs sixteen gun firings
on low targets.

Comments on this Encounter
a. Attained position to permit effective use of a missile. Missiles were not carried

since AIM-9 pylon was a high-drag device that could not be Jettisoned. Also the installa-
tion and weight decreased the I-105 bomb-carrying capacity.

b. The radar was turned off since it triggered the radar warning Sear. The proced-
ure was for an individual to alert other flight members before turning on radar and then
to make only a few sweeps.

c. Navigation was done by dead reckoning. The doppler was fixed as the flight passed
the coast.

d. The MIOs were seen initially against a terrain background even though camouflaged.
BLUE 1 stated that he was able to sight the MIGs due to the fact that he had acquired con-
siderable experience attempting to keep track of camouflaged F-105s which seem to disappear
If not continuously observed. However, by looking for movement instead of changes in color
they could be detected.

e. BLUE 1 felt that MIG 4 was an Instructor and the other three MI10 were students on
a training mission. The presence of BLUE Flight warned by MI1 4.

Comments on Overall Experience
f. Gun* were his beat weapont.

g. The gunsight cameras were bad and the film not exposed correctly.

h. Camera pods were heavy and created too much drag. Also switching was too com- I
pltcated.

i. Would prefer nonveflective silver paint on bottom of aircraft. Blends with sky
better than grey or white.

J. Likes .Fo SPARROW installation since it can always be carried.

11. DATA SOURCES

rojet Interviews: BLUE 1, 5 January 1967
Nessages. Reports: AF 162356Z Sept 66 DIO 30 456 Sept 66

7AF 161947Z Sept 66 DOCO 25603 Sept 66
388TFW OPREP 4/257 16 Sept 66
7AP 161724Z Sept 66 OPREP-4 DOC 02560

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight was one of four flights directed against JCS 16.00/616 the Dap Cau rail-
wiy and highway bridge. Two other flights were F-105 (Events II-45 and 11-46)and one was
a flight of P-4s (Event 1-56). The F-48 were carrying ordnance and at this time had Just
started accompanying the strike groups. The speed incompatibility, for best cruise
between the F-105s and FPs, made the F-4s short on fuel, consequently the flight timing
was important.

By the time BLUE Flight had progressed to the vicinity of the target, the F-4 air-
craft which had been scheduled to precede BLUE Flight to the target, was behind the
flight. The F-4s had been included with the strike group in order to provide protection
but did not do so that day.

BLUE Flight proceeded to the target, stayingKJust below the ridge lntn In order to
protect themselves from SAls. As they neared the target, three M10-17s In trail were
observed. The Me4s were in a gentle climbing turn. BLUE Flight determined that they
could not hit the target without permitting the MIGs to gain BLUE 6 o'clock. Therefore
a decision was made to engage the MIGs.

The plan was for BLUE Flight to close on the MIGs from the 6 o'clock position and
attack MIGs. BLUE Flight therefore started a climbing left hard turn. The BLUE forma-
tion was held and, at a speed of 540 knots, closed fairly rapidly on the MI0s, who con-
tinued their right hard climbing turn.

BLUE I put his pipper on Ni0 3 as BLUE Flight closed to within 5000 ft of MIO 3. The a
P-105 was equipped with a lead computing gunsight set up for a range of 1500 ft.

At this time BLUE 1 sees a single MIG at 4 o'clock low approaching the flight. BLUE
I then called BLUE 3 and informs BLUE 3 that he will continue to attack the third MIb and
for BLUE 3 and 4 to sandwich the lone MIO between the elements of BLUE Flight. Later
playback of WILD WEASEL tapes indicated that BLUE 3 never received this transmission due

178__
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to radio Interference. Since BLM I had not asked for confirmatlon twf. S 3 he wes not
1 aware that BLUE 3 d1d not understand the role he was to playb

3UM Flight continued to close on i1O 3 while RIG 4 closed on the flight. fIG 3
suddenly executed a very had left turn (described as an about-face by BLUR 1) back
BLUE Plight, but lost airspeed In the maneuver.

Dte to the position of RIO 3 and 4, BLUR Flight decided to disengage and broke off to
the left. BLUE 1 Jettisoned everything but pylons while the rest of the flight Jettisoned
both stores and pylons. RIG 4 stayed Inside the turn tow a few seconds and then broke oft.
RIG I and 2 made a less abrupt turn than RIG 3 in order to backup RIO 3.

BLUE Flight's turn after the Initial break Is not made too rapidly since BLUE 2 could
not light his afterburner. Consequently, BLUE 2 turn was made in military sower. BLUE
Flight still stayed together and due to their speed advantage, RIO 3 did not pose a
threat.

As the turn was completed the NIGs were lost, but flak is noticed, with 37im bursts
at 3C00 ft* The flight leveled off above the flak and proceeded out.

At-the tiam that OLUE Flight became engaged with the RIGs, BLUE I bhead the-l7-s_
talklng ifd thetyaekiio*1edged the RIG call that BLUE Flight made. Shortly after that the
1-48 announced that they were at Bingo fuel and departed.
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SENET
.. SInst Z7-•8

Alroxaft Involveda Three F-105s vs one KID-19 and
three M14-?

Result: No await*
!I Vloilty of Inoounter: (1) 21.30oI,/1O*20,

(2) 21*33'N/106o30'3

1. PRIMARY MISSION ANO TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Tie:- 17 September 1966/0927H
P-lO5s on a strik, mission* target being railroad bridge (21°33'N/10G`3O'3).

2. MISSION ROUTE
Departed Karat for Brown Anchor refueling ovsr Gulf of Tonkin. Tanker drop off direct

2106'N/107027'1. Direct 21037'N/1060a5'E direct target. Egress by reverse route.

7. 3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

'-lO5 BLUE 2. 3. 4

1 gan (1029 rounds full)

M410
2 unknown 1 1410-19311vet In color

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

l r: Clear, visibl mity T miles, and hase.

BLUE BLUE

Altitude: 9000 ft 15,000 ft: 110*- .... 1800 ---

S.9 Mach -. 9 Mach-
F-ue--State: ----- Unknown ------

]FIF E77h-M tion:
Unknown

BLU 2 saw a MIG-19 with a Red Star on tail at his 5 o'clock position. BLUE 3 visuaWY

sighted three MIGs at 5000 ft AOL heading 1800.

6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE 2 executed a Split-S to 2000 ft. BLUE 3 and BLUE 4 selected afterburner and dove

to the deck.
7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE 2: While in split, MIG fired at BLUE 2 who saw cannon fire passing o*,er both
sides orwo ng. When level at 2000 ft and .95 Mach MIG made another pass at BLUE 2, firing
his cannon. BLUE.2 lit afterburner and egressed area.

BLUE 3 and 4
Egressed the area without contact.

8. ORDNANCE ti
• tBLUE 2, 3, 4 Colinon. None •

NIO-19 Cannon, 2/0
RIOS ? Unknown

--; t 9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS ,

SHorizontal situation indicator was Inoperative.

11. DATA SOURCES

Massaes. Reports:
OPREP-3 Z171355Z Sept 66 DOCO 25648
C04USMACV MACOI Soe Z P1T1252Z Sept 66
FBIS OKINAWA P172045z Sept 66
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1. hikRATIVE OESCRIPTION41 - fvent IZ°i84

KUFlight was outbound tfom the target when BLUR 1 was hit and BLUI 2* 3, and 4
orbIUsl to toilow BLUR I who Impacted the Wound. BLUR 3 and 4 then headed toward the
coast end lest sight or BLUE 2 whom they. thought was following them. BLUX 2 lost BLUM 3
and 4 snd won following an inacournte heading. SLUE 2 was at approximately 15,000 ft and
.9 M when be saw a HZO-19 at hj 5 o'olock position. BLUE 2 then wont into a Spilt-3
manemr'. the RiO tzred at BDUS 2 during this maneuver and BLUE 2 saw cannon fire going
over bi loet and rigt wing. BLUE 2 recovered at 2000 ft at .95 Mach. He asked for a
DP ste•r which he resolved and headed again approzximtely 1800, 2000 ft and .95 Mach when
the OW again made anothr ftiring pas. BLUE 2 then selected afterburner and e*gersed the
area. No damage to the aircraft.

IIIenwhl*e BbLI 3 spotted three icon or unknown model and type heading 1800 at 5000 ft
AOL. SI 3 and 4I hit 'afterburner and &aeoelerated away r •om the area at 1.2 .Maeh. No

damag to the aircraft wa rteorded and no encounte*r logged.

1.84 SE
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Event 11-49I Aircraft Involved: Three F-lO5Ds vs three MIG-178
Resultt No damage
Vicinity of Encounter% 21°39'N/106e3743

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 18 September 1966/0931H
Three P-lO5Ds (BLUE Flight) departed Korat AD on a mission into Route Paokage Vt-A.

2. MISSION ROUTE

See Event 11-52

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
P-105D BLUE 1. 2. 3

Unknown external stores
KIO-17 MIG 1, 2 3

External fuel tanks

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Clear, visibility 5-6 mi in haze.

lBLUE 1, 2. 3 A

Altitude: 7-88000 ft
We~rn-g.2906

r 3De e -' 480 kt
-S~ tate: Unknown

Pliaht Formation

Unknown I
S. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE 3 sighted three MIGs in the 10 o'clock position from BLUE Flight. The MI4a wereat about 6-T,000 ft, heading 0600.

6. ACTION INITIATED
At a range of approximately one mile the MIOs Jettisoned their external tanks and

turned Into the flight of F-105s.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE Flight Jettisoned all external stores and turned into the MIG8. When the MIOssaw BLUE Flight Jettison ordnance the MIGs executed a Split-S and departed the area.BLUE Flight lost sight of the MIGs and continued in a 3600 turn. BLUE Lead sighted theKIOs ahead approximately 4-5 miles. In full A/B, the flight accelerated to 1.1 Mach. TheMIs were low, 2-3,000 ft, while the F-105s were at 5-6,000 ft. As BLUE Flight passed
Kep the antiaircraft flak was very heavy and although the MIG8 were only about 1 to
1-1/2 miles ahead', BLUE Flight broke off the chase and headed for the coast. There was
no exchange of gun fire. The MIGs were last sighted in the vicinity of 21*30'N/106026'E.The closest approach of the MIGs was approximately one mile.
S. ORDNANCE .

None expended.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

None reported.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience
Total F-105 Combat
Houra Hours Missions

BLUE I (Lead) 1750 950 70

a lll



Cogmnta on -this gqqoUtqr

BLUE I (Lead) expressed his opinion that the RIO& were highly suaoessrNl in making
P-105 flights jhettesn their ordnanoe prior to reaching their target. The 910s would
then depart the arms.

11. OATA SOURCES
•i' P~o_ TnterL&s:. BLUR I MLead) 5 Jan 1967.

ONO •Wn r 7AF/OPREP-3/1807509 Sep 66/DGCO 25685

It. NARRtATIVE DESCRPTION

See paragraSphs 5, 6 and 7.
See 4120o %vents TT-50, 11-51. and 11-52.
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TU SECRET
svent 11-50'3 Aircraft Involved: Two P-1050s vs four NIO-•.s

Result: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: 21012'N/106691'E.

I I. PRIMARY MISSION ANO TACTICAL SITUATION
ate*/TIe: 18 September 1966/1618H

BLUE Plight, two F-105D aircraft, were en route on a strike mission against the Dap
Cau Highway/Railroad Bridge In Route Package VI-A. Prior to reaching tie target the
flight encountered four MIG-17 aircraft and jettisoned all external stores as the MIOs
attacked.

2. MISSION ROUTE

tbe vicinity of 21 12'N/106 19'E.
3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS r

F-105D BLUE 1. 2

Unknown ordnance load, reference was made to external stores.

External fuel tanks.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

teather: ::: 1o 2

i BLUE 12 2

Altitude: 1,5R0 ft

Heaa:n 254
5 t0 kt

_-__Stat_ : Unknown
Pliaht Formation;

Unknown

S. INITIAL DETECTION

Four MIG-17 aircraft were sighted In the 9 o'clock position of BLUE Plight. The
MIOs were on an easterly heading in a loose echelon formation at about 2,000 ft, 3-4
miles away.

6. ACTION INITIATED
The XIGs jettisoned their external fuel tanks and made a h&rd left turn into BLUE

Flight. BLUE Flight went into a shallow, left downward spiral as they Jettisoned external

stores and accelerated to 600 kt.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
As the lead .MIG approached the 8 o'clock positiox, on BL'JE Flight, he fired a f ve-

second gun burst. No hits were reported. The closest appro:ich of the M1la was 3,000 ft.

8. ORDNANCE /
No. fired/No. hits Remarks

NIU-1 1/0 No hits

9. EQUIPMENT

None reported.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTSI None obtained.

11. DATA SOURCES

t ee t nrviews: NoneI R~saige.jnteports;
7AF/OPREP-3/181638Z Sep 66/DOCO 25701 Sep 66.

7A?/DAI/182319Z Sep 66/D01 304T79 Sep 66.
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Event 11-50

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
Two F-105D aircraft departed Korat AB on a mission into Route Package VI-A. In the

vicinity of 21lV'N/106019'E the flight encountered four MIG-l airplanes at about 1648
hours. The flight was heading 405• at an altitude of 1,500 ft when the WIGs were sightedat the 9 o'clock position on an easterly heading at approximately 2,000 ft. When the IGas
sighted the F-105s, they jettisoned their external fuel tanks and turned hard left, from
an echelon formation, to attack the F-105s. BLUE Flight entered a shallow, left spiraling
descent as external stores were Jettisoned and speed was Increased to 600 kt. As the lead
MIG reached the 8 o'clock position on BLUE Plight he fired a five-second burst from his
guns. No hits were reported. The closest point of approach of the MIs was about 3,000 ft.

BLUE Plight continued their turn toward the hills in the vicinity of 2115'N/106020'E.
The RIGs did not follow the F-lOs. BLUE Flight then made a 1800 turn to see if the MIGs
were following any of the other strike flights as they were coming off the target. The
MIGs had departed the area and although the direction was unobserved it was eatimated
that they departed to the south. No distinctive markings were observed on the MIGs.

See also Events 11-51 and 11-52.
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F. SECRET
zvont 11-51

Aircraft Involved: Four F-105o vs two NIO-iTs.
Result: Sighting Only
Vicinity of Encounter: 10 ml from Dap Cau Railroad/

Highway Bridge

1. PRINARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 18 September 1966/1644H
A flight of four F-1OSs were on a strike mission against the Dap Cau Railroad/High-

way Bridge.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Probably similar to Event 11-52.
3. AiRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

F-105 BLUE 1, 31 4
2 - 3000 lb bombs
1 - 650 gal centerline tank

I - M-61 gun with full ammo (1029 rd 20mm)

BLUE 2

I - CBU-27

1 - 650 gal centerline tank
1 - M-61 gun with full ammo

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Unknown
BLUE i, 2. 3,

Altitude: 6000 ft
Heai441g 2540
95ie _550 kt
Fuel State: Unknown, centerline tanks had been jettisoned30 ml from target area, inbound~Flight Formation:

5. INITIAL DETECTION
Two MIG-17 fighters were sighted by BLUE 2 in the 9 o'clock position of the flight

at a range of approximately 6 miles, level in altitude. I
S~6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE Flight eng,nged afterburners and continued to the target accelerati.ig to 675 KCAS.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

As BLUE Flight accelerated, the MIOs were no threat. Heavy 85mm AA gunfire was en-
countered so the flight descended to minimum altitude, approximately 50 ft.

8. ORDNANCE
None expended.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None reported.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
No specific comments.

11. DATA SOURCES
Pr0Ject Interviews: BLUE 2, 15 March 1967
Ms , Reports: 7AF/DAI/182339Z Sep 1966/ DIO 30479
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12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION Event 11-51

BLUE Flight was Inbound to the target when BLUE 2 sighted two MI~e at 9 o'clock fram
the flight. Imnediately the flight engaged afterburner and accelerated in a shallow de-
scent. The RI1s were easily outdistanced. Heavy AA fire In the target area probably
caused the MIGs not to follow the F-lOS.. No specific markings were identified on the
KIGs and they were not sighted again.
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r" Event 11-52
Aircraft Involved: Four F-l05Da vs four KIG-lts
Result: No damage

Vicinity of Encounter: 21l08'N/106°l7'E
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 18 September 1966/1645H

Four F-l05Ds (BLUE Flight) were the last of approximately eight flights striking the
Dap Cau bridge in Route Package VI-A (21 0 12'N/1060 05'E). BLUE Flight had split into two
elements, and was accelerating for their bomb run.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Flight departed Korat, refueled on the Brown Anchor track' then headed north up the
Gulf of Tonkin, and west into the target area. Egress was made on the same general
route.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

F-105D BLUE 1, 2, 3, 4

Unknown - General purpose bombs2 - 450-gal drop tanks
Camouflage paint

IFP on; TACAN and radar on standby

MIG-17 RIG 1. 2. 3. 4

Unknown

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Unknown along route - estimated ocattered to broken, 2 to 5-mile visibility in

-arget area.

BLUE
2 3 4

Altitude: 6 to 7P003 ft--------

2800 ------------------
Pee. ..500 kt - --- - - -

'FVýtate: Approx. 10,000 lb ----Flight.,Foation: Elements had separated approximately 2 n mi with BLUE I and 2 running

north or track, and BLUE 3 and 4 running south of tracc. Elements were flying at the
same altitude.

IIE
STARIT TRACK 4

............................................-

TARGET

S. INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE 3 and 4 sighted four MIG-17s at 9 o'clock, level, heading 0900, approximately

400 kt. MIGs were about 1 n mi south of BLUE 3 and 4. and flying in a loose right
echelon formation. MIGs made a left turn in and behind the BLLE 3 element.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 3 and 4 jettisoned their ordnance, nosed over for acceleration, and made a hard

left turn back to the northeast. BLUE 1 and 2 were already in a pop-up maneuver cn the
target; however, they dropped short when the fIGs were called, and turned back left to
pick up the MIGs.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE 3 and 4 accelerated and descended to "the deck heading back out 0500. The MIGs
had rolled into their 6 o'clock position and MIGs 1 and 2 fired their cannons as they
rolled out of the turn. BLUE 3. and 4 received no htts as they had already accelerated
well out of gun range. BLUE 1 and 2 dropped their ordnance in the vicinity of the target,
and then broke back left to assist BLUE 3 and 4. BLUE 1 acquired the MIGs during his
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turn, but his element rolled out 7 to 8 n ml in trail. BLUE 3 and 4 continued their
egresslon heading 0500. The MIOs, unable to close, gave up the chase and turned off
toward the south. BLUE 1 and 2 were unable to close within firing range before they lost
visual contact with the MIG flight. ,BLUE Flight rejoined and returned home safely.

8. ORDNANCE

KIGs 1 and 2 fired their cannons, but made no hits.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience

Total P-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions

BLUE 1 6100 500+ (560 hours)
Comments on thJ~s Encounter

BLUE 1 expressed the need for an aircraft with a much greater turn capability than
the P-105. He also stated a desire for greater acceleration, rate of climb, and endurance
under e€mbat conditions. He believes the F-l05 needs better cockpit visibility, especially
between 5 and 1 o'clock. Once again switchology was a factor in the difficulty in chang-
Ing the FCS from the bomb mode to the air-to-air mode.

BLUE I also feels there must be a reduction of the radio chatter In the combat area.

An Improvement in our own GCI to facilitate a better and more specific MIG warning system
Is required.

11. DATA SOURCES

Proe Interviews: BLUE 1, 5 Jan 1967
ess~ets. Reports:

7th AF OPREP-3, 181737Z Sept 66, DOCO 25699
388th TFW OPREP-4/297, 18 Sept 66 (Resume)

V 12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Items 4-T adequately describe the narrative of this event; however, a question as to
relative positions of all aircraft at initial sighting should be mentioned at this point.
This outline generally follows the information contained in the interview with BLUE 1. J

The OPREP-3 differs in the following manner: BLUE 3 and 4 made initial sighting when[1
on a heading of 0500, altitude 3 to 4,000 feet. MIGs were heading approximately 2400 5J
and co-altitude. BLUE 3 and 4 were supposedly in a 3600 turn taking spacing from other
flights already on the target. The possibility exists that BLUE 3 and 4 were actually
taking spacing on the lead element (BLUE 1 and 2), as confirmed by BLUE l's statement
that he had split his elements. The OPREP could then be picking up this event as the J
XIGs were already rolling in on 3 and 4 since all following information is in correlation.

See also Events 11-50 and 11-51.
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KIM,

..'zveont 11-53

Airczaft Involved: Blevens1-105 vs touw
NIG-iTs

Result: No dama4e
Vicinity of Encounter: Approulmately

21050'N/1050 30'23
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Tlme: 20 September 1966/1645H
GREEN Plight (three F-lO5Ds) and BLUE Flight (four P-105Ds) bombed a highway

bridge fifteen-miles northeast of Thai Nguyen. (JCS 78.62 at 21O445owN/106@0o• 16"5)
PURPLE Flight (two F-105Ds and two P-105F Wild Weasel) was an IRON HAND Flight
supporting GREEN Flight BLUE Plight and a fli ht of three F-r4Cs on strike/CAP. BLUEFlight was 3-5 minutes lapproximately 30 miles behind GREEN Flight and PURPLE Plight
was 8-10 minutes behind GREEN Plight crossing the Red River near Yen Bui. The flight
of three F-4C aircraft were assigned strike/CAP with their primary target In the
same area and at approximately the same TOT as the F-1058.

2. MISSION ROUTE
GREEN and BLUE Flights departed Takhli about the time PURPLE Flight departed Korat.

PURPLE 1 was delayed ten minutes at takeoff after aborting his first aircraft. All flights
refueled on their scheduled tankers and proceeded north-northwest to cross the Red RiverIn the vicinity of Yen Bat. OREE1 3 aborted while attempting to refuel and GREEN 4then moved up to fill In as GREEN 3. The flights flew east from Yen Bai passing north
of Thai Nguyen and then southwest to the target. Egress was via the reverse route topost-strike tankers and then recovery at their respective bases. GREEN Plight descended
to 8 to 10,000 ft altitude after crossing the Red River while BLUE Plight descended to
tree-top level (approximately 3500 ft MSL). PURPLE Flight also descended to 8 to 10,000
ft.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
F-105D GREEN 1. 3

5 - 1000 lb b.ombs
2 - 450 gal drop tanks
20mm ammo (1029 rounds each)

F-105D GREEN 2
4 - CBU-2Is (flak suppression)
1FF, TACAN, and radar-off camouflage paint
20mm ammo (1029 rounds) AP-105D BLUE 1" 3" 4

5 -1000 lb bombs

2 450 gal drop tanks
20mm ammo (1029 rounds each)

* F-105D BLUE 2
4 - CBU-24s (flak suprression)
IF?, TACAN, and radar-off, camouflage paint
20mm ammo (1029 rounds)

r-105P/F-105D PURPLE 1. 2. 3. 4U 2 - AGM-45a (SHRIKE missiles)
2 - LAU-3 (rocket pods)
20mm ammo (1029 rounds)
I - 650 gal centerline tank
IFF, radar, and TACAN-off, camouflage paint

iI1IO-11 RED 1. 2. 3. 4
'Not given - but only gunfire was observed. Silver color on right wing perpendicular

to leading edge (as reported by GREEN 3). One MIG was light gray-blue in color with RVN
markings.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Clear with haze layer up to 10,000 feet

BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4 GREEN 1. 2. 3 PURPLE 1. 2. 3. 4
Altitude: 100/150 ft AOL (Ord. 8-9000 ft left orbit 8 to 10,000 ft

level approx. 3500 ft)

1 See text for locations of specific encounters.
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BLUE 1. 2.3. A GREEN 1, 2. 3 PURPLE 1. 2. 34

" 3000 300° 0900
: 500 KCAS-plus 450 KCAS 450-480 xCAS

Fuel: 10-11,000 lb 10-11,000 lb 9,000 lb
Yr'rht Formation: Defensive spread In trail Fluid-four (righting)

(rejoining) Second element 2-
3000 ft lower than
lead and 4-5 miles
in trail

5. INITIAL DETECTION
Area RIG warnings had been transmitted while GREEN Flight was inbound to the

target. After pulling off of his dive bomb run, GREEN 1 orbited the target one time
In order to check ODA and then departed on a 3000 heading at about 5500 ft MSL as
BLUE Flight approached the target. GREEN 3 delayed his dive bomb run for better
position and after completing the run pulled up Into a left orbit to rejoin his flight
at abc:ut 8000 ft, 350 KCAS, west of the target and was turning from west to south when
he ftizt saw a flight of four MIO-17s passing few hundred feet below him at his 3 otclock
beam position.apparently headed northwest in a left turn. GREEN 3 lost the four MIGS in
the mm and hase an he attempted to turn and accelerated after them. Very shortly there-
after* GREEN 2 called that GREEN Flight was being bounced by MIGa and GREEN 1 acquired the
XIGs at his 7 o'clock high, 2 miles back In a left turn, with one element peeling off for
atta. BLRE Plight is on target and PURPLE Flight Is about thirty miles west of GREEN
Flight at this time. The F-4C flight position Is unknown but in the area. (No F-4C/MIG
enenoaers were reported in this area on this date. Thus it Is assumed that the F-4C
flight was unable to establish contact with the enemy after cleaning their aircraft off.)

6. ACTION INITIATED
GREW Flight Jettisoned pylons and tanks. GREEN 1 held course after sighting

two of the four XIGs peeling off for attack. GREEN 2 initiated an attack on the
high RIG element. GREEN 3 is approximately six miles behind his flight. BLUE Lead
coniag off of target is made aware that he has a hung 1000-lb bomb on an outboard
statlon and will be unable to maneuver In a turning engagement. He elected td egress
on th deck and attempt to avoid the MIs. BLUE 1 ordered his flight to remain with
him a" egress. PURPLE Flight, coming Into the area, jettisoned fuel tanks and turned
to ald OREE.-Flight.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
GREE 1 waited until the two MIG-173 were close to firing range (%3000 ft) with a high

overtake speed, and then performed a high-g roll to the right followed immediately by a
high-g reverse roll back to the left. At least one of the MIGs fired a cannon burst at
GREEN 1 an he broke right. The MIGs are at GREEN l's 11 o'clock position in a tight left
turn am GREEN 1 completes his high-g break and reversal, but the MIGs dive for the deck and
OREM 2 cannot track them in the turn or accelerate fast enough to close on them. GREEN 1,
2, mad 3 elect to egress at high speed and rejoin on the south side of the Red River.
BLUE I sees F-10s and KI4s hasseling overhead but elects to egress on the deck supersonic
became of the hung bomb on BLUE 1, One MIG dives after BLUE Flight but cannot close due
to BLE Flight's high speed. PURPLE 1 sees two MIGs at his 12 o'clock and engages.
PURPLE I, 3, and 4 fire their cannon at MIGs and three MIGs fire at PURPLE Flight members
with so apparent hits. PURPLE Flight terminated the engagement by jettisoning ordnance
and accelerating to supersonic speed.

S. tONANCE

No. fired/No. hits Remarks
(CANNON)

GREEN 1. 2, 3 0/0
BLUE 1, 2, 3, 4 0/0
PURPLE 1 460/0
PURPLE 2 0/0
PURPLE 3 150/0
PURPLE 4 200/0
RIG 1 Twice/O At GREEN I

# and PURPLE 2
MIG2 7/0 -
MIG 3 TwIce/0 At PURPLE 1 -

ie/ -- and PUR]LTE 3f 19 SECET '[1Once/O,
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9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

OREEN 3 - Could not complete refueling inbound.
BLUE 1 - Armament bolt failed In outboard wing pylon causing 1000 lb bomb to hans up.
PURPLE 1 - Delayed ten minutes at take-oft after aborting first aircraft.PURPLE 4 - No sight reticle during flight.

S• !0. AIRCREN COMMENTS

Total P-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions

GREEN 3 1600 100 8 2-1/2 yrs ADC in P-101
and F-102, no missile
firing, fired at DART
two timers.

BLUE I Unknown Unkniown Unknown Previous P-105 instruc-S• tor at Hollis

40PURPLE 1 40 1100 57 Wild Weasel School,
F-105 IP at Nellie

PURPLE 3 Unknown Unknown Unknown TIC background, much
F-105 time, Wild Weasel
School

PURPLE 4 1750 950 70 TAC background, Fighter
Weapons School Graduate

Other flight members unknown. F-4 Flight - not interviewed.

Comments on this Encounter:
BLUE 1: Gun site camera produces hazy images. P-105 a good aircraft for this type war
but any new aircraft should be able to maneuver in high g" condition. Would like
tracer ammunition In guns. P-105 can fight with MIG-21 at low altitudes according toU Maj. John Boyd's Energy Manueverability Charts.
9G L: F-105 needs a quick sure method to select gun-air without changing so many
-iwl! c ne s.

P . F-105 is an excellent airplana in carrying heavy loa to distant targets.
K a outstanding performance at low altitudes at high speeds. F-105 pilots
entered SEA combat without any air-to-air fighter vs fighter training. Combat is a
tough place to learn what a pilot must know to survive in engagements with enemy
fighters. F-105 can hassel with MIGs when in clean configuration and light fuel loadU (5000 lb or less).

11. DATA SOURCES - -------

Project Interviews: BLUE 1, 6 Jan 67 -
GREEN 1, (Letter)
GREEN 3, 4 Feb 67
PURPLE 1, 14 Mar 67

* .... PURPLE 4, 5 Jan 67 ..

SMessages: 7AF 20150OZ Sept 66 OPREP.M-•dOC 25793"

12. NARRATIVE-DESCRIPTIN-_

T GREEN F1ght.i- GREEN Flight heard MIG alert calls on Guard Channel while inbound
t8 the-tarvet heading Southeast at 8 to 10,000 feet MSL, 480 knots ground speed.
jornail tops were about 3500 rt in this area. GREEN Flight took no action on theS•..•RIG alert call.

S.BLUE Flight: BLUE Flight, about 3-5 minutes behind GREEN Flight, was going to
bomb th ame target, a highway bridge fifteen miles northwest of Thai Nguyen. ELUE

- Flight descended to 150 ft AOL for ingress.

"PURPLE Flight: PURPLE Flight was an IRON HAND Flight with a Wild Weasel P-105F
flying lead position. PURPLE Flight's purpose was to suppress SA-2 radars and attempt
to restrict SAM firing at the other flights. This flight was three minutes late
entering the target area due to PURPLE 1 aborting his first aircraft. There was one
other P-lOS flight on the target before GREEN Flight and an F-4C flight assigned Strike/

CAP with the primary target in the same area, but to the west of the eventual action.

T1  GREEN Flight: GREEN Flight struck the target and GREEN 2 expended his ordnance
on trucks. Since the tactic was for lead to hit the target followed after a short
period by 3 and 4, the three aircraft ended up as eisentially three separate aircraft.
GREEN 1 was In front, outbound from the target, at 300 kt CAS, 2000 ft AGL, and heading
3000. O1EEN 2 was high to the right of GREEN I and a few miles to the rear. GREEN 3
came off of his bomb run, pulled up to 8000 feet in a left turn attempting to rejoin.
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GREEN 3's airspeed was down to 350 KCAS as a result of the climb. As GREEN 3 was turning
from west toward south, he saw tour NIG-17 passing beneath him several hundred
feet a his beam at 3 o'clock. The RIGs were in a fingertip formation. He attempted to
turn sad accelerate after them but lost them in the hate and sun. GREEN 2 then called,
"GREEN Flight Is being bounced by MIGs."

UEM PFliht: BLUE Flight was just coming off target when GREEN 2 made his call.
BLUE Y was acutely aware of a hung 1000-pound bomb on an outboard wing pylon. He elected
to avoid confrontation with the RIGs if possible because he could not maneuver with the
asymet•-c ordnance load. GREEN 1 called his flight to egress at high speed and descended
to 100 ft AOL at least 500 KCAS and headed 3000.

PURPLE Fltht: PURPLE Flight heard the call that RIGs had bounced GREEN Flight, and
turne toproceed to the area. The F-4C flight on a strike/CAP mission in the area called U
to clea off their aircraft but apparently were unable to make contact with the RIG.

T OM Pl ht: GREEN Lead saw four MIO-lTs at his 7 o'clock, high about 2 mi range
and O•= Le0d felt that he was boxed in as he watched two of the RIO. peeling off in a
left descending turn. GREEN Flight jettisoned pylons and tanks. GREEN Lead held his
course .while the two MIGs closed to firing range at a high overtake speed. When one of the
RIGs Mired, GREEN Lead did a high g half-roll to the rights followed quickly by high g re-
verse woll to the left. Both MIGs were then in front of GREEN Lead at 11 o'clock in a
tight turn to the left. He lit afterburner and went high on the MIGs because he could not
stay w1th them In the turn for tracking. The two MIGs continued down from about 2000 ft
AOL to treetop level heading south. GREEN 2 made one pass on the two high RIGs, but did
not obtain a firing position. GREEN Flight then returned to coursex exited the area, and

rejoi•ed south of the Red River prior to refueling and return to base.

OWE Flight: BLUE Plight rejoined near the target and descended to 100-150 ft AOL in
full dltary power, accelerating until they had about 600 KCAS. The flight path took r -
them moder the engagementl and BLUE Lead could see the F-105s and MIG-178 above him. BLUE - U..
Lead observed a MIG-17 drop down toward his flight, but it was unable to close to flirng-r6rnge
and slowly fell behind. BLUE Lead estimated that the MIG started about 1 mile -iat-6 o'clock
and was observed until he dropped below the rear of the canopy fr4nm at -iughlY 3 miles,
still losing ground. ........

stillEls grnhd: PURPLE Flight continued inbound at 480 KCASi 8 to 10,000 fto heading
0900 e ement spread about a. mi-lq"behind PURPLE Lead. PURPLE Lead saw two MI1-17-
at 1Z o'clock In close format.in-headed south in a left turn at 4 to 5 miles range, and
slightly low. The sun, at PURPLE Flight's 6 o'clock, glinted off of the MIGa and aided
detection. PURPLE-Lead called "MIGs at 12 otclock level, tanks off and afterburner now."
PURPLA-Fiight jettisoned fuel tanks (with about 1000 lb in each tank), retained their

-.-- i.rdnane and accelerated in afterburner to 600 KCAS. [Note: PURPLE Flight never saw any
"member of the other flights during the encounter.]

T 3  1N Flight: GREEN Flight egressing individually at 600 kts ground speed.

M Fliht: BLUE Flight egreasing at 600 kt ground speed at 100 ft AOL. BLUE Lead
stillsa I hungiun 1000-lb bomb on his outboard wing pylon. fl

PWRPLE F1-t: PURPLE Lead closed on the two MIGs in the vicinity of 21 0 50'N/105 0 15'E II
(abour-MEtymiles west of the bridge target) as they turned back and forth between 140 and
190 degrees. PURPLE Lead attacked from the MIGs8' 3, 4, 5, and, finally, 6 o'clock position.
PURPLE Lead attempted to change his gun sight from "bombs" to "guns-air"s as he was closing
on the WIGs, but inadvertently stopped the switch at "rockets" and obtained 40 mils sight
depression where 0-10 mil depression would be normal for 1-2 g maneuvering. As PURPLE Lead
closed to 3000 ft on HI0.1, he opened fire with 20mm cannon. PURPLE Lead fired two long
bursts at RIG 1 with no visible damage, when he noticed that he was rapidly closing on MIG
2 In bis 1 o'clock position. KIG 1 entered a slow right turn from south to east as PURPLE
Lead nce at 700 KCAS opened fire on RIo 2 at about 1500 ft range. PURPLE Lead had fired
460 roands at the two RIGs with no visible damage and was prepar•', fire another buret
at RIG 2 at about 500 ft range when RIO 2 pulled his aircraft st tut up and back over J
PURPLE Lead. PURPLE 2 saw a third MIG at his 4 o'clock, diving at 40° for PURPLE Lead's
tall firing ind called "PURPLE Lead, there is a third MIG trying to get on your tail."
PURPLE Lead could not see MIG 3 and called back that the MIG could not close since he had
now accelerated to 700 KCAS. PURPLE Lead entered a descending left-hand turn, jettisoned
his ordnance (two LAU-3s and two AGM-JSs) accelerated to 750 KCAS oa the deck and headed
back up Thud Ridge.

T4 PURPLE Flight: The RIGs then attacked PURPLE 2, and closed to 2000 ft firing as ii
PURPLE 2 Jettisoned his ordnance, accelerated after PURPLE Lead and outran the KIGs.

T5  P§RPLE.Flight: PURPLE 3 and 4 were about 4-5 miles in trail of the lead element at
the outset and now had closed the range with PURPLE 4 about one mile behind PURPLE 3.
PURPLE 3 closed rapidly on KIG 3 who apparently did not know anyone was behind him, made

1
It is not exactly clear from the data whether BLUE Flight observed the actions of PUPPLE
or 0G N Flight. BLUE 1 interview indicated GREEN Flight. , "-
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a high angle descending pass, closing to 2000 feet and fired 150-200 rd with no visible
damage. RIO 3 realised he was being fired at and broke in a hard, high j pullup to the
left. PURPLE 3 and 4 were In a shallow right turn and PURPLE 4, who wa a alle astern,
had trouble matching the R10s soom. Once the RIG was an top and had forced PURPLE 3 to
overshoot, he relaxed "g" and held his position until he obtained separation and then
rolled off to fall in behind PURPLE 3 apparently not realizing that PURPLE 51 was behind
him. PURPLE 4 was closing on MRI 3 with at least 200 kt overtake, at 650-700 XCAS. PURPLE
51 opened fire at 2000 feet with no retiole (known at take-oft) In a right 20-306 nose high,
turning pass, and fired 200-300 rounds as he kicked rudder and stirred the stick around in
his attempt to hit the RIG but saw no visible damage.

T6 PURPLE Pliht: As PURPLE 4 passed 200 feet to the left of RIG 3, NOG 3 rolled to the
right and down, tell in behind PURPLE 3 and began firing. PURPLE 51 observed the RIG to be
light blue-gray' in color with RVN markings as the MIG fired approximately 40 to 50 rounds
at PURPLE 3 from 1500 to 2000 ft range without any hits.
T7  PURPLE Flight: PURPLE 3 was in a descending, jinklng, less than one g maneuver to
aeelarate and outrun the RIG. PURPLE 4 made a barrel-roll to the outside In an attempt
to achieve a 6 o'clock position on RI0 3, but RIG 3 broke off to the southeast and PURPLE
4 could not relocate him upon compl.ation of thl maneuver. He headed west to rejoin the
flight and PURPLB 3. RIG$ I and 2 broke off to the southeast when PURPLE I and 2 outran

them. This engagement atarted at 8000 ft and ended at about 1000 ft (about 2500 ft MSL)
and is estimated to have lasted 4 minutes.SThis time marks In reference to the above narrative signify only a period during
which certain actions transpired, and are not accompanied by a drawing.

The overall mission route and general location of aircraft are shown In Figure 1,
while the detailed actions of PURPLE Flight are shown in the sketch.

|A

OF GREEN FULGHT

"10 ENCOUNTER

S+ GENERAL AREA & i n - SWE FLIGHT AlOUT
OF F-4 HERE WHEN GREEN
LOCATION ENCOUNTERED MIGS.

g LOCATION

IRON HAND
FLIGHT

LE FLIGHT DROPS (RJRPLE)
TO DECK. GREENSTAY$ HIGH

S18,000' ALTITUDE
480 KY GROUND. SPEED
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Aircraft Involved: Pour F-lO5s vs two MIG-21s
Result: No damage

Vicinity of Encounter: 21*15'N/106*45'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 21 September 1966/1027H*

Three F-105Ds and one F-105F WILD WEASEL aircraft on an IRON HAND support flight for
strike aircraft in Route Package VI-A.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Departed Korat then direct to Brown Anchor Tanker direct to 21012'N/107 0 34'E, direct
to 21 0 15'N/106015'E. Egress generally the same route. Altitude 8,000 ft, 450 kts.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

F-105F BLUE 1. P-105D BLUE 2 .
2 AGM-4-5
2 LAU-3
650-gal centerline tank
20mm ammo

BLUE 1
IFF operating; TACAN, radar, and doppler standby
Camouflage paint

F-105D BLUE 3

4 LAU-3
650-gal centerline tank•: ~20ram ammno

P-105D BLUE 4 :
S~ 4 CBU-24

2 450-gal tanks on wing pylons• ~20 m=• aminoI

MIG-21 MIG 1I
Silver Color

MIOG-21 MIG 2

2 AA14

N Silver Color

*i 4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Clear; visibility 5 mi. in haze.

-1 2' 3 1 2 3

Altitude: 8,000 ft 6,000 ft
Wa" 26o0 0400
PTF 450 kts 550 kts

___e: Full Internal (10,000 lb) Unknown
"01tht Formation:

Normal tactical formation with element almost line abreast 1000 ft to 1500 ft to the
rear and 2500 rt to the right.

5. INITIAL DETECTION:

A MI0 call was received from another F-105 flight while BLUE flight was inbound to
the target area. J

MIGs were sighted by BLUE 1, 12 o'clock low, 2 to 3 mi. flying from left to right
at 1027H. MI warnings had been received, prior to sighting.

6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE flight jettisoned stores and started right turn falling in trail with IG 1.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

MIG 1 made a hard 1800 turn passing BLUE flight almost head on. BLUE 1 fired 100
rounds of 20 m.m. HEI in front of IG 1 with no apparent hits. BLUE 1 observed IG 2 at
3 o'clock high 1000 ft out armed with missiles, attacking BLUE 3. On BLUE 4's call,

*1 #NOTE: Time in OPREPS given as 0927H.
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BLUE 3 broke hard right into MIG 2 and down, and then reversed. BLUE 4 and NI4 2 jockeyed
for posItion In a brief semi-scissors maneuver, with neither adversary being able to gain
a tactical advantage. BLUE 4 broke off the encounter by breaking hard left and down, and
accelerated to 740 kta CAS at 500 ft AOL. BLUE 1, 2 and 3 pursued MIG I for about 4
minutes and broke off with IG 1 two to three miles in front of them opening range.

8. ORNMANCE
(No. fired/No. hits)

20mm
BLUE 1
BLUE 2 0/0
BLUE 3 0/0
BLUE 4 0/0
MIG 1 None observed
MIG 2 None observed

9. EQUIPRENT PROBLEMS
BLUE 1 - Gun Jam at 120 rounds
BLUE 3 - Had difficulty seeing IG 2 due to vapor from canopy at high air speed and g loads.
BLUE 4 - Was unable to outmaneuver MIG 2.

10. AJECREW COMMENTS
Exper•,eykce:

Total F-105 Combat

Hours Hours Missions
BLUE 3 3400 780 80 TAC recorded and

TAC FTR background
Comments on this Encounter:

BLE 1 EWO rear cockpit, poor visibility from aft cockpit -- hard to tell what is
going cm.

1I. DIaA SOURCES
Project Interviews: BLUE 1 (rear cockpit EWO)

Mea •Reorts: OPREP-3 2114332, September 1966 from 7AF
DOCO 25835, September 1966
OPREP 4/359, 21 September 1966 from 388 FTR Wing KoratLetters= BLUE

12. NAI ATIVE DESCRIPTION

B•E flight, consisting of one F-105F WILD WEASEL in lcead position and three F-l05Ds,
was on am IRON HAND mission in Route Package VIA. Inbound to the target area in the vicin-
ity of 21°15'N/106*45'E, BLUE flight heard another F-105 flight call MIs. BLUE flight was
at 8,000 ft altitude, heading 260 at 425 KCAS when two F-105Ds were observed at 12 o'clock,
2,000 ft low heading northeast with a MIC-21 about 2,000 ft behind them. A third F-105D
was observed about one mile behind the MIG-21. BLUE flight jettisoned ordnance and tanks
and stxted a right diving turn to break up the MIG attack and puriuud the MIG about fif-
teen ml ea to the vicinity of 21 024'N/106058'E. BLUE lead was closing on a heading of0,09, 6.000 rt, 550-600 kTAS at the MIG-21's 4-5 o'clock position range 10-14,000 ft when |
the MIG broke in a had left turn and almost met BLUE flight head-on. BLUE lead in a
slight Zeft turn, still heading about 0400 fired 100 rounds of 20 m.m. at the MIG with no
apparent hits as the MIG turned through 270Q in a shallow climb. The MIG was 1500-2000 ft
ahead at BLUE lead when he fired. BLUE flight made a left 1500 whifferdil turn and pursued
the KIG to the north northwest toward Kep Airfield.

Separation between elements was now about 7,000 ft and between aircraft about 4,000 ft.
After the turn, BLUE 3 sighted a silver colored object at his 3 o'clock a few thousand ft
high. ULUE 3 broke into the object and identified it as a drop tank floating down.
BLUE 3 started to turn back to rejoin the pursuit of MI 1, as BLUE 4 sighted a second
KIG-21. 1000 ft off of his right wing and high. The element was in the vicinity of
21'29'M•10652'E, with NIG 2 attacking BLUE 3 from 5 o'clock high.

BL 4 called the break and BLUE 3 broke right and down forcing MIG 2 to overshoot.
BLUE 4 tried to get behind 1I0 2 and both jockeyed for firing position in three or four
scissoe mneuverP wgth neither be i ng able t o attain a firing position. BLUE 3 lost e.ght
of BLUE A and instructed him to depart the area. BLUE 4 then broke left and down andexited Route Package VI-B from 2i*30'N/106*49'E to 210II'N/107030'E in afterburner at 740i,
kts, 500 ft AGL.

Memiwhile BLUE 3, after evading MI 2, rejoined BLUE 1 and 2 at 21°34'N/106044'E as
they pursued 1I0 1. M10 1 was two to three miles in front of BLUE 1 when BLUE 1 broke off
the chae at 21035I'N/106*42'E and exited with a right turn direct to 21'll'N/1070 30'E. --BLUE 4 exited Route Package VI approximately two minutes ahead of the rest of BLUE Flightand rejoined during rendezvous with the post-strike tanker. o
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Aircraft Involved: Four P-10 vs one NIM-IT.
Results: One MIG, damaged

Vicinity of Encounter: 21012'N/1060 431E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 21 September 1966/1015H
BLUE Flight was one of several F-105 flights in a strike against JCS 16, a railroad/

highway bridge 17 miles northeast of Hanoi. There were also two flights of F-_s orbiting
east of the target area as MIG CAP.

YBi 2. MISSION ROUTE
Aircraft departed Takhli, Thailand, direct air-to-air refueling out over the Gulf

of Tonkin, north to 21°13'N/107°24 'E, west along the ridge line to the target. Egress
route was the reverse course.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
P-105 BLUE 1. 3. ,

5 - 1000-lb bombs
2 - 450-gallon wing tanks
1029 rounds 20mm

F-105 BLUE 2

41 - CBU-2~4s
2 - 450-gallon wing tanks
1029 rounds 20rm

All F-105 aircraft camouflaged.

MIG-17

Ordnance unknown.
Camouflaged.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Scatteredoclouds 3-5 milea in-haze. Haze layer to 6000 ft, clear above haze.

BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4-

Altitude: 4000-5000 fttý.. iT 0800S ed- 080-500 kt

Vllht Formation:

Flight in process of joining
up after bomb run. BLUE 2 1500 ft
back on the left side of BLUE 1.BLUE 3 4000 ft behind lead and
BLUE 4 1000 ft behind BLUE 3 on
right side.

5. INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE 3 calls bogeys at 10 o'clock. Lead rogers tie call and identifies the bogeys

as a MIG in trail of a F-4 approximately 2000 ft back. (See Event 46, Volume I.)
MIG calls had been heard in the area prior to this sighting. Also BLUE Plight sighted
two flights of four MIGs each, earlier, as they were coming into the target.

6. ACTION INITIATED
The MIG rolled out of its turn almost directly in front of BLUE 1. BLUE 1 moved

up to 2000 ft and began to fire.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
The F-4 was in a left turn when sighted at 10 o'clock. The F-4 rolled out almost

directly in front of BLUE Flight. BLUE 1 just moved up into the MIG's 6 o'clock and
at 2000 ft out began firing. At approximately 300 ft range the MIG broke hard left and
down. BLUE Flight lost sight of the MIG in the haze near the ground.

.S
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8. ORDNANCE
BLUE 1 568 Rounds 20mm expended.

HIG-17 Not observed to fire.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
The only problem area noted during this encounter was: BLUE 1 did not appear

to eause the damage expected from 568 rounds of 20mm - possible sight problem.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experjence

Total F-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions REmarks

WBLUE 1 4000 800 70 These figures are estimated. BLUE 1 was
not Interviewed. He did have considerable
fighter experience.

'BLUE 2 500 - - BLUE 2 was a junior officer, approximately
500 hrs total flying time. This was his
first unit assignment out of NellisGunnary School.

BLUE 3 --------- Unknown---------- u

*BLUE 4 3000 375 60 Fighter experience 1400 hrs F-l0 and
approximately 350 hrs F-86.

Coements:
BLUE 2 - remarked that a AAM probably would not have been a good weapon to use

during this encounter. The MIG was quite close and the proximity of the F-4 would
have restricted using a missile.

BLUE 3 - the turning capability of the MIG 17 made following him during his break
almost impossible.

11. DATA SOURCES
ProJect Interviews: BLUE 2, 13 March 1967.

BLUE 3, 13 March 1967.
BLUE 4, 6 February 1967.Messages. Reports:

TAF OPREP-3 258 27 September 1966.

7AF 0212352Z, D0130492 September 1966.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight had just completed its bombing run on the Dau Cau highway and rail

bridge and was in the process of joining up. The flight had just rolled out on a head-
ing of approximately 0800 altitude 4-5000 ft airspeed 500 kt. BLUE 3 called bogeys at
10 o'clock. BLUE 1 identified the bogeys as a MIG chasing an F-4. The F-4 and MIG
were in a left turn at this time so that their bellies were up to BLUE Flight and they
could not see them. It is believed that the F-4 did not know the MIG was at his 6
o'clock position. The MIG was 2000 ft behind the F-4 and in a very good attack position.
The left turn carried the MIG almost directly in front of BLUE 1, about 2000 ft. BLUE 1
moved into position and began firing, and continued fý.ring down to 300 ft at which time
the RIG broke hard left in what amounted to a Split-S and dove to the deck. BLUE Flight
turned left, attempting to keep the MIG in sight but lost sight of him in the haze as
he neared the ground. The flight then turned back right and continued to egress the
area. BLUE 1 fired 568 Rounds of 20mm at the MIG. He and BLUE 3 saw hits (flashes) on
the RIG's right wing. The MIG was camouflaged - black, green, and red.

SEstimated from author's personal knowledge. ..
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E- Event 11-56

-• Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs two MIC-17s
.. Result: One IG-17 destroyed

Vicinity of Encounter: 21°20'N/106017'E

1. WRIOARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
... Date/Time: 21 September 1966/1000H ) reoan it~.

One P-105F and three F-105D* (BLUE Flight) were on an IRON HAND mission with an
,• ~initial orbit point at 21014'N/106°E5'E. The IRON HAND Flight was to attack SANq sites In

support of the strike group consisting of a total force of forry I-1058 and eight P-4C*.
The target was JCS 16, the Dap Cau HW/RR bridge.

2. MISSION ROUTE
Departed Korat on a northeast heading to the Gulf of Tonkin for an air-to-air refuel-

Ing with Brown Anchor. Entered NVN just northeast of Cam Pha Harbor on a heading of 275°
altitude 6-9000 ft, and speed of 520 kt. Then proceeded to assigned orbit point.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
IP-105F BLUE 1. F-105D BLUE 22 ; SHRIKE: (AOM-5) U A

2 -Rocket pods (24T5") LAU-3A :
1 650 gal centerline tank
Full 20mm ammunition - 1029 rounds
BLUE 1 had IFF - on, TACAN - off, doppler - on, radar - standby
All P-105 aircraft camouflaged

P-105D BLUE 3 and 4
4 Rocket Pods (2.75") LAU-3.A

1 - 650 gal centerline tank 3
Full 20mm ammunition - 1029 rounds

Guns probably
Silver In color
No external stores

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: One-eight scattered clouds with haze below 6000 ft. Visibility unlimited above

6000 ft, 4-5 miles in the haze.

BLUE 2LUE

Altitude: -------- 7000 ft -------- --- 6000 It---
Headin_-:... 1100 to 1200 ------ -1100 to 1200

: 83.--- ----------- --- Unknown�-
Fuel: 10,000 lbs approx. (B-l) -Tanks empty-
Flight Formation

TUI 0
| °'°,..
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5. INITIAL DETECTION Event 11-56

RI0s were sighted visually by BLUE 41 at 4000 ft, in BLUE l's and 2'a 6 o'clock posi-
tion and closing. BLIN 1 and 2 were In a right turn. BI1 EYE gave HID warnings during
the encounter.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BL= 4 told BLUi 1 to go to afterburner and go into an easy right turn. BLUE 1 com-

plied and departed the area.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPED
BLUE 3 and 4 then turned Into MIfa who went Into a left turn after not being able to

overtake BLUE 1 and 2. BLUE 3 got angle off on MID-1 and fired hitting him. MIG-1
leveled off, then went into a shallow right turn. MIG-2 broke left and in front of BLUE 3 si
and 4. BLUE 4 fired a burst at KIO-2 but stayed with BLUE 3. BLUE 3 again got angle off
and distance on MI0-l, fired and knocked a part off the right wing tip. MID-1 pilot
ejected and BLUE 3 and 4 followed it until impact. BLUE 3 and 4 then switched leads at
which time X-G-2 was seen at 7000 ft (5000?). and 5 o'clock to BLUE 3 and 4. BLUE 3 and4 then lit burners and egreased the area.

8. ORDKANCE
Gun fired/hit

BLUE 1, 2 0/0
BLUE 3 1029/yes
BLUE 4 150/0
81o-1, 2 t/o

9. EQUI•MENT PROBLEMS
BLUE 1 - Did not load tape recorder.

BLUE 3 - Could not jettison centerline tank.

BLUE 4 - Gun camera was not loaded with fresh film.

10. AIRCREW CONNENTS
Experienee

Total F-105 Combat e
* Hours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE 1
Front 3800 P-80, 86, 100, 105 (in Uermany)

BLUE 2 Unknown
BLUE 3 600 30 about 75
BLUm _4 3500 400 about 50 Fighter Weapon School Instructor

Comment. on this Encounter
BLUE 3 would have had a pretty fair chance of getting MIG-2 if he had a missile.

Praised B-4 for staying with him and clearing his 6 o'clock position, watching for otherM108.
BILU I does not believe MIDs were OCI controlled. Believes that all the MIOs were try-

ing to do was to set up in a normal pursuit curve. He lost his rate of closure and tried
to gain it back by only going on the inside of the turn.

BLOC 4 - MIGs probably did not see BLUE 3 or 4 when they went after BLUE 1 and 2.
BLUE 1 and 2 did not see MIG due to poor visibility to the rear.

Comments from Overall Experience
BLUE I - A TOT of two minutes apart works good. In this way we do not have to get to

minimvua fuel before we leave the area. Therefore, before, If we had gotten bounced by
MID. and forced to use aiterburner, we would have beea on fumes when tie hit the tanker.
Lack of tracking flares on AGM-45 severely reduces its effectiveness.

BLE,,• 4 - Gun camera is no good• too many prisms, light quality is poor. To switch
from "air-to-ground" to "air-to-air" ought to be on one switch. A number of elements in a
flight Increase range pick-up; F-4 was poor, due to Its visioility. Radar-directed AAA was
not leading properly. As the B-66s moved farther away, their jamming became less effective.
QRC-160 looked good but didn't like it as a pod; felt it should be built into aircraft.
There was a problem on engine wear due to excessive high power settings when some squadrons
would not use water injection because runway was sufficient for takeoff.

BUE 3 - Felt training was not adequate for MIG encounters. Pilot has to throw too
many switches. Felt he could use more acceleration. Couldn't understand why MIas don't
look for the other element since everyone knows they fly in fours.
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11. DATA SOURCES Event 11-56
Proc1tntervIews; BLUE 1 (Front), 3 Feb 1967; BLUE 3, 17 Feb 1967; BLUE 4, 6 Jan 1967.
M2sagea.pReports.

7AF OPBEP-3, Z211124Z; DOCO 25830 Sept 66.
TAP 0212352Z; DOI 30492 Sept 66.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTIONBLUE Flight was on a WILD WEASEL Mission, northwest of Haiphong. BLUE 1, with BLUE 2

about 4000 ft back, just finished firing at a suspected SAM site and was in a right turn

to come around for another shot. BLUE 2 and 3 were about 3000 ft low during the fire and
continued on the firing heading of 3100 for a few seconds to see if they could see the
missile hit, climbing to an altitude of 9000 ft. BLUE 3 and 4 then also went into a right
turn 900 bank and descended down to 6000 ft. On reaching 4000 ft both BLUE 3 and 4 saw
two MIG-17s at 4000 ft closing in at the 6 o'clock position of BLUE 1 and 2 who were at
7000 ft in a right shallow turn. BLUE 3 then went to setting up his switches while BLUE 4
called out the MIGs to BLUE 1 and 2 telling them to go Into an easy right turn. BLUE 4
then asked BLUE 3 if he had the M1G to which he said, "Yes." BLUE I and 2 then rolled
wings level, nose up 100, and jettisoned their tanks, keepin~g their ordnance. BLUR I and
2 then nosed cvcr, went into a rich"- 30* bank turn in afterburner and tried to keep the
RIGs at 4000 ft distance while BLUE 3 and 4 attacked them. BLUE 3 and 4 meanwhile jetti-
soned their ordnances but only BLUE 4 could jettison his tank. They themselves then went
into afterburner and rolled in on the MIGs. The MIGs stayed with BLUE 1 and 2 for a short
period descending and then broke to the left in a tight turn. By this time BLUE 3 and 4
were within 2000 ft range and BLUE 3 led MIG-l and fired. BLUE 1 and 2 were descending to
the deck and out of the area. BLUE 3 hit MIG-I and MIG-l rolled out level and then into
a 1-1/2g turn to the right. MIG 2 broke sharpI" to the left, passing in front of BLUE 3
and 4. BLUE 4 shot at him but did not record any hits. BLUE 4 stayed with BLUE 3 and
BLUE 3 again drew angle and lead on MIG-I who was in a right turn. BLUE 3 fired again and
this time cut off a portion of MIO-l's right wing tip. Pilot's canopy was then observed
to be jettisoned and pilot ejected past BLUE 3. BLUE 4 saw pilot in chute. Both BLUE 3
and 4 followed aircraft to the ground at an altitude of 1000 ft and impact. At this timeA
BLUE 3 and 4 swapped leads. MIG-2 was then seen again closing at the 5 o'clock position
at 5000 ft. BLUE 3 and 4 lit afterburner and egressed the area rejoining with BLUE 1 and
2 before reaching the coast. BLUE Flight then refueled and returned to home base.
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7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT Event 11-58

BLUE 3 opened fire On MIO 1 but missed. MiG 1 slid out, then back in behind BLUR
3. BLUE 3 headed for the deck with MZ1 1 in trail and firing. Meanwhile MIU 2 w~s 2-
3000 ft behind MTO I and 7-8000 ft in front of BLUE 4. BLUE 4 pulled his nose through
M110 2 and fired 125 rounds before his gun jammed. After his gun quit firing, he broke
down and right and when he pulled out, he did not see any MIs on BLUE 3's tail. Before
breaking BLUE 4 saw a possible hit on the belly of the MIO and a definite hit approxi-
mately6-7 ft behind the canopy on the fuselage. As elements, BLUE Flight remained in the
area looking for MIOs but without further MI1 encounters. BLUE Flight then rejoined and
exited the area.

68 ORDNANCE
(No. fired/No, hits)

Cannon Remarks

BLUE 1, 2 0/0
BLUE 3 200/0

BLUE 4 125/1 BLUE 4 got a positive hit
on the fuselage or MI1 2.

HIG 2 0/0

MIG-17 Flight 0/0

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE I None

BLUE 2 None

BLUE 3 None
BLUE 4 Gun quit firing after 125 rounds (possible burst limiter irstalled).

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience

No aircrew experience data available.

Comments on this Encounter
The flight felt that excessive UHF radio chatter greatly hampered the flight's

effectiveness when jumped by MIGs. So much chatter on the radio makes it difficult to
maintain flight integrity.

Comments from Overall Experience

BLUE 1: The big problem encountered was the haze which restricted the visibility to
a maximum of four miles slant range. This is a definite reason for having an aircraft
with a permanent-mounted gun. You would have to identify the target visually prior to
firing and would probably be too close to the test for air/air missiles.

11. DATA SOURCES

Project Interviews: BLUE I, letter 3 Mar 1967.Messaes, Reports
Resum. of 388TFW FASTEL DO-03103, September and OPREP 4/358

TAP 211432Z Sept 66 DOCO 25846
7AF 211053Z Sept 66 DOCO 25833
TAP 212352Z Sept 66 DI0 30492

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight was inbound to the target on a flak suppression mission to support a

force of about 48 P-105 and F-4 fighters attacking the Dap Cau RR/Highway Bridge, seven-
teen miles northeast of Hanoi. This was about the third day in a row that this bridge
was put under attack.

The entire force was composed of twelve flights of four aircraft each with Individual
flight times-on-target spread over a period of about one hour. Thus, the flights were
attacking in trail with spacing of 3-5 minutes between flights. Two of the flights were
flak suppression, two flights were IRON HAND support and two flights of F-4C aircraft were
assigned strike/CAP.

BLUE Flight was about mid-stream in the flow of attack flights at 210 14'N/106*52'E,
cruising at 8000 ft, 450 KCAS and heading 2700 when they obterved a flight of four MIG-17s
at 3 o'clock approximately four miles out at the same altitude and headed the same direction
as BLUE Flight. Area MIG warnings had been received previously from the picket radars and
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£ Event 11-57

Aircraft Involved-, Four F-lO5D)s vs two M10-17s

a ~aesult: One 7410 destroyed.

Vicinity of Enoountpr: 210 15'N/1O6022'E

1, PRIMARf MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Tiaie: 21 September 1966/10,15H

Four ýý-105Ds. strike aircraft inbound to ,,Cs 16, rail-oad/highway bridge at 21"11'N/1005E Seea I ann3hdbe ie.Cudha te lgt naigM~
in the target area. Numerous other flighta (F-J4C and F-105) striking in the same area.

2. MISSION ROUTE
Departed Talchli refueling over the Gulf of Tonkin with coasbing in d'ie weet of the

target area to take advantage of the mountainouz terrfln.J

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

F-105 BLUE 1. 2. 3, ~4
6 - 7,50-lb bnmbs (or 5 - 10OO-lb bombs)
2 - IsSO-gal wi:.,g tar,ýs
Camouflage paint, IFF of"

MI Cn.ýulae, igte tn and greens than U.S. aircraft.

No insignia markings ncted.

4,4. FLISHT CONDITIONS PRITOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Clear with visibility 5 to 6 miles in haze.

BLUE

Altitude: 5000 ft 6000 ft
HeadinE: 270- 2'100

500e =e O TAS 500 KTAS
"IelState: iu]J. internal plus some i~n wing tanks.

5. INITIAL DETECTION

Numerous MIG1 warnings had been rL~ceived aiid BLUE F?1±ght heard other flights calling
out 7410 sighting* and engagements. Approximai~ely 10J1.5H, BLUE I saw a MIG-17 low at his
12 o'clock beading south in a right turn.

6. ACTION INITIATED

U BLUE I called out the NM0 and deseend.ed to the 6 v'clock potsition in afterburner
wito, ELUE 2 on his left wing~ leaving, BLUE 31 akid 4 L high coveir. All aircraft retained
their external stores.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE 1 came out of afterburner, cloged Ii'. to 1500 to 2500 ft at 6 o'clock and fired
one burst of 154I rouands. BL~j 1 and 2 rbservzd !bit3 in MNIB's left wiing. BLUE 1 passed
7410 on left side and bro~ce hard left, descending, in afl.jrburner while jettisoning exter-
nal stores. BLUE 2 saw 7410 light afterburtncr, jpu.2 up and roll left behind BLUE 1 as
BLUE 2 started shooting fron I410's 6 u'Iclock poalion (280 rounds) observing a fragment
leave 7410's aft section. BLUE 2 brok~e hard l.eft, sail) 3LUE 1, then observed an explosion
in the area where MIG I CO~ld have rott If It continizad the right descending break it

* ~entered as BLUL 2 shot.

BI.Ut S, with 4 on his wing, at 5COU ft altitud,ý trailing BLUE 1 and 2, spotted MIG 2
at 12 o'olocik, 40ooO ft range In a shallow left, turn as BLUE 2 jettisoned external stores
and accelerated to join B3LUE 1. BLUE 3 (anid 43 0st~andetra trsadsatdt
close on MIG 2 as he decided tný shoot from that range, BLUE 3 fiived 135 rounds as the

* gun Jammed and MIG 2 broke hard left duwnward at the -,tart vL" DiUE P's firing. No hits
observtd. BLUE 3 and 4I continued left deacending turn find egive~zed.
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8. ORDNANCE

Burst Rounds Fired Result Remarks

BLUE 1 1 154 MIG 1 damaged Gun Jam

BLUE 2 1 280 MIG 1 destroyed

BLUE 3 1 135 Probable miss Gun Jam

BLUE 4 0 0 No attempt

1IG 1,2 - Clean

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE I - Gun Jam, suspected cycle delay timer prevent rapid second burst,
BLUE 2 - Gun sight reset for air-to-air too time consuming and distracting. Shot

"1"blindly" at MIG.
BLUE 3 - Gun Jam. Suspected burst limiter installed. Should have been removed.
BLUE 4 - No malfunctions.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience
Total F-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions

BLUE 1 No data
BLUE 2 300 86

BLUE 3 5000 200 20

BLUE 4 No data
Comments on This Encounter

BLUE 1 and 2 feel they would have each scored a kill if the guns had continued to
function as they expected.

The switch repositioning for change over from air-to-ground and air-to-air weapons
system employment is too involved, time consuming, and distracting of vision and thought
at a most critical time.

11. DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews: BLUE 1, 15 Mar 67; BLUE 2, 14 Mar 67; BLUE 3, 17 Feb 67

7AF OPREP-3 211041Z Sep 66 DOO 25827 Sep 66

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight was in Fluid-4 formation with BLUE 3 and 4 to the right side, 500 kts
CAS, 500 ft, heading west inbound to target when BLUE 1 saw MIG 1 12 o'clock low, souther-
ly heading and a gentle right turn. BLUE 1 called out the MIG as BLUE I and 2 selected
afterburner in the descending turn to position for a gun attack. Everyone kept their
external stores with intentions of striking target after the engagement. BLUE 1 reposi-
tioned all necessary switches while descending and came out of afterburner when his over-
take was sufficient. BLUE 2 stayed with I in a fighting wing position but did not set up
his switches for air attack (sight set for dive bombing).

MIG 1 appeared to be below ridge tops (maybe 500 ft AGL) with 300 to 350 KTAS and
turning toward Kep airfield. Numerous MIG warnings had been broadcast and several flights
had engaged MIGs as BLUE Flight entered North Vietnam.

BLUE 1 closed on MIG 1 with about 575 kts CAS in perfect position at 6 o'clock with
the 0IG in a 15 to 200 banked right turn. He fired one burst (154 rounds) at 2500 ft
estimated range and BLUE 1 and 2 observed the hits on MIG 1's left wing. BLUE 1 reposi-
tioned his aim point to the MIG's fuselage and tried firing again but got no response. d
MIG 1 stayed in the gentle turn. BLUE 1 brought the power to idle to reduce overtake
while cycling the trigger to try and fire the gun again. Unable to stop the overtake,
BLUE 1 goes to the 9 o'clock position "50 feet" off thu 0MIG and then breaks down left in
afterburner and Jettisons external stores. MIG 1 pulls up as BLUE 1 breaks and BLUE 2
positions to shoot from probably 1000 ft in trail.

As BLUE 1 was breaking and BLUE 2 v ,,ooting (280 rounds), BLUE 3 and 4 were still
at 4500 clearing the area when BLUE 3 saw MIG 2 at 12 o'clock, 4000 ft range. BLUE 3
jettisoned external stores, reset the switches for air-to-air and observed a radar lock-on
of 7000 ft but assumed it to be a ground return lock-on as he estimated 4000 ft range.
Thinking the MIG may start maneuvering at any movement., BLUE 3 decided to shoot immedi-
ately even with the aim point slightly off. As BLUE 3 opened fire, MIG 2 initiated a hard
left desccidlng break and BLUE 3's gun stopped after shooting 135 rounds. BLUE 3 observed
his Jettisoned bombs exploding as MIG 2 broke and thinks that caused the break or that
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1 12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION (Continued)

MIG 2 was observing MIS 1 and saw him hit the ground. BLUE 3 tried firing his gun again

without success while doing a left turn and watched MIG 2 level out at the tree tops

Sb heading northwest toward Kep airfield.

As BLUE 3 spotted MIU 2 and BLUE 1 was in the break from MIS I, BLUE 2 (without a

gunsight) saw MIG 1 roll to the left as if trying to position on BLUE 1 so BLUE 2 pointed

his nose at MIG 1 and started shooting, observing a piece of the aft section departing

MIG 1. MIG 1 rolled right and BLUE 2 cortinued the left turn Into a hard break to rejoin

BLUE 1 as both BLUE 1 and 2 saw an explosion in the vicinity of where MIS 1 was

foundering.
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Event 11-58

Aircraft Involved: Pour F-105p vs four HIG-17 and
two NIO-21

Result: One MId-21 damaged3I Vicinity of Encounter: 21 0 14'N/106 0 52'E

1. PRINARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 21 September 1966/1025H
BLUE Flight of four F-l05Ds were on a flak suppression mission with a force of forty

P-105s and eight F-4Cs attacking the Dap Cau RR/Highway Bridge at 21°11'N/10605'E. BLUE
Flight was the first of five F-105 flights from Korat. The Takhli force preceded
the Korat force on the target on this date. At least two F-105 flights and two F-4C
flights had encountered MIGs on this mission prior to BLUE Flight (see Events 11-55
and 11-57 in this volume and Events 1-46 and I-47 in Volume I).

2. MISSION ROUTE
BLUE Plight departed Korat RTAFB, Thailand, proceeded directly to the Gulf of Tonkin

ref'ueling track, then north to 21 013'N/107 0 22'E, west to 21 0 13'N/106°52'E, west to 21 0 12'N/
106 0 41'E (NG encounter at this time). Flight remained in area for a while and then egress-
ed over reverse route.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
P-105D BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4.

14 - CBU-214
2- 450 gal fuel tanks
1029 rounds 20mm

MtIG-17 MIG 1. 2. 3g. 4 -
fl Unknown

LI MIG-21 MIG 1. 2
Unknown

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENGAGEMENT q

! LI Weather.: Haze layer from surface to 6000 ft, visibility four miles, clear above 6000 ft.

BLUE MIG-21
1 2 3 14 1 2 3 12

Altitude: - 8000 ----- - -8000 ...... Steep climb
Rea g - 2700 .... 2700 ----- -- Unknown--
Speed.' ----- 540 kt .... ---- Unknown----- -- Unknown--
Fuel State: --- Full Int.+... ---- Unknown----- -- Unknown--

fPliht Formation

BLUE FLIGHT

0i

5000 ft separation between elements

RED FLIGHT
Unknown

5. INITIAL "DETECTION

I BLUE Plight, heading 270° at 8000, saw a flight of 14O-17s, 4 nmi at 3 o'clock on
same heading and altitude. BLUE Plight then descended to 4500, 2700, 540 kt, and did not
see the MIG-17s again. Shortly after level off, BLUE 2 called, "Two MIG-21s at 12 o'clock."
BLUE 2 had just momentarially seen two MIG-21s as they passed in front of BLUE Flight in a
steep climb. Very shortly after BLUE 2's call, BLUM 3 called two MIGs coming down from
above and called for the flight to break as the MIGs were closing on the Lead element.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 1 called for the flight to jettison ordnance and break right. As BLUE Flight

started a right diving turn, MIG-1 crossed in front of BLUE 3 in his attack on the Lead
element.
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number of previous attack flights that had or were In a HIC0 engagement. In an attempt
to avoid an engagement while attacking the target, BLUE Flight descended into the haze
layer and leveled off at 5000 ft MSL and 540 KTAS, about 2000 ft above the highest terrain
In the area. The MI0-17s were not seen again. Slant range visibility in the haze was a
maximum of four miles.

A few minutes later at 21*12'N/106 0 41'E (according to the OPREP) or about f'.fteenmie ro h target (according to BLUE Lead's letter) 5 at 21 0 12'N/106°21'E, with the
second element trailing about 5000 feet, BLUE 2 called, "Two MIO-21s at 12 o'clock." The

HIO8 were observed climbing from below BLUE Flight and passing through 8000 feet in asteep climb. BLUE Lead did not see the MIGs and BLUE 2 called that he had lost them and
that he had spotted them when the sun had reflected off of them.

Almost immediately after that, BLUE 3 observed the MIO8 as they completed a modified
loop and attacked the lead eiement from 3 o'clock. BLUE 3 then called for the lead ele-
ment to break right as the MIGe were closing. BLUE Lead called for the flight to jettison
the bomb load and tanks and started a right diving turn.

The MIG's attack maneuver brought him across BLUE 3's 12 o'clock position and about
1500 feet in front of BLUE 3. BLUE 3 fired about 300 rounds of 20mnn at MIO 1 but missed.
,he MIG continued to turn right and pulled up into a half chandelle approximately 800 feet

off BLUE 3's right wing. BLUE 3 pointed his nose down and headed for the deck. The MIG-
21 followed BLUE 3 down firing since BLUE 3 saw tracers going by his aircraft.

MIG 2 was 2-3000 feet behind M410 1 and 7-8000 feet at BLUE 41'a 11 o'clock. BLUE 1lined up and pulled the F-105 nose up through MIG 2 firing 125 rounds of 20mm before his
cannon quit firing. When his cannon quit firing, BLUE 4 broke down and right and as he
pulled out he observed that both MIGs had broke off from BLUE 3's 6 o'clock. BLUE 4 ob-
served one possible hit on the belly of M:G 2 and a definite hit about two-thirds of the
way up the fuselage, 6-7 feet behind the canopy.

BLUE Flight remained together in elements and started looking for other MIG8 that
were apparently in the area at the same time. The flight was unsuccessful in their hunt,
then rejoined and returned home.

:1

MI
I
I

Fifteen miles from the target appears more reasonable. The MIG-21s are reported to have
climbed up from below the flight and would not have had maneuvering room in the first
position.1 SECRET 231
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Event 11-59I Aircraft Involved: Four P-105s vs three MIG-17o

U-' Resultt One MIG damaged

Li Vicinity of Encounter: 21011'N/106*16'X

U1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 21 September 1966/1032H.

Your M-05s (BLUE Plight) were one flight of a twelve flight force attacking JCS
16, a railroad/highway bridge at 21011'N/l0 6005E. As BLUE Plight wasn enroute to the
target, three MIG-173 jumped them In the vicinity of 2101l'N/106*16'E.

2. MISSION ROUTEiN BLUE Flight departed Karat, refueled over the Gulf of Tonkin, proceeded North and
then turned West to enter Route Package IV about 12 miles North of Cam Ph& Harbor.
The flight then flew West zo 2101414N/1060251E and turned Southwest into the Delta

fl where they were attacked by a flight of MIU-17s. Return route wasn the reverse of
above.

U3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
P-105D BLUE 1. 2. 3. 14

-2 -3000 lb bombs
I centerline 650 gallon fuel tank
1 -20mm cannon (1029 Hounds)
All F-1OS. were camouflaged.

NIG-17 MIG 1. 2.. 3LGTCNIIN RO OECUTR.

1 MIG-17 appeared camouflaged.
2MIG-17s were grey silver in color.

4. FLGT_ _DT1_ _PIRTOECONE

Weather: Haze layer fron surface to 6000 ft. Visibility in haze 14-5 miles.
Visibility above haze -very good.

pBLUE MIG
1 2 3 41 2

3Altitude: 3,000 ft 3,000 ft +
Feading: 2540 25140
Speed 550 550 +
Fuel State: Apo 000ls nnw
Flight Fornation:Aprx 000lbUnon

Unknown - probably fluid four with wingmen spread 6-800 ft, 200-300 back, and,-
elements spread 1500 ft about 100o200 back. Apparently the element was deployý,Utto

rA the right.

~ I5. INITIAL DETECTION
Area MIG warnings were being broadcast on a regular basis.-byr the radar picket

aircraft. The flight in front of BLUE Plight (Event 1I-60X)wa's attacked by MIGs as
well as about four other flights in front of BLUE Fliat<` The MIGs in this event
were initially observed in the 6 o'clock high posi~ei

6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE Flight immediately jettisoned, e nance and tanks and broke hard right.

BLEladpse wit:ITUATIONDftEof oneT2IG head-on. Neither fired. BLUE 1, 2,

an 3 hoetaddfry thepcoasth let an tiharped. Back 4wa forced to modify his break
U ~collision with %D1.IJ~3's centerline tank. As BLUE 14 came back to t right a MI10-17

was at his 6 _--~idock firing. BLUE 14 broke left and down and shook ;he 1410. B3LUE 14
again turneT east to rejoin his flight, saw a MIG-lT in front of him and fired,
obse'rv~jif hits on the 1410. The MIG broke left and down with BLUE 4 passing 2-300 ft
ovpvr 'im. BLUE 14 continued to the coase' to rejoin his flight.

.SECRET23
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S. ORDNANCE

(No. fired/No. hits)

BLU 1 2 3Cannon Remarks
BLUE 1 2, 30/0

BLUE 4 300/Yes Sparkles on wing arnd fuselage

MIG 1 Yes/No Fired at BLUE 4, no hits. -

M4IG 2, 3 ?N

11. DATA SOURCES
ProJect Interviews: None

Letters: None

Messages. Reports:

Rdsuad 388TFW P01 03098 Sept 66.

OPREP-3. 7AF DOCO 25836 Sept 4-
12. ARRAIVE AD DOI 30492 aet 6

12. ARRAIVEDESCRI!PTJ@t

BLUE Fligh~t-o? four F-105Ds was about the eighth flight in a stream of ten strike fi
flights att~oking JCS 16, a railroad/highway bridge located 16 miles northeast of
Hanoi at_2IPll'N/l 06*05'E. The bridge was under attack for either the second or third
consqo;ive day. Area MIG calls were being transmitted by the radar picket aircraft
4C MEYE) and most of the flights in front of BLUE Flight had been attacked by MIGs.

eflights were separated by 3-5 minute 'LOTs. The flight immediately in front of

BLUE Flight (Event 11-60) had been forced to jettison their ordnance to escape from

250 Ten miles short of the target while BLUJE Plight was at 3000 ft 550 kts, heading 31
24,three !4I0-17s were spotted closing from 6 o'clock high. BLUE Flight broke

hard right and jettisoned armament. BLUE 4 was forced to turn back to the left
momentarily to duck BLUE P's centerline tank. As BLUE 4 pulled back to the right) he
saw one MIG-17 on his tail and muzzle f'lashes were coming from the nose of the MIG.
BLUE 4 broke left and down to shake the MIG.

BLUE 1 'passed within 200 ft head-on, to -one of the MIGs, as he came cut of the
break. Neither the MIG nor BLUE Lead fired at each other, and BLUE 1, 2) and 3 headed
for the coast at high speed.

As BLUE 4 attempted to rejoin the flight, he obeerved another MIG-17 between I
himself and his flight In the vicinity of 21011'N/106020'E. He manc-uvered until he
was on the MIG's tail and then fired 300 Rounds of 20mm) and observed sparks o~n the
wing and luselage of the MIG. The MIG broke lefc and down and BLUE 4 passed 200-300
ft over him and continued to the coast to rejoirn his flight. As.BLUJE passed over
the MIG, he observed North Vietnamese markings.
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I -Event 11-60

Aircraft Involved: Two F-105a vs four WIG-17s
Result: No Damage
Vicinity of Encounter: 2111'N/106013'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 21 September 1966/1030H
Two F-1054 (BLUE Flight) were on a strike mission against JCS Target 16 (21012'N/i 106°00'E), a railroad/highway bridge northeast of Hanoi. BLUE was originally a four ship

flight, but BLUE 3 had ground aborted for an oil pressure malfunction, and BLUE 4 aborted
for radio failure. This was a multiple flight strike, and encounter took place as BLUE
Was approaching their target.

2. MISSION ROUTE
SFlight departed Korat via direct Brown Anchor refueling track, direct 21°11'N/107*30,E,

21013'N/107022'Eo 21013'N/106050'E, 21013'N/1060 25'E, 21008'N/1060 18E, 21011'N/106012'E,
21011'N/106*13'E (MIG engagement), 210 08'N/106010'E, 210 11'N/106030.E, 21o09'N/107 0 25'E,
2108'N/107030'E, Brown Anchor, direct Korat.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

F-105 BLUE I BLUE 2
2 - 3,000 lb bombs 2 - CEU 2?
1 - 650 gal centerline tank 2 - 450 gal arop tanks

• Camouflage paint Camouflage paint
Vector equipment Vector equipment

MIG-17 MIG 1. 2. 3. 4
Unknown

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Unknown
BLUE 1. 2 MIO 1. 2 MIG 3. 4

Altitude: 3,000 ft 2,500 ft 12,000 ft
Readrng: 2540 2700 2700
Seo17' 4175 KTAS 500+ 500+

wFutel State: unknown unknown unknown
• Plight Formation:

Wide fighting wing with #2 on leader's right side.

5. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE 2 sighted two MIO-l7s rolling Into his 6 o'clock position level at 41-6,000 ft
range. He also spotted two more MIG-17s at 8 o'clock high (approximately 12,000 ft). Time

U was 1030H, approximately two minutes prior to TOT.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight jettisoned external tanks, lit afterburners, and broke hard left into the

MIGs.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT; BLUE Plight made a hard left break into the attacking MIGs. The MIGs overshot and
zoomed up and over the top of BLUE 1. BLUE 1 reversed back into the MIG flight and picked
them up out front at approximately 4,000 ft range. The MIGs were climbing out through 6-
8,000 ft in a gentle left turn at high airspeed. The MIGs held their high mach (in after-
burner), and BLUE I was unable to set up for a gun shot before the MIGs went out of range.

•I BLUE Flight was now over the target area, and receiving 85 rmm AA fire, so BLUE 1 continued
his right turn back around to an easterly heading and egressed the area. The total engage-
ment time was approximately one minute. The high element of MIGs (at 12,000 ft) never
descended to join the encounter.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE 2 had one 450 gal drop Lnk which did not feed. It was Jettisoned full prior to

i •the engagement.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Comments on This Encounter

BLUE 1 felt the RI0s had no intention of continuirLg the engagement after he and number
2 jettisoned their ordnance. The MIGs came in at a relatively high airspeed using their
altitude to gain overtake and angle off. When the MIGs overshot, they made no attempt toSECRET,. 235
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yoyo or gain lateral separation. They merely climbed away at high airspeed probably figuring
their mission was complete when they forced the F-105s to jettison their ordnance short of
the target.

Switchology entered this engagement when BLUE 1 reversed and got behind the M103. He
stated he did not have sufficient time to reset his sight for an air-to-air mode before the
1MI1s were out of range and pulling away. He felt that he might have been able to get a kill
If he had beeen carrying a OAR-8 type missile.

BLUE 1 was also disappointed in the extremely rapid airspeed loss of the P-105 when it
is racked into hard turns.

BLUE 2 had high praise for the P-105 electronic countermeasure equipment (warning sys-
tems, etc,) and felt that they should be in all aircraft.
Comments from Overall Experience

BLUE 2 sees no advantage in trying to make one single airplane a Jack-of-all-trades.
Felt each different aircraft should be designed for a specific job. He also sees only a
limited value for an aircraft with a two-man crew.

11. DATA SOURCES
Profect Interviews: BLUE 1, 4 Jan 67; BLUE 2, 15 Mar 67
K~iee ports:

* 7thAF OPREP-4/4714 Z11934Z Sep 66 DOCO 25857

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight was the first of five F-105D attack flights from Korat. Their target was
JCS 16, the Dap Cau railroad/highway bridge located at 21*11'N/106 0 05'E about 16 miles
northeast of Hanoi. The Korat force followed a force from Takhli on this date and this was
the second or third consecutive day that this bridge was under attack. Each flight was
fragged in with a TOT separation of 3-5 minutes, so that the target was subjected to waves
of attack for a period of 45 minutes to an hour.

BLUE Flight departed Korat, refueled over the Gulf of Tonkin, proceeded north and then
turned east to enter RF VI about twelve miles north of Cam Pha Harbor. BLUE 3 ground aborted
for oil pressure malfunction and BLUE 4 aborted for radio malfunction. Thus, BLUE Flight
was reduced to two aircraft, one carrying two 3,000 pound bombs and the other carrying four
CBU-24s with BLUE 2 in spread position on the jight. BLUE 2 had one 450 gal tank that would
not feed and jettisoned it over the mountains.

BLUE Flight received numerous SAM calls, with indications of SAM activity on their
vector equipment as they flew west from the coast toward the target. About 15 miles from
the target as BLUE Flight was descending out of the mountains into the flat delta, BLUE 2
called, "Tally-ho two MIGs level-low, coming up, 4-6,D00 ft range at 7 o'clock.!' BLUE lead
was at 3000 ft, 475 KTAS, heading 2540 with the two MI~s at about 2500 ft.

BLUE.1 did not receive the call dlearly becausb of excessive radio chatter, and thought
BLUE 2 said "MIGs high at 8 o'clock." BLUE 1 immediately identified two MIG-17s-at his 8
o'clock position about 12,OO. ft altitude. He was able to identify the MIGs by their sil-
houette. The two high MIGs were in a pursuit attack, but too far out to fire. BLUE 1
jettisoned his empty 650 gal centerline fuel tank and increased his airspeed thinking that
he could outrun the MIGs to the target as he had in fact done on the previous day, where
the MIGs broke off when the flak became thick.

BLUE 1, now about 10 miles from the target, was still watching the two high MIGs
attempting to cut him off when BLUE 2 called "They are getting close." The excited tone of
BLUE 2's voice compelled BLUE 1 to take his eyes off of the two high MIGs and look around.
BLUE 1 immediately saw two more MI~s at his 7 o'clock level about 3000 ft range and closing.
BLUE 1 had over 500 kts airspeed, but-he could see the underside of the MI~s and knew the
MIS had lead on him. BLUE 1 broke hard left into them, Jettisoned his bombs and as the
MI~s passed over him reversed.

When BLUE 1 jettisoned his ordnance, the MIGs ceased tracking, unloaded the wings,
and with afterburner still going zoomed over BLUE 1. The MI~s were 3-4000 ft in front of
BLUE 1 before he could pick them up again after reversing. BLUE 1 was attempting to set
up his sight for air-to-air, but gave up when the MI~s were 6-8000 ft going away in an easy
left turn toward Hanoi and the 85 mm anti-aircraft artillery in the target area began shoot-
Ing at BLUE Flight. BLUE Flight had no ordnance at this time so they broke down and right
for the hills. The position of the two high MI~s was unknown so BLUE Flight accelerated to
1.15 (760 KCAS) and held this speed until well clear of the area. The rest of the flight
was relatively uneventful.

.1t is possible that this is the tank described in Event II-54.
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Ivent X-I41

Aireraft Involved: Four T-20%s mone NI
Result: slitln ogoo
Vlicnity of amooer: 11*'/lVIO44*a99L

1. PRIMARY NISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 22 Uptember 1966/0845M
Pour P-105s (BLUE Flight) were eeewoting and providing C ewvrWt rt P-105 strum

torces. All aircraft airborne, thivw% tankers ism Im target area m tme. tatheir man
below minimum operatlimg standards over the targpt area. TIraibllUtj 2-312 miles at1500 ft.

2•. MISSION ROUTE

BLUE FPlight departed Karat aas randeavaiuto with tanker (Or e Amn W) en t

proceftded north to Red River and Into the tarUet aUea erosalLa the ear•t ems of 1
Ridge. ' -ather iorced SLUE F',1ght back out or tarqet area. IM FYllt set up oeflt
around A Thq and Yen L•/i area". trolling fo rlK sites •hile the Strike rrcesbomed
taagets of opportunIty along the P-4 River. A.lter 8trlte treore eo"lAe bom.ng, am
Plight bombed a bridge an went ois. ort Pled Bluer acre"m ti the toma or lTeo •ai tone
returnod to Korat AS.

Z. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

3 PF-i05 BLUE 1 (7-1057). 2 (P-105D

2 - SHRIKE (AON-45)
2 - Rocket pods (LAU-3)
2 - 45O gal. wing tanks
20mm (N-61 gun)

P-105 BLUE 3 and 4 (F-105D)
6 - 750-lb bombs, 2 - 450 gal. wing tanks
20mm (M-61 cannon)

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Clear - 3-mile visibility In haseI' tt"•e : 9000 ft

eading: 1800
S"e !450 kt
U, 5-6000 lb
flight Formation:

5. INITIAL DETECTION
Ue BLUE 3 called MIG-21 of 5 o'clock level with BLUE Flight. Flight was descending -in3 left turn, toward south.

6. ACTION INITIATED

*l i BLUE Flight continued making left turn to about 3600 while descending to 3-4000 ft,
and then broke right and down into haze layer.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
ei BLUE 1 was looking for the MIG but did not see it. BLUE 3 lost visual contact in

E the haze but BLUE 4 saw a belly view of it high and 7000 ft away (silver color). BLUE
Flight continued right turn and BLUE 1 observed an airplane high (9-10,000 ft) and
3-4 miles away heading for Hanoi area. No chase was initiated because the MIG was not a
throat any more.

11. DATA SOURCES
Pro 0ct Interviews: Statement by BLUE Lead pilot, 14 Mar 1967.Iessaie Reports: Incident Summary from OPPEP-3/PINNACLE/377 (388TFW) 22 Sept 1966

12. NARRATIVE

See Sections 5, 6 and 7.
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Aircraft Involved: Your 7-105O vs on* MIO-21

Result: Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter: 21 0 40'N/104 0 25'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 28 September 1966/unknown
A flight of four P-105s (BLUE Flight) egressing from unknown type mission In NMN.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Unknown

BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
Altitude: 9,000 ft

Headina:2100
1150 KTAS3 1l State: Unknown

Plilht Formation: Unknown

S. INITIAL DETECTION
B.•,tJ 4 sighted a single delta-wing aircraft (probably M10-21) directly above BLUEFl•ght and slightly off BLUE 4's left wing. Unidentified aircraft was in left turn, head-

ll6 1400, at an estimated altitude of 17,000 ft. Bogey was under observation for only 10
to 15 seconds when it disappeared into haze.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight kept constant check of 6 o'clock position, but bogey was not seen again.

11. DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews: NoneMesazes, Reports:

3i 3688TFW, OPREP 4/466

-|
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Event 11-63

Aircraft Involved: Four P-105Ds and tour MIO-218

Result: Sighting only.

Vicinity of Encounter: 21°55'N/104*°0'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 28 September 1966/1725H

A flight of four F-lO5Ds (BLUE Plight) had just crossed the Red River inbound. Type

mission is unknown.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Unknown.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

F-105D BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4

Unknown

RIO 1. 2.3. 4
Silver color

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Unknown (possibly undercast with haze)
BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4

Altitude: 13,000 ft
0300
400 kt

tate: unknown

Flight Formation: unknown

S. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE Flight sighted four MIG-21s in modified trail formation at their 12 o'clock posi-

tion. MIGs were 10 to 20 nmi away, heading approximately 2200, and altitude 10,000 ft.

Time of sighting was 1725H.

6. ACTION INITIATED

No attempt to engage was executed by either flight. MIGs were headed into the sun,.

and apparently never had visual contact with BLUE Flight. They disappeared from sight when

they went down into clouds and haze layer.

11. DATA SOURCES

I Project Interviews: None
M~ijiges, Reports:

388TFW, OPREP 4/478

U
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Event II-64

"Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs two NIG-172

Results: No damage

Vicinity of Encounter: 21613'M/105042'E

1. 'PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 8 October 1966/1545H
Pour 1-105s (BLUE Flight) on strike mission against a target between Hanoi and Phuc Yen.'

2. MISSION ROUTE
BLUE Flight departed Takhli, route unknown.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONSP-105 BLUE 1, 2. 3.,4

Bombs, external tanks, QRC-160 pod on left outboard station.

41 FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Altitude: 2-5,000 ft AOL
:e d 3150

pa0-sae Unknown

Flight Formation: Unknown

S. INITIAL DETECTION
One minute out from target, BLUE Flight saw two MIG-17s at 2 o'clock. 2000 ft AOL,

turning into their flight.

6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE Flight went afterburner and used speed to outrun the MRIs.

7. SITUATION OEVELOPNENT
BLUE Flight continued and hit the target. As they came off the target heading 315*

at 2 to 5,000 ft they were engaged by two more MIG-17s (possibly same aircraft). One MIG
made a head-on firing pass (cannon) at BLUE 3. and the other a 6 o'clock firing pass (can-
non) at BLUE 4. Neither aircraft received any hits, but low fuel prevented BLUE Flight
from engaging the MIas. BLUE Flight's high airspeed enabled them to break the contact and
egress the area.

8. ORDNANCE
BLUE Flight - no ordnance fired
M10-1 - one gun pass/no'hits
MIG-2 - one gun pass/no hits

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
th None reported.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
None

11. DATA SOURCES
Pro ect Interviews: BLUE 1 (Lead)
Messages, Reports:

7"1 081438Z Oct 66, DOCO 26722
7AF 082232Z Oct 66, DIO 30617

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight's first MIG sighting was while inbound to the target on heading 1350 at

2,000 ft AOL. BLUE Flight observed two MlO-21s heading NE at 21026'N/105o45'E. These MIGs
made no attempt to engage flight. BLUE Flight continued toward target at same altitude and
heading. As the flight passed 2nmi SE of Phuo Yen airfield, they noticed several MIGs orbit-
ing the runway. The MIGs appeared to be meeting thb 1-105 strike flights head-on about one
"and a hal nmi ou' then attempting to turn in and fall into a 6 o'clock position on the
-105s. BLUE Flignt sighted two MIO-173 at their 2 o'clock position going to 3 o'clock

iOPREP 0814382 gives tirget as JCS 71 which is apparently garbled.
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level, turning into their flight at 6 nml range. BLUE Flight selected afterburner and in-creased their airspeed to 550 ETAS, the MIGs tell Into trail, but were well out of combatrange and unable to close. BLUE Flight continued on the same heading and altitu4e for 60sea., executed a pop-up maneuver, and delivered their bombs on the designated target. Theflight pulled off target and picked up a reciprocal heading of 3150 at 2,000 ft to 5,000 ftaltitude. At 21013'N/10550'E two MIG-17s (possibly the saae aircraft sighted prior topop-up) engaged BLUE Plight. One K10 got well lined up, and executed a head-on firing pass(cannon) against BLUE 3, while the other made a firing pass (cannon) at !UE -tfom his 6
o'clock position. BLUE 1 stated that the rounds came close to BLUE 3, but neither aircraftreceived a hit. BLUE Flight was low on fuel due to afterburner operation, and could notremain in an engagement with the MIGs. BLUE Flight was still carrying a high airspeed andused this advantage to break contact and continue straight out on their egressio,.4.

A B10 EYE EC-121 on station at 2000'N'107O0'E had given eight MIG warninjs between 1540Hand 1617H during the time of this engagement. However, the MIGs encountered by BLUE Plight werenot specifically correlated with these warnings.

A

a:.
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Aircraft Involved: Four 7-105s vs four MIO-?ls
Result: No damage confirmed (one MID, possible

damage)
Vicinity of Encounter: 2l11O'N/lO5*5O'E

Fou F-0s(LEFigt na re reconnaissance and flak suppression mission in

Package VI-A were egressing from target JCS 51. Multiple strike flights were deployed .Against this target. No mention is maeo LE3ad4atrsato hsengagement.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Unknown - Flight had approached target area heading SE along the SW edge at Thud
Ridge (approximately 21030'N/105 0 38'E).

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
P-105D BLUE 1.2.3,4

4 -CBU-24 each aircraft
2 -450-gal fuel tanks (inboard stations)
1 QRC-160 ECM pod (BLUE 1,3, and 4 only)
IF? and camouflage paint (all aircraft)

1410-21 MIG 1 and 2
Silver color (shiny)
No noticeable external tanks or ordnance
No identifying insignia

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Clear, some low haze along Red River and around Hanoi area.

Altitude: 7000 ft 6000 ft
Heading:. Southerly, in a left turn coming off target

Speed:----------------------450 KIAS -------------
Fuel State: Unknown (BLUE 2 had 5000 lb at termination

of attack.)3Flight Fornation: BLUE 2 was in a left climbing turn approximately 2 n mi
behind BLUE 1, and cutting him off in the turn for a

r5 rejoin. They had just pulled off a CBU drop on target.5;5. INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE Flight had been receiving 1410 and SAM alerts from IRON. HAND flights, and 1410warnings from BIG EYE, EC-121 stationed at 20000'N/107000'E. BLUE 2 sighted four

MIU-21a in elements of two at 9 o'clock high (2 to 3 n mi range). The 14105 wera in a
descending pursuit curve heading 2700 at a speed of approximately 550 kts. The 14IGeLements were in a close fighting wing position with about 500 ft linear separationbetween leader and, wingman, and the wingman 50-60 degrees behind the lead.

6. ACTION INITIATEDI, BLUE 1 and 2 jettisoned their external tanks and MER racks, lit afterburner, andcontinued in the left climbing turn. BLUE 3 and 4~ slid out wide about 2 n mi behindBLUE 2.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENTB IG 1 pressed attack on 13LUE 1 and ro:lled out in front of BLUE 2. 1410 2 passed under
BLUE 2'. nose and was not seen again. 1410 3 and Ij overshot a pass at BLUE 2 and reinitiated,II ~but fell way back in trail and high. BLUE 2 fired 20 nun burst at 1410 1 (no visible damage).

1401broke off attack on.BLUE 1, but BLUE 1 was hit by AA f~.re and flamed out. BLUE3 ~2 broke off attack on 1410 1 to assist his leader. BL.UE 1 made a successful airstart,-and BLUE Flight rejoined and egressed the area.n

8. ORDNANCE

* (No. fired/No. hits)
-20 mm (NEI) Remarks

BLUE?2 1/0 BLUE 2 thinks he nay possibly have hit
1410, but he saw no visual evidence.
235 rounds fired.
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23mm Cannon Remarks

MI0 1 2/0 BLUE I stated MIO may have fired
several bursts at him.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE 2's gun camera did not work.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience
Total P-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE 2 5000 200 20 BLUE 2 had previous air-to-air
experience in Korea; 66 missions air-
to-ground In F-86; 35 missions air-to-air
in the F-86. BLUE 2 estimated he had
10-12 encounters and 5 or 6 engagements
with MIOs during Korean conflict.

Comlents on this Encounter

a. BLUE 2 had no trouble turning with and tracking the MIG. He was able to hold
lead, but initial range was too far out to fire. At 600 KIAS, holding 5 to 6 "g's",
he was unable to get a rapid rate of closure even in afterburner. BLUE 2 felt M10 may
have had control problems due to high airspeed. He was sure MIG could have turned
tighter at a slower speed. MIG appeared to be executing a Jinking maneuver during the
left turn. All of a sudden his right wing would tip down and he would make a quick
motion to the right. BLUE 2 originally thought this maneuver to be some sort of evasive
action, but finally decided the MI1 was having control difficulties. BLUE 2 tracked MIO
for approximately 30 seconds, and felt he could have gotten a kill eventually if he had
not been forced to break off and help his leader.

b. BLUE 2 stated he thought our pilot skill and capability were far superior to
those of the MI1 pilots. Felt MIG pilots to be somewhat timid in their attack - as
though they wanted to make one quick high speed pass, and then get out.

c. Judging by the type intercept (pursuit curve) and relative position at initial '3
sighting, BLUE 2 felt that the MIGs were under OCI control throughout the engagement.

d. BLUE 2 did not have time to reset his switches for "guns air" during his firing
pass. Stated he was forced to put his head in the cockpit as he was trying to set up
from bombing switch configuration to air-to-air configuration. II

e. BLUE 2 stated all flights had a great deal of communications problems coming off
target. This was due to saturation of the radio frequency rather than being an equipment
reliability factor.

11. DATA SOURCES
ProJect Interview: BLUE 2, 2 Feb 1967.

I ~Messages :
7AF DOCO 26723 081438Z Oct 1966 "

7AF DIO 30617 082232Z Oct 1966

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight had Just expended ordnance on the target and was pulling out at aboutI 890Go rt. altitude and turning left. BLUE 2 saw two MIG-213 and called out "21 attacking

at 9 o'clock high." He first saw two and when he looked back there were two more behind.

The RIGs were in elements of two, strung out with 500 ft. linear separation, but in a
fighting wing, 50-60 degrees back from the leader.

As the first two I10-21s came in, they singled out BLUE 1. The lead MIG, in a 900
bank, attempted to pull lead on BLUE 1 and passed in front of BLUE 2. The MIG closed
to within 3000-6000 ft of BLUE 1, with about 100 kts overtake. BLUE 2 did not have
sufficient time to set up his gunsight, and with a fixed pipper, depressed for bombing,
fired a 2 1/2 see burst. BLUE 2 pointed the nose and visually estimated the lead
but no hits were observed.

The RIO then broke off his attack on BLUE 1 and continued 1/2 turn with afterburner
going. The trailing two MI0s passed behind BLUE 2 in an overshoot, went high, and were
not seen again. The second MIG of the first section also passed out of sight below and
in front of BLUE 2. Although BLUE 1 was not able to turn with the MIG, BLUE 2 could do so.

As the first MIG broke off from BLUE 1, BLUE, 2 cleaned off his aircraft and lit the
afterburner, and followed the MIO. He then configured the weapon system for guns air
and set the radar up. Although BLUE 2 Is not positive that he obtained a radar lock, the

analogue was in the 4~-5 position which indicated radar lock-on but that the target was out
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Event 11-65

of r . BLUE 2 oontinued to track the 1a and closed on him. BLUE 2 was at 8,000-
10,000 ft altitude, 600 KIAS and was pulling about 4' g's. The 141 appeale4 to be jinkingin front or BMUE 2 but he relt that the KIO was really having control difficulties. *

After the MIG had broken oft from BLUM 1, BVL!! 1 and BLUE 2 were tired on byS85 ms risk.

Am BLUR 2 closed on the NIO, he heard BLUE I call that BLUE 1 had been hit by rlak
so BLUE 2 broke oft to join an BLUE 1.

BLUE I was. hit by flak and at 1550K, 16,000 ft, heading 2700 and the damage caueed
the engine to flame out. While attempting an air start at 10,000 ft at 2109'N/1050351'
he observed a SAN from a site at 21012'N/105"3"'1 on a headlng of 180 degrees alimbin .
peast stid about 1,000 ft from the aircraft. BLUE 1 did not see the missile detonate,
and no evasive action was taken duo to the flameout. Subsequent air start was successful.

BLUE 2 felt that either OCI or the second MIG element had warned N1O-1 that BLUM 2
was closingE an him.

BLUE 2 made a EP rejoin on BLUE I and the flight egressed.
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U SECRET
Event 11-66

Airoraft Involved: Pour P-105O vs three NIG-17i
and two 1(20-21s

Result: No Daiage
Vicinity of Znoounter: 21013'N/1OSO•T'Z

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Dat*/Tlme: 8 October 1966/1545H

Plight oa t-05 (BLUE Flight) on a strike aLs81on (target unknown). Target was
Probably In vicinity of 21010'N/1O5*5019.

i. MISSION ROUTE
Unknown

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
r,-15 BLUE 1. 2. A. 4

External tanks (type and also unknown)

S~~~~~E:-To .xternal tanks

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Veather: High cirrus, 5 mile visibility in hatg.

BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
Alt tude: 1,000 ft AOLHalg: 1350

540 kta
* State: Unknown

Flight Formation: Unknown

5. INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE Flight observed three NIO-l7s drop their external tanks and turn In on them from

BLUto 4 o'clock high position at a range of 6-8,000 ft.
6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE Flight went afterburner and accelerated to 600 kta.

7.. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
NIGs were seen to drop way back in their. 6 o'clock position. BLUE Flight popped up

and began their dive bomb run. DurIng the dive run, BLUE Flight sighted two MIO-21s at
3 o'clock, apparently initiating an attack on BLUE Leader. After bomb release, BLUE Flight
jettisoned their external tanks and turned In behind the NIOs. The MIOs were in a loose
trail formation, and slightly offset to the side. As BLUE Flight closed in at 6 o'clock,
4,000 ft range, the MIs broke up and left towards the south. No engagement followed. BLUE
Flight pushed over and right, descended to 500 ft AOL, accelerated to 755 ktsa, and egressed
the area.

6. ORDNANCE
None

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None reported

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Elxerlence: Unknown
Comments on this Encounter

BLUE 2 stated the MINs broke up and away right after he turned his radar to the search/
attack mode. He felt the MI0 may have had a radar warning system.

11. DATA SOURCES
Pr9 Oct Interviews: None
Nessaaes. Reports:

Letter from BLUE 2jI 7AP Message 082232Z Oct 66 DIO 30617
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4-' ]Went 11-6T

libAircraft• Involved: Four F-1Ose vs four NIO-lTs
Result: No Damage

Vicinity of Enoounter: 2111'N/105o50o5

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tlme: 8 October 1966/151H

A flight of four F-10Ss (BLUE Plight) were on a multiple flight strike mission
against JCS Target 051, at 21010'N/105050'9. Flight was making a final tesot on the
QRC-160 SC' pods.
2. MISSION ROUTE

talTr e overall route is unknowm; however, the flight made its Ingress and grifes totargt alongK the N. aide of Thud Ridge.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

P61OS BLUR I. 2. 3. 4
•~ J OO-lb bombs

2 5O-al drbop tanks

SQRC-160 ECK pod

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Unknown

BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
Altitude: 12,000 ftI , Approx. SE

500 kt
Fiifl7State: Unknown
Fliht FoMation:

Unknown on Inbound leg. Loose extended trail (coming off target) with a slight
lateral separation between the wingman and leader of each element.

S. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE 3 made the first sighting, inbound, wnen he spotted two MIG-17s at their 3 o'clock
position at approximately 6000 ft altitude. These MIOs approached BLUE Flight, but either
did not see them or elected not to give chase because of the F-105 speed advantage.

As the flight came off target (right turn out), BLUE 2 sighted two bogeys at their
7 o'clock position, 3 to 4 miles. Seconds later BLUE 4 called two more mias at hisI 6 o'clock closing.

6. ACTION INITIATED 4

BLUE Flight proceeded on in to the target after the first sighting as the RlIs made

no attempt to engage. BLUE Flight went afterburner when BLUE 2 called out second sighting.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
Nothing occurred during the first sighting as the MIOs made no attempt to engage.

BLUE Flight went into afterburner when BLUE 2 called second sighting. Shortly after
BLUE 2 called bogey's range decreasing to 2 to 3 miles, BLUE 4 called out two more NIGs
In his 6 o'clock position. BLUE Flight continued straight outbound for approximately
two minutes when BLUE 2 initiated a cross-over on lead to check position of the RIGs.
BLUE 2 observed a MIG-17 at BLUE 4's 6 o'clock, range 6000 ft. During the cross-over,
the MIO broke off the engagement, pulling up and heading back towards Phuc Yen. BLUE
Flight was low on fuel, and the leader decided to proceed home rather than turn back
and engage the MIOs.
B. ORDNANCE

None expended

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

None

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience: Unknown
Comments on this Encounter:

BLUE 2 feels that the fighting wing position (500 to 1000 ft behind lead within a
600 cone) in the P-105 is not conducive to mutual support. Due to the reduced visibility
In the F-l05, he felt that a wider spread formation, 3tacked either level or slightly
low was far preferable to the fighting wing position in a defensive environment. BLUE 2
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was unable to set the MeZs in trail with BLUE 4 until he actually turned and crosaed
from one side of BLUE leader to the other.

BLUE 2 stated that Itf the MIG had been equipped with mYisiles, they probably
would have downed BLUE 4. He assumed they had only cannon@, because BLUE Flight had
done no hard Jinking as they came oft the target and the N1O0 had closead well within
missile ftiring range.

11. DATA SOURCES

Projeot Interviews: BLUE 2, 3 February 1967.
ieaidest: TAP 2232 Z October 1966, I)O 30617.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

See Items DT and 010.
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SECRET
Event 11-68

Aircraft Involved: Pour P-105O vs one MIO-19
and one MIG-15 or -17

Result: 31ghting only

"Vicinity of Encounter: 21e15 'N/10 100•h 3

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: _ October 1966/Believed to be daylight, p.m.

Four F-105s (BLUE Plight) on strike mission against highway bridge (Route Package V).
Mission was one of several In general area and along Red River.
2. MISSION ROUTE

Departed Korat; then to unknown refueling track thence via TACAN Channel 79, via
TACAN Channel 97 to target (approx. 21*15'N/lO40O8'IS.

3, AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

P-10S BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4

6 - 750-lb bomnb (Mkll7) (Z outboard and 4 centerline)
2 - 150-gal fuel tanks - inboard
1029 rounds 20mm (HEI)
TACAN operating - IFP standby - radar standby
Camouflage paint
BLUE 1 and 3 only - ECK vector equipment

Unknown

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather, Scattered cirrus at various levels over Laos - broken layer at 10,000 ft W of

target - patchy scattered clouds In target area with visibility 50 miles plus.

BLUE

Altitude: 13K 13K 15K 15K
a!3rn: - NNE --------------------------

___-• 480 kt----------------------------
PeState: 11,000 lb----------------------

Plicht Formation: Fluid-Four.

FE S. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE Flight received MIG warnings from IRON HAND flight in area. BLUE 3 saw two
bogios in close formation at 2 o'clock position high.

'U 6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE Flight was nearing target and elected to continue straight on In while keeping
the unidentified aircraft under observation.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
The bogies paralleled BLUE Flight's course for a few minutes, then turned into them

with a gentle turn. BLUE 3 identified them as MIO-type aircraft and called for flight
to turn right. BLUE Flight made a 360 degree turn, passing approximately 5000 ft below
the MIGs. MIOs did not engage, rolled out eading W and egressed the area.

8. ORDNANCE

No ordnance expended.

9. EQUIPMENT PROILENS
None reported.

I SECRET
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Event 11-68

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experlenae

Total 7-105 Combat
Houra Hours KIM isions Remearks

BLUE3 4900 350 so Had received P-1I5
ACM training at Yokota,
Japan.

Coments on this Encounter

a. BLUE 3 felt F-105 needed better turning capability.

b. BLUE 3 mentioned need for simpler gunaight control (too many switch operations
to goet from air-to-ground to the air-to-air mode). Also said it would be nice to
utilize P-105 SIDEWINDER missile capability.

a. BLUE 3 stated that he felt more MIG sightings occurred when our aircraft avproached
targets from the east rather than the west.

11. DATA SOURCE

Project Interview: BLUE 2, BLUE 3, 15 February 1967.
iessaites: None

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
When BLUE 3 first called bogies, he could see only two dark specks in the sky.

There were no visible contrails and bogies appeared to be at 20,000 ft. As the bogies
turned to parallel BLUE Flight, BLUE 2 saw them. BLUE Flight elected to continue on
coarse and keep a watch on bogies. Finally bogies began a gentle turn Into flight
(estimated speed 500-540 kt), and BLUE 3 identified them as MIG-type aircraft. Both
had swept wings and one appeared to be a MrO-15 or -17, and the other a MIG-19. BLUE 3
called for a right turn, and BLUE Flight made a right descending 3600, 4L "g" turn in
afterburner, passing 5000 ft below and underneath the MIGs. The MIOs made no attempt
to engage, turned W, and egressed. BLUE Flight resumed course and proceeded to target.
BLUE 3 stated he felt the incident might have been a MIG instructor pilot showing a
student what the F-105 looked like.

i
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SECRET
Event 11-69

Aircraft Involved: Four P-105s vs twa MIO-21s

Result: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 210 13'N/1060 1 e2'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 3 November 1966/1556H

A flight of four P-lO5s (BLUE Plight) was proceeding outbound from a target in
North Vietnam.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Unknown.

31 AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

Unknown.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Unknown.

5. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE Flight sighted two MIG-21s, heading north, approximately 3 n mi away, at
3000 ft AGL.

BLUE Flight gave chase on the MIGs, and accelerated to 650 kt.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

Blue Plight chased the MIGs north, but :ould not close the distance between flights.
Blue broke off the chase at 21 0 29'N/106*40'E. The MIOs had been in a gradual climb, and
continued out of sight toward China.
8. ORDNANCE

Unknown.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

Unknown.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Unknown.

11. DATA SOURCES

r ctInterviews: None
ssages e~~ports: 7AF, 032324Z Nov 66, DIO 0761

- 12. .NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

See Items 5-7.
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Event 11-71

jjAircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs one MIO-21
Result: Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter: Approximately
21020'N/105o40'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: November 1966/unknown

A flight of four P-105s (BLUE Plight) were on a multiple flight strike mission
against the Phuc Yen POL (JOB Target 51.10). BLUE Flight had Just entered the target
area and reached a point 10 mi Nw or Phuc Yen airport.

2. MISSION ROUTE
BLUE Flight took the normal overland route via Yen Bal, and then SE down Thud

Ridge to the target. Point of origin is unknown.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4

1 - QRC - 160 ECM pod
MIG

Unknown

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: UnknownU BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
Altitude: 2500 ft
Heading: SE
Speed: Unknown inbound, 650 kt during egression
Fuel State: Unknown
Flight Formation: Unknown

II5. INITIAL DETECTION

alUR 2 sighted a MIG-21 rolling in and paralleling BLUE Flight's direction. The
MIG held at their 9 o'clock position, level, at 4000 ft range.

6. ACTION INITIATED
As the MIG posed no immediate threat, BLUE Flight took no evasive action, and

-continued on their bomb run.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

The MIG-21 followed BLUE Flight into the target. When BLUE popped up to 10,000
feet for their bomb delivery, the MIG remained at 2500 feet and made a level 1800
turn. The MIG made no attempt to engage. BLUE Flight came off the target, and made
their egression on a reciprocal heading to the inooard leg, increasing their airspeed
to 650 kt. The MIG was last observed breaking off, and turning back towards Phuc Yen.

8. ORDNANCE
None

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience: Unknown
Comments on this Encounter:

BLUE 1 felt the MIa pilots were not at all aggressive. He spotted several more
MIGS in the area during their egress, but none of them bothered his flight. BLUE
1 commented that the MIs over Phuc Yen didn't. venture over 8 n mi from their own
home base on that particular day.
Comments from Overall Experience;

Starting in the middle of November as the chances of being shot at by a SAM on a
given day decreased, the probability of being attacked by MIGs increased.
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11. DATA SOURCES

!x~etoL;net.1w: BLUE 1
mkeliglesReports: None

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

See Item 5-T & 10
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- . Event 11-72

lAircraft Involved: Four 7-105D* vs three NIG-21s

Result: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: Unknown

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Tim: November 1966/unknown

A flight of four F-lO5Ds (BLUE Flight) on a strike mission in North Vietnam.

11. DATA SOURCES

fProect Interviews: None
Kessaes, Reports: Letter from member of BLUE Flight

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight saw three MIG-21s high at 9 o'clock while inbound to the target. BLUE

continued to the target. As they were pulling off the bomb run, the MIOs turned into
the flight. BLUE flight accelerated and the MIGs turned away.

Event 11-73

Aircraft Involved: Four F-105Ds vs one MIG 21
Result: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: Unknown

1. PRIPMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Dace/Time: November 1966/unknown
A flight of four F-105Ds (BLUE Flight) on a strike mission in North Vietnam.

11. DATA SOURCES

Nessageb, Reports: Letter from BLUE 1.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE I sighted a MIG-21 at 9 o'clock high, 3 to 4 mi away. The MIG turned away.
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r I Event I1-74

Aircraft Involved: Four F-105 vs two IO-17s
Result: Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter: SW side of Thud Ridge

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATIONr Date/Time* November 1966/unknown
Four P-1059 (BLUE Flight) were proceeding southeast down the southwest side of Thud

Ridge, inbound tdward a target at the south end of the ridge. Due to the proximity of
Phuc Yen, the flight started a hard 1800 turn.

i 4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Clear along southwest side of Thud Ridge; the ridge itself was capped by16w clouds.

BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
Altitude: Unknown
fcading: Approximately 0900 In a hard left turn

fted: Unknown
7ueState: Unknown

li-ffghtFormation: Unknown

S. INITIAL DETECTION
After about 45 degrees of turn, BLUE 4 sighted two MIO-17s sliding by his tail In an

apparent overshoot.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight continued turn, as BLUE 4 was only man to see the MIGs, and did not callS~them out until flight had rolled steady, heading northwest.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

After the overshoot, the MIGs did not attempt to reattack. They proceeded southeastand entered the Phuc Yen defense area. BLUE Flight proceeded northwest, then crossed Thud
Ridge at the north end, headed back down the northeast side of the ridge, and on to hit
their target. No more MIG sightings were made. BLUE 1 had executed this round-about
routing to avoid overflying the Phuc Yen area defenses.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience

Total P-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE 1 Unknown 800 Unknown None
Comments on This Encounter: NoneComments from Overall Experience

BLUE 1 made the following comment concerning MIG tactics in the vicinity of ThudRidge. He felt the MIGs and their GCI network had a very well coordinated effort, and
good communications. He described the following tactic which was used continually when-ever there was a thin cloud deck in the area 12-3000 feet). The MIGs would positionthemselves on the opposite side of the cloud deck from the attacking strike flights; then
allow OCI to vector them into the strike aircraft's 6 o'clock position. When approximatelyII l to 2 nmi in trail, they would pop either up or down through the cloud layer and rightinto shooting position. Such a maneuver gave the strike flights little or no time toacquire the attacking MIGs before they were in a ftiring position. The MIGs would also use
a staggered trail formation (possibly 1 nmi apart) during this tactic; then if you made a
hard break to avoid one, you might be setting yourself up right in front of another as hepopped through the clouds. BLUE 1 stated this tactic was normally employed using threeMIGs rather than four.

S11. DATA SOURCES
Project Interview: BLUE 1

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
lE See Items 5-7.
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.vent 11-75

Aircraft Involved: Four P-105s vs four MIO-21a
Result: No Damage

Vicinity of Enoounter: 21 0 18'N/1059'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 2 December 1966/1425H

Bombing strike on the POL storage area at the end of Thud Ridge (JCS 51.10). BLUE
Plight was one of several F-105 flights in on the target. As the flight came off their
bomb run, they were attacked by two MIG-21a.

2. MISSION ROUTE

The aircraft departed Takh~i direct to Green anchor, direct to Channel 97, direct to
Red River, direct to Thud Ridge, down Thud Ridge to the target. Egress the reverse route.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

F-1O5D BLUE 1. 3
6 - 750-lb bombs
1 - AIM-9B missile
I - QRC-160 ECM pod
2 - 450-gal wing tanks
1029 rnds 20mm ammo.
BLUE 1 had IFF on, rest of flight had TACAN receive only, doppler on. radar in
standby and IFF standby.

F-105D BLUE 2. 4
6 - 750-lb bombs
2 - 450-gal. wing tanks
"1 - QRC-160 ECM pod
1029 rnds 20mm ammo.

All F-105s camouflaged.

MIG-21

I 2 - AA missiles
MIGs were not camouflaged23 or 37mm cannons unknown

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: 8000 ft overcast 2-3 miles in haze below clouds. Cloud tops 9-10,000 ft clear
above. Cloud cover extended from the Red River Valley down Thud Ridge to just
short of the target. The target itself was open.

Altitude: 8000 ft
: 3100 400 dive

Sped: 550 KCAS
FulState: 9000 lb

lht Formation: BLUE Flight was in its bomb run at the time the Ml1s were sighted.
BLUE I & 2 had dropped their bombs and were heading up the north side of Thud
Ridge. BLUE 3 was in the bomb run Just prior to drop, and BLUE-4 had rolled
in and was in his dive.

5. INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE 3 in the bomb run sighted two MIG 21s at his 2 o'clock position, two to three

miles away. BLUE Flight had heard MIG calls from Big Eye all the way down Thud Ridge.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 3 dropped bombs on target, engaged afterburner, and jettisoned the MER rack,

turning slightly left into the MIGs 8 o'clock position.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

As BLUE 3 pulled off the dive bomb run, he saw two MIa 21s attacking BLUE 2. BLUE 3
called a break as the MIG fired a AAM at BLUE 2 from range of about 1 mile. BlUE 3 11gain
called break as the MIG fired a second AAM; by this time BLUE 3 was abreast of the MIG and
as he turned into the MIG, the MIGs broke off to the right.

Five to six miles further up the Ridge. BLUE Flight was again Jumped by two MIG-218
attacking from 9 o'clock. The MIGa overshot BLUE 4. BLUE Flight was at a high speed bythis time and were able to outrun the MIGs in afterburner.
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S. ODONANCE

(No. fired/No. hits)
Soviet AAM Remarks

HID 1 2/0 The 2 AAMo fired could only be seen y WJLUE 3a s
long as the rocket motor burned. He was unable
to tell If they guided or not. It is assumed
that the violent maneuvering by BLUE 2 when
the missiles were fired caused the missile to
mise. Fired at BLUE 2.

9. EOQIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE 3 was not able to complete the switch changes necessary to change from a ground
attack mode to either missile or Sun's air. Recommends a more simple arrangement.

BLUE I also commented on the switch problem. There are too many steps involved and It
requires that you take your eyes off the target and look in the cockpit. The
rea•wa-rd visability in the P-105 Is very poor. It requires excessive maneuvering
or the aircraft to clear your 6 o'clock.

10. AIRCREV COMMENTS

Exmerience
Total P-105 Combat
Hours Hours Mislsons Remarks

BLUE 1. 2 Unknown
BLUE 3 1700 250 48 BLUE 3 gun and missile firing experience

limited. He had fired one missile In ADC,
some air gunnery during transition training.

BLUE 4 2600 600 35 Pilot had fired the AIM-9 and the M-61 cannon
during gunnery training at Nellie AFB, Nevada.
He had flown several air tactics flights in his
permanent organitation, Yokota AB, Japan.

Coimnts on this Encounter

BLUE 3 overshot a good firing position and was up line abreast of the KID. A reason
for this was his preoccupation with trying to set switches for missiles air. He never
did get bia'switches set properly to fire a missile or the gun.

BLUE 3 could not yo-yo to get on the lead MI due to the cloud deck.

BLUE 4 did not have an AIM-9; he did have an opportunity to fire one on one of the
MIGs as It pulled up high on an overshoot. BLUE 4 recommends a low drag AAM for external
carMr on the 105. Possibly an AIM-9B. The high speed capability of the P-105 to outrunthe KIOs at low altitude was the big factor in this engagement.

BM 4 - The MID warnings past the first one were not useful since specific informa-
tieo about the RIGs altitude and flight direction were not given.

11. 9ATA SOURCES

Project Interviews: BLUE 3 (4i Feb 1967). BLUE II (2 Dec 1966) 13
Moeace Reports:

TAP OPREP-11 DOCO 29646 021630Z Dec 66
TAP OPREP-4 DOCO 29688 030835Z Dec 66
7TA OPREP-3 DOCO 296714 030204Z Dec 66
JAY 'DIA DIA 002 022247Z Dec 66

12. NARRATIVE OESCRIPTICN

BLUE Flight was In the process of bombing JCS Target 51.10, an oil storage area at
the south end of Thud Ridge. BLUE 1 and 2 had bombed and were pulling off the target;
BLUE 3 sighted two NIG-21s at his 2 o'clock position In a diving turn in pursuit of BLUE 2.BLUE 3 was in his bomb run and dropped his bombs, engaged afterburner, Jettisoned the HER
rack and turned slightly left to engage the KIOs. BLUE 3 called BLUE 2, advising him that
he had two RIG-21s at 6 o'clock. The MIGs were now in position on BLUE 2 and MIO 1 fired
an &AM. BLUE 3 called "break left, break, break." BLUE 2 broke left, then right, and the
misslle missed. BLUE 3 was able to see the missile a" long as the rocket motor was burning,but lost eight of it at motor burnout. BLUE 3 was overtaking the MIGs at a high rate of
olosure; he came out of afterburner. As he came line abreast of MIG 2, the MHI broke hard
rigt away from BLUE 3 and out of the fight. MIG 1 fired a second AAM at PUE 2. BLUE 3
called break, missile away. BLUE 2 made a hard turn and the missile went past behind his
aircraft and hit In the hills. BLUE 3 was now closing rapidly en MIDO 1, trying to change
swlteh settings in the cockpit to missiles-air. BLUE 3 pulled up on the left side of the
MIO approximately 200 ft off his left wing. BLUE 3 turned Into the MI and the MIG broke
hard right and out of the engagement. BLUE Flight eontlinud NW up Thud Ridge; appoximatelyL- SECRET
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30 seconds later BLUR 3 spotted 2 N40-21s at his 11 o'clock in a left diving turn on
the flight. BLUE 3 oalle6 the flIght to go afterburner. BLUE Plight .was strung out in a
trail formation at this time and doing approximately 600 KCA3 at an altitude ot 6000 ft
MSL along the top of TI*ud Ridge 500-1000 ft above the ground. BLUE 1, 2 and 3 had no
trouble out-running the MIO8, but BLUE 4, the last man In the string, did make a left
level break Into the M10a as they approached his 8 o'clock positlon. The NIOs overshot
and went high on BLUE 4. He reversed and then used his speed advantage to outrun them and
egressed the area with the rest of the flight.

An EB-66 In the area ! ad experienced two MIO-21 look-one at .RB 210 and 160 (time
0415-1418H) at 21 50'N/10J '0'E while on SW heading at 30,000 ft. This B-66 also heard
the radio communication among the members oa BLUE Flight.

On egress BLUE 4 observed a SAk fired on %lue 1.

'a

i
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.vent 11-76

Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s ve one NMI-21

Result: No damageVioinity of Encounter: 21e•7'N/lO5e12'3

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 2 December 1966/130H

BLUE Flight of four F-lO5Ds on a bombing strike against JCS 51.10, a POL storage area
at the south end of Thud Ridge. There were several other flights in the area at the time,

with a total strike force of approximately 48 aircraft.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Takhli, direct to Green Anchor extend, direct to north station, direct to Red River,
direct to 21646'N/105o18'E direct Thud Ridge, direct target. Reverse route on the egress.

j 3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

5F-405 BLUE I & 3
6 - 750-lb bombs
1 - AIN-9 missile
1 - QRC-160 pod
2 - 450-gal wing tanks
1029 rnds 20mm ammo

F-105 BLUE 2 1 4
6 - 750-lb bombs
1 - QRC-160 pod
2 - 450-gal wing tanks
1029 rnds 20mm ammo

All aircraft camouflaged.I I_. -21
Configuration unknown
Not camouflaged

4, FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TOENCOUNlER

Weather: Solid undercast clear above with good visibility.
fE'Ti'Ue: 14,000 ft
Headin: 0900

_____q 500 KCAS
V-eState: 10,500 lb

7111 iF omation: Modified Fluid-Four. The wingmen 1500 ft out and 500 ft high or low to
proviae a good ECM area of coverage.

5. INITIAL DETECTION
IG sighted at 2 o'clock high 2-3000 ft approximately 5 miles out. Heading in the

opposite direction.h 6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE Flight engaged afterburner and continued straight ahead descending and
accelerating.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

The MI0-21 made a slight descending pursuit curve as he approached 5 o'clock and
2000 ft out. BLUE Flight made a hard right break into the MIG. The MI broke off left
and disengaged. No missiles or gun firings observed.
8. ORDNANCE

No ordnance expended by either the F-105s or the Ml1-21.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
BLUE 1 was a former B-52 pilot, 250 hr in the F-105. No other information on pilot

experience available on this event.

BLUE 1 felt that since all he saw was one RIG and that the MI1 broke off the engage-
ment as soon as he overshot when the flight broke into him that It was probably a single
and that he did not want to tangle with a flight of four.

11. DATA SOURCE
Project Interview: BLUE 1 (Mar 1967)

SECRET 2
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'S SCRETEvent 11-76
12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION v

0 LUE Flight was on top on an underoast flying 1i OO0 ft altitude, 500 KCA3 heading
0900 approximately 15 miles KW of Thud Ridge. BLUE 1 sights a single MIG at 2 o'clock,
2-3000 ft high, 5 miles out heading approximately 2T0O. The MIG started a right turn in on
BLUE Plight and made a pass from out of the sun. BLUE 1 called for a•terburners and
aocelerated straight ahead in a slight descent. As the 111 approachvd 5 o'clock, 2000 ft
out BLUE 1 alled a right break into the RI0 while retaining ordnance. The NIG was identi-
fieA as a 111-21, silver in color. The RIO overshot Ir the turn, he evidently continued
up north because he was not sighted again. BLUE Plight rolled out after approximately 900
of turn, checked the area visually for M10s, then did a 1800 left turn back up to ThudRidge end continued on into the target. There were no other IG engagements during this
flight. BLUE 1 felt that he did see another flight of MIOe on Thud Ridge, but he was not
sure their relative position could be ascertained; consequently, they are not ent6red in
this report.

In reflecting back on the attack by the MIO-21, BLUE 1 felt that It was probably a
single RIG, he made one high side pursuit pass on the flight. When the flight broke Into
the RIO, the RI did not continue the attack. It Is felt that this confirms the fact
it was x single and did not want to tangle with a flight of four. The NIG was not observed
to fire either missile or guns.

BLUE Flight had seen two ?-1Cs hit by SAMs just berore they reached the turning point
at the MN end of Thus Ridge. Only three flights were able to hit the target on this
strike as the remaining flights had to jettison ordnance due to MIGs.

26Ii
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Event II-77

Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs two MIO-21s

Results: No damage.

Vicinity of Encounter: 21050'N 10402 5'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 3 December 1966/1220H
BLUE Flight was on an armed reconnaissance mission in Route Package V. (West

northwest or Hanoi 30 to 100 n mi) The flight was Inbound to tho target area south
of the Red River, at 15,000 ft, when two MIO-21s attacked the flight.

2. MISSION ROUTE
Korat direct to Green Anchor, direct to north station, direct to Red River,

direct to target area (Route Package V). Return, reverse course.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
k.-105U

6 - 750 lb bombs
2 - 450 gal tanks
1029 Rounds 20mm
All aircraft camouflaged.

Ordnance unknown.
Silver (not camouflaged).

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Solid undercast tops 6-8,000 ft, good visibility above the clouds.
Alttitude: 15,000 fr,
Hdn: 0320
S1peed: 480 KTAS
Fuel State: 12,000 lb
Flight Formation: Tactical spread with element on the left.

5. INITIAL UEI ECTION

Blue Flight received Big Eye warnings of MIGs In the Hanoi area, but were notexpecting enemy aircraft In immediate area. At 122011 Blue Flight received MIG warning

from another U. S. flight in the area concurrent with a MIG sighting by Blue 1. Blue 1
reported two MIGs at 10 o'clock, 5000 ft high and 3 miles out.
6. ACTION INITIATED

Blue Flight continued on heading of 0320. The MIOs passed on the left descending

from 20,000 ft maintaining 2100 heading.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
Blue Flight turned to 3600 heading to keep MIGs in sight. MIOs observed to break

hard left and position themselves at 7 o'clock and 5 miles aft of Blue Flight.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Blue 3 stated that sighting MIGs "that far south and west of Hanoi came as a

surprise." In general the MIOs never operated that far from the Hanoi ar-ea. The MIGs
appeared to be under GCI control and were vectored to Blue Flight. Blue 3 believed
the MIGs accomplished their mission when Blue Flight jettisoned ordnance.

11. DATA SOURCES

ProJect Interviews: BLUE 3, 16 February 1967

Message Reports:
7AF OPREP-3 DOCO 290708 031341Z Dec 66
7AF OPREP-4 DOCO 29712 031550Z Dec 66
7AF OPREP-3 DOCO 29727 032210Z Dec 66
7AF DIA DIA 003 040010Z Dec 66

i
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Event 11-77

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight of four P-O5D1a inbbund on armed reconnaissance to Route Package V,

western section of H. Vietnam, altitude 15,000 ft, airspeed 460 !-AS, Just south
of the Red River. heading 0320. BLUE 1 called MIOs at 10 o'clock high. They
were two NO-21s, approximately 5000 reet high heading In the opposite direction.
As the RIGs passed to the left, BLUE Flight turned left to a heading of 360* to keep
the NIG0 In eight. As BLUE Flight turned the MIOs started a left diving turn to BLUE
Moight's 7 o'clock posie.Lon. The MIas were about 3 miles In trail. BLUE I called to

Jettison ordnanoe end to go afterburner. BLUE Flight made a left break into the MIGs.
The NIOs made a right turn breaking off the attack, rolling out on a heading of
approximately 1300. BLUE Flight rolled out of Its left break on a heading of U0 0

and egreased the target area.
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195" Event 11-78

Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s ve two NIG-115 oiý 198

Result: sikhting only

Vicinity of Encounter: 21040'N/10418'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 3 December 1966/1240H

BLUE Flight attacking JCS 19.000 at 21 0 05'N/105055'E.

Korat, Thailand, directly to air refueling area, White, Orange or Red Anqhor.
Directly north station directly to target. Armed reconnaissance in Route Package V after
hitting target, return route directly Udorn, directly Korat.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

!'-i05 DLU': 1. 2. 3. 4
6 - 750-lb bombs, 1020 rnds 20mm ammo,
2 - 450 gal fuel tanks

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS
Weather: Unknown

BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4 MIO I
Altitude: 15,000 ft 25,000 ft
Headi: 2300 3150Seed: 440 KTAS ---MueState: 10,000 lb --

5. INITIAL DETECTION
No MIG warning for this area from Big Eye. BLUE 3 called bogies at 4 o'clock high.

BLUE 1 sighted the bogies, two' silver aircraft, heading northwest. Aircraft appeared to
be MIG-17 or -19 type.

G. ACTION.1,11TIATED

BLUE Flight began right turn, keeping MIGs in sight.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE Flight continued in turn, completely 3600. MIGs continued on northwest heading

disappearing from sight.

8. ORDNANCE
BLUE Flight - 6 750-lb bombsi1029 rnds ammo
-MIG - Unknown - silver color

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience

Total F-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE 1 4200 500 40 Pilot background primary fighter
test-pilot level. Korean War
experience in F-80. Had com-

.pleted a short refresher course
at Nellis in the F-105 prior toI arriving in SEA.

BLUE 4 2400 150 Unknown Pilot background mostly ADC
F-94C and F-102.

Comments on This Encounter

BLUE 1 - A low-drag missile to be carried by the F-105 would have been useful in
this case. BLUE 1 did not want to jettison ordnance and chase after the MIGs for tworeasons: (1) the primary mission was to deliver bombs and (2) the MIG-17 can out-turn
and out-maneuver the F-105. BLUE 1 did not feel he had a good chance of a kill with the
M-61 gun only.

Interviewees reported flight of two MI~s - OPREP reported one MIO.
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10. AIRCREW COMMENTS (Continued)
The gun air-to-air mode requires tojo many switching operations changes when changing

from ground-to-air mode. The present radar for air-to-air is Inadequate for a fast-
developing hassel close tn the ground. It Is unreliable for lock-on and requires too muchIn the way of switches and controls.

The ECO capability or the QRC-160 Is good but the drag and reliability at high speed,
and low altitude Is questionable. Recommend an internally mounted ECH capebilty..

The rearward visibility In the 7-105 is very poor.

11. DATA SOURCES
1Zrogot Interviews: BLUE 1 and 4 - 15 Pebruary 1967

ROSMAN_, 
a.epOrto:

?AP OPREP-4 DOCO 29697 031044Z Dec 66
TAP OPREP-3 DOCO 29720 031955Z Dec 66

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

See Items 5 and 7. No additional details.

reI i
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•Iv•nt 11-79.

j Aircraft Involved: Four P-lOSa vs one 110-21

Result: Sighting only.

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/T3i e: 3 December 1966/1213H
BLUE Flight on ROLLING THUNDER interdiction mission. JCS 19.00 target.

2. MISSION ROUTE
SKorat," Thailand, directly to air refueling area, White, Orange or Red Anchor.

Directly north statton directly to target. Armed reconnaissance In Route Package V
after hitting target,, return route directly Udorn directly Korat.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
F-105 BLUEa.,2- 3g 4

6 - 750 lb bombs, 2 - 450 gal fuci tanks

1029 rds 20mm ammo

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS

Weather: Unknown
BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4 1I._.•

Ait : 17,000 ft 20,000 ft
RUe. =: 2300 1200
Speed: 440 KTAS
Fuel State: 10,000 lb

S. INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE Flight sighted one MIO-21 at 12 o'clock position, 3 to 5 miles distant on

1200 heading. MIGs above F-105s at 20,000 feet. No hostile action.

"11. DATA SOURCE
7AP OPiý=--3 DOCO 29720 031955Z Dee 66
TAP 0PREP-4 DOCO 29697 031044Z Dec 66

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

See Item 5

Event 11-80

Aircraft Involved: Four F-1OSs vs one MIG-17
Results: Sighting Only
Vicinity of Encouater: 21°23'N/104°19E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 4 December 1966/1040H

2. MISSION ROUTE

Flight departed Korat to strike JCS Target 19.00.

11. DATA SOURCES
7th AF 042250Z Dec 66

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE flight, on a strike at JCS 19.00, heading 3600 at 16,000 ft, observed a MIG-17,

estimated altitude 30,000 ft, beading 1800 pass overhead. The IO turned SW and was lost
from sight.

1 285
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Event xx-s2

Aircratt Involved: Four F-105De ve one mia ?
Result: Sighting only

• Viionity of Encounter: 21e00'N/10Ie20,E

I. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 3 December 1966/unknown
Fouur P-105s (BLUE Plight) were eWresting from a strike on North Vietnam.

11. DATA SOURCES

Project Interview with a member of BLUE Flight (15 Feb 67).

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTIONr BLUE Plight was egressing Route Package V heading toward TACAN Channel 97. The
flight was at about 22,000 feet when a MIG was seen following the flight at an altitude

Norbout 35,000 rest, and to-speed. The RIG followed the flight to about 20 miles southof Chautuel 97 at which point it made a large diameter left turn and headed back towardNorth Vietnam.

1
U

Event 11-82

Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vstwo possible MIOs

Result: Sighting only

VicInity: 21050'N/10•Ol5,E

1. PIMARY .MISS0N ANMUTACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 4 December 1966/1040H
Flight of four F-105s on an IRON HAND mission (SAM suppression). Heading 3300,

altitude 12,000 feet.

11. DATA SOURCES

RED BARON MIG Incident summary.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE 3 observed two possible MIGs at 2 o'clock, 10 nmi out, heading southwest. BLUE3 called out the bogeys and BLUE flight turned into them. The bogeys turned north anddisappeared. BLUE 3 was thi only one to see the aircraft, both bright silver. He was toofar away to determine type.

23
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Event 11-83

Airoraft Involved: Four F-10Ss vs Eight
to Ten NIG-17s

Result: None, except BLUE 4 damaged by
ground fire during target strike

Vicinity of Encounter: 210l6'N/105048'E

"1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 4 December 1966/1637H1

BLUE Flight (four F-105s) was the fourth flight of a five-flight strike force
fragged to attack JCS 51.10, a petroleum storage area northeast of Phuc Yen airfield.
Events 11-84 and 11-85 describe the MIG encounters for other flights in this same strike
force.

2. MISSION ROUTE
BLUE Flight departed from Takhli, refueled enroute, then flew from Laos across the

Red River to the northern, edge of Thud Ridge anddQuom the yesteara side ofa the ridge on
a southeast heading to •he t.rget area. ELuce was L4ade on a northweat heading up Thud
Ridg4 and then to the west across the Red River.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

P-l05 BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4i
6 - 750-lb OP bombs
I - 20mm CannonI - QRC-160 (ECM pod)
2 - 450 Gallon tank
(BLUE 4 carried a strike camera pod)

MIO-17 ALL

MIGs carried an unknown mix of air-to-air missiles (probably Atolls) and cannons.
All MIGs were silver in color and no external tanks were observed. At least one MIG
was configured with afterburner.

i 4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: -ave from Rround 1evel to 7000 ft with vini.bility 3-5 miles into the sun and

. -mtiles away from the sun. Scattered cumulus clouds, bottoms at 3000 ft, 2/8
coverage, and clear visibility above the haze.

BLUE 1. 2.jL3.4 MIG.-17 (4)
Altitude: 8-10,000 ft AnL 10-15,000 ft AOL
e :adin 14150 350o-3600

&Deed: 0oo-450 KCAS Unknown
Fue State: 10,000+ lb Unknown
Flight Formation:

II
00

Pop-up: BLUE 1 rolling in over the top
BLUE 2 and 3 spacing for roll in
BLUE 4 sliding inside BLUE 3

5. INITIAL DETECTIONill BLUE Flight was alerted to the presence of MlOs while on their inbound leg
approximately 2 minutes prior to TOT when the preceding flight In the strike force was
engaged by MIGs at the target (see Event 11-84 . Shortly thereafter, BLUE 2 saw a single
MIO-17 that was turning back toward the target area from a northwesterly heading along
the south side of Thud Ridge; however, this MIG did not attack or follow BLUE Flight.

1This Event occurred subseque,.t to Event 11-84, however, this time (as reported in the.
OPREP) is the best available from official sources. The Event actually occurred at
about 1644 - 1647H.
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As the flight approached the pop-up point, BLUE 2 and 3 reported that they saw an
estimated 8-10 MI~s orbiting near the pop-up point, high, In the vicinity of Phuc Yen
airfield. As BLUE Plight was climbing through 8-10,000 In the pop-up, BLUE 3 called
out a flight of four Mlos diving down in a quartering head-on pass from 1 o'cloock high
approximately one mile out. These four aircraft were positively Identified by BLUE 3
as NIO-17i shortly after Initial detection.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Plight continued the planned target strike with each aircraft individually RI

rolling in left on a dive bomb run that would put all four P-105s in a trail attack
from ditferent heading: 'oproximately 100-150 apart. As BLUE Lead rolled In on the
target, the NIOs rolled i:zc attack the flight. BLUE 2 fired a short 50-round 20 mm
cannon burst at a MIO-l7 that suddenly appeared in front of him crossing from right
to left as BLUE 2 started into his delayed offset roll-in behind BLUE lead. This
RIO yo-yo'ed to maneuver in behind BLUE 2 on his bomb run.

As BLUE 3 started his nose high, left roll in, he again spotted NIO-17s In a
20* to 300 dive passing from a 1 o'clock to a 12 o'clock position. BLUE 3 continued
amund In a left turn long enough to fire 75 to 100 rounds oa 20mm cannon in a 90
dlgrese deflection shot at one of the MI4a.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
While BLUE 3 was firing, another one of the MIGs fired a "SIDEWINDER-type"

(probable Atoll) missile at either BLUE 1 or BLUE 2. (BLUE I saw a missile pass
his aircraft and continue toward the ground with the motor still burning.) BLUE 3
could not turn with the MIs and lost sight of them as they "all passed on by him"
in their dive. BLUE 3 then rolled out and delivered his bombs on the target,
Jettisoning his 4 50-gallon drop tanks right after borb release as did the othbr
members of the flight. BLUE 4 did not encounter IGs in his dive bomb run; however,
he was hit by automatic weapons fire in the pull out and lost his P1 hydraulic system.

BLUE Flight pulled off the target and started a low-altitude egress northwest A
along Thud Ridge. BLUE 1 was in the lead with a MI1-17 on his tall, which was
being pursued by BLUE 2. BLUE 2 also had a MI1-17 on his tail that, was being fired
an by BLUE 3. BLUE 4 was Just off the target and heading northwest. (Althoughunobserved at this time, there was at least one additional MIG-17 at BLUE 3's
2 o'clock position, 2 to 3 miles range, maneuvering to attack BLUE Lead or BLUE 2.)

BLUE 3 fired a single burst of approximately 450 rounds of 20mm cannon at theRIG behind BLUE 2. Before BLUE 3 could fire another burst this 1410 broke hard left
for 450, then reversed his turn as BLUE 3 passed him. Since BLUE 3 was going better
than 1.1 Mach he continued straight ahead realizing that this RIO was no longer a
threat.

Although not sequentially correlated, at about thin time BLUE 4 sighted a MIG-17
Coming head on from 12:30 o'clock at an estimated range of 4000 ft. BLUE 4 began
firing at an estimated 2000 ,t and expended 95 rounds of 20mA cannon before the RI0G
passed bihind him.

During the above sequence of events, BLUE 2, unaware that the IO under attack
by BLUE 3 was behind him, was closing on the IO-17 that was now at 5-6 o'clock
position approximately 2-3000 ft behind BLUE Lead. Just after BLUE 2 started firing
at this RIO, BLUE 3 saw still another MI1 2-3 miles out at his 2 o'clock to 2:30
O'clock position, launching a "SIDEWINDER-type" missile at either BLUE Lead or BLUE 2.
BLUE 3 called for a "BLUE break" since he didn't know which aircraft was under attack.
BLUE Lead broke right immediately and BLUE 2 hesitated since he had a good firing
pass going and the break did not specifically identify him. After BLUE 2 had fired
approximately 100 rounds the MI0-17 lit his afterburner and made a hard right break
Just as BLUE 2 ripple fired, smoking missiles with motors burning passed within 10-20ft of BLUE 2's canopy. BLUE 2 did a hard left 120* roll, breaking down into the
ground. The missiles detonated at an estimated 2000 ft and 150 feet, respectively,
ahead of BLUE 2.

The RIs disengaged at this point and the flight continued up Thud Ridge to Joinat the north end and egress for an uneventful post-strike refueling and recovery at
Takhli. BLUE Flight did sight two additional MIGs, southbound, low at approximately
2-3000 ft AOL in a valley as they crossed the north end of Thud Ridge; however, no
hostile action was Initiated by either adversary.

8. ORDNANCE
No. fired Soviet AAR

20mm (Possibly AA-2) Remarks
BLUE l 0
BLUE 2 150-200 rd in two bursts
BLUE 3 543 rd In two bursts
BLUE 95 rd
MID-IT I Probable ATOLL
NI0-17 2 Probable ATOLL
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9. EQUIPIWENT PROBLEMS
P1 hydraulic system inoperative due to automatic weapons ground tire hits.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience

Total P-105 Combat
isHours nlsios Remarks

BLUE 1
BLUE 2 650 370 76 First flying assignment

out of basic pilot and
combat crew training.

BLUE 250-275 60
BLUE 450 " 60 Flew P-47s in WWII.
BLU 2: Needed more rearward visibility and a snap-shot capability. Hadla fair
Comm~nts on this Encounter vibltyad a afr

kno~wlede- of MTO-17 eA"Phlltlp and knpw tho P-InR ei6uld not "hiassie" with XT0-178.
When you're close to the ground above the Mach you get a vapor around the• canopy
and you can hardly see out.
BLUE 3: The 7-86 and F-100 systems for changing from dive bomb to air-to-air mode
were far superior to the F-105, whose system leaves much to be desired. The two-
second delay between bursts on the Gatling gun is another drawback to the system.More than one gun would be desirable because of gun jam problems.
BLUE 4: An action reject button to change the manual sight to an air-to-air sight
wou-dhave been the answer, but to reach down and turn on radar at a time like this
was Just too confusing.

11. DATA SOURCES

PrJect Intrviens: BLUE 2 (5 Feb 67), 3 (6 Feb 67), and 4I (Feb 67)messages,
04144OZ Dec 66, SECRET, DOCO 29769 Dec 66.

041100Z Dec 66, SECRET, DOCO 29759 Dec 66.
042250Z, Dec 66,_SECRET, DIO 30926 Dec 66.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight descended from a cruise altitude of 15-16,000 ft as they crossed the

Red River inbound toward the northern edge of Thud Ridge for a strike on JCS 51.10,a POL storage area near Phuc Yen airfield. The flight proceeded down the western
aide of Thud Ridge toward the target on a heading of approximately 1i50 at 4-6000 ft
AOL, approximately 480 kt ground speed. At this time, approximately 2 minutes prior
to TOT, BLUE Flight was alerted for MIGs when the preceding strike flight was engaged
in the target area. Shortly thereafter, BLUE 2 sighted a MIG-17 that "bellied up"
in front of the flight to reverse his northwesterly heading and return towards thetarget area without any further significant action.

As the flight went afterburner accelerating to 550 KCAS for pop-up, BLUE 2 saw
8-10 MIG-17s (silver In color, no marks, large easily distinguished wingE) in orbit
at an estimated 8-10,000 ft in the target area. (BLUE 2 had crossed over to forma four-ship right echelon, nearly line abreast, so the flight could make a left rollIn for a trail formation attack individually varying bomb headings by 15 to 20 degrees.)
As BLUE Flight was climbing through 8-10,000 ft AOL in the shallow pop-up on approxi-
mately 1450 (450 KCAS, 200 pitch angle)b BLUE 3 identified a flight of 4 silver MIG-17s
diving in a quartering head-on pass from 1 o'clock high approximately one mile out.The RIOs were in two-ship elements approximately 1000 ft apart with the second elementabout 1500 feet back, -- "aiming more toward BLUE Lead."

As BLUE Lead rolled In on the target, the MIGs rolled in to attack the flight.
As BLUE 2 was just ready to roll in, a MIG-17 appeared suddenly in front of him
crossing from left to right. BLUE 2, pulling 2 to 3 g's for the roll in on the
target, fired a short 50-round burst using only the combining glass, -- no sight -- ,
for aiming. This MIG yo-yo'ed to maneuver in behind BLUE 2 as he entered his bombUrun.

At this point, BLUE 3 had started a nose-h1gh, left roll In and spotted "MIG-17s"
in a 200 to 300 dive passing from his 1 o'clock to his 12 o'clock position. BLUE 3
continued turning to hold the MIGn at 12 o'clock and was able to fire 75 to 100 rounds
of 20mm cannon for a 90 degree deflection shot, 1500-2000 ft range, at the "number 3"MIu. , (LUE 3 fired in a 30°-40° nose-up pitch attitude, angle of bank Increasing from
300 to 600, airspeed bleeding down from 400-300 KCAS. Since he had a 116 nill reticle
depression, he sighted through the wind screen only). While he was firing, BLUE 3
saw the lead MIG-17 fire a missile "apparently at BLUE Lead" who was at 12 o'clock
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to the NIG at 2000 ft or leol range, "headed down." (BLUE 2 saw a missile pass his
aircraft and continue toward the ground with the motor still burning.) BLUE 3 could
not continue turning with the MIOs and lost sight of them as they "all passed on by
him" in their dive.

BLUE 4 did not encounter any WIGs during the bomb run; however, he was hit by
automatic weapons fire in the pullout and lost his PI hydraulic system. All flight
members Jettisoned external tanks immediately after bomb release and remained in
afterburner from pop-up to final disengagement with the MIOs. The external tanks
were going dry at this point and all flight members had 9000-10,000 lb of fuel aboard.

BLUE Flight pulled off the target and started a low altitude egress northwest along
Thud Ridge. The flight "pulled off pretty well close together. There was not much,
or any resemblence of a formation; we had everybody in sight." BLUE 1 was in the lead
with a MIS-17 on his tail which was being pursued by BLUE 2. BLUE 2 also had a HIO-17
on his tail that was being fired on by BLUE 3. BLUE 4 was just off the target and
heading northwest. (Although not observed at this time, there was at least one
additional MI0-17 at BLUE 3's 2 o'clock position, 2 to 3 mile range, maneuvering to
attack BLUE Lead or BLUE 2.)

BLUE 3 pulled off the target and l.,oked up to see a silver MI0-1? at 11:30 o'clock
low, same heading, straight and level at approximately 4000 ft range. (After bomb
release he had reset switches to radar standby, radar search and attack, weapons
selector knob conventional, and missiles air.) He began firing a continuous burst of
approximately 450 rounds at an estimated range of 3000-3500 yards, airspeed Mach 1-1.5
accelerating. When nothing happened he then realized that his present sight setting
with the pipper on the target gave him 800-1000 ft range so he pulled the pipper high
and kicked the rudders w'.n io apparent results. While he was firing he noticed thatthis RIO was "nltting behind another P-105" (BLUE 2). BLUE 3 stopped firing to close

on the MIG; however, before he could fire another burst this MIG broke hard left for
450, then reversed his turn as BLUE 3 passed him at 9 o'clock, 3-4000 ft range. BLUE 3,
now going 1.15 Mach, did not attempt to turn with this MIO and continued straight ahead;
however, he had lost sight of BLUE 2 watching this RIG break.

Although not sequentially correlated, at sometine during the egress engagements
("about 2 minutes from the target"), BLUE 4 sighted a MIG coming straight into him
from 12:30 o'clock at an estimated range of 4000 ft, 2-5 degrees deflection. (BLUE 4
was at 560 KCAS, 5000 ft altitude, heading northwest up Thud Ridge) BLUE 4 cranked his
fixed reticle to 20 mils, pulled up for an estimated sight picture, and fired 95 rounds
from 2000 ft range until the MIG passed over his left wing. Because of the high
closure rate, BLUE 4 estimated the rounds went low and behind the WIG. The RIG did
not fire but banked away from BLUE 4. BLUE 4 banked to hold a head on firing pass
until the MI1 went by and then BLUE 4 continued a northwest egress up Thud Ridge.

During the above sequence of events, BLUE 2 unaware that the MIG under attack by
BLUE 3 was behind him, was closing on a MIG-lI that he had "called out" at 5-6 o'clock,
approximately 2-3000 feet behind BLUE Lead. (BLUE 2 was accelerating from 550-600 KCASI: at about 2000 ft AOL. Although he tried to crank his depression to the caged position,
he had no reticle for aiming.) BLUE 2 began firing at an estimated 1500 ft range as
he closed on this MIG. However, Just after BLUE 2 began firing, BLUE 3 saw a flash
of a missile being fired off to his right by still another MIG-17 at his 2 to 2:30
o'clock position, 2-3 miles out. BLUE 3 called for a "BLUE break" since he didn't
know if the missile had been launched at BLUE Lead or BLUE 2. BLUE Lead broke right
Immediately and BLUE 2 hesitated since he had a good firing pass going and the break call
did not specifically identify him. After BLUE 2 had fired approximately 100 rounds
of 20mm cannon the MIG-17 lit his afterburner and made a hard right break Just as 2
Atolls, ripple-fired, passed within 10 to 20 feet of BLUE 2's canopy, -- smoking with
motors still burning. BLUE 2 did a hard left 1200 roll, breaking down into the ground.
The missiles detonated at an estimated 2000 feet and 150 ft, respectively, ahead of
BLUE 2.

BLUE Flight continued northwest up Thud River at about 1.1 Mach at low altitude
and the MIGs disengaged. The flight Joined at the north end of the Ridge with
approximately 7000 lb fuel remaining and egressed for an uneventful post-strike
refueling and recovery at Takhli. The flight did sight two additional MIOG, southbound,
low at approximacely 2-3000 ft AOL in a valley as they crossed the north end of Thud
Ridge; however, no hostile action was Initiated by either adversary.
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Aircraft Involved: Four P-1050 vs sixteen MI0-178
Result: One MIG717 probably destroyed

Vicinity of Encounter: 21114'N/105*51'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Timo: 4 December 1966/1642H

BLUE Flight (four P-105s) was the first flight of a five-flight strike force fragged
to attack JCS 51.10, a petroleum storage area northeast of Phuo Yen airfield. Events
XI-83 and 11-85 describe the MI4 enoounters for other flights in this same strike force.

2. MISSION ROUTE

-/ BLUE Flight departed from Takhli, refueled en route, then flew from Laos across the
Red River to the northern edge of Thud Ridge and down the western side of the ridge on a
southeast heading to the target area. BLUE Lead egressed to the southwest directly
towards Laos while the other flight members departed northwest up Thud Ridge and then to
the west across the Red River.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

P-105 BLUE 1. 2, 3, 4

6 - 750-lb GP bombs
2 - 450-gal tanks
1 QRC-160 (ECM pod)
1 - 20mm cannon
(BLUE 3 and 4 were camouflaged)

141G-17
All 16 MIOs silver in color. North Vietnamese markings observed on bottom side of
wings of several MIOs (broken yellow bar with yellow star in center, all outlined
In red, covered approximately 1/3 of bottom wing). No missiles observed. Several
MIGs used afterburners. Several fired 23mm cannons. No external configurations
reported.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO.ENCOUNTER
Weather: Haze from grouna level to 7000 ft with visibility 3 to 5 miles into the sun

and 7 miles away from the sun. Scattered cumulous clouds, bottoms 3000 ft, 2/8
coverage, and clear visibility above the haze.

BLUE 1, 2. 3, 4 MIO-17s (1-16)
Altitude: 12,000 ft Est. 7,000 ft

1eadinx: 1450 to NE Northwest
R p •,% 00 KCAS Est. 450 kt GS

etare: 10,000+ lb Unknown
Flight Formation Wingmen: 1500 ft out,

250-30 back
Elements: 1/2 mile spacingI" Flights: -- 1/2 mile spacing

Pop-up in afterburner, 200 to 400 climb
angle, 100-150 KCAS, climbing through
8-10,000 ft AOL.

5. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE Flight popped up from 7000 ft AGL to 12,000 ft AGL for a left roll in to dive
bomb the target on a northeast heading. As BLUE Lead was rolling over the top with his
nose Just coming down he saw four flights of four MIG-17s each coming In from his right
heading northwest at about 7000 ft AGL.
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6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE Lead called out the M10s; however, the flight continued the bombing attack. As
BLUE Lead pulled oft the target he made a left climbing turn to 12,000 ft to Book out and
engage the WI0s. Since BLUE Plight had not seen the MIOs and did not realize BLUE Lead
intended to attack the MIO, they made a pro-briefed right Jinx off the target with a left
turn to depart northwest up Thud Ridge.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

The M10a; had continued on course as BLUE Lead tulned from a westerly heading to a
northern or northeasterly heading to start a diving attack on the number two MIG In the
second flight of MIOs. This 1I0 started a right turn while the rest of the MIOs continued
on course. BLUE Lead closed with an estimated 150 to 200 kt overtake, opening fire at
1500 feet and stopped firing at approximately 200 feet as the 1I4 made a hard break to the
right. BLUE Lead lost sight of this MIG as he went over the top of him In a slight right
bank climbing In afterburner keeping his airspeed up. As he looked back and down for the
first IO, he saw two other MIOs in fighting wing formation at 4 o'clock, 1800 ft range,
beginning to pull lead on him. There were two other MIGs further back, straggling behind
with about 1/2 mile separation between taem. BLUE Lead tightened his right turn slightly,
dropped his nose and used hard right rudder to cause the two threatening MIOs to overshoot
to the outside of the turn crossing about 3-500 feet above him. BLUE Lead relaxed rudder,
shoved the nose down and reversed into a gentle turn to the left back over the target
noting that these MIGs were no longer a threat as they were going away from him at his
2 o'clock position In a right bank. BLUE Lead saw numerous MIG-17s as he continued this
turn, but all were too well protected to attack. Although the details from this point to
the next encounter are somewhat hazy, BLUE Lead was threatened by two additional MIGs
somewhere in this turn. As he maneuvered for separation in a dive at about 700C feet over
the target, he spotted a single MIG-17 about 2000 feet below him coming head on about one
mile away, flying straight and level. As BLUE Lead turned in and continued his dive
toward the M110's 10 o'clock position, the MIG started a climbing turn into BLUE Lead.
BLUE Lead opened fire at about 1500 feet with 20mm shells impacting from low on the left
aide of the MIG's nose up across the cockpit and to the tail when BLUE Lead stopped firing
and pulled up over him. Although the MI1 was firing at BLUE Lead, he was Ineffectivesince BLUE Lead was approaching the M10 from his 11 o'clock to lli30 o'clock position for
this pass. Looking back from a right climbing turn, BLUE Lead saw the MIG in a gentle
descending turn with pieces coming off the aircraft. He also saw "little flashes" going
past his canopy and diverted his attention to three MI0-17s at 4:30 to 5 o'clock, two of
them within 200 feet in a "nice wing" formation. As BLUE Lead tightened his turn, the
M110., both firing, slid toward 6 o'clock with the wingman crossing to his leader's left
side. BLUE Lead continued in a slight diving turn using alternate left and right rudder
to spoil the MIGs' aim. After three or four jinks, he realized he was pulling away from
the M1I0s'and rolled level and dived to tree-top altitude as the last cannon balls passed
high above his canopy. As he crossed the Red River outrunning the MI1s at 1.15 Mach on
the deck, he turned southwesterly to egress the area

When BLUE 3 had realized that BLUE Lead was engaged with MIbs, he reversed turntoward the target area. (BLUE 2 and 4 made a confused high speed departure northwest up

Thud Ridge with BLUE 4 attempting to join on BLUE 2 who was trying to outrun BLUE 4 as a
suspected MI0.) As BLUE 3 turned through a southern heading at an estimated 9000 ft AOL,
he saw a flight of four MIG-17s about 2000 to 3000 feet below him in a tight orbit over
the target. He also saw another flight of two unidentified MIGs going away from him at
3 o'clock co-altitude, In a slight descent. The four-ship flight split into two elements
and BLUE 3 lost sight of one element as he tried to drop down in trail on the other
element. However, BLUE 3 did not maneuver into firing range since he could not match
their turn. He broke off this attempt to engage these MIGs when BLUE Lead advised that
he was disengaging and departing the target area. The 141s did not attempt to engage
BLUE 3 as he doparted northwest up Thud Ridge without further incident.

8. ORDNANCE
(No. fired/No. hits)

Cannon Remarks
BLUE 1 2/1 No hits observed during the first firing

attack on the 02 MIG in the second flightof the four-flight formation.

Estimated 15 to 25 hits (probably kill) on
the second MIG attacked head-on over target.

let MIG Attack 1/0 K10 hit by BLUE 1 on head-on pass.
(Single MO)
2nd 410 Attack 1/0
(2 or 3 MZ0s) Each
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9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE 1 -- gunsight would not operate properly. The reticle sight picture would

disappear when the "action reject" button was actuated for radar look-on.

10. AtRCREW COMMENTS
Exprielnce

Total F-l05 Combat
Hours Hours Missions RemarksBLUE 1 :00 e 800 55 Extensive air-to-air gunnery

training and ACM.
BLUE 3 3000 250 28 Mostly ADC, F-102 time.
Comments on This Encounter

BLUE 1: "I was quite confident of my airplane, my equipment, and myself, frankly,
The frame of mind that I was in was that if I ever got the chance, I was defi-

nitely going to have a MI1 . . . . I just flat wanted to mix it up with a MI1."
Commenting on the F-105, BLUE 1 would like better maneuverability, more acceleration,

more time in afterburner, better visibility, digital rather than analog gunsight readouts,
a simpler switching system going from ground attack to air-to-air mode, and a better radar
lock-on and performance capability.

BLUE 3: Cockpit set up is completely inadequate. Too many manual operations required
to change attack modes. The dual role concept compromises the capabilities for both
missions. You can't aggressively pursue a target while looking into the cockpit or worry-
Ing about getting the right switch settings.

Need a missile with a bigger firing envelope.

11. DATA SOURCES
Pro ect Interviews: BLUE 1 (5 Feb 67) and 3 (3 Feb 67)
Messages:

041505Z Dec 66, SECRET, 7AF 29772 Dec 66.
040942B Dec 66, SECRET, 7AF, DOCO 29754 Dec 66.
040920Z Dec 66, SECRET, 7AF, DOCO 29752 Dec 66.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight descended from cruise altitude as they crossed the Red River inbound
toward the northern edge of Thud Ridge for a strike on JCS 51.10, a POL storage area near
Phuc Yen airfield. The flight proceeded down the western side of Thud Ridge toward the
target on a southeastern heading at 7000 ft AGL.

The flight popped up from 7000 ft AGL to 12,000 ft AOL "fanning out" to gain spacing
for a left roll in to dive bomb the target on a northeastern heading. (In the pop-up,
BLUE 4 slid Inside of. BLUE 3, which delayed BLUE 3's roll in and eventually resulted in
BLUE 4 coming off of the target ahead of BLUE 3. As BLUE Lead was rolling over the top
of the pop-up with his nose coming down (400) starting the dive bomb run, he sighted four
flights of four silver MIG-17s coming from his right heading northwest at about 7000 ft
AOL. (The MIGs were in trail with approximately 1/2-mile spacing between elements and
1-1/2-mile suacina between flights. The nearest flight was at BLUE Lead's 9 o'clock low
position, approximately 1/4 to 1/2 mile out.) BLUE Lead continued his bomb run advising
the flight that there were "MIGs under us and AA fire around us." (It was later deter-
mined at debriefine that the other flight members, who had not seen the airborne MIGs,
thought BLUE Lead was referring to the MIGs that could be seen taxiing for takeoff at
Phuc Yen airfield during the pop-up.) As BLUE Lead pulled off of the target in a left
1-1/2 to 2 g's climbing turn at 600 KCAS, he selected afterburner and jettisoned all of
his external stores except his QRC-160 pod and selected "guns air" and "radar search and
attack". (BLUE Lead had a full internal fuel load at this time.) BLUE Lead continued
the left climb to about 12,000 ft AOL on a westerly heading when he again spotted the MIGs
at his 9:30 to 1:00 o'clock low position, 3-mile range 7000 ft AOL and still continuing
northwest in level formation at an estimated 450 kt. (bLUE Lead believed the MIGs had notseen BLUE Flight and were apparently under GCI control being vectored to intercept the
rest of the Inbound strike force.)

Meanwhile, BLUE 2, 3, and 4, unaware that BLUE Lead had broken left in pursuit of the
MIGs, continued with the prebriefed right break off of the target and a left turn to
depart northwest up Thud Ridge. BLUE 2 was in the lead with BLUE 4 attempting to join
"with him, having assumed that BLUE 2 was BLUE 3. BLUE 3 was actually back off of BLUE 4's

E right wing and had both BLUE 2 and BLUE 4 in sight.

BLUE Lead continued to close on the MIOs at 600 KCAS and apparently crossed high
above the MIGs since he made a diving turn from "a westerly heading" to attack the number
two MIG in the second flight "from the southwest." BLU"' Lead estimated that he started
the attack from the MIGs' 7:30 to 8:00 o'clock positiori, high, 5000 feet behind with 150
to 200 kt overtake. The MIG apparently saw BLUE Lead and started.a right turn while the
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remainser of the MIOn continued straight ahead. BLUE Lead was trying to get a radar
lock-on; however, every time he would hit "action reject" the reticle would disappear.
As BLUE Lead cloped In a right turn he used an imaginary sight picture on the combining
glass to track the MI0 and began firing at an estimated 1500 ft range. The MIO made a
hard right break after BLUE Lead began firing. BLUE Lead stopped firing at 200 ft, relaxed
the 3-1/2 to 4 g's held during the attack, and passed over the top of the MI0 in a slight
right-banked climbing turn at 600 KCAS in afterburner. No hits were observed. As BLUE
Lead looked back and down for the first MIG, he saw two other MI0-17s inside of his turn
at 4 to 4:30 o'clock, "inside of 2000 ft, still outside of 1500 ft" range, beginning to
pull lead on him. The wingman was flying a nice fighting wing position. A third MlG-17
was "on back out quite a ways" with a fourth MI0 an additional 1/2 mile back. BLUE Lead
tightened his turn slightly with aileron, dropped his nose down, and used hard right
rudder which caused the two threatening MIGs to overshoot to the outside of the turn
crossing 3-500 feet above BLUE Lead's canopy. BLUE Lead, now doing 500 KCAS, relaxed
rudder, shoved his nose further down to gain airspeed, and reversed into a gentle left
turn back towards the target area. BLUE Lead discounted any further immsediate threat from
these two MIGs as they continued In a right turn going away from his 2 o'clock position.
BLUE Lead saw numerous MIG-17s as he continued his left turn; however, all were too well
covered by other MIGs to attempt another attack. BLUE Lead was still observing heavy AA
flak around him at this time.

Although the details from this point to the next encounter are somewhat hazy, BLUE
Lead was threatened by two additional MIba In this turn. (NOTE: possibly the third and
fourth MIG from the previous encounter.) However, he was able to maneuver to keep them
from reaching a firing position. As he maneuvered for separation from these MIGs in a 600
KCAS dive at about 7000 feet over the target, he spotted a single MIG-17 about 2000 feet
below him, coming head on from 10:30 o'clock about one mile away, flying straight and
level. As BLUE Lead turned in and continued his dive towards the MIG's 10 o'clock posi-
tion, the MIO started a left climbing turn into BLUE Lead. (On the pass, BLUE Lead held
down the "electrical cage" on the sight to obtain an approximate 1000 ft fixed ranging
reticle which he placed ahead of the MIG and then pulled through the MIG as he was
firing.) BLUE Lead opened fire at 1500 to 2000 ft range and continued firing until the
"bullets were obviously going behind him." BLUE Lead observed 15 to 25 20su shells
impacting about a foot and a half apart starting low on the left side o the MIG's nose
and continuing up across the cockpit and through the tail. The MIG was firing at BLUE
Lead from 3 guns on the bottom of the aircraft; however, the MI1's fire was ineffective
since the BLUE Lead was approaching from the MIG's 11:00 to 11:30 o'clock position on the
pass. BLUE Lead pulled up over the MIG to look bac-k from his right limbing turn and
observe the-MIG in a gentle descending turn with pieces coming off of the aircraft. He Ul
also saw "little flashes" going past his canopy and diverted his attention to three MIG-17s

.at 4:30 to 5:00 o'clock, two of them within 2000 ft and another further back. Again, the
wingman was flying a "nice formation". BLUE Lead could see islands in the MIG intakes andfences on the wings. He could see the guns flashing and could hear and see the "little
white" cannon balls going past the cockpit. As BLUE Lead tightened his right turn, the
14108, both firing, slid toward 6 o'clock with the wingman crossing to his leader's left
side. BLUE Lead continued in a slight diving turn using alternate left and right rudaer
to spoil the MIG's aim. After 3 or 4 jinks, he no longer could see the MIG intakes and
realized that he was pulling away from the MI~s in his afterburner dive. (BLUE Lead was
Indicating 630 to 640 KCAS at about 3000 ft AOL.) BLUE Lead rolled level and dived •o
treetop altitude as the last observed cannon balls passed high above his canopy. As he
crossed the Red River outrunning the KI.s at 1.15 Mach on the deck, he turned southwesterly
to egress the area. (BLUE Lead had 6000 lb fuel remaining as he crossed the Red River.)

When BLUE 3 had realized that BLUE Lead was engaged with MIGs in the target area, he
called the flight for a right turn and immediately reversed direction toward the target
area. It is not clear whether or not BLUE 2 and 4 heard this call; however BLUE 2 and 4
did continue on a high speed egress to the north out of the area with BLUE 4 attempting to
oln on BLUE 2 who was trying to outrun BLUE 4 as a suspected attacking MIG. (BLUE 2 and
4discovered each other's identity after 4 or 5 minutes; however, they had expended somuch fuel that they reached the refueling tanker with only 600 lb and 800 lb of fuel,

respectively.) As BLUE 3 turned right through a southerly heading at aai estimated 9000 ft
AOL, he saw a flight of four MIG-17s at his 10:00 - 11:00 o'clock position, 2-3000 feet
below him in a tight left orbit over the target at 2000 ft horizontal range, He also saw
another flight of two unidentified MIG0 going away from him at 3:00 o'clock, co-altitude,
in a slight descent. (BLUE 3 was at 400 KCAS accelerating in full military power with his
nose down. BLUE 3 carried a centprine MER, two 4 50-gallon external fuel tanks, a
QRC-160 pod on his right wing. He had about 7000 lb of fuel remaining.) BLUE 3 asked BLUE
Lead's position and found out he was now approaching the Black River on the deck for asouthwest egress from the area. The four-ship MIG flight split with "number 3 and 4 break-
ing right and away from 1 and 2 at high speed." BLUE 3 lost sight of th, second element
as he entered a 4 to 5 g descending turn from 9000 ft AOL to 6000 ft AOL trying to dropinto a trail position on the lead element. At this point BLUE Lead called, "Hey BLUEPlight, let's get out of here;" Since BLUE 3 saw that he could not match the MIGs turn or
have enough overtake to maneuver into firing range, he brcke it off and egressed northwest
up Thud Ridge and out of the area. The MIGs did not atteapt to engage BLUE 3 during this
time; however, there was a considerable amount of AA flak seen, some bursting behind the
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Event 11-85

Aircraft Involved: Four F-1O5s vs two MIO-17s
and two 1410-21s

Result: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: 21 14'N/105 51'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 4 December 1966/1645H
BLUE Flight (four F-105s) was one of five flights fragged to attack JCS 51.10, a

petroleum storage area northeast of Phuc Yen Airfield. Events 11-83 and 11-84 describe
the MI1 encounters for other flights in this same strike force.

2. MISSION ROUTE
Not given. See Events 11-83 and 11-84 for route flown by other flights In this same

strike force.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

6 - 753-lb GP bombs
1 - QAC-160 (ECM pod)
I - 20mm cannon

MIG-17 (1, 2)

Gray color, used afterburner, fired 23mm cannon.
MIG-21 (13 2)

AAMs (Type unknown)

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Not given. See Events 11-83 and 11-84. (F-105s were in pop-up for dive bomb

attack on JCS 51.10.)

5. INITIAL DETECTION
As BLUE 2 was following lead in the pop-up, he sighted two MIG-17s at 12 o'clock,

7 n ml vange, pproyltnAtly W000 ft, tdrning through north -from east, closing on BLUE Lead.
6. ACTION INITIATED

One MIG-17 maneuvered into a position 500 to 1000 feet behind BLUE Lead, which also
placed this MIG at 9 o'clock to BLUE 2. BLUE 4 jettisoned his bombs and external stores
and turned in to attack this MIG causing him to break off from BLUE Lead's tail position.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE 4 closed on this MIG-17 and fired 440 rounds of 20mm cannon at a range of 800 to
1000 ft with no apparent hits. This MIG broke and was not seen again. The second MIG-17
maneuvered from BLUE 4's 9 o'clock position into a position "very close to his tail" and
made an unsuccessful 23mm cannon firing pass on BLUE 4. BLUE 4 dove and jlinked away from
the MIG who disengaged and was not seen again. The MIG-17s were observed using after-
burner during this encounter.

Meanwhile, two MIG-21s slid in behind BLUE Lead and BLUE 2. As the MIG-21 behind
BLUE Lead passed BLUE 2's 9 o'clock position, BLUE 2 saw the apparent flash of an AAM
launch at BLUE Lead; however, BLUE 2 did not see a missile in flight. BLUE 2 jettisoned
his ordnance armed and turned into the MIG-21 on BLUE Lead's tail. The MIGs disengaged
and were not seen again.

BLUE 3 had seen a gray colored MIG-17 sliding from his 2 o'clock to his 5:30 or
6 o'clock position as he was going through the top of his pop-up; however, since he was
rolling away from the MIG and would pick up adequate separation speed in the dive, he
ignored this MIG and continued his bombing attack. [NOTE: No further account was given
of this MIG-17 which could have disengaged or perhaps been one of the MIG-178 that were
engaged by BLUE 4.) BLUE Lead and BLUE 3 successfully delivered ordnance on the target
although BLUE 3 was hit by ground fire during this attack.

8. ORDNANCE
(No. fired/No. hits)

Cannon Soviet AAM Remarks
BLUE 4 "7 440 rounds 20mm
MIG-17 1/0g MIG-21 1/0 Probable firing
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Event zi-85
9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE 3 was hit in the wheel well and doppler navigation by.ground fire. He lost his .
P-i and utility hydraulic systems, radio communications, DC electrical power and fuel
transfer -system. (Although he had a fire And a cut control cable in the wheel well, he
made a successful emergency landing at Udorn Alrbase, Thailand.)

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience

Unknown
Comment s

BLUE 3: Aside from the inherent performance limitations of the P-105, inadequate
aircrew training and the complicated switch-setting problems are the major reasons why
"people weren't going to do well In air-to-air': combat in the F-105. The five flights In
AACM at RTU (Replacement Training Unit) at McConnell are not adequate and because of fuel
and mission limitations additional ACM training cannot be accomplished In SEA. Many of
our losses can be traced to losses in flight integrity which can be directly related to
lack of training. The design of a multi-mission aircraft should also Include a consider-
ation of the limitations in capability to Lrain a human to do all of the differentdemanding types of mission and do them well.

11. DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews: BLUE 3 (17 Mar 1967)
Messaj~es: 042239Z Dee 66 DOCO 29795 Dee 66

050253Z Dec 66 DOCW 29804 Dec 66
0422042Z Dec 66 DOCO 29792 Dec 66

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
All available data have been included In Items 1-10; therefore, no narrative descrip-

tion will be provied for this event.
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Event 11-86
Aircraft Involved: Four F-lO5Ds vs four MUO-17l
Results: Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter: 210°ll'N/105°53-E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION•= • Date/Time: 4 December 1966/1706H

BLUE Flight (four F-105Ds) was on a strike mission against JCS 19.00, a railroad yard
2-1/2 n mi north of Hanoi. The strike force consisted of 40 F-105s. The first wave of
fighters assigned to strike this target (16 aircraft), aborted the mission due to weatherin the target area.' BLUE Flight was one of the flights in the second wave of fighters

assigned to hit the target. BLUE Flight sighted two MIG-17s as it approached the target,
Sttwo unidentified MIGs orbiting over Phuc Yen airfield, and two MI-175 orbiting over the

target. BLUE Flight did not engage the MIGs, however.

2. MISSION ROUTE
Korat, Thailand, directly to tne Red Anchor extended, directly to the Red River,

directly to Thud Ridge, directly to the target. Return route reversed.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

P-105D BLUE Flight
4 - CBU-24I"
2 - 450 gal wingtanks
2 - QRC-160 ECM pods
1029 rounds 20mm ammo
All aircraft camouflaged

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: From over the Red River, to the north and down Thud Ridge, scattered to clear.
us-t off the end of Thud Ridge, 10,000 feet overcast with five n mi visibility in haze.

BLUE 1, 2. 3, 4

Altitude: 10Qg00 ft: ~130U
540 KTAS

Flight Formation:
Modified Fluid-Four. The wingmen in to 1,000 to 1,500 ft to provide a oetter ECM.

coverage. The element on the left at this time.

5. INITIAL DETECTION

While inbound to the target just off the end of Thud Ridge, BLUE 1 sighted two MIG-17s
at 1 o'clock low in a left turn, 5 to 8,000 ft altitude and 2 n mi. range.

6. ACTION INITIATED

The MI~s did not pose a threat at this time. BLUE Flight continued on to the target.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE Flight continued on and bombed their designated target. The flight egressed the
target area at high speed (supersonic) at an altitude of 6 to 8,000 ft on a southwest
heading. The flight did not engage the MIGs.
8. ORDNANCE

BLUE Flight 12 - CBU-24s on target, 20mm expended
MIG-17 - Not observed to expend - silver In color

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience
Total F-105D Combat

Hours Hours Missions Remarks
BLUE 2 3300 450 11 Pilot background primarily TAC, F-86,

F-100 and F-105.

BLUE 4 2900 150 Pilot background primarily ADC, F-86
and 102.

IThe first wave hit the alternate target, JCS 51.10 (see 11-83 to 11-85).
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Too many switch changes ar* required to change from the ground attack to the air
attack mode. The pilot must take his vyes off the terget and look in the cockpit to make
the proper switch settings.

The QRC-160 pod adds considerable drag at high speeds. Recommend Internally mountedECH equipment.

An improved bombing system designed to reduce exposure time to risk and SA•s would be
desirable.

11. DATA SOURCES
ProKe2 Interviews: BLUE 2, 4 Dec 66, and BLUE 4, 17 Feb 67esaMge. eorts: TAP 0422502 Dec 66

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
As BLUE Flight departed Thud Ridge on a heading of 1300 at 10 to 11,000 ft altitude

and 540 knots, BLUE 1 sighted a flight ot two MI0-17s at 1 o'clock low (5 to 8,00C ft) in
a left turn 2 n mi out. The MIGa continued in a left turn and BLLM Fnght continqed on to
not seen aan. As BLUE Flight rolled In on the target, heading southwest, two unidenti-

fied MIGs were seen orbiting Phuc Yen airfield and two more MIO-17s were seen orbiting
the target area. at approximately 6,000 ft. BLUE Flight• after completing Its bomb run,egessed the areaon a southwest heading at high speed (supersonic In afterburner). There

was no attempt to they were not seen again a the flight egressed the

ITI
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Event 11-87

Aircraft Involved: Four 1-105s va four MIO-17i

Result: One MIG-17 destroyed

Vicinity of Encounter: 21e11'N/10554'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 4 December 1966/1705H
BLUE flight (four F-lO5Ds' was on a strike mission against JCS 19.00, a railroad yard

2-1/2 n mi north of Hanoi. The strike force consisted of 10 F-105s. The first wave of
fighters in on the target (16 aircraft) aborted the mission due to weather in the targetl
area. BLUE flight was one of the flights In the second wave of fighters assigned to strike
this target. The flak in the target area was extremely heavy. As the flight came off its
bomb run, it was Jumped by four MIG-17s.

2. MISSION ROUTE
Korat, Thailand, direct to Red Anuhor extended, direct to the Red River, direct to

Thud Ridge, and direct to the target. Return route reverse.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
F-105 BLUE 1 * 23. 3,4

6 - 750 lb bombs
2 - QRC-160 pods
2 - 450-gal. wing tanks
1 - 20mm cannon
All F-105s camouflaged.

23mm cannon
Silver color.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: From over the Red River to the north and down Thud Ridge, scattered to clear.

Just off the end of Thud Ridge and over the target, 10,000 ft scattered to
broken with 5 n mi visibility in haze.

. 3 4

Altitude: 4500 ft
Heading: 3600
Speed: 550 KCAS
Fuel State: 8000 lbs

Flight Formation:
""2 The flight was Just coming off its bomb run and was strung out in trail. BLUE 2

was approximately 2000 ft behind BLUE 1. BLUE 3 was approximately 5000 ft behind BLUE 1
and 2. BLUE 4 was 4000 ft behind BLUE 3.

5. INITIAL DETECTION
While the flight was inbound to the target, MIb warnings had been received on Guard

Channel from BIG EYE. As the flight rolled in on the target, 4 MIO-17s were sighted
directly over the target several thousand ft below the flight.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE flight continued with its successful bomb run. As BLUE 3 came off the target,

he saw MIGs 1 and 2 at his 1 o'clock position attacking BLUE 1 and 2, who were heading
northwest toward Thud Ridge. As BLUE 4 came off of his bomb run, he saw a MIG-17 (MI0 3)
at his 2 o'clock position attacking BLUE 3. BLUE 1 and 2 were outside of effective gun
range and were pulling away from MIGs 1 and 2. BLUE 3 started to maneuver his aircraft
to the 6 o'clock position on MIGs 1 and 2. BLUE 4 attacked MIG 3 who was attacking BLUE 3.MIG 4 was maneuvering into position to attack BLUE 4.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENTI BLUE 1 and 2 continued on a northwest heading toward Thud Ridge with MIGs I and 2
slowly dropping farther back out of range. BLUE 3 had closed to 1500 ft behind MI0 2 and
was just about ready to fire when BLUE 1 called that he was hit by ground fire. BLUE 3
then broke off his attack to assist BLUE 1. BLUE 4 fired at M10 3 who was attacking BLUE 3.I MI0 3 reversed his turn to the left, but BLUE 4 followed him and continued to track and fire
until MIG 3 burst into flasnes. BLUE 4 then broke off and discovered that MI0 4 was behindhim firing. BLUE 4 dived to the deck and evaded MIG4 in a supersonic egress up Thud Ridge.

4The first wave hit the alternate target, JCS 51-10.
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8. ORDNANCE

(No. fired/No. Hits)

Cannon a

BLUE 4 1/1 700 Pounds ?0M
Nba 3 1/0 2" cannon
Ric 4 1/0 23m cannon

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE 4 had a pitoh mechanical advantage malfunction warning light on during his

supersonic low-altitude egress.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience:

Total P-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE 4 4300 100 4 Type of l1&hters flown: F-86,
Pl- D F-101B, F-102. Mostly ADC
background. Completed the P-105
fighter course at McConnell prior
to SEA. Pilot suggests a better
air tactics trainingC course.

Comments on this Encounter:

BLUE 3 and 4 both commented on the MIG orbit over the target area. It was felt that
the MIGs were orbiting in a corridor that had been coordinated with the antiaircraft flak
sites. The flak was extremely intense and yet the MIGs were able to operate right under-
neath without apparent danger.

BLUE 3 came off the target and changed his switch settings from ground to missiles air
when he saw the MROs. He indicated that he was able to accomplish this change before he
broke off the engagement; however, It did present a problem. This switch setting only
provides for an electrically caged sight for gun firing. He did not attempt to set up the
guns air and radar sight mode which is the designed means of firing the gun air to air,
because it is too complicated a procedure and the radar is not reliable that, close to the

BLUE 4, being the last in the flight off the target, did not have time to make switch
changes In the cockpit. He did not change his sight setting from the manual bombing mode,
consequently he had 122 milm depression in his sight as he attacked the MIG. BLUE 4 simply
pointed his aircraft at the MIO and started shooting. BLUE 4 recommends a simple switch
arrangement for changing from ground to air attack, that would not require the pilot to
look In the cockpit to make switch changes. He also recommends a low drag AA missile, a
better turning capability, and an improvement in the rear visibility. The F-105 requires
excessive aircraft maneuvering to clear back at 6 o'clock. The QRC-160 is an effective ECM
item but the warning or monitor lights are on the right console and cannot be seen unless
the pilot looks down over his right shoulder. The monitor and reset button should be up
front so it can be seen with a glazrce and you don't have to look in the cockpit. The
QRC-160 is a rather high drag piece of equipment when operating supersonic at low altitudes,
not to mention the limitations of the equipment. He recommends that this type of equipment
be mounted internally. BLUE 4 also stated that the F-105 radar is inadequate for rapidtarget acquisition or air-to-air use close to the ground.

11. DATA SOURCES

Proaect Interviews: BLUE 3, 15 February 1967
BLUE 4, 16 February 1967

Messages. Reports: OPREP- 0414O45Z, December 1966, from TAP DOCO 29770
DAI 042250Z, December 1966, DID 30926

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE flight encountered heavy AA fire as they approached the target at 10,000 ft AOL

just below a cloud layer. Rather than fly through the heavy 85-100mm flak that enshrouded
BLUE 1 and 2 on roll-in, BLUE 3 and 4 pulled up and over the flak going into the cloudsas they entered their left roll-in to bomb the target on a south to north heading. (As a
result, when BLUE 3 came out of the clouds, he was 4-5000 ft behind BLUE 1 and 2 in the
dive bomb run. BLUE 4 had lost sight of the flight, but was about another 4000 ft behind
BLUE 3.)

As BLUE lead rolled in he called out, "MIGs over the target", having sighted a flight
of four RIG-17s over the target In two-ship elements with 3-4000 ft spacing between ele-
ments. BLUE 3 looked down as he started his roll-in and saw two MI~s going from south to
north one or two miles northeast of the target at an estimated 3-4000 ft AOL. As BLUE 4
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popped out of the clouds in a dive, he spotted two MIO-17s crossing low over the rail yard
flying in a route formation. BLUE 3 and 4 both lost eight of the MlO while concentrating
on the bomb runs.

BLUE 1 and 2 came off the target together heading north towards Thud Ridge. As BLUE 3
Jinked left, then right, off the target at 1000 ft, 550-600 KCAS, looking for BLUE 1 and 2,
he spotted them about 5900 ft directly ahead. He also saw two 1410-17a about 2000 ft
slant range to his right at 1 o'clock, 500 ft low, pressing an attack on BLUE 1 and 2. He
estimated the MIOs to be about 3000 ft range, 5 o'clock low behind BLUE 1 and 2 in a fight-
Ing wing formation, 200 ft apart. Since BLUE 1 and 2 were beyond the MIOs' effective gun
range and were doing an estimated 600 kta and accelerating, BLUE 3 did not consider these
slower MIG-17s to be a serious gun threat to the lead element. BLUE 3, with both an
altitude and airspeed advantage, went AB to initiate a gun attack on the M1Os from 2000 ft
back at their 7 o'clock position. BLUE 3 selected missiles air and radar search and attack,
which provided him with a 1500 ft fixed range "g" only computing gun sight. BLUE 3 was
maneuvering Into firing range Just as BLUE 1 called that he had been hit by ground fire.
(BLUE 1 had taken two 37mm hits, one in his wing and one in his horizontal stabilizer.)
BLUE 3 immediately broke off of the attack and zoomed up and to the left passing the MIGs
to join and escort BLUE lead out of the area. (BLUE 3 passed the Me40 3000 ft high about
4000 ft. off' rhuix port •ile w &Lh b lwuvd 100 ktu overtake. These MIG4 did not attempt
to engage BLUE 3.)

The sequence of events must regress slightly to time phase BLUE 4's encounter with aIGl-17 (MIG 3) that, unknown to BLUE 3, was firing at BLUE 3 while he was maneuvering
against the two MIOs as described above.

While BLUE b in his bomb run, heading north, he had glanced to the left and seen
an aircraft obscured In the sun at 9 o'clock, which he assumed to be BLUE 3. BLUE 4 con-

tined is ombrunandJinked left after bomb release firing a burst of approximately 100
rounds at a warehouse in his pullout. As he jinked back to the right, he again saw the
aircraft he had previously seen in the bomb run. When BLUE 4 took a better look, he recog-
nized the high tailed, silver aircraft to be a MIG-17 rather than BLUE 3. This MIG-17
(MIG 3) was at BLUE 4's 11 o'clock position at 3-4000 ft in a right turn. BLUE 4 then
noticed that the MIG was tracking BLUE 3 and firing his cannons; however, BLUE 4 felt the
MIG was too far behind BLUE 3 for his cannon fire to be effective. (At this time, BLUE 4
estimated that he was at 5-7000 ft AOL at 600 KCAS.) BLUE 4 established a cut off lead
angle on the MIG and began firing a continuous burst of approximately 670 rounds of 20mm
cannon. Since BLUE 4.was still in ground guns with a 122 mil conventional bomb setting,
he simply established a Join up .ype cut off ho dlng an "eyeball estimate" for azimuth andImoving thc =,c up a n od, ;. to LiLIhet the MIG in elevation. BLUE 4
continUed firing as he followed the MIG through a 3-4 g turn to the left that was initiated
by the MIG as soon as BLUE 4 started firing. BLUE 4 broke off the attack at 6-700 ft range

L at an estimated 4000 ft AOL, heading south (6-7000 lbs fuel remaining). BLUE 4 observed
flames and smoke coming out of the MIG's (MIG 3) wing roots. (Camera film assessment
Indicates that BLUE 4 began hitting the MIG at 1500 ft range while pulling 110 mils lead.
The MI0 took hits "for about 12 frames which should be about 37 rounds" of 20mm cannon
fire.) At this time BLUE 4 glanced back and saw another MIG-17 (MIG 4) at his 6 o'clock
positir 1000-1500 ft range. Although this MIG was not pulling lead, he was firing
at BMLU, "from the top and bottom of his snoot." BLUE 4 Jettisoned his external fuel
tanks and MER, rolled inverted and dived for the deck. BLUE 4 leveled out at 50 ft AOL
In excess of 600 KCAS in a left turn going south. BLUE 4 reversed turn ard made a Jinking
supersonic egress north on a heading of 345'. He did not see MIG 4 again after diving for
the deck. BLUE 4 Joined his flight at the north end of Thud Ridge and they Pkressed from
the area without further Incident. BLUE 4 thinks that MIG 4 may have collided with his

1(BLUE 4,s) fuel tanks.
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"vent 11-88

Aircraft Involved: Four P-105s vs nine MIO-i7s

Results: iNo Damage
Vicinity or Encounter: 21°43,N/lO50 299Z

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 4 December 1966/1715H
BLUE Flight was part of a 48 aircraft strike force assigned to strike JCS target,

19.00, a railroad yard, 2-1/2 n ml north of Hanoi. The flight was inbound to target in a
modified Fluid-Four formation at the time XIOs were sighted.

2. MISSION ROUTE
Korat, direct to Red Anchor extended, direct to North Station (TACAN Channel 97),

direct to the Red River, direct to Thud Ridge, direct to the target. Return route re-
versed.

F 3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
j-105 BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4

6 - 750-lb bombs
2 - 450-gallon wing tanks
I - QRC-160 ECM pod___1 - 20mm cannon
All aircraft camouflaged

NIO-17
Configuration unknown
Silver color

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Scattered to clear. Good visibility at flight level.

BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
Altitude: 15,Q00 ft
Headin:0

504 TAS
e-State: 9,000 lb

Plight Formation:

Modified Fluid-Four with the element on the left wingman 1500 ft out and slightly
back.

5. INITIAL DETECTION

1MlG warnings had been received by the flight from BIG EYE while inbound to the target.

BLUE Flight, on a heading of 0900 at the north end of Thud Ridge, sighted a flight of
four M;0-17s at 5 o'clock, approximately 8 n mi south. BLUE Flight turned on a heading
of 110 down Thud Ridge and when the MI~ s were line abreast on a reciprocal heading theyii made a right turn into the flight. The MIGs were low at approximately 13,000 ft altitude,

3 to 4 n mi out.

6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE Flight continued on to the target.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE Flight continued on to the target and the MIGs broke off to the left without an

engagement. As BLUE Flight was going down Thud Ridge, they sighted another flight of four
MIGs at 9 o'clock, 9-10 n ml out. Again no attempt was made to engage by either side.
BLUE Flight continued on to attack the target. As BLUE Flight was coming off of the
target, a single MIG-17 was spotted at 7-8 o'clock low, 3 n ml out. Nu attempt was made
to engage. BLUE Flight egressed the area.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience
Total F-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE 1 3100 1000 55 Pilot background considerable TAC experience in
F-840 and F, P-101A/C and F-105. He did not
attend a CCI'S and had limited air-to-air experience.

BLUE 2 & 3 Not interviewed
BLUE 4 2500 150 20
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CMents on this Encounter 'n,
BLUR 1: The P-105 mission In to deliver bombs on the t.Jargot and Dot to engage NIOs.*

Per this mission, the P-105 is adequate in that it is a good weapons delivery aircraft

and It can outrun any of the present aircraft In use In North Vietnam. The acceleration
and turning capability of the P-105 limits its use as a fighter. Fuel is always a problem.
You are either too heavy with fuel to be maneuverable or too short on fuel at fighting
weight to make it back home safely. There are too many switches Involved golng from
ground to air attack mode and the pilot has to look in the aoctplt to make the changes.

BLUE 4: The switchology problem and the cockpit visibility problem in the F-105 ate
not good for day fighters using guns.

11. DATA SOURCES
P". Jet Interviews: BLUE I and BLUE 4 - 15 Feb 1967.
RNso&sa Ksseports:

7AF OPREp-4 DOCO 29774 041526Z Dec 1966

TAP DAI DIO 30926 042250Z Dec 1966

It. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight, on a heading of 0900 (15,000 ft AOL, 540 KTAS) at the north end of Thud

Ridge, sighted a flight of four NIG-17s at 5 o'clock, approximately 8 n mi south. BLUE
Flight turned down Thud Ridge on a heading of approximately 140 and started a descent
because of clouds ahead. The IGs made a right turn into the flight when they passed
abreast of BLUE FlIght on a reciprocal heading; however, BLUEoFlight continued on to the
target and the MIGs broke off to the left on a heading of 320 . The MIGs were low at
approximately 13,000 ft AOL, 3 to 4 n mi out.

As BLUE Flight continued inbound to the target on a heading of 1300-140° down Thud
Ridge, they sighted another flight of mia-17s at 9 o'clock, 10 to 13,000 ft, paosing 6 to
10 n ml to their left on a 320 reciprocal heading. Neither flight deviated from thetr
course to attempt an engagement.

As BLUE Flight came off of the target heading 3200 at 8 to 11,001 f• k3L, 550 t Afl

XCA36 they sighted a single MIG-17 at 7-8 o'clock, slightly low, range 3 , mi, on a ,1,ain
of 350 . BLUE Flight speedily out-distanced the MIO and contact was lop. BLUE Flight
also sighted a flight of two MIG-21s at this time that were heading 280 r~tparing to
land at Phuc Yen airfield.

At 1734H', hen BLUE Flight was on an egress heading of 2100 at 30,000 ft AjL
(coordinates 21 l0'N/104•15'E). they sighted an unidentified flight of four aircraft,

assumed to be MIGs, who took up a position some 0 distance behind the flight at 8 o'clogk,
altitude 37,000 ft AOL. This flight made a 180 departure to the left at 20 00 N/103 301E
at 1754H without any further action.
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Event 11-89

Aircraft Involved: Four P-105O vs two MIO-21s
iResult: Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter: 21057'N/105018'2

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 4 Decer er 1966/1713H

BLUE Plight (four F-105s) was on a strike mission against JCS 19, a railroad yard
2-1/2 n mi north of Hanoi. BLUE Plight sighted two MIO-21as 40 to 50 miles northwest
of the target.

1i 11. DATA SOURCES

Messages. Reports:

7AF, 04104oZ, December 66, DOCO 29767

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight sighted tro 1410-21s at 2187'N/050l86'E at a range of approximately

5000 ft heading northwest. No additional information Is available.

Ii

11
m

EDITOR'S NOTE: The route of flight for other strike aircraft against JCS 19 indicates
this should be 21 0 571N or 21 0 47'N.
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1Event 11-90

Aircraft Involved: Four P-IO5Ds vs two MIO-21s
Results; No damage

!BB Vicinity of Encounter: 21°25'N/105°35'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time:- 5 December 1966/1012H

Four P-105s (BLUE Plight) returning from weather reconnaissance on JCS 19.00. GREEN
Plight (Ref Event 11-91), IRON HAND support, was approximately 9 mi NE flying
generally the same heading and observed MIOs near BLUE Flight. There was no MIUCAP on
this mission.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Aircraft were, from TAKHLI

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

¢atl.ý-r:, TIL, weather vad prcLtt 6oid in thc•r &ea of the cncounter but was poor in the
target area as the strike had been called off.Altitude! 2100 AOL

Heading, 3280
i45o m

Fuel-state: Unknown
Fl-ght -fmation: Unknown

5. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE 4 Observed two MIG-21s at 7 o'clock, one - two miles behind flight.

6, ACTION INITIATED

Engaged afterburner BLUE 1 and 2 broke right. The element broke left.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

MIGs broke off to a northerly heading proceeding over the ridge toward GREEN flight.

11. DATA SOURCES

Projeef Interviews: None
Message Reports:DAI-005 052317Z Dec 66, from 7AF

DIO 30934
7AF 0514llZ Dec 66, OPREP3 DOCO 29838

1;12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight was egressing from a weather reconnaissance for JCS target 19.00, andwere heading 3280 at 2500 AGL in the vicinity of 21025'N/105035tE. BLUE 4 observed two
MIG-21 aircraft at the 7 o'clock position approximately one to two miles behind the
flight. The MIGs were in tactical formation. BLUE Flight selected afterburner, BLUE 1
and BLUE 2 broke right, number 3 and 4 broke left. BLUE Flight reached speed of 550 kts
and observed the MIGs turn to a northerly heading proceeding over the ridge to GREEN
Flight (Event 1!-91). No ordnance was fired by either BLUE Flight or the MIGs. Blue
Flight rejoined and proceeded to Yen Bay.

r
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Event 11-91

Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs 4 MIG 216

Results: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: 21"34'N/1051O0'K

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 5 December 1967/1015H
Four F-105s (GREEN Flight)(F-105F, 3DS) IRON HAND In route package 6A Strike Plights

had aborted due to weather and all aircraft were egresaing target area. They were sup-
porting BLUE Flight (weather reconnaissance see event 1-90) who was paralleling their
flight path on the southwest side of Thud Ridge. All aircraft flying approximately 3150.II There were no MIOCAP aircraft on this mission.

2. MISSION ROUTE

TAKHLI had departed JCS 51.10 and were egressing on a northwest heading frc-
JCS 51.10

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
F-105P BLUE 1

2 - 450 gal tanks
4 - CBU 24
2 - AGN 45A (SHRIKES)

F-105D. BLUE 2. 3. 4
2 - 450 gal tanks
6 - 500 lb bombs (MK-82)

All aircraft doppler and IFF on, all other avionics passive, camouflage paint.
7-105D GREEN 1. 2. 3. 4

not given
MIG-21 MIG 1. 2. 3. 4

not given - but at least ono had AAM missiles.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Bad In target area, good in vicinity of encounter.
GREEN1 2 3 I

Altitude: 5000 ft -------
Heading: 317 ft -------Speed:500 n m -----

FueY State: -.... not given ----SFlight Formation: ---- not given

5. INITIAL DETECTION

GREEN Flight was level at 4500 ft flying 3170 when number 4 called a MI had fired
a missile at number 3. Prior to this, GREEN nlight had seen MIOs in the vicinity of BLUE
Flight and were watching them for a possible chance to get a pass on them.

6. ACTION INITIATED3Jettisoned tanks, selected afterburner and accelerated rapidly to over 600 kt.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
IMIOs were not observed after GREEN Flight accelerated.

8. ORDNANCE

(No. fired/No. hits)
Soviet AAM

GREEN Flight - none
Ml1 I or 2 1/0 missed and ran intothe growd

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience
not given
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v Event 11-91

Comments on this Encounter

GREEN I does not think the Mt0s were the same ones who were following BLUI Flight,
but two different ones due to the timing. Thinks MtG must have fired from above and
missile had picked up ground clutter. When they looked back MIGa were fairly close and

above GREEN Plight. Not enough time had elapsed from the time the MIOs were last seen

on the other side of the ridge for them to cross over and fire a missile.

Comments on Overall Experience

There were MIG days and SAM days.

11. DATA SOURCES

Project Interviews: GREEN 1 (Lead) 8 Feb 67

Messages. Reports:

DAI-005 052317Z Dee 66, from TAF,
DIO 30934

OPREP-3 050719Z Dec 66, from TAF,
DOCO 29821

OPREP-3 050527Z Dee 66, from TAP,
DOC 29812

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
GREEN Flight, during their IRON HAND mission had observed MIO-21 aircraft near BLUE

Plight (Event 11-90) who was on the opposite aide of Thud Ridge from GREEN. Two MIO-21s
were seen on the opposite side and 2 MIG-21s were seen on the s3'me side as GREEN. GREEN
Flight was able to intermittently keep track of the MIGs. BLUE Plight's radio trans-
missiono were also monitored by GREEN Flight. GREEN Flight saw MIOs cross Thud Ridge but
the M!Os were far behind the flight. GREEN Flight then lost contact with the MIGs.

In a very short period of time GREEN 4 called that a MIG had fired a possible AA-2
missile at GRF.FN 3. GREEN 4 had seen the missile go by and hit the ground. He then
detected 2 MIO-21s who were in firing position at 6 to 7,000 ft altitude, at GREEN 41's
6 o'clock high, and close range.

GREEN Flight JettIsoned their 450 gallon tanks and accelerated to 650 kt at low
altitude. The MIGs were lost from sight during the acceleration and not seen again. i

&

El
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SECRET
Event 11-92

Aircraft Involvedz Three F-lO5Ds vs one MIG-17
Results: No damage

Vicinity of Encounter: 21o13'N/1050 51'E

iI 1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Tima: 5 December 1966/1530H

Three F-105s (BLUE Flight) on a strike flight to JCS 19, turning over ICS 51.10,
because of weather at JCS 19. One F-105 (BLUE 4) aborted on the tanker and returned to
base, leaving three aircraft.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Not given, but BLUE Flight was from Takhli.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
F-105D BLUE 1, 2, 3{I _ Undetermined number of CBU 24s; QRC-160 pod
MIG-17Silver color

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Solid undercast, undetermined level.
BLUE 1. 2. 3

Altitude: 6-7 000 ft
Heading: 3400
S•ed: -450 kt
rFuel State: unknown

Flight Formation:

POD formation, in relation to BLUE 1. BLUE 3, 1500-2000ft line abreast BLUE 2, 500-
1000 ft out and almost line abreast. BLUE 3 was on the left of BLUE 1, BLUE 2 on the right.
5 5. INITIAL DETECTION

In a left turn, BLUE 3 observed ona MIG at about 4 o'clock, very high, coming out of
the north, and called this to the flight.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight increased the rate of turn to the left, rolled out on a heading of 2700-

3000, jettisoned the external tanks, selected afterburner and accelerated.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
As BLUE Flight accelerated to approximately 600 kts the MIG started to fall behind and

was not seen again.

8. ORDNANCE

None expended.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE 2 lost UHF radio during the flight.
BLUE 4 aborted on the tanker for unknown reasons.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience
Total F-105 Combat

. Hours Hours Missiona Remarks

BLUE 2 - - Not given - - -

BLUE 3 - Not given - 34 Flew F-84 for 6 years; flew F-101 in TAC & ADC;
came direct to SEA from F-105 school.

Comments on this Encounter

None
Comments i'rom Overall Experience

3m BLUE 2 - F-105s need better visibility to the rear, something more like the F-86. The
F-105 needs a quick way to go from bombing mode to an air-to-air mode, like utilizing the
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nose gear steering button to eliminate the bomb funotion of the gun sight to bring it back
to an air-to-air eight. -

11. DATA SOURCES

Project Interviews:

BLUE 2 - 16 Mar 67
BLUE 3 - 16 Mar 67

Messages, Reports:

OPREP-3, 051411Z Dec 66, from 7AF, DOCO Z9838
DAI-005, 052317Z Dec 66, from 7AP, DIO 30934-

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight who had been fragged on Target JCS 19, were In a left turn at 6-7,000 ft,
450 kts after expending CBU-21 4. They were turning back, because of bad weather on the
target area. As they passed almost over JCS Target 51.10 turning through about 3400, BLUE
3 observed a single MIO-17 at 4 o'clock high about 2 to 3 miles away. BLUE Flight selected
afterburner, broke to the left and jettisoned their 450 gal tanks but retnaird their re-
maining CBU-24. They rolled out on a heading of 2700-3100 and accelerated to 600 kta. The
MIG now at 6 o'clock and two miles in range was unable to close on BLUE Flight as they con-
tinued northwest to drop the ordnance on a target of opportunity. The MIG-17 although
lined up on a firing pass fell behind and was not seen again.

BLUE 2 had radio failure and did not hear the M1G call; however he saw the tanks
leave BLUE 1 and he did likewtse. BLUE 2 then looked over his shoulAer to the right and
observed a single M10-17, starting down from two miles out and making a pass on the flight.

IF
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SECRET
Event 11-93

Aircraft Involved: Two F-105Fs, two F-105Ds vs.
four MIO-21s

Result: No damage

Vicinity of Encounter: 21 0 25'N/1050 35'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 5 December 1966/1630H

Four F-105s on IRON HAND mission in Route Package VI-A.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
:: IS Weather: unknown

lI BLUE Is 2, 3, 4

Altiýude: 7,000 ftHeading: liou

7:-e_ not given
Fuel State: not given

Flight Formation

not given

5. INITIAL DETECTION

Four MIO-21s observed in BLUE Flight's 2 o'clock position.

6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE Flight selected afterburner.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE Flight out-accelerated the MIGs.

8. ORDNANCE

none expended

11. DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews: BLUE 3, 16 Mar 67
!4essage-sjeptI

7AF DIA-005 052317Z Dec 66 DIO 30934
7AF 0514452 Dec 66 DOCO 29843

I 12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
At approximately 1630 Local BLUE Flight, two F-105F and two F-105D aircraft on an

IRON HAND mission, observed a flight of four MIC-21 aircraft. BLUE Flight was flying at7,000 ft, heading 1100. The MIGs were level at the same altitude, heading 2900 and were
seen at BLUE Flight's 2 o'clock position commencing a turn to attack from about 5,000 ft
out. BLUE Flight selected afterburner and outran the MIGs.
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SECRET;
Event I1-94 *1

Aircraft Involved: One F-105F, three F-lO5Ds vstwoMIO-17s 8

Result: One F-105D lost.

Vicinity of Encounter: 21 55'N/1050 20'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 5 December 1966/1652H

One F-105F and three F-105Ds on IRON HAND support in route package VI A. BLUE
Fl~ght gas supp 8 rting four strike flights. Two EC-121s w8 re orbiting in the vinlnity or
20 /107 and 20 /103 . EB-66s were in the vicinity of 22 05'N/105 10'E and 22 l5'N/04 i4o'E.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Depacted Kora2 Air Base, Thailand, directoGreen An8 hor (18 0 11'N/1010 18'E) refueling,
direct 21 34'N/105 O0'E, direct vicinity of 21 55'N/105 20'E, flight escountereg MIG,

: r. returned to base generally the reverse route. Using Orange Anchor (18 101N/102 101E)
Post Strike Refuel.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
F-10 BLUE 1. 2

3 Not given
F-105D BLUE 4

2 - 450 gal, external tanks
2 - CBU-24s

F-105D BLUE 3
Ordnance not given.
Doppler and TACAN on, radar off, IFF standby, camouflage paint on all aircraft.

MIG-17 IG 1, 2
Drop tanks on.

Paint not given.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO FNCOUNTER
Weather: Clear and 10 miles visibility.

BLUE 1, 2, 3, 4

Altitude: 10,800 ft
_eadn_ : 0902Speed: 450 KTS

Fuel State: Not given

Flight Formation: BLUE 2 on left; BLUE 3 and 4 on .ight.i - o

' a"5. INITIAL DETECTION

RecelWed MI1 warnings earliýPbut not for this area. BLUE Flight was turning right
when BLUE 3 called MIGs at BLUE4's 6 o'clock. BLUE 3's transmission was blocked by BLUE 4
saying he was hit approximately 1651 local time.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE I and 2 turned 1800 Jettisoning stores and egressed the area. BLUE 3 and 4

turned right.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

The MIGs overshot the formation and started a climbing left turn. BLUE 3 maneuvered
to their 6 o'clock position but BLUE 3's gun would not fire. BLUE 4 was on fire and
crashed a thort time later. BLUE 3 departed the area nfter he saw BLUE 4 hit the ground.

SThe MIGs pursued BLUE 3 but could not catch him.
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Event 11-94

8. ORDNANCE
(No. Fired/No. Hits)

Cannon Remarks
BLUE 1, 2, 3, 4 0/0 B-3 cannon would not fire.

MIG 1 1/1 Shot part of B-4'8 tall off causing air-
craft to catch fire and crash.

NIG 1/0 Fired at B-3 but missed.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS:
BLUE. 3's m-61 cannon would not fire. Post flight check found gun control box to be

inoperative providing no power to the gun.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience
Total F-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE 1, 2, 4 Not Interviewed

BLUE 3 1300 900 50 Gunnery school at Luke AFB in F-IOOS.
7-105s In Europe - did some air-to-
air gunnery in P-105.

Comments on this Encounter

The first time BLUE 3 has had a gun that wouldn't fire. BLUE 3 would rather use the
electrical caged sight than try to get a radar lock-on.
Comments from Overall Experience

It is not hard to fire the AIM-9 inadvertently during a bomb run because of the
switchology in the F-105.

Poor turning rate and visibility of F-105.

MIG pilots not very well trained. They should shoot down more aircraft but they
don't seem to take advantage of the situation. They don't seem very aggressive.

11. DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews: BLUE 3 (1T Feb 67)Messages. Reports:

DAI-O05 052317Z Dec 66, from 7AF
DIO 30934

OPREP-3 052310Z Dec 66, from 7AF
DOCO 29868

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight was on an IRON HAND mission in Route Package VI A. They were making a

right hand turn, heading about east. The Flight received a MIG warning at 1651H (about
one minute prior to the encounter) but the MIGs were not identified with the area of BLUE
Flight.

At 1652H two MIG-17s attacked from the direction of the sun, high and at BLUE Flight's
6 o'clock. The MIGs were not observed until they were close to BLUE Flight. BLUE 3 was
looking back to check on BLUE 4, who was 500 to 600 feet behind and sliding around the
turn, when he (BLUE 3) saw two MIG-17s, one of which was firing at BLUE 4. The closest
MIU when seen, was 1000-2000 feet away with the second MIG about 1000 feet beh±nd the first
in trail. BLUE 3 called for BLUE 4 to break but his transmission was blocked by BLUE 4's
communication that he was hit. BLUE 4 while hit, continued a right turn and headed SW
toward the Red River.

BLUE I and 2 jettisoned their extegnal stores and ordnance, and broke right and down
in afterburner. After completing a.180 turn, egressed the area. BLUE 1 and 2 did not
see the MIas. rg ado

BLUE 3 saw BLUE 4 take some cannon hits. BLUE 4 started to shed a few pieces, the
drag chute came out and part of his tail came off. a

At this time both MIGs overshot BLUE 3 and 4 and one went into a climbing left turn
In front of BLUE 3, 500 to 1000 feet away. BLUE 3 was set up for "misslles-air" sight-
mode which gave fixed range computation. As the MIG passed in front BLUE 3 tracked the
MIG and squeezed the trigger several times but the gun did not fire, due to an inoperative
gun control box. (The practice of clearing gun after take off had been discontinued due
to malfunctions after the short clearing burst]. At firirg attempt the MIG was at 12
o'clock and BLUE 4 was at the MIG's 8 o'clock and both were nose up.
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BLUE 3 continued'his right turn and Jettisoned stores. BLUE 3 sighted BLUE 4, who
was burning from the side, and heard BLUE 4 make several calls that he had control of the
aigplane bu8 was losing power. BLUE 4 crashed on a wooded hill In the vicinity of
2135'N/1051 08'E short of the Red River at 1657H. No chute was seen or beeper heard.

While following BLUE 4 out BLUE 3 observed In his mirror a MIO at his 7 to 7:30
position 3-4000 feet away, closing and firing at BLUE 3. BLUE 3 does not know whether
this was one of the original two MIGs or not. BLUE 3 then went to afterburner and accel-
erated away from the MIG, losing him.

BLUE 3 passed BLUE 4 during the acceleration but observed BLUE 4 crash and later
Joined BLUE 1 and 2 about 30 miles south of the location of BLUE 4's crash.
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.o Event 11-95
Aircraft Involved: Four F-lO5s vs eightI

unidentified aircraft

Result: Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter: 21050'N/104040'E/
21o32,N/104 0 20,E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 5 December 1966/1655, 171OH

Four F-105s (BLUE Flight) on a strike mission to JCS Target 51.10 In Route Package
VI-A. They were 2nd or 3rd in a group of five flights.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience

Total F-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE 4 2800 175 Not given F-840 Gunner
School in 1955

(No other figured time prior to F-105 RTU. October 1966)

Comments on this Encounter
None

Comments from over-all Experience

If MIGs are observed soon enough it is possible to continue on into the target
area at a fast enough speed to keep out of firing range. If the tanks are jettisoned.
The MIGs will generally break off the attack If the tanks are jettisoned as the MIG
will have trouble closing above 550 kt.

11. )ATA SOURCES

Project Interviews: BLUE 4 (16 February 1967)
Messages: 7AP OPREP-3 06C013F NDEC66 DCOCO 29870

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE FliIht observed two unidentified aircraft while flying at 17000 ft on a
heading of 0250, position 210 50'N/!O44 01 'E. Unidentified aircraft were at 14,000 ft
on a southeasterly heading and passed in front of BLUE Flight 5 n mi distant, turned
south and departed. Time was 1655H. At 1710H BLUE Flight again observed two
unidentified aircraft. BLUE Flight was at 21o32/1014025', 18,000 feet altitude heading
2000. The unidentified aircraft were on a reciprocal heading at 25,000 ft and
continued on course.

BLUE Flight, were about halfway down Thud Ridge, heading southeast toward
JCS 51.10 at 14,000 feet. BLUE 4 saw and called MIGs to the south at 2 o'clock
three to five miles away. The MIGs were heading northwest and two flights of four
were seen.

[Note: In his interview, BLUE 4 only recalled the last sighting in the narrative].

S T I
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Event 11-96

Aircraft Involved: Eight P-lO5sys at least
eight NIG-218

Results: No loses due to encounter (one P-105
II lost, probably due to AAA)

I ~Vicinity of Encounter: 21033'N/105*33'E1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 8 December 1966/1615H

At least four flights of tour P-1058 each striking JCS Target 19. BLUE-Plight
(Strike Commander as Lead) and GREEN Plight were the only ones who reported MIG enoounters.

2. MISSION ROUTE
Launched from TakhlI, refueled inbound and outbound, approach to target was down

Thud Ridge.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

F-105 BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
5 - CBU-24a

2 - 450-gal external tanks
Camouflage paint1 - QRC-160 pod

P-105 GREEN 1. 2. 3. 4
16 - 750-b bombs
2 -450-gal external tanks
1 - QRC-160 pod
Camouflage paint
Doppler on, radars standby, TACAN and IFF off.

Missiles (Atoll)
One MIG gray camouflage paint, all others silver

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
j Weather; 1500 ft overcast, visibility unknown.

BLUE GREEN
1 2 3 7 2 3 4

Altitude: 12,000 ft 14,000 ft
: 1330 1330

550 kt 550 kt
a P tate: 10,000 lb 10,000 lb

Flight Formetion:
Pod formation with element on the left in BLUE Flight, 2-3,000 ft between elements

and about 1,000 ft wingman separation. GREEN Flight about two miles behind and offset

to the right.

5. INITIAL DETECTION
Flight was inbound to the target and at least halfway down Thud Ridge. GREEN Flight

called out two MIGs at 6 o'clock to BLUE Flight. MIs were simultaneously in pairs
attacking BLUE and GREEN Flights. MIGs were at 2-5 mile range when first sighted.

6. ACTION INITIATED *1
BLUE Flight initially jettisoned tanks; later broke to right and Jettisoned CBUs in

the turn, went afterburner. GREEN Flight continued toward target, spotted MIGs on their
own tail, jettisoned tanks, then ordnance, went afterburner and broke to right. GREEN 2
delayed slightly in the break as GREEN 3 and 4 broke past him, then he dropped bombs andbroke.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

One MIG fired a missile at GREEN 2 which missed. MIG 1 fired 2 Atoll missiles at
BLUE 3 which detonated 1,000 ft behind BLUE 3. BLUE 1 and 2 continued their turn toward
MIGs chasing GREEN Flight and the MIGs broke off and went into the overcast. GREEN Flight
continued right turn to attack MIGs chasing BLUE 3 and 4, these MlOs broke off Into the
overcast also.

'Reports also Indicatcd cncounter of 2 14IG-17s ty GREEN Flight but this did not speci-I fically appear in the interview data. These could rave been the MIGs attended to by 04.
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8. lNANCE
(No. 91_red/No, hits)

Soviet AA•
(Prebabl• AA-2) Remarks

NIG 3 2/0 Detonated 1,000 ft behind BLUE 3 - no damage.

NMI 5 1/0 Fired at GREEN 2, no damage.

9. EQUIPMENIT PROBLEN5BLUE 3 - Radlo inoperative, could not be contacted. Receiver may have been working.

10. AIRCREL COMMENTS

SSxperenoe Total P-105 Combat
Haus Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE I 5500 200 30 Flew all fighters from P-47 through F-106
except F-94 - led THUNDERBIRDS for three
yetrs. Instructor FWS Nellis APB. Plew
ll1 missions and had 1I1 encounter in
Korea (P-80, P-84).

BLUE 2 2750 750 . Flighter Weapons School, P-100, P-105.

BLE 4 .... 35 p-84a TAC 6 years. P-101 In TAC, ADC.
-- 105 since March 1966.

O REM 2 ... 80

Cowats on This Encounter

BLUE 1 - MI4 pilots seemed very well organized, coordinating their maneuvers ex-
ceptlonally well. Any time they lost the advantage, they broke off to r'eattack under

more advantageous circumstances. MIG 6 had the nicest paint job he had ever seen nio a
NIG-21 - three shades of Navy grey, scalloped In lines from nose to tail, extremely dif-
ficult to pick out against a cloud background. This MIG was by himself and seemed to be
directing the rest. Looked like the big super Russian 4AG instructor.

RLUE 4 - Belived MI0s were out of range when they fired at BLUE 3. Did not think
Atoll missiles detonated close enough to BLUE 3 to cause damage - BLUE 3 probably shot
down by ground fire.
Comments from Overall Experience

BLUE 1 - There are too many switch settings to change to go from a bombing mode to
an air-to-air mode. Likes the QRC-160, seems to be effective If used properly. Would
like o have some capability to shoot an air-to-air missile backwards. The pilots coming
in from ATC, SAC and other commands are adapting to the mission very well. The young men
right out of flying school seem to pick It up very fast and are the best wingmen. P-105
needs a better snapshot capability, something you don't have to track a long time. The
1-106 would be a good airplane for this mission. With modifications you could bomb with
it a•d It will maneuver as well as the MIG-21.

BLUE 2 - Would like to carry the AIM-9. Believes fighters should have two engines.
rear than the P-105.

BLUE i - 1-105 does a very good Job as a strike fighter. It does an outstanding Job
In this type environment. However, it Is really not an air-to-air fighter.

GREEN 2 - A big problem is in the switch changes tý .-... e sight settings. In other
aircraft, when you punch the electrical cage button, you get a caged sight. In the F-105,
you have to change two switches to get the sight change plus hit the electrical cage and
this cannot be done without distracting your eyes from outside the aircraft. If you
could hit a button, get the sight to Jump into cage position, hit the button again and
have the sight go back to the previous mil setting you wouldn't have to switch your eyes
into the cockpit.

The air-to-air radar lock-on warning device in the F-105 Is cut off because the
other members of the flight have their own radar on, it interferes with your vector, and
it's more of a distraction than an aid. I suggest we put In a change that will strobe In
the direction of a OCT radar locked onto the flight. Something a little extra to go along
with this would be separate little black box in the rear of the aircraft that will detect
any radar signals from any -un radar likely to be carried In an aircraft, that will
illum•nate a separate lig 1: or other device on the panel near the canopy line to catch
your eye while looking ou-.. de the aircraft.

GREEN 4 - The best flying Job in the world today is flying MIG-21a out of Phuc Yen.
Their advantages on us are that they have turning radius, visibi.lity, and a high-
performance airplane that can accelerate real well.
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The things in the F-105 that limit us are the turning radius, a result of too muchI wing-loading, and visibility. One advantage of the F-105 is that it has guns that cen
be used at close range - something the pilot can control in ejecting ordnance from the
airplane.

An air-to-air combat is still a turning game - the airplane that turns best has the,'advantage. In the future we need a big power plant, an airplane that can turn real welland accelerate well and that can carry ordnance all the way from short to several miles
range. Also both high and low altitude capabilities at the same time.

I]. DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews:

BLUE I (Lead - 6 Feb 67
BLUE 2 - 2 Feb 67
BLUE 4 - 16 Mar 67
GREEN 2 -.5Feb 67
GREEN 4 - 15 Mar 67

Messages. Revorts:
7AF 081046Z DOCO 30009 Dec 66
7AF 081345Z DOCO 30018 Dec 66
7AF 082258Z DIO 30961 Dec 66.

I 12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight was the lead flight and BLUE 1 the Mission Commander for a strike on JCS
Target 19. They were flying down the ridge line at 21 0 33'N/105 0 33'E heading 1330, 12,000
ft and about 550 kt in pod formation. GREEN Flight was a few miles behind them going to
the same target. GREEN Flight observed four MIG-21s attacking simultaneously in pairs,
two MIG-21s on GREEN Flight and two MIG-21s on BLUE Flight. The MIGs were called out and
BLUE and GREEN Flights jettisoned the 450-gal tanks in an effort to increase airspeed in
order to get to the target. However, BLUE 4 observed the MIGs to be closing from 4 or
5 o'clock. BLUE 1 called for a right turn and then to jettison the ordnance through aI hole in the undercast. Somewhere during this turn or about the time they rolled out, the
MIGs fired two AAMs at BLUE 3. The firing was observed by GREEN Flight. The missiles
detonated about 1,000 ft behind BLUE 3. GREEN Flight called out the firing about the
same time BLUE 4 saw a MIG-21 cop out of the undercast behind GREEN Flight. BLUE 4
called out the MIG.

At-about this same time GREEN Flight saw two MIGs approaching them and dropped tanks;
the MIGs disengaged. GREEN Flight saw other MIGs and lead called for dropping ordnance,
afterburners, and a RIGHT break. As GREEN 3 and 4 crossed behind GREEN 2, GREEN 4 told
GREEN 2 to hold hJs bombs to avoid collision. GREEN 2 held momentarily, then pickled,
then broke. Just as he broke, slightly behind the others, MIG 5 launched a missile at
GREEN 2 which missed. BLUE I and 2 turned into the MIG who was attacking GREEN Flight.
When the NIG saw BLUE 1 and 2 turning into him, he broke off. Meanwhile BLUE 3 and 4
turned to the west. At this time BLUE 3 had UHF transmitter trouble, because no trans-

Smissions were heard from him. BLUE 3 broke left and down through a hole in the undercast
and Jettisoned his MER. BLUE 4 also jettisoned his MER and followed BLUE 3, flying a
normal fighting wing. BLUE 4 told BLUE 3 that he was at BLUE 3's 8 o'clock position,
because BLUE 3 may have mistaken BLUE 4 to be a MIG. BLUE 3 did not acknowledge the call,
bUt did discontinue the hard left turn and continued normal jinking while heading west,
below the overcast. B3 was supersonic. BLUE 4 moved up and flew in his 9 o'clock posi-
tion maintaining enough lateral separation to clear the 6 o'clock position. BLUE 4 was
unable to keep in'visual contact with BLUE 3. They were flying into the afternoon sun
which was reflecting off the rice paddies. BLUE 4 lost sight of BLUE 3 when they flew
into this area of glare. They passed through the glare at supersonic speeds, and BLUE 4
was unable to pick up BLUE 3 again. About this time BLUE 4 heard a beeper. BLUE 4 setup an orbit west of the Red River and alerted rescue. During the egress BLUE 4 observed
some 37mm flak but had no indication BLUE 3 had been hit.

After the MIGs disengaged from GREEN Flight, BLUE 1 observed a lone camouflaged
MIG-21 dive past BLUE 1 and 2, at a high rate of speed, through the same hole BLUE 3 and
4 had flown. BLUE 1, not being sure where BLUE 3 and 4 were called, "Two F-105s who
just went Into the hole in the clouds, you have a MIG on your tail - go AB and get out
of here". BLUE 1 and 2 followed the MIG. The same MIG then popped back up on top making
a 90* left climbing turn. GREEN Flight unloaded and egressed to the northwest. BLUE 1
and 2 turned toward the MIG, who turned 1300 and went back into the clouds on a westerly
heading. BLUE 1 and 2 egressed the area and joined BLUE 4, and then returned to base.

S T
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Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs one MIO-21
I Result: Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter: 21l35'N/1050 20'EfE-- 1. PnIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 13 December 1966/1610H

Brown Flight (4 F-105s) were on an Iron Hand mission scheduled to operate up and
down the east side of Thud Ridge. Concurrently there was a atrike on JCS-19.00 which
encountered numerous MIas. (See Event 11-98).

2. MISSION ROUTE
Korat, Red Anchor vicinity 21 0 53'N/10135'E, vicinity 21 0 50'N/1050 20'E to 21025'N/

105040'E to 21O03'N/104043'E, Red Anchor to Base.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS P-105D

P-105F Brown
Brown 1 2 3.4

2 AGM 45 2 AGM 45 6 500 lb bombs
2 CBU-24 2 CBU-24
2 Wing tanks 2 Wing tanks 2 Wing tanks

No QRC-160 1

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Scattered low clouds becoming overcast in the east. Pilot interview rated
the weather as poor.

S~BLUE FLIGHT

Altitude: 12,000 feet
2200

•e 525 kts
State: Unknown

S. 6. 7. 8. See Narrative Description

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
Brown 2 had 1/CBU-24 that would not Jettison.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

SExperience
Tot Hours F-105 Hours CMBT Missions Remarks

Brown ..
Brown 3500 1100 approx. 65 All time in single engine Jet

11. DATA SOURCES

Project Interviews:
Brown 3 - 16 February 1967
Messages. Reports, etc.
7Ai' 1322052 OPREP3 DO0030317 December 1966
7AF 131616Z OPREP4 D0C030309 December 1966
7AF 132231Z CIO 30996 December 1966

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Brown flight - an Iron Hand flight-was in spread formation making a right turn when
a MIG-21 passed through tne formation. The MIG came through at t high angle off in a
right climbing turn from 4 o'clock toward 10 o'clock at an cstimated airspeed of 500 kts.
The IAIG-21 then made a descending turn back toward the fl4-ght. At this point Brown 2 and
4 jettisoned their ordnance (number 2 had a CBU-24 that would not Jettison) and Brown
flight made r max power right descending turn to heading 330 and out ran the MIGs.

lPilot reported that ECM pod was not carried, DIO message indicated that flight was
QRC equipped.
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Aircraft Involved: 16 F-105Ds ve numerous MIG-21a
and M41O-179

Result: No damage

Vicinity of Encounter: See (1) below

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 13 December 1966/1600-1620H
The flights were a strike force briefed to hit JCS 19.00 (Yen Vien RR Classification

yard). There were 5 individual encounters, as listed below:

Vicinity of Encounter
(Part 1) BLUE Flight 4 F-105Ds vs 2 M10-21s 20-55'N/10537'E
(Part 2) GREEN Flight 4 F-lO5Ds vs 4 MIG-21s

a 4 MIG-17s 21*38'N/105028'E
(Part 3) YELLOW Flight 4 F-fO5Ds vs 2 MIO-21s

& 3 MIG-17s 2055N/105 0 25E (M-17)
(Part 4) ORANGE Plight 4 F-lO5Ds vs 2 MIG-21s 21 0 32N/105•40'E
(Pa-t 5) BLUE Flight 4 F-1055Ds vs 2 MIG-21s 20055N/105037E

* BLUE, GREEN, YELLOW, and ORANGE Flights constituted the force of four strike
flights proceeding to the target. They were preceded by PURPLE Flight (4 F-lO5Ds)
which was in a flak suppression role. PURPLE did not see any MIOs, but PURPLE 3 was
downed by a SAM prior to the MIG encounters. BROWN Flight was on an IRON HAND
mission in the target area (see Event 11-97 for details of BROWN's MI0 encounter).

2. MISSION ROUTE
Flights departed Korat, Thailand, refueled, proceeded via Channel 97 TACAN and then

down east side of Thud Ridge to the target.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

BLUE 1,2,3,4 GREEN 1,2,3,4
YELLOW 1.2,3,4 ORANGE 1.2.3.4

F-105D 6 750 lb bombs
2 450 gallon wing tanks
I QRC-160 ECM pod

, Cmoof age paint

* 141-21
Silver color
Missile equipped

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Scattered clouds west of target and over target, overcast east of Hanoi.
Visbil.ity--good.

Part I Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5

BLUE GREEN YELLOW ORANGE BLUE
1,2,3,4 1,2,3,4 1,2,3,4 1,2,3,4 1,2,3,4

Altitu.le: 1i4,000 ft 12-16,000 16,000 ft 16,000 ft 16,000 ft
ft

Heading: 1380 1350 135" 2600-2700
- I 530 kts 540 kts 540 kta 600 kts

Fuel State: less than est.
full 10,000 lb
internal

ELI .• _Formation: Flights were in pod formation.

5. INITIAL DETECTION

Part 1: While inbound, BLUE 4 saw 2 MIC-21s pass at 3 o'clock with opposite heading to3" I'ligh t
5• Part 2: GREEN flight sighted 4 MIG-21s at 11 o'clock and 4 MIG-178 at I o'clock at an

apprioximate range of six n ml with opposite heading to flight.

"Part 3: YELLOW 3 sighted MIOS, apprcximate range of 3 1/2 to 4 n mi heading of 2700
approximately co-altitude, quartering on YELLOW Flieht. MIGS turned and ended up
approximately 6 n mi in trail of flight. After leaving target, YELLOW 3 saw group
of probable MIO-17s orbitinF below and turning towards Hanoi.
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Part 4: ORANGE Flight sighted 2 MIG-21s on a reciprocal heading about 3-4 n mi offset,
-EIturned 1800 and ended up approximately 3 n mi in trail of ORANGE Flight.

Part•• : After pulling off target, BLUE 1 (L) sighted 2 MIa-21s at 5,000 ft heading 900
from his 10 o'clock position at a range estimated to be approximately 3 n mi.

8. ORDUANCE EXPENDED
AAM Cannon RemarksMI7- _77-7 Wiie,_ detonated 300-400 ft v

behind ORANGE 1 and 3 :4
MIO-2 2/0 Fired 2 bursts, both missed.

No air-to-air ordnance was expended by U.S. flights.

Experience: Combat

Total hours F-lOS hours Mlssior:s Remarks

BLUE 1 1150 750 Unknown All TAC fighter
background

BLUE 4 Unkown 63 All TAC fighter

background.

GREEN 3 3700 130 20 Mostly ADC experience
GREEN 4 1200 160 30 All but 11-105 time i•s

KC-135 and student time

YELLOW 3 3700 1500 13 r

ORANGE 3 4300 100 15

Comments on this Encounter: I
BLUE (Part 5) was surprised that the MIG-21 would attack because of altitudeadvantage (approximate 10,000 ft) of F-105.

GREEN amazed at maneuverability of MIG-21.

Comments from Overall Experience:

BLUE 1 felt that aircraft modifications (e.g., SAFETY PACK II, Cameras, Vector Gear,
etc.) had compromised aircraft capability by increasing drag.

YELLOW 3 felt that F-105 was an excellent airplane for the job due to its superior l
airspeed capability and because of its ruggedness.

Switching from air-to-ground to air-to-air mode is too complicated, should be
able to do this with a single switch.

QRC-160 switches and indicator lights are in an inconvenient position.

ORANGE 3. The only maneuver for the F-105 against the MIG-21 is to head for the deck
in maximum power. The F-105 cannot out-turn or out-climb the MIG-21.

11. DATA SOURCES

Project Interview:

BLUE 1 16 February 1967, GREEN 3 15 February 1967,

BLUE 4 18 February 1967, GREEN 4 15 February 1967, T

ORANGE 1 15 February 1967, YELLOW 1 letter,

ORANGE 3 4 February 1967, YELLOW 3 18 February 1967.

Messages. Reports:
7AF OPREP-3, 130925Z, DOCO-30291, Decemb. r 1966, SECRET
"7AF a 131628Z, DOCO-30307,
7AF • 132205Z, DOCC-30317,
7AF OPREP-4, 131616Z, DOCO-30309, " , CONFIDENTIAL
7AFF 131651Z, DOCO-30310,
7AF " , 131651Z, DOCO-30311,
7AF Intell.

message, 132231Z, DIO-30996, " , f0CRET/NOFORN
S7AY ' , 151215Z, DI0-31005,
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12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
This event represented the second time since 2 December 1966 that there 4

was an integration of SAMs and MIOs in the NVN Air Defense system. I Between 1606H and
1624H1 in approximately an 18x26 n mi rectangular area WSW of Hanoi, the following
activity was reported: 6 MIG-21s, 9 MIG-17s, 17 SAMs fired, four AAA reactions,
16 F-105s and 19 Navy aircraft. One F-105 was downed by a SAM (PURPLE 3) and 3 Navy
aircraft were hit by SAMs. The F-105s were reported egressing at between 15-16,000 ft,
MIGs were reported at 6,000 fto 9,000 ft. and 18,000 ft.

SAMs were sighted before and during MIG activity by BLUE, GREEN, and YELLOW flights.

BLUE, GREEN, YELLOW and ORANGE Flights were flying in a group formation proceeding
to the assigned target (JCS 19.00 Yen Vien Railroad Classification Yard). BLUE Flight

M• was the lead flight followed by GREEN and YELLOW with ORANGE Flight being the trailing
( flight. YELLOW Flight was to the left of GREEN Flight. In case of MIG attack, ORANGE

Flight was to drop ordnance and screen the rear of the strike force.
Part 1: While inbound to the target BLUE Flight spotted two MIGs approximately

10,00 ft below them flying in opposite heading to the flight. They were seen at
3 o'clock and were then observed to turn behind the last flight (ORANGE Flight). The
strike force had already Jettisoned their tanks prior to going into the target.

Part 2: GREEN Flight was about halfway down Thud Ridge, inbound to the target,
when GREEN 4 sighted 4 MIG-21s at 11 o'clock on a reciprocal heading and offset about
6 n mi. GREEN 2 sighted 4 MIG-17s at I o'clock very low. Identification was readily
made due to the delta wings and silver color of the airplane. The MIG-17s pressed on
without attacking anyone. The MIG-21s started on a'left turn to attack the trailing

43 flight behind GREEN. GREEN Flight was not engaged by MIGs and struck the target as
briefed.

Part 3: YELLOW Flight sighted 2 MIG-21s at I o'clock on a westerly heading. At
the time, YELLOW Flight was on a heading of a 1350, and approximately 15 miles from
the target area. As the MIGs passed YELLOW's 3 o'clock position they started to turn in.
YELLOW Flight did not take any evasive action and shortly thereafter YELLOW 4 called out
the MIGs approximately six miles in trail. The MICs were positively identified by
their silver color. YELLOW Flight then rolled into the target in almost a split-S
maneuver heoding elmost west. In the pullout from the target, YELLOW 4 had become
separated from the rest of the flight, and ohortly thereafter, he (YELLOW 4) called
out that he had two MIG-21s on him and that he was cleaning off the racks and
accelerating oLt. YELLOW 4 exited to the west at Mach 1.3 at about 5,000 ft and
s uccessfully outran the MIGs. Meanwhile the remainder of YELLOW Flight climbed out

IN together at Mach 1.15 also exiting to the west. On the way out they saw numerous SAMs
in the area as well as numerous MIG-17s orbiting low, none of which pursued YELLOW Flight.
They also saw the MIGs that were chasing YELLOW 4 give up and turn back towards their
home base. Number 4 rejoined the flight over Laos.

Part _ I: ORANGE Flight was about halfway down Thud Ridge when 2 MIG-21s approached
on a reciprocal heading, displaced approximately three miles to the right of the Flight.
The MIGs executed a right 1800 turn to fall in trail approximately three miles behindORANGE Flight. The MIGs closed rapidly in loose formation and at a range of abouta

iN half-mile, one MIG (the one on the right) lined up between ORANGE 1 and 3, and launched
an air-to-air missile. At the time, ORANGE Flight was in pod formation with the second
element on the left. ORANG2. 4 saw the missile being launched and called for a right
break. All aircraft in ORANGE Flight Jettisoned their tanks and ordnance before and
during the break which was down and to the right. ORANGE 4 observed the enemy missile
explode approximately 300 to 400 ft behind #3. The second MIG, which was on the left
wing of the first one, pressed in on ORANGE 4 and fired his cannon as ORANGE 4 forced him
to overshoot. MIG 1 followed up his missile attack by firing his cannon at ORANGE 4.
ORANGE 4 in maximum power executed a 1800 turn down to the cloud tops. MIG 1 started

* to follow and them stopped about two-thirds of the way around the 1800 break as
ORANGE Flight was moving back into defensive formation. At this point ORANGE 3 called
out a MIG crossing from left to right in his 6 o'clock position. All members of the
flight then lost sight of this MIG. In the meantime, another MIG closed in on ORA14GE 14
in his 7 o'clock position, snapped off a burst and then broke away. This MIG was seen by
ORANGE 3 before it fired at ORANGE 4; however, it was originally misidentified as a
friendly aircraft. When ORANGE 3 realized that it was a MIG it was too late to call a
break. Two MIGs continued to shadow the flight until egress from Route Package VI.

Part 5; After pulling off the target BLUE Flight saw 2 MIG-21s on a reciprocal
heading below them at 5,000 ft. They were sighted in BLUE's 10 o'clock position at
a range of about 3 miles. As the MIGs passed abeam of BLUE Flight they attempted to
0- ndelle up to them. However, they were too far away and too low to be able to
ca- plete the attack so the MIGs broku off and headeci back towards Hanoi. BLUE F-light
recovered without engaging any MIG aircraft.

T Source: DIG 31005, December 1966 (see Item 11) SECRET/NOFORN.
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Aircraft Involved: Pour P-105D vs at least sixMIG-21e.
Result: One -165D lost

IVicinit of Encounter: 21*05'N/105*55'E.
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 14 December 1966/1625H
Four F-105D (BLUE Flight) aircraft were on a strike mission. The flight was parfro.fa -

total force attacking JCS 19.00 (21 0 O5'25"N/1050 55'15"E). Flights originating froen.'Takhli
were to strike the target first followed by those from Korat. The IRON HAND Fliois
(Events 11-103 and 11-104) preceeded the strike forcea. The Takhli forces (in order of.
striking the target) were composed of the aircraft in Events 11-105 (TOT 0816Z>, I-100.-(TOT 0817Z), 11-99 (TOT 0819Z) and 11-102. The Korat forces were-composed of•the aircraftin Event 11-106 and Event II-101, which was the last strike flight on the taiget. Also in

the area were EC-121 aircraft waiting in the vicinity of 20/107 and 20/103,and EB-66B's
and C's orbiting in the vicinity of 22 0 10'N/1050 20'E and 21015'N/1040251E/ The USN was
.lso conducting studies in the same general area. /
2. MISSION ROUTE

From Takhli AB direct to Green Anchor for refueling direct to 219551N/1040381E,
direct to 21 0 54'N/105 012'E, direct to 21°38'N/105 0 29-E direct to 21 0 16'N/1050 42'Edirect to 21 0 16'N/105 0 56'E direct ti the target (JCS 19.00) and egress to 20 0 57'N/
105 0 27'E then direct to 200°6'N/10505'E direct to G0een Anchor fozl post strike refuel.
BLUE .1 and 2 recovered at Takhli but due to fuel BLU• 4 recovered/at UDORN.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
R-105D BLUE 1.2.4

"6 750 lb bombs
2 4r50 gal. tanks
1 QRC-16o POD

F-105D BLUE 3

6 500 lb bombs
2 450 gal. tanks
1 QRC-160 POD

MIG-21 MIG 1,2,3,4,5,6

All Aircraft Silver
Missiles carried by at least one MIG.
No other information available. Those MIOs identified as baving the large
radome (FISHBED D) are so specified in the narrative.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Low broken to overcast deck, bases 3-4,000 feet, tops 8,000-10,000 feet- 5 miles
visibility with haze.

BLUE (1.2.3, 10on ingress to target
Altitude: 2,000 feet AGL
Headin 1350
Speed: 550 kts Plus
Fuel State: 10,000 lbs
Formation: Pod Formation

5. INITIAL DETECTION
After crossing the RED RIVER, while on their ingress to the target, BLUE Flight

continuously observed MIG-21 aircraft in the area. However, the first MIGs to threaten
the flight were seen by BLUE 2 prior to pop-up. Two MIG-21s were seen at 2 o'clock,
co-altitude, 3,000-4,000 feet range. BLUE Flight was at the MIGs 2 o'clock, as the
MIGs, in a hard turn, attempted to turn in behind the flight.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight continued on the mission as the two MIGs overshot.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE Flight made their bomb run and popped up and during the dive to the target

tj throuei the clouds, BLUE 2 saw a single MIG-21 at 9 o'clock, then two more, silver MIG-21s
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at 6 o'clock to the flight. The flight lost the two MIGs at 6 o'clock by diving below
the clouds, but flak forced them back on top.

Shortly after coming back on top, a MID-21 was seen at BLUE 4'3 9 o'clock, which
he escaped by diving through the clouds. On BLUE 4's return, BLUE 4 called 2 MIG-21s at
6 o'clock. These last two MIG-21s were FISHBED D's and one attacked BLUE 3 and shot lim

W down with a missile, and he broke off. The other attacked BLUE 1 and was subsequently
attacked by BLUE 2 who fired at the MIG-21 but missed. BLUE 2 saw BLUE 3 crash and then
joined the rest of the flight for egress.

8. ORDNANCE
(No. Fired/No. Hits)

Cannon AA Missile

MIG 1/1 Hit and destroyed BLUE 3

None of the other members of BLUE Plight expended any air-to-air ordnance. None of
the other MIO-21s were observed firing.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Comments on this Encounter
Never attack a RIG, unless 3 to 9 o'clock low - so you can make one pass and escape.

11. DATA SOURCES
Pro ect Interviews: BLUE 2 (5 Feb 1967)
Messages, Reports:

TAP DOCO 30384 0PREP-3 141532Z Dec 66
TAP DOCO 151 211905Z Dec 66
7AP DOCO 30371 OPREP - 4 141312Z Dec 66
TAP DOCO 31359 OPREP-3 140952Z Dec 667AP DOCO 30354 OPREP-3 140911Z Dec 66
Source Unknown 150557Z Dee 66
Tape of communications made during the mission
AF Combat Loss Report XOXS62-2567

12. NARRATIVE

BLUE Flight was on a strike mission as part of a larger force attacking JCS 19.00.
As soon as the flight crossed the Red River, above the clouds, at about 14,000 feet
altitude, numerous SAMs were fired at the flight, in barrage-type volleys, but they
did not track very accurately. Just after crossing the R.cd River, BLUE Flight heard I
calls of MIGs from the flak suppression flight - (Event 11-105) and expecting an

engagement they jettisoned tanks and pylons retaining only the MER (loaded with 6 bombs)

and the QRC-160 POD. The tanks, when jettisoned, had 500 to 600 pounds of fuel in each.

The flight proceeded down the southeast side of Thud Ridge and descended through
the cloud layer. BLUE Flight heard the flight of Event II-100 transmit that they were
being Jumped by MIGs. After breaking through the cloud layer, and descending to
2,000-3,000 ft. AGL and 550 kts, the flight passed by Phuc Yen Airfield and observed
30-40 MIG-17s, MIG-19s and MIG-21s in revetments. Numerous MIG-21s were seen flying

"around in the area and two were seen Just taking off. As the target came in sight,
BLUE Flight started to receive heavy flak.

At this point, two MIG-21s (MI1 1,2) tried to make a pass at the flight. BLUE 2
saw and called the MIGs who were 3,000-4,000 feet away, at 2 o'clock co-altitude. The
MIGs were silver and immediately recognized. BLUE Flight was at the MI~s' 2 o'clock
as the MIGs attempted a hard turn to intercept the flight. BLUE 2 cnlled the MIGs as
passing from 3 o'clock to 4 o'clock, and specifically warned BLUE 4 who was carrying
the camera pod and was having trouble maintaining position with the rest of BLUE Flight.
The MIS were in a position that enhanced their attack on BLUE 4 but due to the speed
of BLUE Flight, the tIGs could not attain a firing position, and they were lost from view.

As the flight proceeded toward the target, they heard the flight of Event 11-102 call
that they had been jumped by MIGs. BLUE Flight proceeded through the pop-up and as they
rolled in, on the bomb run two more MIG-21s (MIG 3,4) passed through the flight
disregarding their own flak, but were not observed to fire at BLUE Flight. BLUE Flight
was under heavy ground fire at the same time as the MIs passed through.

After dropping on the target, BLUE Flight headed out in a southwesterly direction
toward the hills and the Black River at 600 kts in afterburner. At this time, BLUE 2
saw a single MIG-21 (MIG-5) at 9 o'clock 2 miles range, co-altitude. BLUE 2 was at the
M11's 10 o'clock, as the MIG approached straight and level at high speed. At this time
BLUE 1 was out In front, BLUE 2 and 3 were line abreast 2,C00 feet above BLUE 1. Although
"BLUE 2 called the MIG, the call was delayed due to other r !to traffic. The 141G was
lost from view.
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BLUE Flight came out of afterburner and climbed on tap of the clouds. BLUE 1, 2)
U ~and 3 were approximately line abreast extending about 14,000 feet across the front.

BLUE 14 was back and to the right about 1 mile and lower. BLUE 3 saw 2 1410-21s (MIG 6*7)
mat 3 o'clock with other MI~s and a SAM to the South. BLUE 3 called the MIGs. BLUE 2
* also saw the two MIG-21s as well as the others in the area. Due to his position,

BLUE 2 observed the two MIGs to be at 6 o'clock high and diving into position behind
about 8,000 feet away. The MIGs were silver.

f BLUE 1 called "burner" and the flight descended Into the clouds to evade the FlI08.
* On descending through the clouds the flight began to receive intense flak. After
U .linking for several seconds (no more than 20) and reaching the mountains Southwest of

Hanoi, the flight again climbed on top of the clouds and although no MI~s were
immediately seem, the flight had some SAMs fired at them. 2 -8wasenbBLE .

A short time later (estimated 140 seconds) another 141-2 (MIG-8 a enb LE2
This 1410 was close to BLUE 4.* The 1410 was at BLUE 14's 9 o'clock, about 1,500 to 2,000
feet away from BLUE 14 and turning into BLUE 14 from a line abreast position. BLUE 2 saw
the MIC1-21 outlined against a cloud, as both the 1410 and BLUE 14 acknowledged and broke

5 ~own into the clouds with the 1410 after him. Just before BLUE 14 dived into the clouds,
5'he called "IBT,UF 14 you hAve two NvTrs at your 6 o'clon~k." rWhat was meant to be

trasmitedwas "BLUE 1 and 2 there are MIGs at your 6 o'clock."] The two 14105r ~approaching the flight were unseen by BLUE 1, 2, and 3. A short time later, BLUE 14
p opped back through the clouds without the 1410.

The flight began to climb, and a target report was given, BLUE 3 called BLUE 14 to

to give the code words that the target had been hit. At this point the SAM activity

(as indicated by vector strobes) had subsided and little flak was present.

The flight at this time was spread out with BLUE 1 in the lead and BLUE 2 on the
left. BLUE 3 was about even with BLUE 2 to the right of BLUE 1 and out a bit farther
than BLUE 2. BLUE L4 was very far out to the right and behind the flight. As they
climbed through1 10,000-11,000 feet aund at a speed in the category of 1400 KIAS, heading

between 2300 to 2600 degrees in the vicinity of 200147'N/105*00'E, time 1625H4 BLUE 2

-LULE 2's wing and another rA10-21 off to the right of closest 1410-21. One MIG-21 was in
te6o'clock position of BLUE 1 and the other was i h 'lc oiino LE3

The1MI on BLUE 1 appeared to be inside missile range.

AsBLUE 2 noticed the MIG-21D behind BLUE.3, that 1410 launched an air-to-air
msie(BLUE 2 saw the r;LissilL lezve the 141G) which hit BLUE 3, blowing the aft end

thefoJ-2 brkeof f and was not seen again. This was the first U.S. aircraft to be
sho don b anair-to-air missile over North Vietnam.

BLUE2 bokeinto the 1410 that was on the tail of BLUE 1. BLUE 2 simultaneously
calld fr BUE toeject, which he did in the area of 200146'N/105005'E. BLUE 2 was

canopy to canopy with the 1410 but the 1410 broke away and BLUE 2 dived with the 1410

dwtoteground.I
BLUE 2 still had his sight set up for the air-to-ground node with a depressed piper

for bmig Hefired 350 rounds of 20 mm in a single burst at a few hundred feet range,
diving, but observed no hits. BLUE 2, in afterburner, broke off from the 1410 as they

BLUE 2 saw the chute of BLUE 3 and another parachute about 3 miles apart (suspected
tobe the drag chute of BLUE 3s aircraft)3. He reversed to go back after the other

parachute and while in a left bank 500 to 550 knots, BLUE 2 saw another silver M4IG-21
(either 1410-9, or 10) in a right bank, turning toward him 2,000-3,000 feet range,
canopy to canopy. BLUE 2 rolled back to the right and split-Sled down to the deck andU ~barrel-rolled in afterburner and went down into the Black River Valley and lost the 1410.

After BLUE 1 and 3 were jumped, another MIG-21 (1410-11) maneuvered behind BLUE 14 at
his 7 o'clock but BLUE 14 escaped by going to afterburner and diving through the cloud
deck. BLUE 1 reversed and saw BLUE 3's aircraft going down in flames. He then picked
up a MI10-21 at his 7 o'clock so he disengaF-t'di and egressed.

BLUE 1 and 2 and 14 egressed. BLUE 2 had 1,800 lbs of fuel when he reached the
tanker. Search and rescue forces picked up BLUE 3 at about 1714311 (location was 2510

*magnetic heading, 43 n mi from Hanoi), despite ground fire. At 171451H all aircraft had
departed the area.

U The only 1410 warnings that the flight received were communication from other flights
that these other flights had been jumped by MIGs and one broadcast from the picket ships
of "1MIGS AIRBORNE."1

ORPquotes 6,000-8,000 feet but this Is low 'considering the weather. However, In both
cases, the MI~s jumped the F-105s shortly after the 105s emerged from the cloud layer.
Itwas surnized by BLUE 2 that IMI~s 6 and 7 were the same as 1410 9 and 10, with the MI~a

executing a Yo-Yo to get back on top of the clouds
3BLUE 2 thought he saw a man in the other chute.
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SECRET
'Event 11-100

Aircraft Involved: Four P-105D)s vs six MIG-21s,
six MIO-176

Result: No damage

Vicinity of Encounter: 2105'N/105645'E and
21030'N/105030'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 14 December 1966/approx. 1630H
Four F-105Ds (BLUE Flight) strike on target in Route Package VI-A, JCS target 19.00.

On the way Into the target BLUE Flight dropped tanks but BLUE 3 had one 450-gal tank hang.
BLUE 3 and 4 turned back to drop on a target of opportunity in the Red River area while
BLUE 1 and 2 continued on to target JCS 19.00. The flight was part of a total force
attacking JCS 19.00 (21*05'25"/l05055'15").- The flights originating from Takhli were to
strJke'the'target first followed--by those from Korat. The IRON HAND flights (Events 11-103
and 11-104) preceded the strike forces. The Takhli forces (in order of striking the
target) was composed of the aircraft in Events 11-105 (TOT 0816Z), 11-100 (TOT 0817Z),
i-9il (iOx 0619L) anu li-LU2. Tite Korat rorce was composed of the aircraft in Event11-106 and Event II-101 which was the last strike flight on the target. Also in the area

were EC-121 aircraft orbiting In the vicinity of 20/107 and 20/103 and EB-66B and CS
orbiting in the vicinity of 22610'N/105020'E and 21015'N/104025'E. The USN also had a
strike going at the same time.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Departed TakhlI Air Base, Tahiland;refueled over Laos. They came in over the RedSRiver, around Yen Bai, flew east to Thud Ridge and down the ridge to the target. BLUE 3and 4 turned around at the south end of the ridge and egrassed generally the same route.
BLUE 1 and 2 flew west from the target to the Red River; then southwest to post strike

refueling.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

F-105D BLUE 1. 2. 3 4

2 450-gal tanks
6 750 (M117)
I QRC,160 podCamouflage paint
Radar standby, QRC-160 on, TACAN - Receive Only, Doppler silent, IFF stanCby
Pylon and adaptor but without AIM-9B (BLUR 1 and 3 only)

[The AIM-9B had been pulled off when it was thought that BLUE Flight would strike
a secondary target, and insufficient time was available for reinstallation.]

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Broken clouds In the target area 3-5000 ft. Broken to overcast 4-8000 ft to
the west of the target. Visibility 5 miles In haze.

BLUE

II1 2 3 14
Altitude: 6000 ft 6000 ft 7000 ft 7000 ft
Heading: SE SE 340 340

550 550 475 475
Piuea State: ---- Approximately 9000 lbs -------

Flight Formation: BLUE Flight separated in two separate elements. The position of
BLUE 11 in relation to BLUE 3 is unknown. However. BLUE 2 was
flying above and behind BLUE 1 and at the time of their first
sighting after BLUE I and 2 dropped on the target BLUE 2 came off
first and during egress he was about 1/2 mi. in front of BLUE 1,
at the time of their second sightling.

5. INITIAL DETECTIONSOn the way to the target received warning from BIG EYE about RIGs in the area.

BLUE 2 observed six brown smoke trails going away about 11 o'clock. As BLUE I and 2
closed on them they were identified as MIG-17s. After bombing the target, BLUE 2
observed a second flight of four MIGs at 12 o'clock low, about 2-1/2 mi. flying towardU BLUE I and 2.

BLUE 3 and 4 (had separated from the Lead element) were flying 3400 at 6000 ft.
BLUE 4 observed two MIG-21s at 11 o'clock; BLUE 3 looked up and jaw two more at 1 o'clock.
The exact time of these sightings is unknown, approxinately 1630H local.1~1
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6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE 1 and 2 (first sighting). Selected max power. Made attempt to Close behind
the Mide. On the second sighting BLUE Flight turned In to the approaching flight of
four MIOs.

BLUE 3 and 4 turned Into the NI0s, which they encountered.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE 1 and 2 closed on the six MIGs, but prior to achieving range the MIOs broke up

away to the left and BLUE 1 and 2 proceeded on to the target. On the second observation
BLUE 1 and 2 turned in to the M1Gs as they approached. The MIns started to turn In behind
BLUE 1 and 2 and then broke off.

BLUE 3 and 4, after making a head on pass broke to the left, the MIGs did a semi-
chandelle to the right, but were unable to close on BLUE 3 and 4 as they continued west-
ward at a high rate of speed.

8. ORDNANCE
None expended.

9ýEQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

9 BLUE 3 was unable to jettison the right 450-gal fuel tank. The QRC-160 pod on BLUE 1
was reported not operational.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience:

Total P-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE 2 600 350 62 Graduated from flying
school, Oct 1965, direct
to F-105 school and thento SEA. Had fired I
AIM-9 in training and
fired gun on the dart.

BLUE 4 2290 400 First MIG engagement.

Comments on this Encounter:

BLUE 2. Thought they might have been able to get a kill with an AIM-9 on their
first sighting. They were not loaded due to a last minute change in targets. All of
BLUE Plight thinks the MIGs were OCI controlled. BLUE 2 thinks there is coordination
between 3AM activity and MIG.

BLUE 3 had trouble controlling aircraft with hung tank above 500 kt. Below 500 kt
control was quite good.

BLUE 4. MIGCAP Is no good for the strike flights most of the time. They are too
far out of position.

Comments on Overall Experience:
BLUE 2. It is too difficult to go from bombing mode to air-to-air mode. It requires

the pilot to look In the cockpit to do it. We have good intelligence available and our
pilots have a good knowledge of enemy capabilities, but we need better target photography.
BIG EYE is not much help. They clutter up the strike freq. with long MIG calls. Calls
should be brief, i.e., "MIGa Thud Ridge" and get off the air.

BLUE 4. Never had recognition problems except for one time when four P-43 made a
pass at the flight he was in.

11. DATA SOURCES

Project Interviews: BLUE 2 (4 Feb 67)
BLUE 3 (15 Mar 67)
BLUE 4 (3 Feb 67)

Messages, Reports: 7AF 142204 Dec 66 DIO 3100Z""TAF 141850 Dec 66 OPREP 3 DOCO 30393
7AP 141357 Dec 66 OPREP 4 DOCO 30375
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12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight ingressed to the target, and after starting down Thud Ridge, the flight

prepared to jettison tanks, in an anticipation of potential MIG encounters. They had had: a MIG warning from BIG EYE of MI~s in the area. The left tank of BLUE 3 would not jetti-
son, so BLUE 3 and 4 separated from BLUE I and 2 at 21 0 30'N/1050 30'E. BLUE 3 and 4 began
to proceed outbound, hit a target of opportunity and return home. BLUE 1 and 2 proceeded
on to the primary target.

BLUE 1 and 2 continued on toward the target encountering heavy flak but few SAMs.
About 7 mi. from the 1P BLUE 2 saw 6 black smoke trails and MIOs about 3000 ft above at
12 o'clock 4 mi. away. The aircraft were not immediately identified, and were not
positively identified by BLUE 2 as MIO-17s until the MIGs turned. There were a group of
four MIGs parallel to two others who were separated out several thousand feet. BLUE 2
called the MIGs, but BLUE 1 did not see them immediately. The MIGs were going away and
since BLUE 1 and 2 were closing they tried to attack the MIG9. BLUE 1 and 2 accelerated
in afterburner and approached to within 1 to 1-1/2 mi. when the MIGs broke up and to the
left. The MI~s were lost from view in the haze as they passed off to 9 o'clock.

BLUE I and 2 continued on and hit the target. As they were egressing in the vicinity
of ., .. 2 i. b • 12 o'cl.~k adli 2-1/2 milvs range on an
opposite heading. The bogeys in ýwo elements and 1000 ft low. BLUE 2 turned to go after
the MIGs, and notified BLUE 1 of his intent. BLUE 2 was set up at this time with a non-
computing gunsight (fixed pipper at zero depression). The MIOs saw BLUE 2 and turned to
climb, passing behind BLUE 2 in a YoYo, but broke away just prior to BLUE 1 and 2 being
threatened by a SAM. BLUE 2 made no positive identification but tentatively classified
the MIGs as 17s or 21s.

BLUE 1 and 2 were somewhat separated at this time and continued to egress. On
egress BLUE 2 saw a four-ship flight of bogeys in a right turn at about 3 mi. range.
BLUE 2 turned toward the bogeys and closed to about 2000 ft and started pulling lead
on a bogey which was now at 11 o'clock. At this time BLUE 2 identified the aircraft
as Navy F-8, so he made a hard right break to a heading of 3400 and started to egress.

BLUE 2 continued on out when he saw two unidentified aircraft at 10,000 ft altitude
5 mi. away at his 6 o'clock. The aircraft were in close formation. BLUE 2 called that
if they came at him he was going to turn into them despite his fuel state, but the
bogeys turned away and wore lost from view.

BLUE I and 2 noted SAMa during Ingress and egress. On egress BLUE 2 noted a SAM
detonate 1/4 to 1/2 mr . behind the element at 21010N'/1050 25'E, three other SAMs were
seen to explode at 20,000 ft altitude above the east side of Thud Ridge, but these
and four SAMs the flight saw detonating on the east side of Thud Ridge during ingress
were not bursting near any aircraft that BLUE Flight could see.

BLUE 3 and 4 after leaving BLUE 1 and 2 proceeded to egress back up Thud Ridge.
BLUE 3 and k-reached the northwest end of Thud Ridge, and by this time had climbed
through the overcast and were about 2000 ft above it in the vicinity of 21 0 38'N/1050 25'E
heading 3400 at 7000 ft and climbing at approximately 475 BIAS. BLUE 4 was almost line
abreast to BLUE 3's right when he saw two MIG-21s at 2 o'clock low, right on the top of
the overcast at a range of 2-3 mi. Due to the cloud background the MIGs shape was easilydiscerned and identification was immediate. BLUE 4 called BLUE 3 and alerted him to the
MIGs. BLUE 3 l-oked up and saw two MIG-21s high and at 2 o'clock. Although initially
BLUE 3 and 4 each saw only two MIGs, the MIs were in a flight of four with the lead

', element high and the low element about one mile in trail. The MIGs were initially orbit-
ing in the vicinity of 21*45'N/105 0 32'E and approached the flight on a heading of 195
degrees with the high element at 8-10,000 ft. altitude.

BLUE 3 called to jettison all ordnance and go to afterburner and turned left into the
high element of MIG-21s in an attempt to make a gun attack. The high section of MIGs
turned into BLUE 3 and 4 in a descending pass. Due to the closing velocity, the lead
(high) element of two MIG-21s passed BLUE 3 and 4 head-on about 50-100 yards away and
a bit lower than the F-lO5s and were first seen by BLUE 4 at this time. The lower
element climbed and crossed at about 6000 ft range. As the MIGs passed without firing
they were identified as MIG-21D with the large radome. They were clean except for missile
launchers on pylons, but no missiles were seen.

BLUE 4 broke right to keep track of the MIGs as the lead element passed by and
attempted to get on the tail of BLUE 3 and 4. BLUE 3 and 4 then reversed by breaking
down and to the left to a heading of about 240-2600. The two MIGs executed a bva'el roll
to the right (described as semi-chandelle) ending up about a mile behind BLUE 3 and 4.

The low element of MIGs were not seen after they passed the F-105s. BLUE 3 and 4
accelerated to Vach 1.2 at 4500 ft altitude. The high element of MIGs dived into the
clouds and were lost from view. BLUE 3 and 14 came out of afterburner. One emerged
again shortly with increased airspeed. However., the MIG was 2-3 miles in trail and
BLUE 3 and 4 accelerated in afterburner to Mach 1.3 and the MIG fell behind (BLUE 3 and 4
were opening at about 100 kt). BLUE Flight continued on passing over' the 6-7000 foot
mountains and the MIG followed to the vicinity of 21027'N/14 0440'E when he broke off.
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BLUE 3 and 4 started the engagement wvih about 9000 lb of fuel. BLUE 4 got to the
tanker with 2500 lb of fuel.

BLUE 1 and 2 got to the tanker with only about 1000 lb of fuel.

BLUE 4 never got his sight set up for air-to-air due to the rapidity of the
action.
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I SECRET
Event II-101

Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs two MIO-17s

Rc';ult; No damage

Vicinity of Encounter: 21'32'N/105*40'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 1i December 1966/1707H
BLtJE Flight was scheduled to strike the Yen Vien RR classification yard. Upon reach-

ing the target they found it obscured by weather. They were turning over the target to
the egress heading when this event occurr'ed. The flight was part of a total force attack-
ing JCS 19.00 (21 0 05'25"N/105'55'15"E). The flights originating from Takhli were to
strike the target first followed by those from Korat. The IRON HAND Flight Events 11-103
and 11-104 preceded the strike forces. The Takhli forces (in order of striking the target)was composed of the aircraft in Events II-105(TOT 0816Z), II-100(TOT 0817Z), 11-99
(TOT 0819Z), and 11-102. The Korat force was composed of the aircraft in Event 11-106
and Event 11-101 which was the last strike flight on the target.

2. MISSION ROUTE
See Event 11-99. BLUE Flight, from Korat, was refueled inbound and outbound.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
F-105D BLUE 1. 2. 3, 4

6 - 750 lb bombs
2 - 450 gal tanksI I - QRC-160 Pod
All avionics standby/off except doppler
Camouglage paint

MIG-17 MIG 1, 2
Configuration unknown
Silver colored

i4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

.r _rnusne _ 'lower levels, clear above.
BLUE

•<•1 2 3 4

•&Altitude : --- 16,000 ft ....

Headinr: 135' inbound, about 2500 outbound"iSpeed. -4 kt G.S.---

i k"Fuel State: --- ]20,000 lb-....
Flight Formation Pod formation

2 500

v. 
SOO'

3 5001

4

S1500'-- 1500. 1500.
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SECRET
5. INITIAL DETECTION , Event TI-101

BLUE Flight on a headitrg of 1350 was turning right to a westerly heading when they
saw two MIG-17a' coming from the west, out of the sun, and turning in behind them. The
MUGs were at 7 going to 5 o'clock about 6000 ft range and 500 ft higher than the flight.
The flight had heard BIG EYE MIG warnings at the tanker but nothing specific.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight Jettisoned their bombs, descended to 10,000 ft In maximum power, and at

Mach 1.1, out ran the MIGs.

7. SIT!,,TION DEVELOPMENT
See Item 12.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience

Total F-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE 1 3600 1000 25 Highly qualified fighter pilot.
Comments on this Encounter

BLUE 1 felt that BIG EYE was useless.
Comments from Overall Experience

BLUE 1:
1. Felt that the peace time operational outfits were negligent in air-to-air training.
2. Felt that the double canopy and accumulated scratches on the canopy caused a glare

problem which restricted visibility.
3. Felt that too many switches were involved in changing weapon delivery modes.
4. Felt that a two pilot concept Just wasted one pilot.

11. DATA SOURCES
ProJect Interviews: BLUE 1, 15 Feb 67
Messages, Reports:

7AF DID 31002 142204 Dec 66

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
As BLUE Flight turned over the target, aborting the drop due to weather, they saw two

MIG-17s at 6000 ft back at the 7 o'clock position, the flight was at the MIG's 10 o'clock.
BLUE Flight Jettisoned their crdnance and dived down to 10,000 ft at Mach 1.1 to evade the
MIGs. The MIGs were in a fighting wing with No. 2 MIG on left. Shortly thereafter all
members of BLUE Flight got launch lights on their vector gear so they disregarded the MIGs
to prepare for the SAM attack. The SAMs were not seen nor were the MIGs seen again as
BLUE Flight returned home. Flight egressed without further incident.

IB-4 reportedly saw two more.
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"Event II-101
Aircraft Involved: Pour P-105s vs two MIG-17s

Result: No damage

Vicinity of Encounter: 21 0 32'N/105 0 40'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 14 December 1966/1707H

BLUE Flight was scheduled to strike the Yen Vien RR classification yard. Upon reach-
Ing the target they found it obscured by weather. They were turning over the target to
the egress heading %lhen this event occurred. The flight was part of a total force attack-
ing JCS 19.00 (21 005'25"N/1050 55'15"E). The flights originating from Takhli were to
strike the target first followed by those from Korat. The IRON HAND Flight Events 11-103
and 11-104 preceded the strike forces. The Takhli forces (in order of strjking thb target)
was composed of the aircraft in Events II-1O5(TOT 0816Z), II-100(TOT 0817Z), 11-99
(TOT 0819Z), and 11-102. The Korat force was composed of the aircraft in Event 11-106
and Event II-101 which was the last strike flight on the target.

2. MISSION ROUTE

See Event 11-99. BLUE Flight, from Korat, was refueled Inbound and outbound.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

F-105D BLUE 1. 2. 3, 4

"6 - 750 lb bombs
2 - 450 gal tanks
"1 - QRC-160 Pod
All avionics standby/off except doppler
"Camouglage paint

MIG-17 MIG 1. 2

"". Configuration unknown
"U . Silver colored

"4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

""gf~pther: Proken ',Iouý!s and haze at lower levels, clear above.

BLUE
1 2 3 4

Altitrde: --- 16,000 ft----
Heading: 1350 inbound, about 2500 outbound
Se--540 kt G.S.---
!Fuel State: --- 10,000 lb----
Flight Formation Pod Vormation

K2

I3
. ! 1

1500' ý - 100 ------ 1500' -
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5. INITIAL DETECTION Event 11-101

BLUE Flight on a heading of 1350 was turning right to a westerly heading when they
saw two MiG-17s1 coming from the west, out of the sun, and turning in behind them. The
MIGs were at 7 going to 5 o'clock about 6000 ft range and 500 ft higher than the flight.
The flight had heard BIG EYE MIO warnings at the tanker but nothing specific.

6. ACTION INITIATED
"BLUE Flight jettisoned their bombs, descended to lOOO0 ft in maximum power, and at

Mach 1.1, out ran the MIOs.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
See Item 12.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
f Experience

STotal -F-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE 1 3600 1000 25 Highly qualified fighter pilot.
Comments on this Encounter

BLUE 1 felt that BIG EYE was useless.
Comments from Overall Experience

S~ BLUE 1:

1. Felt that the peace time operational outfits were negligent in air-to-air training.
2. Felt that the double canopy and accumulated scratches on the canopy caused a glare

problem which restricted visibility.
3. Felt that too many switches were involved in changing weapon delivery modes.
4. Felt that a two pilot concept just wasted one pilot.

11. DATA SOURCES
Pro.ect Interviews: BLUE 1, 15 Feb 67

essa•.eS Reports:
7AF DIO 31002 !4220o Dec 66

.2. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
As BLUE Flight turned over the target, aborting the drop due to weather, they saw two

MIG-17s at 6000 ft back at the 7 o'clock position, the flight was at the MIG's 10 o'clock.
BLUE Flight jettisonea their ordnance and dived down to 10,000 ft at Mach 1.1 to evade the
MIGs. The MIGs were in a fighting wing with No. 2 MIG on left. Shortly thereafter all
members of BLUE Flight got launch lights on their vector gear so they disregarded the MIGs
to prepare for the SAM attack. The SAMs were not seen nor were the MIGs seen again as
BLUE Flight returned home. Flight egrpssed without further incident.

I

IB-4 reportedly saw two more.
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i " "Event 11-102

Aircraft Involved: Four F-O15a vs two MIO-21s1
Results: No Damage
Vicinity of Encounter: 21a28tN/104*48IE

I. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 14 December 1966/1615H
BLUE Flight (four F-105s) were enroute to JCS-19. The flight was part of a total

force attacking JCS 19.00 (21 0 05 125N/105V55'I5E). The flights originating from Takhll
were to strike the target first followed by those from Karat. The IRON HAND flights
Events 11-103 and 11-104 preceded the strike forces. The Takhli forces (in order of

striking the target) was composed of the aircraft in Events II-105(TOT 0816Z), 11-100
(TOT 0817Z), II-99(TOT 081 7Z) and 11-102. The Korat forces was composed of the aircraft
in Event 11-106 and Event 11-101 which was the last strike flight on the target. There
were BIG EYE EC-121 aircraft orbiting at 200 N/1070 E and 20°N/103°E. EB 66Bs and Cs were
orbiting at 22 0oO'N/1050 20'E and 21 0°5'N/i1040 25'E. Also the Navy was conducting at strike
in the immediate vicinity. The flights were about two minutes (18 mi) apart.

2. MISSION ROUTE

The exact route is unknown. However. it is known that the flight had refueled
aid was Just approaching the Red River Inbound to the target on a northeast heading.

j. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

F-lO5s BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4

6 - 750 bombs on controlling
2 - 450 gal tanks on inboard stations
1 - QRC -160 POD
1 - AIM-9-B (BLUE 1 only)
Blue 4 had camera pod on LIOBD.
Camouflage paint
BLUE 1 TACAN IFF doppler all on and radiating
BLUE 4 doppler wa5 Qn; IFF standby; TACAN receive; radar standoy
M-61 cannonYE 1IO-21 MIO 2
'Air-to-air missiles
Silver paint ' no markings
Cannons
One of the MIG-21s was identified as a Fishbed D.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: One check at 4000-8000 ft broken and another at 5000 ft overcast visibility

Sunknown.
bý,UE

& 1 2 3 4
Altitude: 11,000 ft (about halfway between closed layers)
eading: 0500

'9p- 500
Fuel State: Full internal plus (about 11,000 lbs)
Flight Formation: Elements almost line abreast

0

5. INITIAL DETECTION+
BLUE 2 called, "MiGs at 6 u'clock." The MIGs at that time were coming down from

1!"• a cloud deck which was at 15,000 ft and the only reason they were seen was the vapor
trails - water vapor coming off the wing tips. The MIGs were 1 1/2 miles away and
closing. Although the flighi; had head MIG warnings, none was given for the area in

which they were flying.

The OPREP messages cite two MIG-17s, however, the aircraft described and Identified
In the interviews are MIG-21s. Also annotated mission tape Blue 2 of Event 11-99 also
indicated that the MIOs were 21s.
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Event 11-102

6. ACTION INITIATED
Because of other rapid chatter BLUE 1 asked for a repeat and BLUE 4 confirmed

the MIbs. At this time, BLUE Flight Jettisoned ordnance and tanks, went burner and
started a left break.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT•i • The MIGs fired singly (not in salvo) over a short period of time two mlsslles

which detonated about 50 yards behind BLUE 3 and 4 - doing no damage. With BLUE 1 and 2
In an easy left turn and BLUE 3 and 4 in a hard break, MIG 1 and 2 closed in on BLUE
3 and 4, pulled up in a yo-yo, back in on BLUE 4 about 1000 ft back, and started firing
the cannons. By this time BLUE Flight had Jettisoned all stores except the QRC pods
and had selected maximum power. BLUE 3 and 4 had accelerated to Mach 1.1 and were
out running the M10s. Meanwhile, BLUE 1 and 2 were able to position behind the MIGs.
As BLUE I dropped back and reversed, the MIGs disengaged by dropping down into the
lower cloud dock. During the hassle, BLUE 3 had dropped down into the lower cloud
layer so, rather than join up, BLUE 1 sent BLUE 3 to orbit in Laos. BLUE 1, 2, and 4
Joined up and set up a MIG patrol just north of the Red River. No other MIGs were
sighted and at bingo fuel the flight went home.

8. ORDNANCE
(No. fired/No. hits)

BLUE Plight No ordnance expended

Cannon Soviet AAM(ATOLL) Remarks
MIO 1 1/0 2/0 Detonated behind BLUE 3 and A

No damage

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Total P-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE 1 3600 1150 55 All TA FPTR background
First MIG engagement

BLUE 4 1100 600 11 All TAC FTR background
First MIO engagement

Comments on-this Encounter
BLUE 1: -Would have liked radar to have been able to maintain contact with MIG

-Says pilots need more air to air training
-Would have liked capability to Jam EW radar
-Would like a larger envelope for error at low altitude
-Would like more acceleration and turn capability
-Would like range readout on gunsight
-Says pilot haa too many switches to change to go from ground attack to
air to air

-Thought MIG pilots had good basic training, good flight discipline-but not
too aggressive

BLUE 4: -Wants tighter turn capability
-Wants better air to air training
-Wants more acceleration
-Wants better visibility to 6 o'clock
-Says "Lucky to be alive."

11. DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews: BLUE 1 2 Feb 67, BLUE 4 14 Dec 66
Messages. Reports: 7AF DIO 31002 142204

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight, inbound to a Package VI target, was at 11,000 ft between 9000 ft and

13,000 ft cloud layers when BLUE 2 spotted MIG Flight coming out of the upper cloud layer
about one to one and a half miles back and at the 6 o'clock position. BLUE Flight
Jettisoned stores at 21 0 28'N/100448'E and started a left break when MIG Flight launchedtwo air-to-air missiles. B-th missiles detonated behind BLUE 3 and 4 but caused no damage.MIGs then closed to 1000 ft on BLUE 3 and 4 and opened fire with his cannon. BLUE

3 and I1 accelerated to Mach 1.1 in the left break and escaped undamaged. Meanwhile,
BLUE 1 and 2 were maneuvering to the 6 o'clock position on MIG flight. However,
before BLUE 1 and 2 could position cn MIG Flight, MIG Flight disengaged by dropping
Into the lower cloud dock. BLUE 1, 2, and 4 rejoined for MIG patrol. BLUE 3 had gone
into the lower cloud layer during the hassle so rather than rejoin the flight he went
to an orbit in Laos. It was felt that due to the attack position, the MIOs had been
under OCI.
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g Ilbeet 1[1-103

A•rerart Involved, Two F-10e ve two possblei

3Vic ieity or rmeontew: .05'92/1.5e5'

1. PRINARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SIliAIOX
Date/Tie: 14 Deeower i966/1714o

3BLUE and 2 (two F-015F WIL D 35 aircraft) r. T&akI WWd c•,pl.-te their ae es,
mission and were flying NKSCAP ort a dos @4 P-105 (OLM! I fmr Event I1-99). ?wo eth
IP-105P were also on RESCAP but were not In the 1sdefte viclnity. -he fligt was rat• of
a total force attacking JCS 19.00 ( O5'l. 55"15g). The flights orgiting ree

3 Takhll were to strike the target Frrst followme by those rer aet. Tu w R
flights (Events 11-103 and 1I-10t) preceded the strike ror"es. The TzkkI fare** (2-n Oorde
of striking the target) were ecwposed of tht alreraft In EKetoa II-l"C(TOT 0416), '1-10
(TOT 0817Z). II-99(TOT 08191) and It-102. The Swat forces wete Compoe d the altrerft
In Event 11 36 and Event 11-101 which was the lest strike fligt on the target. There

.-- r .i-aLw. &.~ 47a/P,a ,& -n Lori. Aleso e-544b &Aca were to
oeaith In the vicinity or un 10nwie10 - o ev i aed In The t nv hed a s trhika in
the iediate vicinita of JCr 19.00. These Dother a rea *et tat vert e m W sie by the tiLa

io this lhen%.

3. AIRCRAFT CONIFIGURlATIONS$

No intolmatlion except tnnt BLownUE I 2a ed t..

S4. FLIGHT CONIDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Specifi•cs unknown -- however. It was overc ast In the tar-get are such that. the

-- •rlke flig~hts abor'ted. I'n the RESCAP area It must have boon VPR since the KtECAP
r-• was effected.

'• •'BLUE Flight wag In a left orbit at 12,000 ft when the RIG attack started, Other
flight condition Information unknown.

r',* . INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE Flight was in a left orbit at 12,000 ft flying RESCAP for a downed P-105 pilot.
About the time the piCk-up was being completed, BLUE 2 called out bogeys at 7:30 o'clock.

6. ACTION INITIATED

C [BLUE I didn't see the bogeys. BLUE 2 called that the bogey was shiny and from that
1 BLUE I assumed that the bogey waa a MIG. BLUE 2 Jettlioned his tanks; BLUE 1 atterpted to

jettison his tanks but one would not come off. BLUE Flight broke down and into the MI0.,
The MI~s got no closer than 3000 feet to BLUE Flight when they did a hard climbing turn
to disengage.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

This event terminated when the MI~s disengaged and disappeared.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE 1 had one 450-gal tank that he could not jettison.

IT 10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

- .IV Experience: Unknown

Comments on This Encounter

BLUE 1 felt that the MIGs would have been short on fuel since they were so far from
i" •ltm the airfield (2).

- 11. DATA SOURCES

Project Interview: BLUE i, 14 Mar 1967.

7AF DIO 31002 142204Z Dec 66
- 7AP 141850Z Dec 66 OPREP-3 DOCO 30393

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight had completed their mission and had egressed to the tanker for post-strike
refueling. On receiving communication that an F-105 had been shot down (see Event 199),
BLUE I and 2 returned to set up a RESCAP orbit about 1700H. There were two other F-105s
in the area and were seen by .tLUE Flight several times. The other two F-105s departed the
area due to low fuel state, and about at this time (abcut 1740H) BLUE Flight heard that
the pick-up of the pilot was being completed.
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Event 11-1031

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION (Continued) j
At this time BLUE 2 called bogeys at 7:30 o'clock. BLUE 1 never saw the bogeys but

when BLUE 2 called that they were shiny, BLUE Flight punched tanks and broke left and
down. BLUE 2's tanks came off but only one of BLUE 1's Jettisoned.

The wIO e vere coming from the 8 o'clock position sliding into the 6 o'clock and
were 2-3 miles out when first detected.

As BLUE Plight broke into the MIba, they executed a hard climbing turn and headed I
back towards Hanol. No firing was observed and the MI~s never closed to less than

IL
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Event 11-104

Aircraft Involved: Pour F-105s vs two MIO-21s

Result: Sighting
Vicinity of Encounter: 21055'N/105140'Eii

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 14 December 1966/1650H

BLUE Flight (one F-105F and 3 F-lO5Ds) from Korat was on an IRON HAND mission. The
flight was part of a total force attacking JCS 19.00 (21*05'23"N/105*55'151E). The
flights originating from Takhli were to strike the target first followed by those from
Korat. The IRON HAND Flights (Events 11-103 and II- 0 preceded the strike forces. The
Takhli forces (in order of striking the target) were composed of the aercraft In Events
11-105 (TOT 0816Z), 11-100 (TOT 0817Z), 11-99 (TOT 0819Z) and 11-102. The Korat forces
were composed of the aircraft in Event 11-106 and Event II-101 which was the last strike
flight on the target. There were EC-121 aircraft orbiting at 20ON/107 0 E and 20 0 N/1030E as
well as EB-66Bs and Cs orbiting at 22 0 ]0'N/105020'E and 21°i5'N/1040 25'E. The Navy was
also conducting strikes in the immediate vicinity of JCS 19.00.

U 2. MISSION ROUTE

Generally followed the other flight routes (see Event 11-99)

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
Unknown - ordnance on BLUE 4 was bombs.

BLUE Flight had no AIM-9Bs.

MIOs were silver.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

"WJeather: Unknown, but in this case not a factor.

___ BLUE Flight

Alttude: l4,00 ft
ding: 0920
eJ7-- •.480 kt

_State: Unknown
J1i70i n Unknown

5. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE 4 looked overhead and saw two possible MIO-21s passing over the formation at
6 o'clock high. BIG EYE had called out MIGs in the area ahead of BLUE Flight. The MIGs
were on the same heading as BLUE Plight and were at 23,000 ft altitude.I 6. ACTION INITIATED

The MIGs were about 0.2 Mach faster. As they passed overhead and for about three
minutes after, BLUE watched the MIGs press away.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE did not attack and the MIOs soon disappeared in the distance.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience
Total F-105 Combat2
Hours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE 1 2800 Unknown Unknown Mootly ADC experience.

BLUE 4 4300- 100 15

Comments on This Encounter

BLUE 4 felt that if he had a SIDEWINDER he could have killed these MIGs.

Comments from Overall Experience

11, DATA SOURCES

roject Interviews: BLUE 2, 2 Feb 67; BLUE 4,-4 Feb 67
Messages:

7AF DIO 31002 142204Z Dec 66

12. RARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

., as Item 7.
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Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs numerous MIG&

Result: No damage

Vicinity or Encounter: 21l5'N/105°40'E

I.. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 14 December 1966/1613H

BLUE Flight (four F-105s) wat the lead flight with flak suppression responsibilities
for JCS target 19.00. BLUE 1 Was the force commander for this strike. The flight waspart of a total force attacking JC3 19.00 (21005'25"N/105055115"E). The flights originat-
ing from Takhli were to strike the target first followed by those from Korat. The IRON

HAND flights (Events 11-103 and 11-104) preceded'the strike forces. The Takhli forces (in
order of striking the target) were composed of the aircraft in Events 11-105 (TOT 0816Z),
II-100 (TOT 0817Z), 11-99 (TOT 0819Z) and 11-102. The Karat force was composed of the air-
craft in Event 11-106 and Event II-101 which was the last strike flight on the target.

On station were EC-121 aircraft orbiting In the vicinity of 20 0N/103eE and 20*N/107*E
also in the area were EB-66Bs and Cs in the vicinity of 52 0 10'N/105020'E and 21015'N/1050
25'E. The Navy was also conducting strikes in the vicinity of JCS-19.00.

2. MISSION ROUTE

BLUE Flight departed Takhli, refueled, flew to the north tip of Thud Ridge, and then
down the west side of the ridge to the target. (See Event 11-99).

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

BLUE 1, 2. 3. 4

5 - 750 lb bombsS2 - l50-gal tanks
M-61 cannon/1029 rounds
All aircraft had QRC-160 pods

M410,
Unknown

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Overcast - Bases 1,500 ft and tops 5,000 ft, heavy rain and bad visibility
underneath. These conoitions prevailed except right over the target where the sky Condi-tion was clear.

BLUE 1. 2, 3. 4i
Altitude: 3,000 ft (approx)

e : Aprox:mately 1380lpeeM5 0 kt
P- uel -State: Full internal plus

Flight Formation:
UnknownA

5. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE 1 had just descended through the cloud layer when he got a MIG call putting MIOs
at his 3 o'clock. The flight was in the vicinity of 21015'N/105 040'E.

6. ACTION INITIATED
As the MIG (type unknown) passed to 5 o'clock, BLUE Flight lit afterburner and

climbed back on top of the cloud layer.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
As BLUE Flight came up above the clouds, a SAM was fired at them. MIGs were also

seen,,so BLUE went back down under the clouds. And as they passed Phuc Yen they saw
Sseveral MIGs taking off to the north. MIG-21 followed BLUE 1 until he pulled up for bomb
delivery. BLUE Flight popped up into a left, approximately 2700 turn, delivered their
bombs on the target, and departed for home. Outbound at 1617H two unidentified aircraft
were observed in formatior at 2 0 055'N/1050 o0'E, heading 0900.

B. ORDNANCEt BLUE Flight expended no air-to-air ordnance (bombs only).

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE 2 had one thnk that would not jettison.
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Event 11-105
10. AIRCREWI COMMENTS

Experience:

Total F-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missons

BLUE 1 5500 200 30.

Comments on this Eno~unter:

BLUE 1 felt that flak suppression was tremendously effective -- that CBU8 were good
but they got only the crews and that 3,000 VT boMbi would Set the crews and the Ems.

11. DATA SOURCES

ProJect Interview:

BLUE I - 6 Feb 67

Messages& Reports:
7AF OPREP-4 DOCO 30373 141312Z Deoc 66
7AP 142204Z Dec 66 DIO 31002
7gAP 141850Z Dec 66 OPREP-3 DOCO 30393

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Sme Items 5, 6, and 7 above.

I
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SECPET
Event 11-106

Aircraft Involved: One P-105D vs two MI0-21e
Result: Sighting

Vicinity of Encounter: 21°00'N/1050 00'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 2.4 December 1966/unknown

BLUE Flight of four F-105Ds were egressing from a strike mission. The flight was part
of a total force attacking JCS 19.00 (21005'25"N/105 0 55'15"E). The flights, originating
from Takhli, were to strike the target first, followed by those from Korat. The IRON HAND
Flights (Events II-105 and 11-104) preceded the strike forces. The Takhli forces (in orderof striking the target) were composed of the aircraft in Events 11-105 (TOT 0816Z), II-100(TOT 0817Z), 11-99 (TOT 0819Z) and 11-102. The Korat forces were composed of the aircraft

In Event 11-106 and Event II-101 which was the last strike flight on the target. There wereEC-121 aircraft orbiting In the vicinity of 20*N/107*E and 200N/1030E. Also In the area
were EB-66B and C aircraft orbiting in the vicinity of 22 0 10'N/105 0 20'E/210 15'N/104*25'E.
Navy aircraft also had a strike in the vicinity of JCS 19.00.

2. MISSION ROUTE

BLUE flight departed Korat and proceeded along a route similar to that described in3 Event 11-99.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience
Total F-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions

2500 150 About 20

11. DATA SOURCES

Pro ect Interview: BLUE 4, 15 February 1967
Messages: None

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
PLUFE Flight was esressing Fit 24,000 ft altitude 510 KTAS. BLUE 4 sighted two MIG-2is(recognized because of-their silver color and delta wing) at 7 o'clock high. The MIOs

were 5 miles away and about 10,000 ft abcve BLUE Flight at location 21ON/1050 E. The MIGs
closed on the flight until they were at a range of about one mile at location 20 0 30'N/
104*35'E, at which time the MIGs broke off and were lost from view.

K 3I"
3i
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Svent 11-107aAirraft Involved: Pour 7-1O5De vs two NIO-17a
and two 110-21s

Result: No 8mase

Vicinity of Encounter: 21025'N/105045gt

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 19 December 1966/1557H
Pour F-105Ds (BLUE flight) were on a strike mission against JCS 51.10 (21016'00'N/

105°50'24"E). The first part of the strike force was from Korat and preceded the force
from Takhli to the target in a "gaggle" with the five strike flights in a diamond forma-
tion. (Events 11-107, -113, -114, -115, -116) The force from Takhli followed In a trail
formation with the flights about two minutes apart. This force was led by a flak suppres-
sion flight, Event 11-108 (TOT 0800Z), followed by the flights in Event 11-112, Event II-
110 (dropped at 0805Z), Event II-111 (TOT 0806Z) and Event 11-109 (TOT 0808Z).

There were two IRON HAND flights (one etch for Korat and Takhli) In the area, but no
CAP flights. The IRON HAND flights did not encounter MIOs. (It is assumed that the sup-
portla b-66 and isG LYE aircrait were on station although specific OPRFZPreferenoe was
nl•t- available.)

2. MISSION ROUTE
Departed Korat refueling en route to "Y" in the Red River then down Thud Ridge to

the target. Return by reverse route. The mission route was similar to the Takhli flight
route. Refueling was on Green Anchor.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

F-105D BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
6 750-lb bombs
1 SIDEWINDER (AIM-9B) on B-1, 2 and 3
1 QRc-160

2 450-gal droptanks
KIO-17 and 21 MIG 1. 2. 3. 4
Silver color

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Scattered clouds with tops estimated 8,000 ft. Visibility 3 to 5 miles In

low aliitude haze with good visibility at altitude.
Altitude: 14,000 ft

din: 1350
%5410 kts 0.S.

~~t ate: Unknown
Plight lPornation: Finger tip with element on left side 1,000 to 1,500 feet out.

BLUE flight trailing one mile and to the left of lead flight
(Event 11-113).

5. INITIAL DETECTION
Had received warnings of MI1s in the area. BLUE fllght was in straight and level

flight when BLUE 3 called MIGs at 1 o'clock, low. BLUE 3 estimated them to be 5,000 feet
low, climbing and starting to turn in behind BLUE flight. When first seen, the MIGs were
at a range of 4 to 5 miles. The four MIGs were In two elements.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 1 looked and saw MIOs at 3 o'clock low, range 6,000-7,000 feet starting to turn

in behind and called BLUE flight to jettison external stores and break.' BLUE 1, 2, and 41
jettisoned while BLUE 3 elected to retain all stores. BLUE 1 broke down right and moni-
tored MI1 1 and 2 (MIG-17s).2 BLUE 3 broke down right and probably monitored MIG 3 and 4
(MlG-21s). BLUE 2 trailed BLUE 1 as BLUE 4 trailed BLUE 3.

I!

Bombs dropped at 1557H.
The OPREP sources identify these as MIG-21s. B-3 wat only certain that 2 (MIO 3, 4) were
21's, while B-1 was certain that RIG 1 and 2 were MIC-17s due to high tail.
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7. SITUATION DEVELOPNENT n 11-107

am flight continued the hard diving turn 5 1/2 to 6S and oontln .4.d it for about
1800-4600. During the turn BLUE I and 2 forced MID 1 and 2 to overshoot from 3 o'clock
to the 10 o'elock high position. BLUE 3 and 4 forced NI0 3 and 4 to overshoot behind them
fros 5 o'clock to the 6 o'clock position, but lost sight of the hI1s as they passed to 6
o'cocek at 4,000 ft range. DLM I and 2 turned left to position behind MIA0 1 and 2 when
BLUE I spotted two Bogies 6 o**look low and then BLUE 1 broke left Into the Bogies,
droppglf the speed to 420 knots. The Bogles were identified as P-105s then BLUE 1 and 2
turasd back to the right on a northwestern heading to egress up Thud Ridge, after unload-
In% to regain speed. BLUE 3, while In the break, observed "grey streaks" (similar to 2.75rooki smoke) pass between aLUE flight elements. BLUE 3 and 4 started to turn back up
Thud Ridge after breaking for 180* when BLUE 4 on the Inside of the turn observed what
he thought to be a missile, pass off the right wing and explode 100 yards in front ofBLUZ I. BLUE flight rejoined while egressing, and BLUE 3 expended on a secondary target,
at lonation 21l0')N/V092l1'E, and at the same timne inadvertently expended his AIN-9B.

I. tMNACE
naRl flight None
__' 1, 2 dUnkmown
D111 3, 4 (Possibly missiles, rookets*, uns)

9. EQUI P•IlT PROBLEMS
alone

10. AIhC!EV COHNNITS

Total P-105 Combat19 Hor misalom ler
BLUR 1 3300 450 25 18 months as I.P. In the P-105
BLUE 2 Unknown Est. 65
BLU 3 3500 1100 70
BLUE 4 Unknown

Commentl on this Encounter
BLUR 1 l10 pilots not highly skilled. NIOs should not have overshot.
BLUS 3 None

Coijents from Overall ELxeriene9
BLUE I MIO warnings clutter Guard Channel and are useless. Having the AIR-9B
allows more aggressiveness. Sise of the sig8 t pipper should be exact (1 or 2
sile). Switohology needs improvement. Vislbll.ty In the P-105 to the 6 o'clock
area is poor. Fighter crew should be one person, pilot. Missions were stereo-
typed. Vould like to have Identified the F-105s earller.

11. ORTA SOURCES
Proleet Interviews: BLUE 1 (15 February 1967), BLUE 3 (16 February 1967).
lessames Reports:. 7AP DAI-014 0192248Z December 1966 DIO 1104l December 1966

388 TIW KORAT OPREP 3 191411Z December 1966 DOI 04720
December 1966

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
(00e items 5, 6, 7)
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3.ent 11-10O

Aircraft Involved: Pour P-105l vs one NIO-21C
and tour NIO-?

Result: Sightia&e only
Vicinity of Encounter: 21016'N/105050'2

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 19 December 1966/160011
Four F-105D8 (BLUE Flight) were on a strike mission against JCS 51.10 (21016'00"N/

10550'24"E). The first part of the strike force was from Korat and prOceded the force
from Takhli to the target in a "ragle" with the five strike flights in a diamond forma-
tion. (Events 11-113, -107, -11 , -115, -114). The force from Takhli followed in a trail
formation with the flights about two minutes apart. The force was led by a flak suppres-
sion flight, Event 11-108 (TOT 0800Z) followed by the flights in Event 11-112, Event I1-
108, (dropped at.0805Z) Event II-111 (TOT 0806Z) and Event 11-109 (TOT 0808Z).

There were two IRON HAND flights (one each for Korat and Takhli) in the a:ea, but no
CAP tligths. The IRON HAND flights did not etiounter WIGs. (It is assumed tha•t the
rur•ortir, 9-6 nnd 210 EYE a•rcraft umrc on station although specific OPREP r)terence
was not available.)

2. MISSION ROUTE
The mission route for all aircraft was Takhli direct to Red Anchor extended, direct

to 200 28'N/103043'E, at 15,000 ft; direct to 21°30'N/105e40'E at 15,000 ft; darect to
21 0 32'N/1050 27'E at 6,500 ft; direct to the target at 4,000 to 8,000 ft. Egress was the
reverse route, at 6,000 to the Red River then at 30,000 to White Anchor poet-stike
refueling.

A total of 18 KIos were sighted by all flights.
Ingress was on the SW side of Thud Ridge and roll in was on a generally northerly

direction.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

P-105 BLUE 1. 3 BLUE 2. 4
r 2 - 450-gal wing tanks 2 - 450-gal tank

4 - CBU-24s CBU-24s
1 - M-61 gun (1,029 rounds 20mm) N-61 gun 20mm
S-QRC 10 nPOD I - QRC 160 PODI - AIM-9B

1 MIG-21C Unknown
4 MIG-? Unknown
4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO EPCOUNTER

Weather: Broken cloud layer at about 3,500 ft.I . Altitude, head, airspeed, and flight formation unknown.

5. INITIAL DETECTION

Two sightings were reported. One was a single MIG-21C below the flight and the other
was a flight of four MIGs above the clouds at 8,000 to 10,000 ft.

6. ACTION INITIATED
No action was initiated to attack any of the WIGs sighted.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPED
The MI1-21 turned into the flight but did not engage.

8. ORDNANCE
None

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

Unknown.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Comments of overall Experience:

BLUE 2 says weather helps SAMs since if yoki are close to clouds and cannot move fast
enough, RI0s can also pop through deck and pop right back under OCI control.

11. DATA SOURCE
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Event 11-108

11. DATA SOURCE
ProJ eat Interviews:

BLUK 2 (16 Mar 67)
ea . rts:

7AP OPREP-3 191113Z D•e 66 DOCC 28235
AVP 192248Z Dec 66 DIO 31041

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUR Plight dropped their CBUs an the target (areas C, A, 3. 2 and surrounding) at

1600H which was defended by very light, inaccurate AAA. During the popup at the target,
BLUE Flight saw RIO-17s on the ground at Phuo Yen. Also during popup to the target one
HI0-21C was seen below. The KIO-21 turned into BLUE Flight but did not engage. On
egress fro the area, the flight saw four !Ios of unknown type above clouds at 8 tO 10,000
tt. The flight wae below the clouds and egressed the area. No engagements, only NI0
slghtings.

ti I

Ii_
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Aircraft Involved: Four F-105Ds vs four 1410-t
iI ~ Results: 811ghtin!o only

Vicinity: 21*32'N/105°231E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 19 December 1966/1605H
Four P-lOSDs (BLUE Flight) were on a strike mission against JCS 51.10

(21*16'O0*N/lO5*50'2'"E). The first part of the strike force was from Korat and
preceded the force from Takhli to the target In a "gaggle" with the five strike flights
In diamond formation. (Events 11-113, -107, -116, -115, -114) The force from Takhli fol-
lowed In a trail formation with the flights about two minutes apart. The force was led by
a flak suppression flight, Event I,-108, (010T 080OZ) followed by the flights in Event 11-
112, Ivent 11-110, (dropped at 0805Z), Event TI-1ll (TOT 0806Z), and Event 11-109 (TOT O8iJZ).

There were two IRON HAND flights (one each for Korat and Takhli) in the area, but
- CAP flighte. Tme IRON HAND tlights Ad4 act encounter NIOis (It is assumed that
the 3upr ..rtn 2-66 2r! PI Pye. t!rcr•ft were cn ttation although spee-ific OPREP
reftreaee was not available).

2. MISSION ROUTE
The mission route was from Takhli (take off 1415H direct to Red Anchor extended,

direct to 2028'N/103043'E at 15,000 feet; direct to 21030'N/105040'E at 15 00 feet;
direct to 21032'N/10502T'E at 6,500 feet; direct to the target at 4,0O0 to 4,000 feet.
Ingress was on the SW side of Thud Ridge and roll-in was on a generally northerly
heading. Egress was the reverse route at 6,000 ft altitude to the Red River then at
30,000 ft to White Anchor post-strike refueling.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

P-105 BLUE 13

6 - 50-lb bombs
2 50-gal tanks
1 gun (M-61)
I QRC-160 pod
I AIN-9B

BLUE 2 .41

6 -750-lb bombs
2 - 450-gal tank41 - -61 cannon
1 - QRC-16o pod

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Broken clouds at 3,500 feet, haze,
flTflTEe: Unknown
H•eaa-Tn : Unknown
Zoieý: Unknown
Muej.: Unknown
Mor-ation: Unknown

S. INITIAL DETECTION

On Ingress BLUE Flight saw four MIes in two elements of two. The MIOs In the
vicinity of 21 0 42'N/105 0 32'E were at 16,000 feet heading 3200. Type Identification
was not made due to distance.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight pressed on and dropped on the target, at 1680Z. The MaOs made no move

toward the flight.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPED3 The flight saw no flak, and egressed without rurther Incident.

11. DATA SOURCE

Messages. Reports:
355TPW 191113Z Dec 66 OPREP-3 DOCC 28235 '"' .
,AF 192248Z Dec 66 DIO 31041 CYM AL TO-

IpE fl RULY LEGIBLE?1P0 Iý
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F XKvent 11-109

12. DESCRIPTIVE NARRATIVE
BLUS Flight was egressing area ar RIO 32'N/105*23'E where they saw four N10a In

two elements at 16,000 ft heading 3200 and ceimbing. 1i0e were at 21e32'N/105023'E

and were at such a distance that model type was undetermined. Ho engagement attempted.
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9/ Event 11-110

Alrarkft Involved: Four F-105D& ve six MIO-17s

Results: No damage
Vicinity: 21025'OO"N/lO5eIl'lO"E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 19 December 1966/1603H

Pour F-105Da (BLUE Plight) were on a strike mission against JCS 51.10 (21016'O0"N/
105050'24"E). The first part of the strike force was from Korat and preceded the force
from Takhli to the target in a "gaggle" with the five strike flights in a diamond forma-
tion. (Events 11-113, -107, -11 , -115, -114.) The force from Takhli followed in a trail
formation with the flights about two minutes apart. The force was led by a flak suppres-
sion flight, Event 11-108 (TOT 0800VZ followed by the flights in Event 11-112, Event II-110
(dropped at 0805Z), Event II-111 (TOT 0806Z), and Event 11-109 (TOT 0808Z).

There were two IRON HAND flights (one each for Korat and Takhli) In the area, but no
CAP flights. The IRON HAND flights did not encounter MIs. (It Is assumed that the
supporting B-66 and BIG EYE aircraft were on station although specific OPREP reference
ws not avallbl,.1

2. MISSION ROUTE
The mission route was from Takhli direct to Red Anchor extended, direct to 20028'NW

103 0 43'E at 15,000 feet; direct to 21032'N/105027'E at 6500 feet; direct to the target at
"4,000 to 8,000 feet. Ingress was on the southwest side of Thud Ridge and roll-in was on
a generally northerly heading. Egress was the reverse route at 6,000 feet altitude to
the Red River then at 3,000 feet to White Anchor Post-strike refueling.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
F-105D BLUE 1. 3 P-105D BLUE 2. 4

6 - 750 lb bombs 6 -500 lb bombs
2 - 450 gal tanks 2 - 450 gal tanks
1 gun (20mm) 1 M-61 (20mm)
1 QRC-160 pod 1 - QRC-160 pod
1 AIM-9B 1 - Camera pod (BLUE 2 only)
TACAN In rec only, radar off

Silver

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Clouds at 800 feet, scattered 4,000 to 6,000, broken 5 miles In haze.
BLUE Flight

Altitude: 1500 feet AOL (approx. 3500 feet indicated)
_aig southerly

S550 kt
P-UeTState: 9000 lb approx., external tanks empty

5. INITIAL DETECTION

Initial detection was made by BLUE 4 at his 11 o'clock position, level two miles out.
Warnings by BIG EYE of MIOs being all over the area were given throughout the flight. MIOs
were heading northerly approximately 1800 to BLUE Flight. They were identified as MlGs
initially by the silver color. Positive ID as MIG-17 occurred as the MICa rolled up to
turn in behind BLUE Flight.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight had already dropped its tanks earlier. When MIs turned into flight at

1 1/2 miles from BLUE 4 at BLUE 41' 8:30 o'clock position, BLUE Flight engaged afterburner
and accelerated away.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

i ' None.

6. ORDNANCE
None.3? 9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS ,1

None.
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SE E Event II-110
10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Liperience Total Hours Total P-105 Mission&
BLUR 2 3000 270 61
BLUE 4 40OO 375 17

Comments on this Encounter
BLUE 2: Never saw them turn into flight. Would have jeen them even if they had been

camouflaged. Didn't see any external stores. Just noticed a plain Red Star on the air-
craft. Didn't notice any afterburner.

BLUE 4: When they went afteooburner, he didn't worry about IR missiles because Ml10
were too far back. No MIOCAP in area. Only saw two MI.s coming after flight. Even If
NIO camouflaged, he still would have seen them as soon as we did, maybe sooner. No Indi-
cation of OCI control. 410s move in without wingman falling out. Didn't aee any markings
on HIOs.
Comment. from Overall Experience

BLUE 2: Rather than split the flight and Jettison their bombs and got into a turning
content, they just kept right on going. Training was not adequate for the engagement.
Never had the opportunity to do visual laydown or radar deliveries. With more training
could goet better at dive bombing. Enough information displayed to use guns. Believe In
less automation in Jettisoning equipment because there are times when one wishes to keep
things on the aircraft. Peels he doesn't have to throw very many switches. Had no prior
knowledge of enemy weapon system capability and learned most of It trom older heads.
Assesses enemy pilot's capabilities by saying they are undertrained. Are getting more
aggressive though. Once we Jettison our ordnance, the mission is shot and Kra accomplishes
his objective.

BLUE 4: Generally with a 1IG there won't be a SAM day; not a hard and fast rule
though. It is possible that tanks could hit slab and cause control problems. Good Idea
to put charges in tanks, so when they come off, they would explode and give an enemy some-
thing to think about. Sufficient information available to use gun. Usually cages his
sight when he uses gun. Would rather use a depressed sight. When carrying a OAR-8 (AIM-9)
bombs come first, then after leaving target he sets up for air-tomair. At low altitude
radar is not the answer to firing the gun. Can't see in a 300 cone behind aircraft - mirrors
help some. The only answer to the 6 o'clock coverage is you cover the other element, the
other element covers you.

t 11. DATA SOURCES

Project Interviews: BLUE 2, 4 Feb 67; BLUE 4, 8 Feb 67

Messages, Reports:
7AP OPREP-3 19111BZ Dec 66 DOCC 28235
355TPW OPREP-4 191022Z Dec 66 DOI 5421

7AP 192248Z Dec 66 DIO 31o4i

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

While inbound to target, BLUE 4 observed s flight of four shiny silver MIGs at 11
o'clock two miles low altitude with the flight. One more WIG 2000 feet higher was ahead
of this flight of MIHs, all of which were in trail with an outbound flight of P-105s. The
MIGs were falling behind as the F-105s were doing about 600 knots. BLUE 4 observed two
MIG-178 out of the flight of four turn into flight as the IGs passed his 8:30 o'clock
position approximately 1 1/2 miles out. The MIGs were co-altitude. The MIGs were lost
from view as they passed to 6 o'clock. BLUE 2 got a glimpse of two mIGs before they passed
out of his vision. BLUE Plight had already jettisoned their tanks so all they did was
light afterburner and head straight to the target at 1500 feet. They dropped their ordnance
on the target in area B-2 at 0805Z and jettisoned. BLUE Plight saw no MIGs while outbound.

I
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Event 1I-111

Aircraft Involvedt Pour F-lO3Da vs tour 1410-21a
Result: S1ghting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 21°30'N/1oe15'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 19 December 1966/1600H
Four P-10SDs (BLUE flight) were on a strike mission agatnst JCS 51.10 (21016'O0"9/

105050'12"E). The first part or the strike force was from Korat and proceeded the forceSfrom Takhli to the target In a " aggle" with the five strike flights In a diamond form&-
tion. (Events 11-113, -107, -11 , -115, -111). The force from Takhli followed i. a trail
formation with the flights about two minutes apart. The force was led by a flak suppres-
sion flight, Event 11-108 (TOT 0800Z) followed by the flights in Event 11-112, Event II-110
(dropped at 0805Z), Event II-111 (TOT 0806Z).and Event 11-109 (TOT 08080).

There were two IRON HAND flights (one each for Korat muid TakhlI) In the area, but no
CAP flights. The IRON HAND flights did not encounter MIOs. (It is assumed that the sup-
porting B-66 and BI EYE aircraft were on station although specific OPREP reference was
not fvepf hle.)

2. MISSION ROUTE
The mission route was from Takhli (take off 0615Z) direct to Red Anchor extended,

direct to 20e28'N/1030 43'E at 15,000 feet; direct to 21°30'N/105•0 E at 15 000 eet;
direct to 21032'N/105027'E at 6,500 feet; direct to the target at 11000 to ,0000 feet.
Ingress was on the SW side of Thud Ridge and roll in was on a generally northerly heading.
Egress was the reverse route at 6,000 feet altitude to the Red River then at 30,000 feet
to White Anchor post strike refueling.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
_BLUE (1, 3) BLUE (2, 4)

6 750-lb bombs 6 750-lb bombs
2 450-gal tanks 2 150-gal tanks
1 QRC-160 pod 1 QRc-160 podi1 AIM-9B TAflkN receive only standby on radar and IFF

IIG-21
Silver

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Broken clouds at about 3,500 feet haze.
BLUE 1, 2, 3,1

Altitude; 3,000 ft AOL (6,000-7,000 tt indicated):af-n- 1350
Sped 500 kts

FuelState: 500-700 lbs in external tanks
_ormation: Unknown -- probably in pod formation

S. INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE flight heard calls from BIG EYE and from the preceding flights who saw MIeG.

BLUE 4 and another flight member saw four silver aircraft at 11 to 10 o'clock, range 5 milea
or less. The 1410s were at 10,000 ft altitude and were on an opposite heading to the
flight. The MIGs were spotted by the silver color shining in the sun. BLUE 1 identified
them as MIG-21s. The MIOs were in two elements with the second about one mile in trail,
and 2,000 feet higher than the lead.
6. ACTION INIIIATED

BLUE flight continued on past the MIGs.

?. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

As the MI~s passed to 9 o'clock 4 to 5 miles out, the first, and then the second, MI.started to turn in towards the flight. BLUE 1 then'called to Jettison bombs and engage
the afterburner. BLUE flight accelerated to 550-575 knots and went down into the haze at
1,500-1,800 feet AOL, the MIGs were lost from view. As the flight popped up over Phuc Yen,
BLUE 3 called that MIGs were taking off under BLUE flight. Although one was 1,500 feet
under BLUE 1 the M10 turned away and was not seen again.

8. ORDNANCE
None.
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9. EQU|PNENT PROBLEMS "

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
BLUE 2 Total unknown 1-105 Mission
BLOB 4 1,200 675 13
Comients on this encounter: Did'no. like rear visibility since MIs woere lost from

view easlly when they went behind.

11. DATA SOURCES

Interyiew: BLUE 4 (4 February 1967), BLUE 2 (4 February 196?).

Nessages: 355TFW 19111JZ December 1966 OPREP-3 DOCC 28235
7th AP 19224OZ December 1966 DIO 31941

12. NARRATIVE

See Items 5, 6, and 7.
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Zvent Il1-112I' Aircraft Involved: Four F-lO5s vs two RIG.-Ils

and two XI0s (type unknown)

Results: No dimagefi Vicinity: 21024'N/105039'E
1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 19 December 1966/1603HI'Four F-lO5Ds (BLUE flight) were on a strike mission against JCS 51.10 (21016100"N/
105050'24"E). The first part of the strike force was from Korat and proceeded the force
from Takhli to the target in a "gaggle" with the five strike flights in a diamond forma-
tion. (Events 11-113, -107, -116, -115, -114). The force from Takhli followed in a traillg formation with the flights about two minutes apart. The force was led by a flak suppres-
sion flight, Event 11-108 (TOT 0800Z) followed by the flights in Event 11-112, Event 11-110
(dropped at 0805Z), Event II-111 (TOT 0806z) and Event 11-109 (TOT 0808Z).

There were two IRON HAND flights (one each for Komit and Takhli) In the area, 'but no
CAP flights. The IRON HAND flights did not encounter MIGs. (It is, assumed- that the- sup-,
porting B-66 and BIG EYE aircraft wore on station although specific OPREP reference was
not available.)

2. MISSION ROUTE
The mission route was from Takhli direct to Red Anchor extended, direct to 200281N/

103 0431E at 15,000 feet; direct to 2l030'N/1050E at 15,000 feet; diren.t to 21032'N/105027'E
at 6,500 feet; direct to the target at 4,000 to 8,000 feet. Egress was the reverse route,

Igeswas on the southwest side of Thud Ridge and roll In to the target was made on a

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

BLUE 1and 3 BLUE 2and 4
6 750-lb bombs 6 750-lb bombs

2 450-gal tanks 2 450-gal tanks

IQRC-160 1 Q1RCl60.
'1AM 9B

camouflage
MIGs

Silver color
4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Scattered to clear, haze up to 5000 ft; visibility 3 to 5 miles.
BLUE RIGsI

Altitude: 8 000 ft about 5,000 ft
fe-ading: 1450 about 3250
Speed: 540 kts Unknown

S. INITIAL DETECTION
At approximately 1603H, when BLUE flight was at 21*24'N/105*39'E, inbound BLUE 2 sawI two MIGs (type not known) at 12:30 o'clock low pass under BLUE flight as BLUE flight pro-

ceeded down Thud Ridge toward the target. The MIGs were 2,000 feet under the flight, and
were following a flight of F-l05s.3 6. ACTION INITIAlED

BLUE 2 called MIGs and received a reply from the flight, and BLUE flight continued to
tine target.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENTIThe flight proceeded on the bomb run. Within 2 miles of the target, as BLUE flight
started a pop-up, two MIG-17s (BLUE 4 Identified then as MIG-19s) were seen orbiting the
target. The MI0s were about 4,000 feet above and 2,000-3,000 feet out. BLUE 4 recognized
It first as a RIO due to the silver color. The tentative identification was made later byI referring to photographs.

The MIGs made a feint toward BLUE flight but did not follow. BLUE flight continued
on the bomb run and was near supersonic speed as they left the target and exited up the
NE side of Thud Ridge. During roll in on the target one SAM was seen one mile south on3 an apparent ballistic trajectory, heading west.
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8. OStUSANCE "

Uan mentioned.
10. AWIICREN COMMENTS

10 3, 70th wdsolon, 300 hours, F-105.

11. MCA SOURCES

P?'Jeat interviews: BLUE 3 (6 February 1967) and BLUE 4 (5 February 1967).

N'eages, Reports: 7A" 1922J8Z December 1966 DIO 31041

12. NIURATIVE DESCRIPTION

IBMI
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I •.'Event 11-113

Aircraft Involved: Pour F-105Ds vs Two RIG-21e
Result: No damage
Vicinity of ,Enaounter: 2102509/105e4919

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 19 December 1966/1549H

Four F-105Ds (BLUE Plight) were on a strike mission against JCS 51.10 (21016100"N/
105 0 50'24"E). The first part of the strike force was from Korat and preceded the force
from TakhlI to the target in al"gagle" with the five strike flights in a diamond forma-
tion. (Events 11-113, -107, -116, -115, -114). The force from Takhli followed In a trail
formation with the flights about two minutes apart. The force was led by a flak suppres-
sion flight, Event 11-108 (TOT 0800Z) followed by the flights in Event 11-112, Event II-110,
(dropped at 0805Z) Event II-111 (TOT 0806Z) and Event 11-109 (TOT 0eOeZ).

There were two IRON HAND flights (one each for Korat and TakhWj) in the area, but no
CAP flights. The IRON HAND flights did not encounter M14s. (It Is assumed that the
supporting B-66 and Big Eye aircraft were on station although specific OPREP reference
was not available).

2. MISSION ROUTE

Departed Korat,. refueling enroute to "Y" in the Red River, then down "Thud Ridge"
to the target. Return by reverse route. The ,oute was approximately the same as that
of the Takhli flights.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
P-105D -BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4

SCBU-24s
I SIDEWINDER (AIM-9B)
I QRC-160 pod
2 450-gal wing tanks
IFF and radar standby
TACAN - Receive only
Doppler - on

Silver (normarklngs-observed)

i. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Estimated 2/10 coverage with tops up to 8000 ft. Visibility 5 to 7 miles

above 8000 ft. _

BLUE
1 2 3 -9

Altitude: -- 17,000 ft -------
-- -- -- 140o -
--------- 520 kt---

Fde State: Unknown
YMV r-F-omation: element on left side - almost line abreast

5. INITIAL DETECTION
Had received warnings of MIOs in the area. Plight was in straight and level flight

when BLUE 1 spotted two MIO-21s at 1 o'clock level, about 1549H. KIOs were at 17,000 ft,
heading 3200 and were about 5 miles away and offset 4-5 miles away. MIOs were In element
with wingman, approximately 1000 feet to the outside. The MI4s were immediately Identi-fied due to color and then by the wing planform.

6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE Flight observed MIGs jettison tanks and turn right when passing 3 o'clock
position. MIOs turned thru 5 into 6 o'clock position as BLUE Flight started a right turn,then broke hard right, descending as BLUE 1 called to jettison everything and break.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
After approximately 1800 of turn MI1S were met head-on and observed to be reversing

to the left. BLUE Plight had selected afterburner and descended to 6000 ft altitude for
separation as contact was lost. At 21 0 55'N/104*50'E during egress, BLUE Flight was
climbing thru 17,000 feet heading 272*, and 520 kt when BLUE 4 spotted what he thought to
be a MIO-191 at 21 0 55'N/104 0 38'E, altitude 3 to 4000 AOL, (5o000 to 8000 ft true altitude)

IMSO 192248Z and 191413Z cites it as MIG-17.
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heading approxiiately 2100 making gentle left and right turns. No other flight members
could confirm this sighting.

10. AIRCIEW COMMENTS
Exserience

Total P-105 Combat
Rours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE 3 6200 120 Approx. 20 Interceptor background

BLUE II 2800 Est. 150 Approx. 35 Bomber background
Comments on this Encounter
BLUE 3 - RIGs appeared to be from Phuc Yen and under OCI control

BLUE 4 - Did not think a IG-21 could turn so rapidly. Pelt that the RIGs he saw were
RIG 3 and 4.

11. DATA SOURCES
ProJect interviews: BLUE 3, 16 Feb 67; BLUE 14, 18 Feb 67.
Messages. Resorts: TAP DAI-014 192248Z Dec 66 DIO 31041 Dec 66

388TFW Korat OPREP-3 191413 Dec 66 DOI 04721

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight was one of five strike flights Ingressing down Thud Ridge to the target
at the end or the ridge line. 1I1 1 and 2 were spotted by BLUE 1 at his I o'clock
positicn, level heading opposite to BLUE Flight. BLUE 1 called out the RIGs and had his
flight watch them as RIG 1 and 2 passed to the right then started turning in behind BLUE
Plight. BLUE 3 called the RIGs passing 5 o'clock tvrning to 6 o'clock as BLUE I directed
his flight to Jettison external stores and break right. Ordnance was jettisoned, armed,
at 1549H in the vicinity of 210 20'N/1050 48'E. BLUE ?light started in a level right hand
turn then descended to meet IG 1 and 2 head on, about 500 feet away. The break was
terminated at 6000 ft as BLUE Plight egressed up Thud Ridge in afterburner, losing sight
of 11 I and 2.

In the turn BLUE 4 attempted to set up his sight but was unable to do so while
jettlioulng his stores at the same time. The first MIG-21 went past in an almost head-on
pass, with the RI attempting to pull lead. BLUE 3 then started to pull away. At this
time the second MIG-21 came by 500 to 600 feet away from BLUE 4, canopy to canopy. BLUE
4, at this time, was in a turn at 500 knots. Although the second IG passed head-on, the
4I0G turned as BLUE 14 watched over his right shoulder, and saw the intake lip as the IG

turned very tightly behind BLUE 41. BLUE 4 accelerated away and lost the RIO.
At 21055'N/1040 50'E climbing thru 17,000 ft heading 2720, 520 kt, BLUE 4 saw what he

thought to be a MIC-19 10,000 ft low at 12 o'clock making gentle turns in a southwesterly
direction then turn southeast down the Red River. No other flight members could confirm
this asghting.

BLUE 4 stated that during egress some flight called that a flight of four MIG-17s
were about 5 miles to the north of BLUE Flight, tracking BLUE Plight and at the same
altitude as BLUE Flight. These MIGs made no pass at BLUE Flight nor were they seen by
any member or BLUE Flight.
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Aircraft Involved Pour P-LOSs vs i4 MIG-47a

Result: No damage
!m ~Vicinity of Encoounteor: 21OWTN/10501,'3 to

21725'N/1051s8' o

I. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATIONS~Date/Time% 19 December 1966/1545SH

Pour P-lOSDs (BLUE Plight) were on a strike mis.ion against JC$ 51.10 (21916'00"N/
10550'24"E). The first part of the strike force was from Korat and preceded the force
from Takhil to the target In a "gagile" with the five strike flights in a diamond formation
(Events 11-113, -107, -116, -115 4 -l1i). The fore* from Takhli followed in a trail forma-
tion with the flights about two minutes apart. The force was led by a flak suppression
flight, Event 11-108 (TOT 0800Z) followed by the flights In Event 11-li1 Event II-110
(dropped at 0805Z), Event 11-111 (TOT 08062) and Event 11-109 (TOT 00825.

There were two IRON HAND flights (one for Rtlat knO Takhli) in the area, but no
CAP flights. The TRON HAND flights did not encounter MrOs. (It Is asslt.d that the
supporting B-66 and BIG EYE aircraft were on station although specific OPRIP referencewas not available. )

2. MISSION ROUTE
Korat, Thailand direct to Red Anchor extended, direct ti North Station, direct to the

Red River, direct to 210 54'N/105012'E, southeast down Thud Ridge to target. Return route
reverse. The flight followed the same general path as those f Takhl I

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
P-105, BLUE 1. 2. 3

6 - 750 lb bombs 1  BLUE 1 - Doppler operating, ZIFF standby, TACAN
1 - SIDEWINDER (AIN-9B) receive onlyI - QRC-160 ECK podBLE2-Rdrnddperof I tabTad
2 - 450 gal wing tanks BLE2 T adar n doppl~e onl 17sanb, n

1029 rd 20mm ammo

1-305 BLUE 41
6 -. 750 lb bombs
1 - QRC-160 ECK pod
2 - 450 gal wing tanks
1029 rd 20mm ammoHG12 Rio 1-1.4

Unknown
Silver color

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Tops at 11,000 feet

BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
Altitude: 12,000 feet
Heading: 1300

Sj~ed:540 KTAS
= ____ate: 9,000 lb

Flight Formation: Modified Fluid-Four due to QRC-160 ECM pod coverage.

5. INITIAL DETECTION
1IG0 warnings for the area had been called by BIG EYE on Guard Channel. Radio calls

from preceding flights also confirmed that MIOs were in the area. BLUE Flight at 21030,N/
105030'E JuSt north of Thud Ridge sighted 2 MIO-17s at 9 o'clock low.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight continued on toward target.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPNENT
BLUE Plight had sufficient speed and the MIOs that attacked from 9 o'clock were too

far back to present a threat, so BLUE Pligjht continued on course. About one-half way down
the ridge, four more MKI-17s attacked from 4 o'clock, causing BLUE Plight to Jettison bombs.

Iln the 24 750-lb bombs carried, 23 were general purpove and one was VT.
"2 Although the OPREP 191410Z states that all four member.s of BL' Light validate the number

sighted, BLUE 2's interview indicates that he thought the firL .. nd last grCups seen were
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Near the south end of Thud RIdge BLUE Flight made a 1800 turn back up the ridge and egressed
the target area. Another flight of four NIG-lis attacked BLUE Plight in the turn but were
unable to get within gun range.

S. ORDNANCE

None expended

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
Non

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

3morienol:
Not available

Caoments on this Encounter:
BLUE 2: The NI0 warning by BIG EYE are of limited value. All BIG EYE can tell you is

that the MIOs are up and In what general area, after you hear the first call, subsequent
NIO oalls aocomplish nothing more than clutter on the radio. The 7-105 high speed capa-
bility at low altitude is the greatest asset we have in the area. It gives you the option
of Attacking or egressing the area pretty much at will. The F-105 is not maneuverable
enough to hassle with either the HIG-17 or the KI0-21. If you do not have a definite ad-vantage in the attack you had better not attack a NI1. The M-16 gun is the best piece of
equipmant available for close-in air-to-air. Radar has a limited value In the operation up
north, In that you have to get close enough to make a visual identification before firing.

Shortiomings: The F-105 Is not maneuverable enough in a M1O encounter, also it has
very poor acceleration at low speeds and will not maintain speed In a high g turn. The
present AIM-9 pylon and the QRC-160 pod ere high drag Items at high speed-low altitude.
Switch setting changes when changing from a ground to air mode are too complicated and the
air-to-air radar is unreliable in a fast-moving hassle.

11. DATA SOURCES

Proiect Interviews: BLUE 2, 15 Feb 67
Neasases. Reports:

7AP OPREP-3 DOI 04718 1904QZ Dec 66
TAP DAI-DIO 31041 192248Z Dec 66

1. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Plight was the last flight in the force and was trailing the preceding flights

(Events 7T-113,. 107, 116, 115) with instructions to jettison ordnance and turn into MI4s
It the M1as threatened the strike force.

BLUE Plight had just made their turn at 21°45'N/105012'E heading 13n° when two MIG-17s
same from their 9 o'clock position at 3,000 ft altitude, and after a left climbing turn,
rolled into their 6 o'clock. The MIOS stayed about 2-3 nmi behind and no firing was
observed. BLUE Plight continued on down the ridge and lost sight of the M10s.

Approximately one minute later, at 0746Z, BLUE 1 observed four MI1-17s at 2:30 o'clock,
5-6 mii out heading 3000, 10,000 ft, but lost sight of them after just a few seconds. The
RIGs were in the vicinity of 21°30'N/105*30'E. Approximately 30 seconds later there were
four NIO-17s flying parallel to the flight at their 4 o'clock position 2-3 rumi out. The
RXO. flew In finger tip formation for about two minutes and then turned into the flight;
although the HIGs had good speed they were not closing rapidly. BLUE Flight jettisoned
their bombs, Jn the vicinity of 21030'N/105*35'E at OT49Z and turned Into the XIG8. The
MIGs overshot and then broke off. No firing was observed.

BLUE Flight followed the rest of the strike force down the ridge and proceeded to
make a left descending 1800 turn, when BLUE 4 observed four 110-17s coming head-on, from
I o'clock high and to the right, pass over and slide Into BLUE Flight's 6 o'clock position.
The RIGs were at 11,000 feet altitude, heading 300'. No firing was observed and the flightSeo~leted the turn and egressed back up the ridge. The NIG3 were not seen again.
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a Aircraft Involved: Four P-IOSDa vs nine l1G-17s
Result: Sightings only

Vicinity of Eneounter: 21l31'/lO535'3
and as note4

1. PRIMARY MISSION AN'D TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 19 December 1966/1547H and as noted
Four P-lO5Ds (BLUE Plight) were on a strike mission against JCS 51.10 (21016'OO"/

1O505'20"E). The first part of the strike force was from Korat and preceded the force
trom Takhli to the target In a 1"ult" with the five strike flights In a diamond forma-
tion. (Events 11-113, -107, -1 -115, -114). The force from Takhli followed In a trail
formation with the flights about two minutes apart. The force was led by a flak suppres-
sion flight, Event 11-108 (TOT 080OZ) followed by the flights in Event 11-112, Event 11-110,
(dropped at 0805Z) Event 11-111 (TOT 0806Z) and Event 11-109 (TOT 0808Z).

There were two IRON HAND flights (one each for Korat and Takhll) In the area, but no
CAP flights. The IRON HAND Flights did not encounter 91G0. (It Is assumed that the
supporting B-66 and Big Eye aircraft were on station although specific OPREP reference
was not available).

2. MISSION ROUTE
The flight departed Korat and took what In referred to as the mandatory route. This

route followed the Takhli force route which was described In &vent 11-99.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONSI :~-105D BLUE 1, 2m,;3..94
4 - 750~1b bombs--
1 - SIDEWINDER (AIM-9B)

i I - QRC-160 ECM pod
2 - 450 gal exter'nal tanks

Unknown
4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Clouds 3-4,000 ft, 5/8 coverage; visibility 5 miles In hase.
_ 2_ 3_ 4 fat iaRhting 2nsd ii 3r • ightingAltitude: Ib•0f nnw"12,0g0 ft

i g: 135 2850 J21o
S 520 KTAS unknown '0 KTAS
Y State: unknown unknown unknown
__-__aton:: unknown unknown unknown

i S5. INITIAL DETECTION

Three separate sightings occurred, which are described as follows:
a. (lst sighting) BLUE Flight was inbound to the target area at 21e31'N/10535'E.

BLUE 4 spotted four MIO-17s at 3 o'clock, 14,000 ft, heading NW 1-2 mile range. Two
NIOs continued NW, and the other two rolled into BLUE Flights 6 o'clock position at
1-1/2 n mi. BLUE Flight Jettisoned their tanks and made a right turn into the MIGs
doing 550 kt (no afterburner). As the MIOs got in trail, BLUE reversed back to the left
and observed the MI~a breaking off towards the NNW. The MIGO made no attempt to fire
on BLUE Flight. BLUE Flight continued on to the target.

b. (Second sighting) At 1550H BLUE Flight was starting their roll-in on their
target, heading 285 when BLUE 1 sighted two MIO-17s 1-1/4 n mi to the SE. BLUE continued
the strike and lost the MIOs as they passed through a cloud layer on the dive bomb run.
The MIs were not seen again.

a. (Third sighting) During BLUE Flight's egress at 21040'N/1O5O27'E, time 1555H,
they observed three MI1-17s at their 9 o'clock position, 3-4 n mi away, at 3 to 4,000 ft
AOL. The MIOs were on approximately tho same heading as BLUE Flight, and paralleled
BLUE Flight's path for 1 to 1-1/2 min. until they disappeared in the weather. No markings
were seen on the MIG aircraft.

6. ACTION INITIATED
See Item No. 5.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
See Item No. 5.
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S. ORDNANCE n
None expended.

g. EQUIPMENT PROILEMS
BLUZ 4 stated that when operating the QRC-160 1CH podp the only feature of the

vector gear that remained reliable was the launch light.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experienoe: unknown
Comments on this Encounter: BLUE 3 commented that their flight was the last of approxi-
mately rive to go into the target. Only the last two flights actually hit the target,
because MIO-21s making head-on passes had forced the first flights to Jettison their
ordnance end abort the strike.

Somments from Overall ExiDerience: BLUE 3 mentioned t"~e following shortcomings on the

a. No need for an internal bomb bay as all ordnance could be carried on an external
station.

b. If bomb bay Is retained, then the several thousand pound plunger should be
removed. This would either reduce weight, or space could be used to enlarge the Internal
fuel tanks.

a. He feels that all aircraft should carry an AIM-9 type missile.
d. Effective range of the guns should be increased.
e. He feels the aircraft control system is too stiff and heavy, and also that

alrcraft Is difficult to trim.
f. Peels that "toss bomb computer" is an excellent piece of equipment, but that it

should be designed for greater accuracy.
g. He would like to see a combination doppler and Inertial avionics system Installed

in the aircraft.
BLUE 4 stated that most people fly with the X-band pickup of the vector gear turned

off, because radar from our own aircraft causes excessive chatter and blocks out other
returns.

11. DATA SOURCES
ProJect Interviews: BLUE 3, 15 Feb 67 and BLUE 4. 16 Feb 67
NeesWesa Reioit: 388TFW, OPREP-3, 191411Z Dec 66 DOI 04719

7AF, MSG 1922 8Z Dec 66 DIO 31041
12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

See Item No. 5 for details. Of the nine M1i-17o sighted, there were no repeats.
Of tne first flight of MI~s, one pilot saw only one, two pilots saw two, and one pilot
saw all four. The second and third flights were seen by all members.
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8 Aircraft Involved: Pour P-l105s vs tour MIg-21a

Result: No damage
Vicinity or Encounter: 21031'/l10504111

I. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 19 December 1966/1545H1.

Four P-1O5Da (BLUE Plight) were on a strike mission against JCS 51.10 (21016O00"N/
10550O'24*E). The first part of the strike force was from Karat and preceded the foroe
from Takhli to the target in a "gaggle" with the five strike flights In a diamond forma-
tion. (Events 11-113, -107, -116, -115, -114). The force from Takhli followed in a trail
formation with the flights about two minutes apart. The force was led by a flak suppres-
sion flight, Event 11-108 (TOT O80OZ) followed by the flights In Event II-112, Event 11-110,
(dropped at 0805Z) Event I-1ll1 (TOT 0O06Z) and Event 11-109 (TOT 0808Z).

There were two IRON HAND flights (one each for Karat and Takhli) in the area, but no
CAP flights. The IRON HAND flights did not encounter MIOs. (It is assumed that the
supporting B-66 and BIO EYE aircraft were on station although specific OPRZP reference was
n ot available).

2. MISSION ROUTE3 Departed Karat refueling enroute to "Y" in the Red River then down Thud Ridge to
target. Return by reverse route. The route was about the same as that of the Takhli
force.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

F-105D. BLUE 1. 2. 3. 41

6 - 750 lb bombs
I - SIDEWINDER (AIM-9B)
I - QRC-160
2 - 450 gal ECM pod drop tanks

!(IO-21 MIG 1, 2, 3. 4

Silver

3 4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather:' Scattered to broken with tops of cumulus type clouds at 8,000 feet MSL.
Altitue: 10-12,000 feet MSL.
Headinx: 1400
.Tpeed : Estimated 520 kt
7Plilht Formation: Fourth of five flights, in a pod formation.

5. INITIAL DE'ECTION
Had received MI1 and SAM warnings from BIG EYE and previous flights. BLUE 1 spotted

4 MIG-21s at 10 o'clock on a reciprocal heading, 4 to 5,000 ft high at approximately
1545H. The MIGs were 2 to 3 miles out. BLUE 2 did not see the MIOs until they were
abreast of BLUE flight. They were identified by their silver color.

* 6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE flight observed MIOs starting a descending turn behind them well out of range.
The closest approach was estimated to be no closer than 2 miles.3 7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE 1 kept his formation intact while descending and weaving through the cumulus
clouds into the target area. MIGs were no longer observed to be a threat. The flight

hit the target (areas C and B-1) and egressed. After leaving the target BLUE 2 at 7,000-8,000 feet and 600 kt, saw a single MIG-21 at 12 o'clock high. The MI0 was In the

vicinity of 21°30'N/10540'E heading 1700 at an altitude of 9-10,000 feet. The 1I0 made
a descending Split-S and was lost from view as he moved to 6 o'clock on BLUE Plight.

S. ORDNANCE

None expended

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

pNone
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SECRET
Event 11-116

10. AIRCMEW CONNENTS

Ieriene ~P-405 coat

BILU 1 2950 1100 T0 Fighter weapons school prad.
BLUR 2 3100 set. 90 get. 10 SAO and ATC - 6 yr eaoh

Com ments an th is encounter -
aLUE 1 aing the oammus olouds to lose the KIs allowed S Flight to hit the

target
BWE 2 first mission in Route ?aokageVI-A and firt RIG enhounter.

Comments •gm, Overall EEerleQngo
BLUE I thinks MI0a are trying to make strike flights jettison ordnance prior to the

target. Utlhising the sam UHF Irequenoiea for all missions into North Vietnam allows
easy interception of strike force comiiotationa. MIG and SAN warnings blook out the radio
frequently.

Soni F-105a had trouble with the ArM-gB installation such that when the station
selector was turned on to check the IR tine, the missile would fire.

BLUE 2; F-CsC and RIO-21 look very much alike. Likes the low altitude speed capa-
bility of the F-105.

11. DATA SOURCES
Proect Int.•elvewn: BLUE 1, (17 F•eb 1967), BLUE 2• (17 lFeb 1967)

wages aa. "Daort:
fTAr DAI014 1922182 Dec 66 DIO 310141 Deo 66
3e8T1V OPREP-3 191120Z Deo 66 DIO 04416

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
(See Items 5& 6, and 7).

'3S-
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SECRET
Event UI-l1?

Aircratt Involved: Four F-105Ds vs two MIO-21s
Result: No damage

Vicinity: Unknown

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: December 1966/Unknown
Strike mission in North Vietnam

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

BLUE 1, 2. 3 and 4
1 M-61 (full - 1,029 rounds)
I QRC-160
MIGs
Silver in color

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Clear BLUE 1. 2. 3, 4

Altitude: 18,000 and climbing
in: 2400

Unknown
_;State: Unknown

S. INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE flight was at 18,000 ft heading 240° after dropping their ordnance on target 'I

when BLUE 2 observed two MIG-21s at 2 o'clock position, 10 miles out, at 18,000 feet.
BLUE flight had no MIG warning.

6. ACTION INITIATED
When MIGs turned and rolled out at the flight 8:30 o'clock position, BLUE flightturned into them in a left shallow turn Just to keep them in Bight and accelerated down

and away from MIGs.
7. SrTUATION DEVELOPMENT

None, no encounter.

8. ORDNANCE
None expected.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
I- None.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience

Total F-105 Combat

BLUE 2 1200 250 Unknown

Comments from Overall Experience

BLUE 2: Carrying just one SIDEWINDER is not really a waste of time out carrying two
would increase a kill capability. Too many switches to throw when coming off a target to
go to air-to-air from air-to-ground.

11. DATA SOURCE
Project Interview - BLUE 2 (16 February 1967)

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

HJUE flight en route after striking target heading 2400 at 18,000 ft and climbing
when c UE ;, observed two MIOs at 2 o'clock, 10 miles distant. He called them out but
BLUE 1 did :nt see them until they were at 4 o'clock, 4 milec. MI~s turned for a tail
attack and at this point they were positively identified as MI1-21s. MIOs overshot tail
attack and wound up at BLUE flights 8 to 8:30 o'clock position about 7 miles in trail.
BLUE flight thus made a slight turn to the left to keep MI1s in sight and accelerated down
and away. MlOs were not seen again. All aircraft returned safely to home atation with no
damage or engagement encountered.
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Swent 11-118

Aircraft Involved: Two F-105Ds and two F-105?.
vs two M41-21s

Result: Sightirn only

SVicinity of Encounter: 2100'N/10500'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 2 January 1967/1510H
Four F-105s were on an IRON HAND mission at an orbit between 2000'N/10500'E and

21°35'N/105 0 18'E, In support of Operation Bolo (Event 1-68a,b,o).

2. MISSION ROUTE
Departed Takhli to Channel 97 then Into Area V then establishing left-hand orbits In

the vicinity cited above.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

F-105'. BLUE 1 and 3

2 - AGH-l5
2 - AIM-9B
1 650 gal round centerline tank
1 - -61 GOatling gun (1029 rounds)

P-105D. BLUE 2 and 4
- CBU-24s (centerline station)

2 - 450 gal wing tanks
2 AOM-45s
1 -Gun

No QRC equipment
MIO-21s

Unknown

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather:. Overcast, 3 to 4,000 feet broken, tops at 9,000 feet.

BLUE 1. 2 BLUE 3, 4

Altitude: 15,000 ft 18,000 ft
Hea dn: 2700 2700

Unknown Unknown
u-i State: Unknown Unknown

Flight Formation:

15,000' 18,000'

S. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE Flight was in a left turn passing through 3300 for 2700 at 15,000 ft and 18,000ft when BLUE 3 and 4 observed two MIG-21s at 20,000 ft at 330* on a parallel course.

6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE Flight continued to turn left, engaged afterburner and descended to 10,000 feet.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

Upon reaching 10,000 feet the flight searched for the MI1s but was unable to detect
them. The flight then continued to orbit in the area without further sightlngs.

B. ORDNANCE

No air-to-air ordnance expendedt..

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

None.
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Event 11-118

10. AIRCIEW COMMENTS
E Torlenoe W~tal Hours -105 Hours Combat Missions Remagks"

BLUR 3 Unkmown 400. Approx. 21
BLUE 2 Thought the fllight

could have attackedthe M1108 if they
had turned right

Instead ot left.

11. DATA SOURCES
ProJect Interviews: BLUE 2 (16 June 67) and BLUE 3 (17 Feb 67)
Messages, Reports:

355TPW 0213Ji5Z Jan 67, PASTEL DOI 0028 ,'

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION , i
BLUE Flight was In a racetrack orbit with BLUE 3 and 4 at 18,000 feet. 3,000 reet ]" I

behind BLUE 1 and 2 who were at 15,000 feet. BLUE Flight was In a left hand turn, heading
3300 to 270* when BLUE 3 and 4 observed two MIO-21s at 20,000 feet on a parallel heading.
BLUE 3 called for a break to the left. The flight broke left and descended to 10,000 feet
and completed two 360 •turns but dld not see the MI~s again. BLUE Flight continued their 1 1
orbit, but did not eight any more MIe..

].I

1
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SECRET
Event 11-119

Aircraft Involved: Four P-1059 vs one MIG-21
Result: Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter: 20°13'N/101 0 21'E

j 1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Tlme: 6 January 1967/1534H
Four F-105s (BLUE Flight) was on a strike mission north of Hanoi. Strike mission

could not get to assigned target area due to weather.
4. FLIGHT CONOITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Very bad. Actual conditions not known.

BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4 MI 21
I Altitude: 16,000 22,000• : 010° 010D

4 150 4 45n (estimated)5 ! ýFtatus: Unknown Unknown
Flight Formatiun: Unknown

10. AIRCREW COMMNKTS

Total F-105 Combat
Experience Hours Hours Missions

BLUE 1 3600 Unknown 70
Comments on overall e:aperience:

BLUE 1 - Considers the F-105 Is the best airplane for the Job of bombing N. Vietnam but.
not an air-to-air fighter. The F-105 can out-run anything at low altitude,
which is excellent defense.

11. DATA SOURCES
Pilot Interview: BLUE 1, 17 Feb 67

e 3BWTFW JOPREP OPREP-4 RT 022 SEA, 6 Jan 67
12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight wa3 in a 3600 turn. A MIO-21 was observed on left side of BLUE Flight
and flew parallel to BLUE Flight at 1.5 miles distance for 3-4 minutes. MIG-21 then broke
off and departed the area of BLUE Flight.

IA
1

i4
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'vent 11-120

" Aircraft Involved: Four P-105s vs four RIO-21s

Result: No da4mge
Vicinity of Encounter: 210i'N/lOO'52'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: I January 1967/late afternoon
Four F-105s (BLUE Flight) was providing MIO cover for a strike force of P-105 aircraft

operating out of Korat, T. Weather caused the strike force to divert to targets of oppor-
tunity along the Red River. BLUE Flight was heading west along with the strike force when
the encounter occurred.

2. MISSION ROUTE
All aircraft in strike force departed Korat, T. Proceeded northeast to TACAN #97 and

thence eastward (0500 heading) to Red River, to primary target area (JCS 51.10), back to
Red River (vicinity Yen Bel). Strike force egressed to post-strike refueling (Orange
Anchor) and to home base.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

SF--105s BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4

Not given, but bombs were carried by BLUE Flight.

SMIG-21s 1. 2. 3. 4

Not given.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Broken to overcast below 9,000 ft. Visibility good above clouds.
BLUEi12 3 I

Altitude: 15,000 ft
Hi: in orbit vicinity Yen Bai

tae":not given
Viie]7State: not given

"QRC 160 formation

1500/2000 ft horizontal separation
500 ft vertical separation

5. INITIAL DETECTION

No MIG warnings were called by ELINT aircraft. MIO-21s were first sighted by member
of BLUE Flight (BLUE 3) 10 to 12 miles off to the right of BLUE Flight. MIG-21s were low
approximately 10,000 ft (heading 0200, speed not given). MIbs were positively identified
as they closed to within 5 miles.

6. ACTION INITIATED J

BLUE Flight started a right turn to keep the MI~s in sight.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

As BLUE Flight started a right turn, the MIG-21s broke off by pulling up and started
down after the IRON HAND flight but broke off all together and left the area. The MIGs
were not seen again by BLUE Flight.

8. ORDNANCE

None fired by either side.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
- None

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS J

Experience: Total Hours F-105 Hours Total Missions

BLUE 1 4,300 100 20
BLUE 3 not given not given 80
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Event 11-220

Coements on this Encounter-

BLUE 1
P-105 can't out-maneuver NI~s.
1-105 has switch difficulty in changing from one firing mode to another.

BLUE 3
P-05 is not a turning aircraft but will destroy anything In front of It..
P-105 pilots don't see the need for MIO and SAN warnings on Guard channel. All

It does Is clutter up the radio.

11. DATA SOURCES

Pilot interview BLUE 1, 19 February 1967
Pilot interview BLUE 3, 18 February 1967
Pilot interview BLUE 2, 3 October 1967

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Pour NZG-21s started to attack BLUE Flight but broke off as BLUE Flight started a
right turn. The MIG-21s made a halt-hearted attempt to go after another flight of four
P-1053 that were In the same area as BLUE Flight but broke off before closing and left
the area completely.

I

0
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ft SECRET
Sweat 11-221

Aircraft Involved: Pour 7-105a vs tou'r 116-1

Result: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: 2104"'N/10052'3

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Tlae: 7 January 1967/late afternoon.1F Pour P-lO5Ds (BLUE Flight) were the lead flight of a strike force of five flights,

which had been diverted from the primary target (near Thai Nguyen) and looking Cor targets
of opportunity along the Red River after diverting from acquired target due to weather
in Route Package VI-A. BLUE Plight was the flak suppression flight. The flights had
executed an in-place turn so that BLUE Flight was now at the rear of the formation.

2. MISSION ROUTE
Departed Worat, headed north to tankers for r•fueling, then north to 'ACAN 997,

there,9saat to, T .L6igu"re. ! O the Red River (vieiaity Yen Bai) then 2100 outbound
LI to tsrnkerTe' fo cst-btrjkto ,&~fue jiE.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

F-105D BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4I - CBU-124 bombs (returned to base)
I - QRC-160 pod operating
1 - SIDEWINDER AIM-9B (returned to base)
BLUE 4 IFF standby, radar In ground map, TACAN in receive only

MIG-21 1. 2
Not given i
Silver in color

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Broken undercast, top up to 9,000 ft - visibility not given.

BLUE Flight MI-21a[3 16,000 ft 10,000 ft
ea . West West

1480 kt 500 kt est.
FulState: Not given

3 Flicht ?ormation
BLUE Flight QRC-160 formation distance between aircraft 1500 to 2000 ft apart.

500 ft vertical separation.

III

S. INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE 3 saw four MIO-21s (two flights of two each) coming in on BLUE Flight's 5 o'clock

position and BLUE 3 called "MIOs at 5 o'clock." The MIGs were coming about 900 to BLUE
Flight about 7 miles out. The MKOs were easy to see against the cloud background. BLUE 41
saw them at 7:30 o'clock.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 1 call for an in-place turn to the right.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
MIO-21s closed to 3-1/2 miles behind BLUE Flight. As BLUE Flight continued its in-

place turn the MN0-21s broke off and headed north.

8. ORDNANCE

None fired by either siWe.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS3 None reported.
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10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience,

Total P-lOS Combat

BLUE I Not given 600 80 Switohology Is bad In F-10 for swito-
ing to air-to-air.

BLUE 4 Not given 150 out. 50

11. DATA SOURCES
Interviews: BLUE 1, 14 March 1967

BLUE 4, 7 January 167

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight (four F-105s) operating with a strike force (20 F-105& from Korat) had

diverted from primary target and was orbiting In the vicinity of Yen Bai along the aed
River. BLUE Flight was flying over broken to overcast clouds. BLUE 2, 3 saw four MIO-21s
approaching BLUE Flight from the 7:30 o'clock position. The RI0-21s were coming In low
(approx. 10,000 ft) to BLUE Flight. The MIO-21s were In elements of two in trail with
the 2d element approximately one mile behind the lead element. The NIO-21S closed to
3-1/2 miles of BLUE Plight but broke off and left the area Just as BLUE Flight started to
turn Into the MIG-21s.

BLUE 1 did not see the MIGs until they started to exit and then could not positively
identify them.

I

I
I
I
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_-- SKIET
SIvent 11-121

Aircraft Involved: Twenty P-105 vs two h-21s
Result: No damage
Vicinity of Iniountort 21033'N/205000'3

I. PRINARY'PISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 7 January 1967/0830Z

DLUE F1l1,ht was part of a 20-ship F-105 strike force operating. In ?ek•ae VZ-A North
Vietnam. BM Plight was the IRON HAND flight for this mlission.
2. NISSION ROUTE

Departed Korat headed north to tankers for refueling o,;tlnuod north to TACAN station
197 then east to Red River and on to target, north of Hanoi.
3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

Wq~-24&
Z0MM ammoI 630-gal centerllne drop tank

PL&U 3 and4
6 500-lb bombs MER plus/20m ammro

SIDEWINDIR AIM-9B
I QC-160 W
2 450-Sal drop tanks

All Aircraft

Camouflaged color
IFF, radar, TACAN (OFF in target area)

NIO-21s
Not given

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
* 4

Veath.__ Not given, except there was a low undereast and a haze In the area of operation.
BLUE

1 2' 3 • •
Alt d: 17,000 ft

E. East

Not given
______ate: Not given

Flight omat ionQRC-160 pod formation (star gaggle).

ac W

S. INITIAL DETECTION
- BLUE Flight heard the lead flight call M109. Then BLUE 3 saw two MNO-21s coming in

at 1:30 o'clock to formation, 3 to 4 miles away. The MI4s were at 12,COO ft. The MI0s
were easily Identified by their shape and shiny silver color.

6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE Plight turned into the MIGs. The MIO-21s turned left and flew parallel to the
formation then turned further left and flew away from the formation, going down into the
clouds.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE Flight mistakenly made an attack pass on a flight of 1-105 that wan flying£below the formation as the M10-21s flew sway. BLUE Flight broke off the attack afterIdentification was made. BLUE Flight dodged a non-ex13tent SA-2 missile then br~ought up
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.,. Ivent 11-•22

a taemedous amount or rlak (37/57M) by rilyng low (v.000 o t), it wre a seo%*tea "dry*
laucmh sin*e they got a launch light on the VZO VIWASL gear but never saw a BA,.
S. ORDNAtlCE

None tiz4d by either side.
O, E|U2PNEUT PROBLEMS

NSwe given.

10. AZtCRlt COWNIlTS

Total 1-105 Combat
la Ronr Mission$

SUt 2 2,000 800 10
All others not given.

11. DATA SOURCIS

lxoJeo, Intervlews: SLUM 2, 15 Februzary 1967
MMU 3. 16 Pebruary 1967

A1
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SECRET
i'ent 11-123

Aircraft Involved: Four F-lO5Ds vs four NIO-219

Results: Sighting only
Vicinity: 21 0 30'N/lO10 27'N

1. PRIMARY MISSION A14D TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 8 January 1967/0825H
Four F-1O5Ds (BLUE flight), part of a strike force operating out vf Korat, Thailand,

was to hit a prebriefed target In Route Package VI-A. Weather prevented entry into Route
Package VI-A and BLUE flight was looking for a target of opportunity along the west sideof the Red River.

2. MISSION ROUTE

BLUE flight departed Korat, proceeded north to the tanker, then ME to the Red River.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
BLUE a1. 2. 3. 4

6 - 500-lb bombs

1 - AIM-9B (SIDEWINDER)
1 - QRC-160 ECM Pod
2 - 450-Sal wing tanks
1 -Mk-61 Gatling Gun (1026 rounds)

MIG-21 (1, 2, 3, 4•

Silver Color

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Low overcast condition in primary target area. Clear, with unrestricted visi-

bility above clouds.

BLUE Flight MIOs
Altitude: 13-14,000 ft 21-22,000 ft
ME Ug: NW along Thud Ridge Opposite heading
i • -80 Kt Unknown -1
ft WT-'tate: Unknown Unknown
10. ACREW COMMENTS

Number of Hours Combat Missions

BLUE 2 3100 150 approx. 30

General Comments

i BLUE 2 - Unable to use X-band warning gear when using QRC-160 pods.
Turned off IFF and TACAN to minimize electronic emissions when over North Vietnam.
Would prefer better geographical reference when receiving MIG warnings.

F-lOS doesn't have sufficient wing area to permit turning with MIGs.
11, DATA SOURCES.

Project Interview: BLUE 2 (undated)

12. NARRAIIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE flight (vicinity of 21 0 30'N/104 0 27'E) wac heading NW along Thud Ridge when they
observed a flight of four MIGs at a range of 6-8 n ml heading in the opposite dI.rection.
When the MIGs passed abeam (BLUE's 3 o'clock) at 3-4 n mi, the MIO. turned left towards
BLUE flight in an attempt to get into the b o'clock position. BLUE flight made a descend-Ing left turn in order to pick up airspeed; they did not jettison ordinance. As the flight
went through 1800 they looked to the left and noted that the MIGs had made a turn in the
other direction and were departing the area. The MIGs were never any closer than approxi-Smately 2-1/2 n mi. Identification was easy even at 5 n mi because when the MIO pulled up,
the top to bottom profile clearly showed the delta wing.

SECRET 405
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SECRET
p. Event 11-124
Aircraft Involved: Eight F-105s ve tour 910-21a

Result: No damage

Vicinity ot Encounter: 20 0O4'N/13°3O;'E aqd21 l5fN/1O4 42'Z

I. PRINARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 15 January 1967/1615H and 1617H
Four F-105s (BLUE Flight) and four P-1O5s (GREEN Plight) were part of a strike forcebombing a railroad bridge S.E. oa Thai Ngyen BLUE Flight and GREEN Flight had hit the

target and were out-bound when the NI4 sighting occurred.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Departed Korat headed north to rendezvous with tankers, then northeast to the Black
River then east to the Red River and target (vicinity of Thai Ngyen). Egress by same
route to post strike tankers.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS

Weather: Clear, 2-1 mile visibility in haze.

BLUE -. 2, 3. 4 GREEN 1. 2. 3. 4 1IG 1. 2. 3. 4 1i0 5. 6. 7. 8
Altitude: 14,300 ft 15,300 ft 20,000 ft 22,800 ft
Heading: 210 195 0300 030

3500 Kts _540 Kts Unknown
Potion: 3E 21 0 15,N/O2°40 42E 20040°N/1040 30oE 21o15,N/104 0 42'E
Flight Formation: Pod (QRC-160) Pod (QRC-160) Approx. finger tip elements in trail

S. INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE Flight sighted a flight of four MIG-21s at 1615H. The MIO-21s were at

1 o'clock high on a reciprocal heading to BLUE Flight. GREEN Plight sighted a flight of
four MIG-21s at 16;7H. The MIG-21s were at 22,000 to 23,000 feet, 8 o'clock to GREEN
Flight heading 030 .

6. AqTION I;ITIATED

BLUE Flight continued on course and lost sight of the MIG-21s. GREEN Flight
observed MIG-21's move behind them to within 2 mi. GREEN Flight lit afterburners and
descended to the mountain tops losing sight of the MIGs.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
No further action on either side no engagement re3ulted.

* B. ORDNANCE

None expended.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
BLUE Flight: None
GREEN Flight: None

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Total Hours F-105 Combat Missions
BLUE 2 850 600 17
BLUE 1, 3, 4 Not Interviewed
GREEN 1, 2, 3, 4 Not Interviewed

11. DATA SOURCES

OPREP-4 RT 0o49 - 388TFW 15131OZ Jan 67

Ii 12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight (four P-105s) sighted a flight of four MIO-21s at 1615H. BLUE Flight
position 2040'N/1040 30'E heading 2100, altitude 14,000 feet, 5AO kts. MIG-21s were at
1 o'clock high 20,000 to 22,000 ft. 1IG-21s began tu:-ning toward BLUE Plight. BLUE
Plight continued on course and lost sight of MIG-21s.

qREEN Plight sighted four MIO-21s at 1617H. GREEN position 21*15'N/104•42'E
heading 1951, altitude 15,000 ft, 540 kts. MIO-21s wire at 8 o'clock to GREEN Flightp heading 0300 at 22,000 to 23,000 feet. The NI1 rolled1 in behind GREEN Flight and
closed to 2 miles of GREEN Flight. GREEN Plight lit ifterburners descended to the
mountain tops and lost sight of MIG-21s.

SECRET 40T
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Event 11-125

Aircraft Involved: Pour F-lOSDs vs one NIG-2'i

Result: Sighting only
Viainity of Encounter: North Lao.

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 15 January 196T/1615H

i Four F-105s (BLUE Flight) outbound for the target.

11. DATA SOURCES

ProJect Interview: BLUE 3, 16 Feb 67

3It. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE 2 sighted an aircraft believed to be a MIO-21. There is some doubt whether
it was an F-1 or a MI1-21. since BLUE Flight was in North Laos and MIOa were not known

I to operate in that area.

BLUE 3 felt that the single SIDEWINDER armament in the F-105 Is insufficient.

Li Event 11-126

U Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs probable four mIas

Result: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 200 57'N/1050041'E

U 1. PRMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 16 January 1967/0818HA

Mission and tactical situation not contained in data available.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
•i i ~MIGS ,SsSilver color.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

SBLE Flight MI.__
i Altitude: 18,000 ft 35,000 ft (eat.)

0690 In a left turn
R 500 kt Unknown

L S. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE 2 sighted four silver airplanes at an estimated range of 25 mi to the
northeast at approximately 35,000 ft. The contacts quickly faded out of sight.

S• 7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

* MIGs faded from sight.

11, DATA SOURCES

I2ret ýnterviews: BLUE 3, 17 Feb 1967
SMesaKes aReports!

Project RED BARON Event folder contain& an extract from an OPREP-4 concerning
thia event.

I 12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

Sighting only.
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So Event 11-127

Aircraft Involved: Four F-105m ve two MIO-21s
Result: 3ighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 21*37'N/10O55'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 16 January 1967/0838H
Pour F-105 aircraft, BLUE Flight, ware part or a strike against a POL storage area

south of Thud Ridge.

2. MISSION ROUTE
BLUE Flight had completed the attack and was egrtsslng from the area to rendezvous

with airborne tankers for refueling.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

P-Ios BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4

1 Mk-61 gun (20mm)
NI0-21 NI1 1. 2

Silver color.

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Clear, 8 to 10-mile visibility with light haze.

Altitude: 20,000 17,000 15,000
Head-n-: .........----- 200o -------
Need: ........- 90o-540 kt --------
-F-e-l -st-a-t-e: ------------ 6-6500 lb---

_ _F_ _ht Formation: Loose finger-four.

5. iITIAL DETECTIONI
BLUE 4 sighted two MI(s at 11 o'clock almost directly over the flighr about 2000 ft

above them. The K1Gs were heading in an opposite direction and were quickly out of Sight.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience

Total F-105 Combat

Hours Hours Missions Remarks
BLUE 1 1100 900 50 Fighter background
BLUE 3 1200 150 20

BLUE 4 3700 700 15
Comments on this Encounter

BLUE 3 No opportunity to attack the MIOs developed from the head-on encounter.
BLUE 3 and 4 Both pilots were impressed with the turning ability of the MlG-21.

11. DATA SOURCES
Project Interviews: BLUE 1, 17 Feb 1967; BLUE 3, 15 Feb 1967; BLUE 4, 18 Feb 1967.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight was egressing from the target area in a loose formation when the MIG-21s

wer) sighted. From the head-on encounter neither side maneuvered to attack. The MIG-21s
quikly disappeared frcm sight.

Two KIG-17 fighters were sighted either shortly before or shortly after the sishtings
of the MIO-21s. The conditions were very similar with no attempt to engage made by either
side. The MIOs were above the F-105s and passed on an opposite heading at a range of about
three miles.

I
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SECRET.'
&vent 11-128

Aircraft Involved: Four P-105a va one MIG-21
Result: Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter: 21030'N/1050 40'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 16 January 1967/0825H

Pour F-105s were departing the target area as the third of four flights on thestrike mission.

3. AIRCRAFT CORFIGURATIONS
F-105 BLUE 1. 2. 3, 4

1 - QRC 16o Pod
2 - 1150-gal external fuel tanks
1 - SIDEWINDER (AIM-gB)
1 - M-61 Gun (20mm)

MIo-21
Silver color

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
BLUE Flight

Altitude: 18,000 ft climbing
Nirkg: Southwest
ee: 550 kt

Fuel: 3000 lb

Flight Formation:

5. INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE 4 first sighted the MIG at the 4 o'clock position in a 450 dive, approximately

. 5000 to 6000 ft above BLUE 4 at a range of approximately two miles.

6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE 3 and 4 started a hard, descending turn to the right.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

The MIG was observed to break off from his attack and to depart the area.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience

Total F-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions

BLUE 4 3,500 110 15
Comments from Overall Experience

BLUE 4, "I got 80 hrs in the RTU Program and most of that was just learning to
fly the airplane with little emphasis on tactics. What little tactics we learned•. were not valid once we got over here because the tactics change so rapidly. The people

in the RTU who were veterans of SEA.. .didn't even know anything about (QRC-160) pods."

11. DATA SOURCES

Project Interviews: BLUE 4 17 Feb 1967
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Event 11-128

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE 3 and 4 were outbound from the target on a southwesterly heading approximately
one mile behind BLUE 1 and 2. The flight was climbing through 18,000 ft at 550 kt
when BLUE 4 sighted a MIO-21 in the 4 o'clock position in a 450 dive about 5,000 to
6,000 ft above his altitude. BLUE 4 called the bogey and BLUE 3 tqrned h~rd right
descending as he engaged afterburner. BLUE 4 engaged afterburner and maneuvered to
stay with BLUE 3. Visual contact with the MI0 was lost but BLUE 1 reported the MI1
broke off his attack and departed the area. BLUE Flight then Jettisoned external fuel
tanks and rendezvoused with an emergency tanker with 1000 lb of fuel remaining.
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Event 11-129
Aircraft Involved: Four F-105 vs two HIG-21e
Result: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 21636'N/10157'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 16 January 1967/0805H

Four F-105s departed Takhli AB on an IRON HAND mission in support of a strike mission.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Departed Takhli AB and refueled with GREEN ANCHOR before prooeedir•g to TACAN Station
97. From the TACAN, the flight proceeded to 21037'N/104 0 56'E then to ;1°34'N/105*33'E.
The MI1 sighting occurred at 2136'N/104*57'E. Return of the flight wesa by reverse route
with air refueling prior to return to base.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

2 - 450-gal external fuel tankc
1 - M-61 Gun (1,029 rd 20mm ammo)

BLUE 1 and 3 (F-105F)

2 - SHRIKE (AGf! -45)
4 - CBU-24

BLUE 2 (F-lO5F)

2 - SHRIKE (AaM-45)
6 - 500-lb bombs

BLUE 14 (F-105D)

6 - 500-lb bombs

BLUE 3, 4
TAAiAN/Off; Radar, iFF/Stby; Doppler/On

FIG-21 MIG 1i 2jS±1Ver' color

4. ELIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Low stratus of heavy haze which restricted visibility to the east to 1-2 milesSand to the west to 3-4 miles.

BLUE 1, 2. 3, 14-A

Altitude: 16,000 ftHeadn: Southeasterly -A
VSe : 550 kt3u r

e . 12,000 lb

Flight Formation:

5. INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE 4 first.sighted two MIGs at 7 o'clock at a range of cpproximately 1/2 mile

diving toward the flight in a descending turn and approximately 2,000 ft above the flight,
An area MIG warning had been heard by BLUE 4.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE 4 Jettisoned his wing tanks as he called a break. BLUE 3 broke hard right and

down as he jettisoned external fuel tanks.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

BLUE I and 2 Jettisoned external stores and maneuvered to counte:x the MI0 attack. As
BLUE 3 and 4 entered the haze, where visibility was approximately one mile, they lost
sight of the MIG and of BLUE 1 and 2.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE 4 was having difficulty with one of the bayonet fittings on. his oxygen mask
allowing the mask to fall away from his face with movements or from F; forces.

SECRET 15



* EOIETZwnt 11-129

10. AIRCREW COMNENrs "

Total P-lOS Combat
Hours 11av • ions Remarks

BLUE 3 1,700 1,000 50 TAC background
BLUE 4 2,290 400 75 B-47 baakgpound
Comments on this Encountelk

BLUE 3 - The MI0s were not very aggressive. Generally the MTGa go after the Wild
Weasel and know which airplane in the flight is the Wild Weasel.

BLUE 4 - Could not stay with BLUE 3 in the defensive maneuvering.

Comments from Overall Experience

BLUE 3 - The EWO In the F-105F is very helpful as a lookout because of the poor
visibility to the rear. . The MIGs can out-turn the F-105 so it is a difficult situadion
with a MIG at 6 o'clock.

BLUE 4 - BIG EYE area warnings just clutter the radio. Need coordination among the
different types of aircraft and missions. When using QRC pods, the SAM doesn't appear to
guide and AA doesn't follow a flight as uffectively.

11. DATA SOURCES
Prolect Interviews:

BLUE 3 8 Feb 1967

BLUE 4 3 Feb 1967
Messages, Reports:

355TFW OPREP-3 160215Z Jan 67 DOI 0218
355TFW OPREP-3 160545Z Jan 67 DOTO-0 10178 Jan 67

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight was flying down the south side of Thud Ridge at an altitude of 16,000 ft

maintaining 550 kt. BLUE 3 and 4 were approximately one mile behind BLUE 1 and 2 with
BLUE 4 trailing BLUE 3 by 500-1,000 ft. BLUE 4 sighted two MIGs at his 7 o'clock in an
attack. The flight was alerted to the pr.zence of MIGs by BLUE 4. The lead section,
BLUE 1 and 2, Jettisoned all external stores and dove into the haze layer In a descending
right turn l7veling out at 6,000 ft and egressing from the area. BLUE 3 broke right in
a descending turn and jettisoned his external tanks. As he tried to follow, BLUE 4
Jettisoned his tanks, engaged afterburner, and then jettisoned his bombs. When BLUE 3
entered the haze, while reversing his turn, BLUE 4 lost sight of BLUE 3 and the MIG.
BLUE 4 executed a modified Split-S and leveled out at 4,000 ft in the haze and departed
the area. BLUE 3 continued into the target area but when he discovered he was alone he
returned to base. BLUE 1, 2 and 4 rejoined in the refueling area and returned to base.
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n SICRET
Event 11-130

Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs Four MI0-21s
Result: No damage

Vicinity of Encounter: 21 036'N/10i10 55'K
Ii 1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 17 January 1967/0759H (or 2359Z on 16 Jan 1967)
-n Four 1-105 aircraft (BLUE flight) from Korat on a strike mission.

11. DATA SOURCE
RED BARON MIG Incident Summary (Reference PACAF CP31).

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE flight was engaged with four MIO-21s, no damage.

Ii
Event II-131

Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs one MIG-21
Result: Sighting only
Vicinity of Encounter: 21°22'N/1050 03'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

bate/Time: 16 January 1967/1538H
Four F-105 aircraft on an IRON HAND mission.

Li 11. DATA SOURCES
RED BARON MIO Incident Summary

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
This was a sighting only. No other data available.

S T'I
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Event 11-132

Aircraft Involved: Pour P-1051 vs two MKI-2ls

Result: No damap
Vicinity of Encounter: Approx. 21 0 50'N/1050 50'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 17 January 1967/0838H

BLUE Flight of four F-105s, operating on a strike mission out of Takhli, had bombed
"railroad yards target (JCS 21.11; 2lU31S•l"N/1O5U~l903"E) by Thai Nguyen and were preoed-
Ing outbound to home case. tan kers bo Th i N eue lind he n

2. MISSION ROUTE
• ~Departed Takhli Air Base, headed north to tankers for pre-strike refueling$ then :

northeast to Red River, to tareet, egressed back across Red River, then to tankers for
post-strike refueling, to home base.

-P-105' BLUE 1. 2. 3. 41

1 - QRC-160 pod
1029 rounds 20mm

2 - 450 gal wing tanks
Centerline tank
IlP and TACAN receive only, radar off, doppler was on.camouflaged color paint

6 - 750 lb bombs

P-105 BLUE 1 and 3
1 - AIM-9

M4IO-21 MIG 1. 2

2 - AAM missiles
Silver color

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

M"1it Clear, visibility one to two miles in haze layer up to 6000 ft.
BLUE MIO-21

1 2 3 £$ 1 2
Altitude: ---- 7000 ft---- 9-10,000 ft
Hen: Generally west- -- North--

ep e•e• d ---- Mach 1 .----
ue State: ---- 9000 lb ----

S. INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE Flight was egressing west from the target area at a speed of Mach .95 to 1.1

Mach and turning when BLUE 4 spotted two RIGs at their 9 o'clock position, one mile out
at an altitude of 10,000 ft. They were identified as MIG-21s almost Immediately, due to
their shape as seen when they turned in.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight started a small turn into the MIO-21s. The Rigs fell in behind BLUE

Flight at their 7 o'clock position.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE Flight lit afterburners and MIG-21s started to lag behind. BLUE Flight continu-

ed to out run MIG-21s and left the area, homeward bound.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience
Total P-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions Remarks

BLUE 4 450 200 20 Very experienced pilot.

Ccnm•ents on this Encounter

The MI~s, when seen, were smoking. The high speed at low altitude was tt•; saving
factor In this encounter. They cannot fight a 7I4 air-to-air due to the MIG's superJor
turn capability.

Comments from Overall Experience
Would like a heads-up display of range from the radar for gun ranging. It would also

help establish closure rate. Would like one switch to go from ground to air-to-air.
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11. DATA SOURCES S.. IVent 1 1 -1 32  I
troject Interviezw BIUE .4, 6 Feb 1967.

I1. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTOIO

BLUR Flight was the last one In from Takhli. It was about eight minutes late and I
ame In almost due south on target before the second wave which was from Karat Flight

from Karat was soheduled to omes in approximately 10 minutes after the flight from Takhli
finished. There was a lot of congestion in the taxiway that morning and the airplanes
were lined up all the My back to the tower. Due to the planned alirpeed It was difficult
to plok up a minute. The weather was clear with about two miles visibility through a haze

: lay~er Wp to an altitude of about 6000 ft. BLUE Flight sighted the target by the 85=e that

was *lightly to the west and had a barrage that was impossible to miss. Very little fire
was encountered coming in. When moving out from the targets and =king a turn at about
.95 to 1.1 flach. BLUE 4 spotted two NIKs at 9 o'clock and a range of one or possibly two
miles. The NIG4 started to turn In behind the BLUZ Flight. BLUE 4 called two bo-ys at
9 o'olock and turning in. At this point, BLUE 2 punched his tanks off. BLUE Flight
starte a ve2 smell turn Into the MIGs, not losin ang y airspeed, and no break or heavy
gm. BLU Flight was in afterburners and the IG8s aell in behind at 7 o'clock. The NIGS
started falling behind. The K110 wore within missile range but they weren't within the
angle off. The NIB. had a range problem and couldntt close in on BLU Flight. Te •oIGs&4cp~ed baok and BLUE F2lght oontinued up the hill where a SAN was launihed at them.

When BLUK Flight was at the top of' Thud Ridge and tur~ning they stghted two more HIGes•
but too for out to tell whether they were 219 or 19s. Once beyond this point they had

light AAA and a little flak.
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[a SECRnT 11-133

Aircraft Involvedt Pour P-105a vwe NIO
Result: No damagei Vicinity of Knaounter: ApproR. 21@3ooM/1Og°3O°3

1. PRIMARY MISSION ANOTACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 17 January 1967/25 minutes after sunrise (approx. 0815H)
Four P-105s were on a strike mission to JCS 21.11 (21 033'•1"N/105 0 51'03*1) when thel

sighted MRos. BLUE Flight was preceeded by a flak-suppression flight and another strikeflight.

I2. MISSION ROUTE
Departed Takhlil, refueled and headed northeast until reaching the Red River where

it crosses the 1050 longitude. Then proceeded southeast to target.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

M106 - Sutvor

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Cloudy with an overcast over the mountains to the west and scattered into the
-va-ly-leading into Hanoi with 1 mile visibility to the east and 3 miles to the west.

BLUE
1 2 3

Altitude: 8,000 feet
Sl.Northeast

Airsioe: Not reported
iFuellftate: Not reported
Flight Formation: Unknown

S. INITIAL DETECTION
I oBLUE Flight initially acquired sun glints at his 10:30 o'clock position, a few miles
proB~V~y from MT0s in an orbit.

6. ACTION INITIATED
MI0s started a turn toward, descended and paralleled BLUE Flight's course; then

BLUE Flight descended into the haze.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPED
The MIGs fol''wed BLUE Flight for 3 or 4 minutes. As BLUE Flight descended, BLUE 2

lost sight of t! 1IGs and they were no longer a threat.

8. ORDNANCE
None expended.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None

10.. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience Total F-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions

BLUE 3 '•00 375 17IComments or7 -: -~nc ou,
BLUE 3: M1Os seemed to be under OCI control and were directed on another flight.

11. DATA SOURCE
Project Interview: BLUE 3 (8 Feb 67)

2
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It. NARRlATIVE DESCRIIPTION.-

BLUE F11ght was separated from the other flights since they were 2 miles to the plohtof course and the others were 2 miles to the'left. BLUE Flight wee .inbound to the target
at 8,000 when BLUE 3 saw eeome flashes of sunlight to the northwest at about his l~s30
***look position. The 910s seemed to be In an orbit and than started to turn and descent
Into BLUE Flight at fiLrst but than continued on aroeund to parallel BLUE 1Flight's cour~se,
BLUR 2 kept then In, eight and the MTe stayed with the flight for about 3 minutes, 3 to 4
allee outside of BLUE P~liht*a position. DuringK this time SLUE I wae In a democrat ILnto
the haze layer which when reached all sight of the KlG8 vanished. BLUE Flight continued
on to the taerget; and then home. The NZ~e were never Identifiled as to typo.

il
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S~SECRET
S S-' T ent 11-134

Aircraft Involved: Three F-105s vs one 1I0
Result: Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter: 21o35'N/1O4•460E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 17 January 1967/1609H

IRON HAND mission for strike on railroad yard at 21 0 33'1/1050 5l'E.

2. MISSIOM ROUTE
BLUE Plight from Korat flew over Red River and egressed with strike force from target,

Thai Nguyen.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

?-!10sr BLUE I

2 awBXKB "ss1*e

2 CBUs on wing
P-1OSD BLUE 2. 4

6 500-lb bombs
2 450-gal tanks
SIDEWINDERQRC-160

Silver In color

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Not reported
Mlr--'e: 9000 ft
Wa:iW Not reported

jlr-r-eed: 580-600 kts
ae: Not reported

V ormation: Not report• d

S. INITIAL DETECTION

Made by unknown member of BLUE flight at the same altitude, 2 or 4 o'clock from
nlight's position at a distance of 5 n ml. Unidentified aircraft thought to be a MIG.

6. ACTION INITIATED

RIO trailed BLUE flight for a short distance and then BLUE flight lost sight of it.I 7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

The aircraft took no aggressive action and disappeared into the clouds.

S. ORDNANCE

None expended.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
Electronic warfare operator's vector gear. (BLUE 1)
BLUE 3 aborted on tanker.
BLUE l's heading indicator.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience: Unknown J
Comments on this Encounter:

This partIcular day we had a WEASEL and two wingmen due to the fact that Number 3
had aborted, so we were Just more or less staying back in a fighting wing position.

11. DATA SOURCES

Pro ect Interviews: BLUE 2, 15 February 1967
ms : OPRE'-L 0-171659ZI 17 January 1967 from 388 TFW for DOCO
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SECRET

Airoraft Involved: four P-lOS1 vs tWO Nb•-114
e•ault: S1ghting only3 Vicinity oa Encounter: 210371N/1O645$'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 17 January, 1967/0820Hi

A strike mission of tour F-lOSs. (BLUS Flight) from Korat.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Not reported.
3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

Not reported.'

4. FtIOINT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Not reported.

1 2 3

Altitudez 15,000 ft
i Not reported

540 kts
Fuel State: Not reported

Flight Formation: Not reported

5. INITIAL DETECTION
Made by BLUE 2 at his 10 o'clock position, 4 miles distant.

6. ACTION INITIATED

None

7. St O~~F~~
Sighting only.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

None.

10. AIRCREIW COMMENTS

I Total F-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions

BLUE 2 1200 200 20

i Comments from Overall Experience

BLUE 2 woul4 not want to give up speed for turning capability. If he fought would
want to be low, never high, and in the I o'clock position. Would never turn with any
MIG. Training was not adequate in air-to-air tactics to cope with MI0s. The lights which
operate off the pod are in the wrong place, and one has to look back and down to see them.I The radio is in the wrong place. Would like to see the uns checked out with boresighting.
High speed at low altitude is an advantage. If we pull t 's, we have defeated his weaponsystems.

3 11. DATA SOURCE
Project Interview: BLUE 2, 15 February 1967

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE 2 saw a MIG at his 10 o'clock position, 4 miles distant and level with his

fligh ust as they were about to roll in on the target. BLUE Flight was at 15,000 ft and
about 5 skt tground speed. When sighted, the MIOs were turning. No action was initiated,
flight dropped bombs on target and returned safely to home base.

BLUE 2 did not Identify the aircraft. It was not until later that It was positivelyIIdentified by other members of the flight and correlated by another flight In the gaggle.
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. •* Ihnt II-136

Aircraft Involved: Pour 1-1051D vS four NZ-2ls
Result: Nodamage

SVicinity of n.o.unter 21006'N/1050051

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
_ Date/Time: 21 January 67/O84H

3trike mission by four P-105- s (BLUE Plight) on the Viet eri RR yard at 21017'56"k/
105e26'10"E. There was a MIOCAP on this mission. The strike flights which encountered
the NIOs were those in Events 11-136. 11-137. 11-139 and 1I-141. The aircraft In Event
11-136 was the lead flight.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Departed Korat, Thailand to tanker (refueled on Red Anchor), direct to Channel 97,
direct to target (21018IN/105°261E) and returned the same route.

IP-105D BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
S- CBU-24s
I - QRC-160 (on B-4 for certain)
1 - AIM-gB
2- 450-al fuel tanks
I gun (1,09 rounds)

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: 12,000 ft overcast tope at 16,000 ft with breaks in the overcast, visibility
was 10 miles.

Altitude: 15i000 f. 3• t 061°

Fuel•State Unknown
Formation: Pod formation

3 5. INITIAL DETECTION

Four 1I0-21s were seen by all four flight members at their 8 o'clock position going
to 6 o'clock, high, heading 2400 at a distance of 3 miles. No prior RIG warnings were
received.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight dropped ordnance and tanks, made a hard right turn then reversed it with

a Split-S.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENTaI. s fired, overshot BLUE Flight, and climbed out of sight. No encounter developed.

8. ORDNANCE

(No. fired/No. hits)_ _

Cannon Remarks

BLUE None

MIG-21s 1/0 Used by one MIG as seen by B-4.

11. DATA SOURCES

Messages:
OPREP-3 Z 210527Z Jan 67 from 388th TFW Karat EOI 0208 Jan 67
OPREP-4 ROLLING THUNDER 034 21 Jan 67 388th TFW

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

The flights in Events 11-136, 11-137, 11-139, and 11-1•1 were proceeding to the target
In a box formation, and the box formation had 2 flights in the lead, line abreast, followed
by 2 more flights, line abreast, about one mile to the rear and about 1,000 ft higher. The
flights flying line abreast were 1,500 to 2,000 ft apart, with the aircraft In Event 11-136
(the mission commander) on the right front, and those or Event 11-141 on the left front.
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SECRET
Event 11-136

1. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION (Continued)

Following were the aircraft In Events 11-137 and 11-139, with the aircraft of Event 11-139
on the right. The placement of the elements within each flight is unknown.

At least two flightst NoO-?ls (probably 3-4 aircraft each) made a pass on the
formation, one descended [Lr 9 oaclock and very high passing through the rormation in a
steep dive, between the lead and following flights. The other JZGs were able to attack
the lead two flights closing to within 1/2 mile.

UWe actibn occurred at gooe time betwee.i 084OH and O084H and lasted about 1.5
minutes. When first attacked, the formation was In the general vicinity or 21007'1N/
1050059S.,

While the action was restricted In time and place, the accounts are such thiat cor-
relation of slightings cannot be accomplished precisely. Moreover, the flights did not
maintain continuous visual contact with each other; therefore, the reconstruction of the
action of each flight has been documented separately.

KLU Flight was Inbound to the target at 15,000 ft altitude heading 0620, at 500 kt
when they saw a flight of four NMO-21s at their 9 o'clock 3 miles range, high, heading
2#00. The 1IOs were In two ship elements, with 3,000 ft between elements and 500 to 1,000
ft between Individual aircraft of the element. MIOs were then seen to roll In on BLUE
Flight from the 9 o'clock position, to the 6 o'clock position with 1SO kts overtake speed
a celosed the flight to within 3,000 ft level, at which time BLUE Plight Jettisoned their
ordnance and tanks (at 2106'N/10i505'E) keeping their AIM-gBs. BLUE Plight then executed
a hard right turn, then reversed back with a Split-3. The MIGs were seen to overshoot
BLUE Flight and climb sharply out of sight and BLUE 4 observed white sacke streaming from
one of the NIOs, assumed to be cannon fire. BLUE Plight did a 1800 and returned to base
safely with no damage to any aircraft.

AMl 4 received X-band signal on his vector gear Immediately after the encounter.
The signal was 2-1/2 to 3 rings at 6 o'clock, and could have some from either the 14I0s or
another frlendly flight. The flight received no M1(0 warnings. There was no communication
by BLUE Flight with the NIOCAP before the sighting or after.

I

IThere are minor differences in the 0PREP sou•'Ces as to time and place, depending on
the particular flight.
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9- Event 11-137'I Aircraft Involved: Four' F-lO5Ds vs throe NIO-21*

Result: No damage
Vicinity ot Encounter: 20 mu8 .e from target

(approx. 21 27'N/105"07 '3)

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 21 January 1967!0842H
Mission was a striko mission an the Viet Tri RR yard (21 0 17156"N/105 026110119). The

II strike flights which oncountered MIOs were those in Events 11-136, 11-V141 11-139 and 11-137.
were MIOCAP aircraft it. support of this mission.

I. MISSION ROUTE
Departed Karat Air Base, Thailand for Red Anohtr to Channel 97, then direct to target..

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

6 - '7*50-l;Ib bombs
2 - l45O-ga1 tanks
1 - SIDEWINDER (AIM-9B)
1 - Gun (1,029 rounds)

Unknown

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather* 8000 tt undereast

BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
Altitude: 14, 0000
Reading 0620
____________7 Unknown
Yuc 1State: Unknown
Flight Formation: Pod Formation

S. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE Ii saw threr 1410-Jim at his 9 o'clock position, in. trail Sormation, high, witha
positive overtake of approximately 1-1/2-~2 miles out, heading 100 , flying straight atnd
level.
6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE Figt ured hrdef into MIGs but MI4 did not fo;4;:dor tire at BLUE Flight.

MIsweethnsenat1 o'clock and diving on the flight In front of BLUE Flight
al etit hrprgttr etso ngthiorace (Ts flight was the flight

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

Nfone reported

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience: Unknown
Comments on this Encounter: None

Comments from Overall Experience
BLUE 1: It would be ideal it we had one switch that we could throw that would make

us able to fire the AIM-9 after being 1n an air-to-ground mode.

11. DATA SOURCE
Project Interviews: BLUE 1," 10 Feb 67
M083ages: 0FEF-1 Z 210505Z Jan 67, from 388TFW Kcrat DOI 0211
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Event 11-137

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
fte flights in EventsII-136, 11-137, 11-139, and II-141 were proceeding to the target

in a box formation. Each flight was in a pod formation, and the box formation had two
flights In the lead, line abreast, followed by two more flights, line abreast, about one
mile to the rear and about 1,000 ft higher. The flights flying line abreast were 1,500 to
2,000 ft apart, with the aircraft in Event 11-136 (the mission commander) on the right
front, and those of Event II-14l on the left front. Following were the aircraft in Event
11-137 and 11-139, with the aircraft of Event 11-139 on the right. The placement of the
elements within each flight is unknown.

At least two flights of MIO-21a (probably 3 -4 aircraft each) made a pass on the for-
Nation, one descended from 9 o'clock and very high, passing through the formation in a
steep dive, between the leading and following flights. The other MICa were able to attack
the lead two flights closing within one-half mile.

The action occurred at sometime between 0840H and 0844H1 and lasted about 1.5 minutes.
When first attacked the formation was in the general vicinity of 21007*N/105005'E.1

While the action was restricted in time and place, the accounts are such that corre-
lation of sightings cannot be accomplished precisely. Moreover, the flights did not main-
tain continuous visual contact with each other; therefore, the reconstruction of the
action cf each flight has been documented separately.

The flight was in the pod formation with other flights, inbound to the target. At
about 20 miles out from the target the flight saw three MIG-21s at their 9 o'clock posi-
tion in a positive overtake, high, one and one-half miles out, heading 1000. BLUE Flight
was at 14,000 ft, heading 0620. BLUE Flight then turned left into MIGs but they did not
turn into BLUE Flight, attack, or fire their cannons. BLUE Flight rolled out 0700. At
14 milis out BLUE 2 called out MIGs at 11 o'clock at which time BLUE 1 looked up and saw
what he thought was an afterburner igniting2 from a diving aircraft. BLUE Flight then
heard BLUE 2 and 4 of this flight call MIGs at 6 o'clock.

Shortly after the MIGs passed through the formation (these MIGs were not seen by
BLUE Flight, only inferred from calls from other flights), BLUE Flight heard a call from
an IRON HAND Flight that there were SAMs launched. Three SAMs were then observed to come
out of the overcast. BLUE 1 estimated only 30 seconds elapsed between the MIGs and the
SAM attack. The flight directly in front of BLUE Flight broke left, the flight on the
right broke right and up, and the flight out in front broke right and down, jettisoning
ordnance.

SWith the weather conditions compounded by SAMs and MIs, the decision was made to
abort, so the bombs and tanks were Jettisoned at 21009'N/105O15tE at 0845H, altitude
13,000 ft, speed 400 kt, heading 020 deg. The AIM-9Bs were retained. BLUE Flight then
proceeded outbound to Channel 97. During egress BLUE 2 and 4 called out MIO-21s behind
the flight and on a reciprocal heading. BLUE 1 did not see these, only the afterburner
light as the MIGa engaged afterburner.

IThere are minor differences in the OPREP sources as to time and place, depending on the
particular flight.

ZBLUE I did not see any MIOs in this instance, only the afterburner light. All flight
members saw the initial three MIG-21s.
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SECRET
Event II-138

Aircraft Involved: Four 7-105s vs eight
ViO-17t and two EIu-21e

Result: No-damage
il Vicinity of Encounter: 21025'N/106027'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 21 January 1967/1605H
Four F-105s (BLUE Flight) was one of a group of flights on a strike mission on

a railroad yard 15 miles north of Kep airfield.

2. MISSION ROUTE

The flight was from Korat but the route is unknown.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

BLUE 1 2, 3. 4

(Drop ordnance unknown)
1- AIM-9D
1 - QRC-160
I - Gun (1,029 rounds)
2 -450-gal fuel tanks

MIG-17 (MIGs 1 to 8)
Grey in color

IG-21 (MIG 9. 10)
Silver

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: 10,000 ft. overcast

BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
Altitude: 9,000 ft
Heading: Passing through 1350Speed: 450 kt
Fuel: Unknown
Flight formation: Unknown

5. INITIAL DETECTION

BLUE 1 saw the MIGs low while in a left turn at his 1 to 2 o'clock position,
about 4,000 ft altitude chazing another flight of F-105s.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight Jettisoned their ordnance and set up for air missiles. By this

time, BLUE Flight had overtaken the MIGs so that the MIGs were at 5 o'clock and
were lost from sight.

7. S!TUATION DEVELOPED
The flight continued, and sighted more MIG-17s and MIG-21s, but no engagement

evolved.

11. AIRCREW COMMENTS
~Etrience

Total F-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions

BLUE 1 3,300 450 15
Comments on this Encounter

BLUE 1: MIGs were lost visually partly because he had to set up missiles and
take his eye off them. Takes too much time.

Comments from Overall Experience

BLUE 1: When carrying QRC-160, I have noticed the 85mm flak is quite inaccurate
and obviously visually fired.

11. DATA SOURCE
Project Interviews: BLUE 1, 15 Feb 67 -
Messages: OPREPF- ROLLING THUNDER 086, 21 Jan 67 from 388TFW
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Event 11-138

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight was the lead flight of a four-flight gaggle (including GREEN Flight)

attacking a railroad yard on the northeast railway about 15 miles north of Kep airfield.
The strike force encountered very heavy and accurate 85mm flak from 21030'N/1060 27'E to
the target (approximate location 21 0 37'N/1060 34'E). The weather was restricting the
operation since clouds were at 10,000-12,000 feet.

Two aircraft in the number two strike flight collided while dodging the flak,
bursting at the flight's altitude, which was about 1,000 feet below the overcast.

When the flight got to the vicinity of the target an unidentified voice called
"there are M1Gs back there." BLUE Flight turned left to check, but no MIGs were
observed. The distraction, combined with the flak, caused BLUE Flight to overfly the
target and so the flight started a left turn.

In the left turn, when passing through a heading of 135-100 degrees BLUE 1 saw a
flight of F-105s (GREEN Flight) paralleling BLUE Flight's course about a mile out and
below. BLtME Flight was at 9-10,000 feet at the time, and GREEN Flight (one of the
strike flights with BLUE Flights) was at about 6,000 feet. BLUE 1 also observed two gray
MIG-1ls at 1-2 o'clock, which were chasing the GREEN Flight. The MIGs were at about
40000 ft altitude at GREEN's 4-~5 o'clock position about 2 miles behind GREEN Flight.

Blue Flight was going Zaster than GREEN Flight and by the time BLUE Flight set up
the switches for missiles air and jettisoned ordnance, the MIGs were at 5 o'clock.
BLUE Flight turned to the left to come back on the MIGs but BLUE 4 turned right.
By the time the remaining three members of BLUE Flight had Joined, the MIGs and F-105s
were lost from view.

BLUE Flight (BLUE 1, 2, 3) then returned to the target area to provide coverage
for possible separated aircraft, while BLUE 4 exited. BLUE Flight made two 360 degree
turns before exiting.

At approximately 1610H (it is not known whether BLUE Flight was orbiting or
egressing at this time) when at 21 0 25'N/1060 30'E, heading 0750 at 8,000 ft altitude and
500 kIt, BLUE 3 saw six gray MIG-17s immediately below the flight in a left hand race-
track orbit at 3.000 ft altitude. At the same time, BLUE 2 saw two silver MIG-21s
at 4,000 ft altitude heading 210 degrees. All of the flights with BLUE Flight Jettisoned
ordnance without striking the target. However, one other flight of another group did
hit the target.
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"" Ivent 11-139

Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs one HIO-21

Result: Sighting only

Vicinity of Encounter: 20 miles from 21181N/
1050261E (approximately21o05IN/1O50OS1E)

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 21 January 1967/0844H
Four F-105s (BLUE Flight) in a pod formation were to strike the.Viet Tri RR yard

(21d8eN/105026'E). BLUE Flight was part of the strike force consisting of the aircraft in
Events II-1361 11-141, 11-139, and 11-13?. There was a MIOCAP for this mission.YE
2. MISSION ROUTE

Departed Korat and refueled, theu direct to Channel 97, and from there direct to the
target.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

BLUE 1. 2, 3. 4
1 - 61mm gun (1,029 rounds)
2 - 450 gal tanks
1 - AIM-9B
Unknown bcmb stores (probably six 750 lb)

IIi MIGUnknown

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Overcast with minimal vizibility.

BLUE 1._2. , 44
Altitude: 15,000 ft
Iead(g: 0620

'R Unknown
___ State: UnknownFlight Formation: Unknown

5. INITIAL DETECTION

The MIG was seen at 9 o'clock by BLUE Flight at 35,000 ft dieplaced out to the sidea 1-2 miles. The MIG was seen only by BLUE I who saw a MIG-21 high, in a descending split i
S, but immediately lost the MIG against the sky background.
6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE Flight continued on until MIOs rolled in and went below flight. Flight then
jettisoned ordnance when the other members of the formation jettisoned and turned to south.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPED

Flight egressed without further incident.

8. ORDNANCE4

None

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Total F-105 CombatHours Hours Missions

BLUE 1 Unknown 150 67
BLUE 3 2800 175 Unknown

Comments on This Encounter
BLUE 3: Apparently the MIGs knew we always seem to go up to the targets this way,

and they were up there that day and waiting for us. I think they were so steep that they
couldn't have fired at this point. The MIGs made a very aggressive attack.
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Event 11-139

10. AIR CREW COMMENTS (Continued)
Comments from Overall Experience

BLUE 4: On break-up flights flew through each other, causing some confusion.

11. DATA SOURCES
Pro ect Interviews: BLUE 1, 18 Feb 68; BLUE 3, 16 Feb 68

388 TNW OPREP-5  ROLLING THUNDER 034 21 Jan 67

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

The flights In Events 11-136, 11-137, 11-139, and I1-141 were proceeding to the
tarret in a box formation. Each flight was In a pod formation, and the box formation had
two flights In the lead, line abreast, followed by two more flights, line abreast, about
one ml' to the rear and about 1000 feet higher. The flights flying line abreast were
1500 to ZOOO feet apart, with the aircraft in Event 11-136 (the mission commander) on the
riclt f•o'nt, and those of Event IT-141 on the left front. Following were the aircraft
In Events 11-137 and 1I-139, with the aircraft of Event 11-139 on the right. The place-
:nant of elements within each flight is unknown.

At least two flights of MIG-21s (probably 3 to 4 aircraft each) made a pass on the
formation; one descended from 9 o'clock and very high, passing through the formation in a
steep dive, between the lead and following flights. The other MIGs were able to attack
the lead two flights closing to within 1/2 mile.''

The action occurred at some time between 0840H and 0894H and lasted about 1.5
minutes. When first attacked the formation was in the general vicinity of 21 0 07'N/
105 0 05'E. (There are minor differences in the OPREP sources as to time and place,
depending on the flight.)

While the action was restricted in time and place, the accounts are such that cor-
relation of sightings cannot be accomplished precisely. Moreover, the flights did not
maintain continuous visual contact with each other; therefore, the reconstruction of the
action of each flight has been documented separately.

Flight was inbound to the target when someone called out MIGs at 9 o'clock high to
BLUE Flight who was heading 0620. BLUE 3 looked up and saw a flight of F-4s go by on a
reciprocal heading, slightly high. BLUE 1 saw them also but looked up higher to see some
MIG-21s in a split-S maneuver from 35,000 ft but then lost them In the blue. BLUE Flight
never saw them-but it is thought that the MIGs rolled out beneath BLUE Flight and pulled
up In front of them and fired at the lead flight in front of BLUE Flight. BLUE Flight
jettisoned it's ordnance when it was called by the mission commander. The lead flight
(who had made a 1800 turn) flew through BLUE l's formation. BLUE Flight then turned to
the south, asking the lead flight for DF steer but could not see the MIGs though BLUE
Flight was behind the flight being hounded by MIGs. BLUE Flight then made a few 3600
turns, during the ^irst of which BLUE 3 and L, become separated from all BLUE 1 and 2.
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.0.: Event 11-14011 Aircraft Involved: Pour V-105u vs two

Result: No damage

Vicinity of Encounter: approximately21015'N/10.604019

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

- Date/Time: 21 January 1967/Approximately 1525H
Mission was a flak suppression by four F-105s (BLUE Flight) preceded by an IRON HAND

Flight (Event 11-144)

- 2. MISSION ROUTE
Departed Takhli for the Gulf of Tonkin for air refueling, then westward to target

and returned same route. BLUE Flight was refueled both inbound and outbound.

3.L AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

1 - QRC-160 5 - CBU-24s
1 - AIM-9B 2 - 450 gal tanks
BLUE 4 had a QRC-160 1 - gun(1,029 rounds)
pod radar standby,
TACON-on IFF-on
(lead only) Doppler-on
BLUE 1, 3, 4 had QRC-160
pods

MIGs - unknown

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTERI Weather:
Undereast, scattered to broken above 20,000 ft; 5 miles.visibility in haze.

BLUE 1, 2. 3. 4

Altitude: 6,000 ft
.o. •eecly (270')
525 - 550 KCAS

u•-uel: 10,000 lb
P M-ht Formation: Pod

S. INITIAL DETECTION

Flight was heading westerly when BLUE 2 observed 2 NIG-17s heading easterly, co-
altitude, 1 to )-1/2 miles out, 800 off the right wing (about 2-2:30 o'clock)'.

6. ACTION INITIATED

As MIGs were line abreast, they dropped their tanks and turned Into BLUE Flight.
BLUE Flight dropped their tanks and increased airspeed to 575 knots. The MIOs were
positively identified when they Jettisoned their tanks, and started to turn into BLUE
Flight's 6 o'clock position.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
BLUE Flight continued on and the MIGs were lost from sight.

8. ORDNANCE

None.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

None.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience Total F Combat

BLUE 2 1,100 700 30
Comments on This Encounter
BLUE 2: It looked like they still had a lot of fuel in their tanks for they marked real

well when they got rid of them. DIdn't appear to be OCI controlled.
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Oonpts on O2erall ExRnrionce
SIM 2: It we see a Kra carrying an IR missile we drop It down and get out of his

envelope in the ground noise. If we -see him In time we can out run him.
If you see the RIO first, press a high speed attack, hit his, and get
out.

11. DATA SOURCE

Projeot Interview - BLUE 2 (3 Feb 67)
BLUE 3 and A Interviewed on 4i Feb 67 but could not add to the data on this event.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight was Inbound to the target at 6,0001 on westerly heading at 525 to 550
kt. BLUE 2 then saw 2 RIos (either 15 or 173) 80 off his right wing heading easterly -
1-1/2 miles out, at approximately the same altitude. BLUE 2 called It to the other
members of BLUE Plight, and saw the MIOs fly to the line abreast, when they then dropped
their tanks and turned Into BLUE Flight. BLUE Flight then dropped their tanks and in-
creased their airspeed to 575 KCAS. MIGs dropped back at BLUE's 4:30 position and BLUE
Flight Just outran them. BLUE Flight tsen hit target and on egress from area never did
see RIO8 again. All aircraft returned safely to home base.

3hortly after crossing the coast line BLUE Flight heard the IRON HAND Flight (EventSII-l14) encounter BIGs and although the radio transmissions were monitored Inbound and
outbound the flight never saw the aircraft involved.

3I
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Event 1I-141

Aircraft Involved: Four F-1O5Ds vs nine
or ten OIG-21o

Result: No damage
Vicinity of Encounter: 210?'N/10505'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 21 January 1967/0840H

This was a strike mission on the Viet Tri RR yard (21 0 1T'56"N/105 0 26'l0"E) by 4
F-105a (BLUE Flight). The flights in Events 11-136, -14l, -139, and -137 were also part
of the strike force. There was MIGCAP for this mission.

2. MISSION ROUTE
Departed for air refueling on White Anchor, then to 20028'N/103o43'E, then direct

to target. Reverse route for egress.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
6 - 750-lb bombs
2 - 450-gal tanks
I - QRC-160
I - AIM-9B
I - 20mm cannon (1,029 rounds)

MIG-21

Unknown

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: 12,000 ft bases; tops 16,000 ft overcast with breaks in the overuast,
- !stibility unlimited above clouds.

BLUE 1. 2• 3, 4

Altitude: 16,000 ft
We-adr-v. 0600
Mkijd h80 KTAS
____ Unknown
TFight formation: Pod formation with 1,000 ft vertical and horizontal separation.

S. INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE 2 and 3 simultaneously saw and called out three MIG-21s at the flight's

8 o'clock position. The MIs were at approximately 35,000 feet, and 2 miles behind
BLUE Flight, turning into the flight's 6 o'clock p~osition. Simultaneously BLUE 3
and 4 also saw a flight of MIG-21s at 9-10-o'clock, 30-35,000 ft altitude, 1 mile
&way, making a diving right turn into the strike force formation. Both flights of
MIGs were In fluid formations.

6. ACTION INITIATED
BLUE Flight waited until the MIOs were committed and then made a shallow turn

to the left, concentrating on the flight at 8 o'clock, which had about 100-knot
overtake.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
Someone then called MIOs at 3 o'clock and BLUE Flight wen t into a right turn.

BLUE Flight then reversed the turn, and saw the MIOs which were at the 6 o'clock

position to down below the fllght. Tanks were jettisoned, and when someone called
"they're coming up from below," BLUE Flight went into left turn and dropped ordnance.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE 3 couldn't jettison bombs normally so had to jettison MER rack also to get

rid of them.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

Experience

Total F-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions

BLUE 2 3,500 110 15
approx.
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Event 11-141

Comments on this Encounter ,

KLUE 2: The RIO appeared unable to track during his attack and did not attempt to

salvage his r-un by turning Into BLUE Flight.

Comments on Overall .Zperience

BLUE 2: We have a good system (1-105) as It Is right now if we had a better
power-to-weight ratio.

11. DATA SOMCT

Projet Intervew BLUE 2, 17 Jan 67
ssalFe3: OCTYW OPREP-3 210525Z Jan 67 DQI 0206

12. IARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
The fltJ~ts In 'Events 11-136, II-13T, 11-139, and 11-141 were proceeding to the target

In a box formation. Each flight was in a pod formation, and the box formation had 2flights In the lead, line abreast, followed by 2 more flights, line abreast, about one mile

to the rear and about 1000 feet higher. The flights flying line abreast were 150 to 2000
feet apart, with the aircraft in Event 11-136 (the mission commander) on the right front
and t1zase of Event 11-141 on the left front. Following were the aircraft in Events I1-137
and 11-139 with the aircraft of Event 11-139 on the right. The placement of the elements
within each flight is unknown.

At least two flights of MIO-21s (probably 3-4 aircraft each) made a pass on the
formation, one descended from 9 o'clock and very high, passing through the formation
In a steep dive, between the lead and following flights. The other RIGs were able to
attack the lead two flights closing to within 1/2 mile.

The action occurred at some time between 0840H and 0844H' and lasted about 1.5
minutes. first attacked the formation was in the general vicinity of 21007'N/
105o050E.

While the action was restricted in time and place, the accounts are such that
correlation of sightings cannot be accomplished precisely. Moreover, the flights did
not malntain continuous visual contact with each other, therefore, the reconstruction
of the action or each flight had been documented separately.

VLUE Flight was inbound to the target at 16,000 ft heading 0600 at 480 kt when
BLUE 2 and 3 saw a flight of aircraft at their 8 o'clock position at 35,000 ft altitude
2 nmi out. At first, BLUE 2 thought they were F-4s but then they dove on the flight
and someone called out "they're MIO-21s." Lead then went into a shallow left turn. L
BLUE 3 and 4 called out RIGs at 3 o'clock high and lead turned to the right. MIOs at
8 o'clock were now 1 nmi behind, however, the MIGs on the right appeared to be diving
on another flight and Lead reversed back to the left, descending In time for BLUE 2
to see HIGs dive below the flight's 6 o'clock position 1/2 nr-i out and low. These
MIGs were not seen again.

As BLUE Flight reversed, BLUE 2 heard other flights call RIGs at 6 o'clock and
shooting. BLUE Flight then saw the other flights jettison their tanks and they did
the same. Then someone from another flight called out "they're coming up from
6 o'clock low." At this point everyone started a hard turn to the left in after-
burner at which tIle BLUE 1 called for jettisoning of the ordnance in the vicinity
of 21012'N/105012'.

BLUE Flight was now at 12,000 ft 420 KTA-1, heading 0100 at 21012'N/105012'E,
084lH, in a left turn and descending through a cloud layer, While descending BLUE 3
observed 3 more MI0-21 Ilmmediately below them at 3,000 ft altitude heading approxi-
mately 180'. BLUE Flight continued in left tu•rn to the west and egressed the area.
Flight returned safely home.

Vuring Ingress BLUE Flight experienced moderate flak exploding about 1,000 feet
below them, starting about 30 miles out from the target. After the flight's 1800
turn, and during egress, very little flak was seen, and it was not in their immediate
vicinity.

1There are minor differences in the OPREP sources as to time and place, depending on
2 Of the 24 bombs in BLUE Flight 18 were dropped armed. BLUE 3 Jettisoned safe due to

failure of normal release.
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1 I. PRIMARY 'MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Dateo/Time: 21 January 1967/1522H

were B-66 and IRON HAND support aircraft In the area.

LIVU.~I MISSIO ROUTEI.1

3. AILIRAT CONDITIOSURAIORNOECONE
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Sed - ---Cnno60
e Stte --0-Ulktonk-
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7. SITUAION EVELPMEN
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AAA.BLUE Tie QRC 0ods axe good. The M108 awe A lot less threat than the 3ANs and the

11. DATA SOURCE
p tv : BLUi•l 4k Feb 1967.

366 TIN DW PASTEL 552 OPRXP-3 2112R'iZ :an 6?

S1. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUR Flight Inbound to the target at an altitude of 1500 ft AOL heading 276• where

BLUZ 4 sighted four NIG-17s at his 3 o'clock position. The JIOs were three miles out, and
at about ground level (about 1000 rt below the flight). The MlIO turned Into the flightand went around the back to BLUE 4's 8 o'clock position, 6 o'clock to BLUE 1 about two andone-half miles behind BLUE 1. BLUS 4 then called them out to Lead who went afterburner

and accelerated away.

BLUE Flight then dropped ordnance cn their assigned target. On egress about halfwayout alon g; the r id ge , at 21 025'N/ 106 *36'E s BLUE 4 saw one MIG-17 at h is 10 o ' clo ck pos it ion , h

low, 3 - 4• iles out, heading approximately 900 from BLUE Flight who were at 2500 ft, head-

ing 0960. The NIG turned and paralled BLUE Flight's path. The NI0 turned to a reciprocal
heading, about 1 mile north of BLUE Flight and went by, disappearing behind and below.
BLUE Flight continued on and egressed the area for an air-to-air refueling.

BLUE I, 2, and 3 returned home safely but BLUE 4 diverted into Danang because he was
unable to refuel and because of an engine compressor stall. No aircraft received damage.

SSEC1
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SECRET
Event II-143

SAircraft Involved: Four F-105Ds vs two NIO-19,
Result: No damage

Vicinity of Encounter: 21 1l'N/106 18'0

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 21 January 1967/1621H

SiFoulr F-105D aircraft (BLUE Flight) were the last strike flight attacking JCS 18.23.
They werp part of a larger strike force which Included, as support, a flight of F-4Cs which
was at an unknown location near BLUE Flight during the encounter.

2. MISSION ROUTE
BLUE Flight was from Takhli but the route is unknown.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

i-105D BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4

2 - 3,000 lb bombs

The other stores are unknown but probably ircluded a QRC-160 pod and a centerline tank.

11. DATA SOURCES
355TFW 21 1 400Z Jan 67 OPREP-3 DOTO-0 0265

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
At 0820Z while BLUE 4 was in the vicinity of 2101°'N/1060 18'E at 6,000 feet he saw

2 MIO-19s under the flight approximately 2,000 feet below on a heading of 150 degrees.

As BLUE 4 continued on the MIGs rolled around behind BLUE 4 and made a left handi climbing turn under the flight.

As the flight rolled in on the target, (at 0821Z) BLUE 4 went into his divebomb pass
with the MIOs now at 3 o'clock waiting for BLUE 4 to come out of his bomb run. BLUE 4
released his ordnance on the target and then started up and to the left, then turned to

r the right at which time the MIGs attacked at 1,000 feet. As BLUE 4 began to turn into
the M1Os the MIGs attempted one pass. BLUE • then went to afterburner and left the MIGs

. 5in a right descending turn about 30 seconds after leaving the target.

BLUE 4 was the only flight member involved with the MIOs.

SILI
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SECRET
Avent 11-14%' lAircraft Involved: Pour 7-105a vs five to eight

N!O-17*
Reasults One P-105 daMaged
Vicinity of Encounter: 21l3'N/1O6*2412

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 21 January 1967/approximately 1620H

P.ur F-lOSs on a SAM suppression mission In support of a strike In the Hanoi Delta
regloi. The strike force was to hit the Bat Olang railroad and highway bridge (JOB 18-23).

2. MISSION ROUTE

Takhli to air refueling over thý, Gulf oz Tinkin, then north to the coast at 21000'N/
107021'E. Direct to 21°13'N/106d'I'E. The egress route was the reverse.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

f=.05 ýýkLUE 1 Land 3
2 - AOHA.5'
2 - CBU-24
2 - 450-gal tanks
1029 rounds 20mm ammo

F-105D BLUE 2 and 4
6 - 500-lb bombs2 50-gal wing tanks

1029 rounds 20mm ammo
All aircraft camouflaged

MIG-17
Dull silver with Red StarI Armament unknown
Had afterburnersDrop tanks were seen as they were Jettisoned

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Clear 3 to 5 miles visibility below 7000 ft.
BLUE 1. 2. 3. '

Altitude: 2509 ft
Headia 090

500 ITAS
e State: 10,000 lb

Flight Formation
The flight had just fired a SHRIKE at an altitude of 6000 ft on a heading of about

300 degrees and had completed a right diving turn to a heading of east. BLUE 1 in front
and BLUE 3 and 4 off to his left 2-3000 ft out. BLUE 2 was inside the turn and 6-7000 ft
back. BLUE 2's burner went out in the turn.

5. INITIAL DETECTION
9I1 warnings had been received by the flight prior to entering the target area from

BIG EYE. But none were received for this specific encounter.
BLUE Flight heading east, 2500 ft altitude, and 500 knots. BLUE 4 called two MIO-17s

at 10 o'clock, 500 to 1500 ft high and parallel to the flight's direction, about 1 mile
awy. Three to four seconds later BLUE 2 called NIGs at 3 o'clock high. The Mbas at

3 o'clock were at close range, but opening on BLUE 2.

6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE Flight jettisoned tanks and ordnance; lit afterburners and attempted to outrun
the MIOs.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
The MIOs at 10 o'clock attacked BLUE 3 and 4 causing them to break left and separate

from the rest of the flight. The MIOs inflicted two hits on BLUE 4 before BLUE 3 and 4
were able to accelerate away from them.

The 1I0s called at 3 o'clock, dropped in on BLUE l's 6 o'clock position and fired atBLUE 1. BLUE 2 called a break and fired at the MI~a. The MI~s broke left as BLUE I
broke right. Then two other MIGs attacked BLUE 2 an,1 chased him for several miles firing
several rounds of ammo. BLUE 2's afterburner was inoperative consequently he was unable
to outruki or maneuver away from the 410a. Finally tie MIGs broxe off and BLUE 2 egressed
the area.

USECRET
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SECRET
• • Event 11-144

B. ORDNANCE
BLUE 1, 3, and 4 None
BLUR 2 310 rounds 20mm in 3 bursts Damage unknown

RlIOs At least tour MIOs fired at the flight
RIO 2(one at the about 4) 23mm hits in BLUE 4's aircraft

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE 2's afterburner vent out and wound not relight. His gun did not fire after the

second burst for a few seconds. He pulled the trigger several times before It began to

operate. The two mirror@ in the P-105 do not offer rail good coveraga of the 6 3'clock

position. There is also a lot or reflection with the double canopy and at some angles

you can't see through the canopy at all. He was not able to change switch settings trom

ground to air attack In time, consequently did not have a sight.

10. AINCREW COMMENTS

Experience

Total P-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions

BLUE 2 04o 200 20 BLUE 2, after completing flight school,
attended F-105 gunnery at Nellis AFB direct
to SA.

BLUE 4 3800 1000 Unknown Has flipht experelioce In the F-81F, F-101,
and F-105R/D.

BLUE 2 had problems switching from a ground attack mode to air-to-air; reconmuend a
switch on the thrittle to switch over. Also the mirror is inadequate due to the reflec-
tion or light through the double canopy. BLUE 2 felt the only reason he was not hit was

because he was so close to the ground the HIOs could not track. He felt the speed capa-
bility of the 7-105 was excellent under normal conditions but since his burner did not
work he was not able to Set any air speed.

BLUE 4 felt he was able to outrun the MIGs quite easily and this is the reason they
broke off the attack.

11. DATA SOURCES

Pr Inerviews: BLUE 2, 17 March 1967; and BLUE 4, 8 February 1967
HisaiesReports. 355 TFW, 211410Z, Jan 67 OPREP 3 DOTO-0-10264

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight had just rolled out on a heading of east, after launching a SHRIKE missilo
at a Fansong radar. Speed and altitude were 500 KTAS and 3000 ft. BLUE 2 was 6-7000 ft
back and inside the turn, and his afterburner went out when he applied g's in the turn,
as a consequence he was not able to keep up with the flight.

BLUE 4 called MI10 at 10 o'clock, BLUE 2 called MIGs at 3 o'clock. ýFive to 8 M10s
were sighted, things happened too fast from tnis point on for the flight members to
recall how many aircraft were involved.) BLUE 1, 3 and 4 went afterburner and BLUE 1 called
for the flight to jettison stores. All members of the flight jettisoned tanks and ordnance
(BLUE 2 still did not have an operational afterburner.)

The MI1s at the 10 o'clock position made a left diving pursuit curve on BLUE 3 and
inflicting two 23mm hits on BLUE 4 one hit the left wing and the other the left flap.
BLUE 3 and 4 broke left into the MI~s and becoming separated from BLUE 1 and 2, acceler-
ated, outrunning the MI~s and egressed the area.

The RIGs that were called out at the 3 o'clock position made a pass on BLUE 1.
BLUE 2 called for BLUE 1 to break right and fired at the 1410 between him and BLUE 1. At
this time BLUE 2 was at 400 knots and 3-4000 ft altitude and 6000 to 7000 feet behind
BLUE 1. The MIG was pulling high, opening, and the angle oft was high since BLUE 2 hada good planform view of the MIG. The MIG broke off left as BLUE I broke hard right. At

firing BLUE 2 was approximately 3000 ft or better behind the MIO when he fired. He did
not observe any hits. He did not have time to switch from ground to guns air and conse-
quently still had a fixed 108 mil depression in the sight. He fired primarily to scare
the RIG off realizing he did not stand much chance of hitting without a sight. He fired
three bursts. On the third burst the gun wouldn't fire until after lie had pulled the
trigger several times.

BLUE 2 cut off BLUE 1 In the right turn so then they were almost abreant and heading
south. BLUE l's EWO in the backseat called, "break". BLUE 2 broke hard left and down as

3Tmm cannonshells went by the canopy. The MIG started shooting again and BLUE 2 reversed
turn to the right descending to within 20-50 ft above the gruund as the bullets went by
the canopy. BLUE 2 could see the shells hitting the ground in fron' of the aircraft,
BLUE 2 then lost track of BLUE 1 while at 370 knots heading iouth. .Ht turned back to the
east and BLUE 2's airspeed was now about 350 knots. He was ýight on the deck with two
RIGS on his tail; one on each side about 3000 ft back and slightly high. The MIGs fired
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SECRET
f Event II-144

and BLUE 2 Jinked loft and right, b.ttempting to turn into each attack as the MIO turned
in to fire. The MIG's fire passed to either side of him. This situation lasted for 5 or
6 miles; the MIGs shooting and BLUE 2 dodgirng bullets, and stayIn6 low. Finally the MIOs
either got too far from Kep or ran out of ammunition, since they quit firing and broke
orr to the right and BLUE 2 turned left toward the coast.

BLUE 1, on egress, heard the calls of BLUE 2 and started to turn back to help BLUE 2,
but by then the MIGs had broken off so BLUE 1 turned to an exit heading.l While alone on egress, BLUE 4, at 5000 ft altitude and 600 knots saw one MIG-17 at
12 o'clock low, 1-1/2 to 2 miles away. The MIG was st 500 ft altitude on a reciprocal
course. No action was taken by either the MIG or BLUE 4. and BLUE 4 continued to egress
to the tanker.
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SECRET
Event 11-145

Aircraft Involved: Four P-105s vs four MIO-17s

Result: So damage

Vicinity of Enc6unter: 21017'N/1 05*53'E

i. PRIMARY*MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 22 January 1967/0936H

Four F-105s were on a strike mission. The target was a group of railroad tracks at

Thang Quang siding. The flight was one of four In a gaggle formation and was last flight

in on target.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Departed Korat and refueled. Then proceeded NE to the upper end of Thud Ridge to

pick up F-4 escort. Then down SE to target. Came off target in southerly heading and

went into right turn to proceed up Thud Ridge.

¶ 3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

F-105 BLUE 1. 2. 3, 4

6 - 750 lb GP bombs
"2 - 450 gal tanks
i - QRC - 16o POD
1 - SIDEWINDER (AIM-9)
TACAN - Rec. only; Radar, Stby, IFF/Stby, Pod/On, Doppler/Off

"MIG-17 mIO 1. 2. 3, 4

Armament unknown
Silver color

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather: Broken variable scatter, tops at 5,000 ft. Visibility 10 ml in haze.

BLUE 1 & 2 3 & 4

Altitude: 7,000 ft 4,000 ft

-adI 290- Unknown
7I 777550 kt

ue State: Unknown

5. INITIAL DETECTION
N!Gs first seen by BLUE 1 while in a left turn at his 8 o'clock position 5-6,000 ft

out at 4,000 ft altitude at 0936H.

6. ACTION INITIATED

BLUE 1 stayed in his slight left turn and continued ahead. He was already in front

of MIGs and his speed was up. BLUE 2 went high. BLUE 3 and 4 turned and closed on MIGs.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPED

BLUE 3 and 4 closed in on MIG I and 2. BLUE 3 went after MIG 1 who never got any

closer than 3,000 ft on BLUE 1. BLUE 3 fired his missile which sedmed to be at good

range whereupon BLUE 1 broke hard right and downward and MIG 1 broke very hard left and

"desceded very rapidly. Missile did not appear to guide due to high g load. All air-

craft continued up Thud Ridge.

1 8. ORDNANGE
No. fired/No. hits

SIDEWINDERA! I - •B .. .R em ar k s

BLUE 1, 2, 4 None

BLUE 3 1/0 Did not guide.

MIG 1, 2, 3, 4 
Unknown

iI
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SECRET
Event I-145

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

BLUE 3 had two bombs hung up and also a missile that appeared not to guide during MI0
higha g turn.

10. AIRCIEW COMMENTS
Experience

Total F-105 Combat
Hours Hours Missions

BLUE 3 2600 70 50

Com nts on This Encounter:

BLUE I RIGs possibly just came out of Phue Yen taking off to the SE and making a
1800 turn to the left. They already had the speed advantage and didn't want to slow
down. Didn't feel It was wise to chase them down to the. middle of Hanoi.

BLUE 2 Missiles did not perform the g load required to take it.
BLUE 3 As he set up for the missile, he thought that he heard the missile tone and

evezything appeared perfect. The visibility was bad that d&y and so it nould have been
that because of the haze layer that the SIDEWI>DER did not 'rack properly. MIGs made no
attempt to follow the BLUE Flight.I Coimnts from Overall Expurience:

BLUE I The F-105 system is an air-to-ground weapon system. Therefore, It is not
as agile as a pure fighter system. It should not be required to do so much maneuvering
in order to defend itself in the air superiority role. The F-105 should have a weapon
system that can work around the clock.

BLUE 2 This is probably the first firing of a missile from a Thud so it might have
surprised the IG quite a bit.

BLUE 3 To go from a bombing mode to an air-to-air mode requires at least four steps
in the fire control system. Need more SIDEWINDER firings in training.

11. DATA SOURCES

Project Interviews:

BLUE 1.. 2 and 3, 16 Feb 67
Messages, Reports:

388TPW 220600 Jan 67, OPREP 3, DOI 1225
12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

The flight came off the target in a right turn through a southerly heading. BLUE 2

was joining on BLUE 1 who had gone into a left shallow turn and was 2,000 ft back.
BLUR 3 did some S-turns off so that he and BLUE 4 could rejoin as BLUE 3 had hung ordnance
and wanted It confirmed by BLUE 4. BLUE 3 Jettisoned the ordnance armed in the vicinity
of 310 30'N/1050 10'E after the encounter. BLUE 1 heading 2900, 7000 ft altitude, and
550 kts CAS observed four MIGs at his 8 o'clock position climbing in a left 100 bank turn
out of 4,000 ft in an element of two, heading 3000. He called the MI1s out to the rest of
the flight at which time he observed the MIGs turning into him and closing to within
3,000 ft. This is as close as the two MIGs ever got. No one else in the formation ever
saw RIG 3 and 4 and BLUE 1 lost sight of them after the initial sighting. Meanwhile,
BLUE 2 high speed yo-yo'ed o-, the MIGs in an attempt to get into the 6 o'clock. BLUE 3
and 4 also saw the M10s at ýcneir 9 o'clock, turned into them to engage, rolling out at
their 6 o'clock 7,000 ft behind with a positive overtake. BLUE 1 then called for theS~flight to set up their missile switches which BLUE 2 and 3 acknowledged. BLUE 1 then saw

I the RIGs approaching the 6 o'clock and began Jinking. The MIGs stayed with them. By this
time BLUE 2 is line abreast with the MIGs and is about to turn into them when BLUE 3 calls
that he is about to launch the missile. BLUE 2 then calls out that he will stay out of
thewinaoyh eaefllwigi and BLUE 3 isosestowithin3, t on te rIg of BU 3, BE o then call
the way and BLUE 3 closes to within 3,000 ft of MIG 1. MI U 2 meantime, is on the left
missile away, Alt 7,000 ft, speed 550 kt and BLUE 1 goes into a hard turn to the right
and down. 4IG 1 simultaneously goes into a very hard, steep descending turn to the left
after the missile is fired. Missile seems as though it is unable to keep up with the

lioads or the M1G. BLUE 3 at this point cannot see MIG 2 since he has overflown him and
Sunder •his aircraft's nose. So BLUE 3 does an S-turn to the right and BLUE 1 performs

a turn to the left. Both see the two MIGs in a descending turn to the south towards
Hanoi. BLUE 2 then rejoins with BLUE I, with BLUE 3 and 4 3 to 5 miles behind, and all
four aircraft fly up the ridge and head home. They do not follow the MIGs due to a high
SA threat In Hanoi area.SECRET
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3 .. SECRET
Event 11-146

U Aircraft Involved: Four F-105s vs four
MIO-1Ts

. Result: No Damage

' .Vicinity of Encounter: Approximately 21010'/
-. 106301E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 27 January 1967/Unknown
Four F-105s on a strike mission against a railroad yard northeast of Kep.

2. MISSION ROUTE
-11 Departed Korat RTAFB for the Gulf of Tonkin for air refueling, then direct to

2008'N/1070 43'E, direct to 21l0o'N/107°34'E, directly west to target.

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

F-105s BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4
1 - AIM-9B (SIDEWINDER)
1 - Gun (1,029 rounds)
Other armament unknown

k MIO-17s
Unknown

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER
Weather; Overcast with tops at 5,000 ft. Visibility was good above the clouds. Target

only area open. Area soutn or target t±ofi coveriD.
BLUE 1. 2. 3. 4

Altitude: 15,000 ftFeaar g Westerly
ee d500-520 KTAS

ueState: Unknown
Flight Formation: Pod

S. IRITIAL CONTACT

BLUE 3 initially sighted the MiGs at 10 o'clock position, low and climbing at about'3 12 miles. Clear silhouette of MIG-17s.

6. ACTION INITIATED
When MIGs turned into flight, BLUE Flight turned left into MIGs.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
MIGs broke off and continued reciprocal heading. No engagement.

8. ORDNANCE
None expended.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS
Experience

Total F-l05 Combat
Hours Hours Missions

BLUE 3 1200 700 67
BLUE 1 4300 100 20
BLUE 2 and 4 Not interviewed
Comments on This Encounter

BLUE 3 - M1Gs were probably OCI controlled.

Comments from Overall Experience
BLUE 3 - F-105 needs more wing area and more power. One improvement to our training

would be to practice against other aircraft, such as an F-102 which is highly maneuver-
able. Enough information is displayed for the guns but range should be digital readouts
and not analogue. "Terrible visibility from the 4 to 8 o'clock position" in the F-105
and mirrors are useless for other than watching wingmun during taxiing. Seems that MIG
pilots aren't very experienced.

I A
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SECRET
Event 1-l146

11. ATA SOURCES "
Project Interviews: BLUE 1 and BLUE 3

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION

BLUE Flight was inbound to the target at 15,000 ft, heading westerly at 500 to 520
knots when BLUE 3 spotted two MIG-iTs at 10 o'clock position and low. (Other members of
flight reported total of four M1Os.) It appeared as though the MIGs had Just taken orf.
The MIGs turned into the flight as if to engage, and BLUE flight turned left into them.The MIGs then broke off the engagement and continued In an easterly direction and
climbing. After 300 of turn, BLUE Flight headed toward the target, dropped
ordnance and egressed the area returning safely to home station. No damage or encounterlogged.
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SECRETJ" avent IL-147

Aircraft Involved: Pour F-lO5Ds vs three

Result: No damage

Vicinity of Encounter: Approximately 21020'N/
106040'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 29 January 1967/Unknown
Four F-105Ds (BLUE Flight) were on a strike mission against the Northeast Railroad.

11. DATA SOURCES

Project Interview: Member of BLUE Flight, 15 Feb 67

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
BLUE Flight was on a strike against the Northeast Railroad. They ingressed to the

target over the water route and the weather en route was poor. BLUE Flight was the flak
supression flight and was leading the strike force. There was only one other strike
flight due to aborts but there were MIGCAP F-4s in the area, which were heard on the radio.

BLUE Flight was heading roughly west over the mountains, and before they got to the
Delta a bogey was seen far out at 9 o'clock slightly high and he turned into BLUE Flight
and dived below as if to make a 90 de 6 ree beam attack. As the bogey approached, it wasIdentified as a MIG-21 and then two more were seen, The throe MIG-I1s were all in trail
about 3 to 5000 feet apart, all on the same attack path. The MIGs were originally on an
opposite heading to BLUE FliSht, The MIGs turned north towards BLUE Flight, and when 1-1/2
to 2 miles out, turned off to the east and disappeared. The other F-105 flight turned
into the MIGs, but did not follow them and both flights then went over to hit the target,

SECRET 455



SECRET
Event I1-148

Aircraft Involved: Four P-105s vs four MXO-21s

Result: Sighting only

Vicinity or Encounter: 22 O0'N/105035'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

Date/Time: 4 February 1967/0848H

Prior to reaching the primary target, the strike group was diverted due to unsatis-
factory weather in the target area.

2. MISSION ROUTE

Unknown

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
Unknown

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

BLUE 1 2, 3, 4 I , 2 3

Altitude: 14,200 ft 25,200 ft 28,600 ft
Reading:270 110 080

5. INITIAL DETECTION
Details of the initial detection are unknown. Four MIG-21 airplanes were sighted in

flights of two airplanes each. Both flights quickly disappeared to the southeast. Closest

approach of the MIOs was( estimated to be five miles.

6. ACTION INITIATED

No action by either iide.

7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
None. Sighting only.

8. ORDNANCE

N one

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

None reported.
10. AIRCREW COMMENTS

No data.

11. DATA SOURCES

Messages: 388TFW OPREP-3 040355Z Feb 67 FASTEL DOI 156 Feb 67
- 388TFW OPREP-3 0405 OZ Feb 67 DOI 0357 Feb 67

3 12. NARRATIVE DE3CRIPTION

Details of the initial detection are unknown. Four MIO-21 airplanes were sighted
in flights of two airplanes each. Both flights quickly disappeared to the southeast.
Closest approach of the MIGs was estimated to be five miles.

iS
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SEIRET
Event II-149

Aircraft Involved: Pour F-105 vs six 910-21a

Result: ,hting only

Vicinity, *t Encounter: 2115'N/l00202'E

,1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 4 February 1967/0730H

2. MISSION ROUTE

Unknown

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

P-10 BLUE 1, 2. 3. 4 (Ordnance load estimated from limited available data)

1 - AIM-9B

4 - CBU-24 pods

2 - 450 Cal external Puel tankn

I - N-61 gun (1029 rd ammo)
MIOs - Unknown

4. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

BLUE 1. 2, 3, 4

Altitude: 18,000 ft
i: Unknown

Speed: 4o00 KIAS

5. INITIAL DETECTION
BLUE 2 first sighted two MIGs at 2 o'clock, igh, at three miles.

6. ACTION INITIATED
P-105s engaged afterburner and maneuvered mildly to keep the MI1s in sight.

7. SITUATION1 DEVELOPMENT .
Two MIGs were approaching head-on with two additional MIGs approximately 6,000 ft in

trail. The first two MIOs pulled up into a steep wingover and dropped in at 5 o'clock;
then the MIOs broke away.

8. ORDNANCE
None expended.

9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
None reported.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS -o
Experience

Total F-105 Combat i
.'Hours Hour_ s Missions

BLUE 2 450 200 20

BLUE 2 was very impressed with the turning ability of the MIG-21.

11. DATA SOURCE

Project Interviewi: BLUE 2, 6 Feb 1967.

12. NARRATIV )ECRIPTION

BLUE Flight was enroute to the target, at 18,000 ft, 400 KIAS, when BLUE 2 sighted twoI IGs at 2 o'clock, high, at approximately three miles. BLUF 1 (lead) then saw two more
MIs approach head-on, co-altitude. BLUE 3 saw another section of MIGs about 6,000 ft,
low, in-trail, with this lead section. As the MIGs passed head-on they pulled up into a
steep wing-over and dropped into the 5 o'clock position on BLUE Flight. The MIGs suddenly
broke away and disappeared. No ordnance was fired.
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SECRET
Zvent 11-150

Aircraft Involved: Four 1-105s ve threeU.,unidentified airoraft
Result. Siphting only
Vicinity Enoounter: 21020tN/104050tE

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION
Date/Time: 4,Pebruary 1967/0859H

U ,Four P-105 airplanes were a part of a larger strike group. The group had beenI diverted from the primary target due to adverse weather in the area.
3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
F-105 BLUE1.2. :3. I4I. 2 - 3,000-1b bombs

1 - AIM-9B SIDEWINDER
1 - M-61 Gun (full 20mm ammo)

5. INITIAL CETECTION
The flight observed three unidentified airoraft. One silver aircraft olosed towithin one n mi of the flight in the 6 o'clock position.

6. ACTION INITIATED

The flight Jettisoned bombs.
11. DATA SOURCES

r4essages:
388TFW/OPREP-3/040355Z Feb 67/DOI 156 Feb 67.

Other:
RED BARON MIG Incident Summary.

11
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SECRET

' ont 11-151

-5 Airoraft Involvedi Four P-lOSe vs two RIG-17a

UbeAUlt No damage

Vi-einity of Encounter: 20026,N/lOSo45'E

1. PRIMARY MISSION AND TACTICAL SITUATION

-(1 Date/Time: 4 February 1967/16OOH

,2 Four P-105 airplanes had completed an attack and were departing the target area.

2. MISSION ROUTE

r" Unknown

3. AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

P-105 B., 2. 3, 4

•: I1 - SIDEWINDER (AI14-9B)34. FLIGHT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO ENCOUNTER

Weather: Visibility less than five miles in haze and smoke.
mm 1S. INITIAL DETECTION

I : BLUE 3 sighted two MIG-17 airplanes on a heading of 2200 in a descending, right turn.
The MIOs leveled off approximately 1/2 to 1 n mi, 200 to the right of the nose of BLUE 3.
and 500 ft above BLUE Flight.

6. ACTION INITIATED

The MIGs Immediately pulled up into a steep, climbing, right turn and disappeared
i into the haze.

* 7. SITUATION DEVELOPMENT
Just before the MIGs disappeared BLUE 3 launched a SIDEWINDER that appeared to follow

the MIOs into tne haze. No detonation of the missile was observed. BLUE 3 engaged after-
burner in an attempt to regain contact with the MI~s.

8. ORDNANCE

(No. fired/No, hits)
SIDEWINDER A

AIM-gB Remarks
BLUE 3 1/0 Results unobserved. Lost sight of the missile

and the 1I4 in the haze.

5] 9. EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS

None reported.

10. AIRCREW COMMENTS.

Ii No data.
11. DATA SOURCES

Message:

355TFW/0PREP-3/o41320Z Feb 1967 DOTO-0-10436 Feb 67.

12. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
S II BLUE Flight had completed an attack and was egressing from the area when BLUE 3

sighted two MIG-17 airplanes. No previous MI0 warning had been received when BLUE 3
called a warning. The KlOs were on a heading of 2200 in a descending, right turn. After
leveling off approximately 1/2 to 1 n mi, 200 to the right of BLUE 2, and 500 ft above
BLUE Flight, the MI0s pulled up into a steep, climbing, right turn. Just before the

,i MIOs disappeared into the haze, BLUE 3 launched a SIDEWINDER toward the MIGs. The mis-
siles appeared to track but no detonation was observed. BLUE 3 engaged afterburner in an
attempt to regain contact with the MIGs. There were no further 14IG sightings as BLUE
Flight returned to base undamaged.
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JuL25.2001 EPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE4
1 I 'H WING

28 June 2001

MEMORANDUM FOR: DEFENSE TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER

FROM: 11 CS/SCS (MDR)
1000 Air Forte Pentagon
Washington,, DC 20330-1000

SUBJECT: Mandatory Declassification Review Request, Air Force Case Number
01 -MDR-023

Reference W. ,'Howard Plunkett (Lt Col, USAF Retired) letter, dated 16
April 2001 (attachment 1) requesting a mandatory declassification review of the
following documents::

WSEG-,l 16-VOL1, "Air-to-Air Encounters In South East Asia, Vol, I.
F-4 Events Prior to 1 March 1967." DTIC number AD-C003 627

WSEGn1 16-VOL 2. "Air-to-Air Encounters in South East Asia Vol.
II, F-105, Events Prior to 1 March 1967." DTIC number AD-C003
628

WSEG-1 16-VOL 3. "Air-to-Air Encounters in South East Asia Vol.
Ill. "Events from 1 March 1967 to 1 August 1967 and Miscellaneous
Events." DTIC number AD-C003 629

The following documents was reviewed by the appropriate Air Force
agencies and document numbers AD-C003 627, AD-C003 628, and AD-C003
629 have been downgraded to UNCLASSIFIED.

Address any questions concerning this review to the undersigned at DSN
426-7265, COMM (703) 696-7265 or e-mail joanne.mclean@bolling.af.mil.

Mandatory Declassification Review
Manager

1 Attachment

W.H. Plunkett's Letter, 16 Apr 01

cc: W. Howard Plunkett

WO1LD CLASS PEOPLE . WORLD CLASS SUPPORT
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